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IN THE COURSE of writing this book, I passed a small milestone in my life. Twenty years ago, while researching my doctoral dissertation on the theory of Zionism, I came across a newly published book on the Israel-Palestine conflict: *From Time Immemorial: The Origins of the Arab-Jewish Conflict over Palestine* by Joan Peters.\(^1\) Promising to revolutionize our understanding of the conflict, the book was adorned on the back cover with glowing praise from the Who’s Who of American Arts and Letters (Saul Bellow, Elie Wiesel, Barbara Tuchman, Lucy Dawidowicz, and others), and it went on to garner scores of reviews in the mainstream media ranging from ecstasy to awe. Its first edition, eventually going into seven hardback printings, became a national best seller. The central thesis of Peters’s book, apparently supported by nearly two thousand notes and a recondite demographic study, was that Palestine had been virtually empty on the eve of Zionist colonization and that, after Jews made the deserted parts of Palestine they settled bloom, Arabs from neighboring states and other parts of Palestine migrated to the Jewish areas and pretended to be indigenous. Here was the, as it

---

were, scientific proof that Golda Meir had been right after all: there was no such thing as Palestinians.

As it happened, *From Time Immemorial* was a colossal hoax. Cited sources were mangled, key numbers in the demographic study falsified, and large swaths plagiarized from Zionist propaganda tracts. Documenting the hoax and the rather more onerous challenge of publicizing these findings in the media proved to be a turning point for me. From then on, much of my life has, in one fashion or another, centered on the Israel-Palestine conflict.

Looking back after two decades of study and reflection, I am struck most by how uncomplicated the Israel-Palestine conflict is. There is no longer much contention among scholars on the historical record, at any rate for the foundational period from the first Zionist settlements in the late nineteenth century to the creation of Israel in 1948. This wasn’t always the case. For a long time two acutely divergent narratives on the Israel-Palestine conflict coexisted. On the one hand, there was the mainstream, or what one might call, with considerable accuracy, the *Exodus* version of the past—basically the heroic, official Zionist tale immortalized in Leon Uris’s best-selling historical novel. On the other hand, beyond the margins of respectable opinion, a small dissenting body of literature challenged prevailing wisdom. To take one indicative example, the mainstream Israeli account maintained that Palestinians became refugees in 1948 because Arab radio broadcasts had instructed them to flee. Yet already by the early 1960s, Palestinian scholar Walid Khalidi and Irish scholar Erskine Childers, after examining the archive of Arab radio broadcasts from the 1948 war, concluded that no such

---


3. A few pockets of scholarly dispute remain: e.g., whether or not the Zionist leadership intended from early on to “transfer” the Palestinians out of Palestine. Arguments over the June 1967 war and its aftermath spring mostly from two sources: the main Israeli archives are still closed, and more important, the political repercussions of the June war—notably Israel’s occupation—are still with us. The only more or less live political issue from the foundational period is the Palestinian refugee question, which is perhaps why some, albeit limited, controversy still surrounds it.

4. Putting aside its apologetics for Zionism, the sheer racism of Uris’s blockbuster bears recalling. The Arabs, their villages, their homes—to the last, they’re “stinking” or engulfed in “overwhelming stench” and “vile odors.” Arab men just “lay around” all day “listless”—that is, when they’re not hatching “some typical double-dealing scheme which
official Arab exhortations had been given. But revelations such as these had little or no impact on mainstream opinion. Beginning in the late 1980s, however, a steady stream of scholarly studies, mostly by Israelis, dispelled much of the Zionist mythology enveloping the origins of the conflict. Thus, it was now conceded by all serious scholars that the “Arab radio broadcasts” were a Zionist fabrication and that the Palestinians had been ethnically cleansed in 1948, and scholarly debate now focused on the much narrower, if still highly pertinent, question of whether this cleansing was the intentional consequence of Zionist policy or the unintentional by-product of war. Ultimately, on this and related issues, the dissenting narrative, proving closer to the truth, displaced the official Zionist one while, after heated polemics, a broad scholarly consensus on the historical record crystallized.

A similar process of displacement and simplification occurred, coincidentally at just about the same time, on human rights questions. Up until the late 1980s, two fundamentally conflicting claims were put forth regarding Israel’s human rights record in the Occupied Territories. The official Israeli contention, echoed by mainstream media, was that Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza benefited from the most “liberal” and “benign” of occupations. However, a handful of dissidents, mostly Israeli and Palestinian human rights activists like Israel Shahak, Felicia Langer, Lea Tsemel, and Raja Shehadeh, charged, for example, that Israel systematically ill treated and tortured Palestinian detainees. Only a small number of independent human rights organizations existed back then, and these few either whitewashed or maintained a discreet silence on Israel’s egregious human rights violations. It was

---


notable—indeed, a scandal of sorts—that Israel’s torture of Palestinian detainees first became known to a wider public (if still largely ignored), not on account of a human rights organization like Amnesty International but due to an investigative study published by the London Sunday Times.7 At the end of the 1980s, as I said, things started changing.8 Israel’s brutal repression of the largely nonviolent first intifada, which erupted in late 1987, proved impossible to conceal or ignore, while new human rights organizations, both local Israeli and Palestinian as well as international, started springing up, and older, established ones stiffened resistance to external pressures.

In the course of preparing the chapters of this book devoted to Israel’s human rights record in the Occupied Territories, I went through literally thousands of pages of human rights reports, published by multiple, fiercely independent, and highly professional organizations—Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, Physicians for Human Rights—Israel—each fielding its own autonomous staff of monitors and investigators. Except on one minor matter, I didn’t come across a single point of law or fact on which these human rights organizations differed. In the case of Israel’s human rights record, one can speak today not just of a broad consensus—as on historical questions—but of an unqualified consensus. All these organizations agreed, for example, that Palestinian

7. See Chapter 6 of this book.
8. To be sure, the first big blow inflicted on Israel’s radiant image—its first public relations debacle—was the June 1982 Lebanon invasion. The reason Israel’s actual practices finally came to light then merits attention. Although the sheer brutality and density of Israel’s crimes during the 1982 invasion were undoubtedly contributing factors, the main reason, according to veteran Middle East correspondent Robert Fisk, was apparently that, unlike during previous wars, neither the Arab dictatorships nor the finely tuned public relations machinery of Israel could fully control, or manipulate, the reportage: “For the Lebanese government was too weak and its security authorities too divided to impose censorship upon the Western journalists based in Beirut. . . . Reporters travelling with Israeli troops were subject to severe restrictions on their movements and sometimes to censorship, but their opposite numbers in Beirut could travel freely and write whatever they wished. For the very first time, reporters had open access to the Arab side of a Middle East war and found that Israel’s supposedly invincible army, with its moral high ground and clearly stated military objectives against ‘terrorists,’ did not perform in the way that legend would have suggested. The Israelis acted brutally, they mistreated prisoners, killed thousands of civilians, lied about their activities and then watched their militia allies slaughter the occupants of a refugee camp. In fact, they behaved very much like the ‘uncivilised’ Arab armies whom they had so consistently denigrated over the preceding 30 years. The reporting from Lebanon . . . was a new and disturbing experience for the Israelis. They no longer had a monopoly on the truth.” Here is yet another indication of just how disastrous the numbing repression in the Arab world has been for the Arab peoples (Robert Fisk, Pity the Nation [New York, 1990], p. 407; emphasis in original).
detainees have been systematically ill treated and tortured, the total number now probably reaching the tens of thousands.

Yet if, as I’ve suggested, broad agreement has been reached on the factual record, an obvious anomaly arises: what accounts for the impassioned controversy that still swirls around the Israel-Palestine conflict? To my mind, explaining this apparent paradox requires, first of all, that a fundamental distinction be made between those controversies that are real and those that are contrived. To illustrate real differences of opinion, let us consider again the Palestinian refugee question. It is possible for interested parties to agree on the facts yet come to diametrically opposed moral, legal, and political conclusions. Thus, as already mentioned, the scholarly consensus is that Palestinians were ethnically cleansed in 1948. Israel’s leading historian on the topic, Benny Morris, although having done more than anyone else to clarify exactly what happened, nonetheless concludes that, morally, it was a good thing—just as, in his view, the “annihilation” of Native Americans was a good thing—that, legally, Palestinians have no right to return to their homes, and that, politically, Israel’s big error in 1948 was that it hadn’t “carried out a large expulsion and cleansed the whole country—the whole Land of Israel, as far as the Jordan” of Palestinians.9 However repellent morally, these clearly can’t be called false conclusions. Returning to the universe inhabited by normal human beings, it’s possible for people to concur on the facts as well as on their moral and legal implications yet still reach divergent political conclusions. Noam Chomsky agrees that, factually, Palestinians were expelled; that, morally, this was a major crime; and that, legally, Palestinians have a right of return. Yet, politically, he concludes that implementation of this right is infeasible and pressing it inexpedient, indeed, that dangling this (in his view) illusory hope before Palestinian refugees is deeply immoral. There are those, contrariwise, who maintain that a moral and legal right is meaningless unless it can be exercised and that implementing the right of return is a practical possibility.10 For our purposes, the point is not who’s right and who’s wrong but that, even among honest


and decent people, there can be real and legitimate differences of political judgment.

This having been said, however, it bears emphasis that—at any rate, among those sharing ordinary moral values—the range of political disagreement is quite narrow, while the range of agreement quite broad. For the past quarter century, the international community has held to a consensus on how, basically, to resolve the Israel-Palestine conflict: a two-state settlement based on full Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza and full recognition of Israel within its pre–June 1967 borders. Apart from the United States, Israel, and, usually, this or that South Pacific atoll, the United Nations General Assembly, in a rare and consistent display of near unanimity, annually reaffirms this formula. A 1989 General Assembly resolution, Question of Palestine, effectively calling for a two-state settlement and “[t]he withdrawal of Israel from the Palestinian territory occupied since 1967” passed 151 to 3, the only dissenting vote apart from those of the United States and Israel being cast by the island state of Dominica. Fifteen years later and notwithstanding sweeping geopolitical changes—an entire social system disappeared in the interim while many new states were born—the consensus continued to hold. A 2004 General Assembly resolution, Peaceful Settlement of the Question of Palestine, that stresses “the necessity for a commitment to the vision of the two-State solution” and “the withdrawal of Israel from the Palestinian territory occupied since 1967” passed 160 to 6, the dissenting votes apart from the United States’ and Israel’s being cast by Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, Palau, and Uganda.11 Were debate to focus solely on real areas of disagreement, the conflict could probably be resolved expeditiously—if not to the liking of Israeli and American elites.

Most of the controversy surrounding the Israel-Palestine conflict is, in my view, contrived. The purpose of contriving such controversy is transparently political: to deflect attention from, or distort, the actual documentary record. One can speak of, basically, three sources of artificial disagreement: (1) mystification of the conflict’s roots, (2) invocation of anti-Semitism and The Holocaust,12 and (3) on a different plane,
the vast proliferation of sheer fraud on the subject. In this introduction I will briefly discuss each of these in turn. The bulk of this study focuses on the second and third points.

The Israel-Palestine conflict is often said to pose questions of such unique profundity or complexity as to defy conventional analysis or resolution. It’s been variously cast as a cosmic clash of religions, cultures, civilizations. Even normally sober observers like Israeli writer Meron Benvenisti used to contend that its essence was a “primordial, irreconcilable, endemic shepherd’s war.”

In fact, such formulations obfuscate rather than illuminate. No doubt, the conflict raises thorny theoretical and practical problems, but not more so than most other ones. It is also perfectly amenable to comparative analysis, bearing in mind, as always, the limits to any historical analogy. The obvious reason Israel’s apologists shun such comparisons and harp on the sui generis character of the Israel-Palestine conflict is that, in any of the roughly comparable cases—the Euro-American conquest of North America, the apartheid regime in South Africa—Israel comes out on the “wrong” side in the analogy.

Serious analysis of the Israel-Palestine conflict rarely makes resort to ponderous explanations, if for no other reason than because its origins are so straightforward. In 1936 a British royal commission chaired by Lord Peel was charged with ascertaining the causes of the Palestine conflict and the means for resolving it. Regarding the aspirations of Palestinian Arabs, its final report stated that “[t]he overriding desire of the Arab leaders . . . was . . . national independence” and that “[i]t was only to be expected that Palestinian Arabs should . . . envy and seek to emulate their successful fellow-nationalists in those countries just across their northern and southern borders.” The British attributed Arab anti-Jewish animus to the fact that the Jewish claim over Palestine would deny Arabs an independent Arab state, and to Arab fear of being subjugated in an eventual Jewish state. It concluded that there was “no doubt” the “underlying causes” of Arab-Jewish hostilities were “first the desire of the Arabs for national independence; secondly their antagonism to the establishment of the Jewish National Home in Palestine,


quickened by their fear of Jewish domination.” Eschewing airy formulations like Benvenisti’s “primordial, irreconcilable, endemic shepherd’s war” and, again, pointing up the manifest sources of the turmoil in Palestine, the commission wrote:

Nor is the conflict in its essence an interracial conflict, arising from any old instinctive antipathy of Arabs towards Jews. There was little or no friction . . . between Arab and Jew in the rest of the Arab world until the strife in Palestine engendered it. And there has been precisely the same political trouble in Iraq, Syria and Egypt—agitation, rebellion and bloodshed—where there are no “National Homes.” Quite obviously, then, the problem of Palestine is political. It is, as elsewhere, the problem of insurgent nationalism. The only difference is that in Palestine Arab nationalism is inextricably interwoven with antagonism to the Jews. And the reasons for that, it is worth repeating, are equally obvious. In the first place, the establishment of the National Home [for Jews] involved at the outset a blank negation of the rights implied in the principle of national self-government. Secondly, it soon proved to be not merely an obstacle to the development of national self-government, but apparently the only serious obstacle. Thirdly, as the Home has grown, the fear has grown with it that, if and when self-government is conceded, it may not be national in the Arab sense, but government by a Jewish majority. That is why it is difficult to be an Arab patriot and not to hate the Jews.15

The injustice inflicted on Palestinians by Zionism was manifest and, except on racist grounds, unanswerable: their right to self-determination, and perhaps even to their homeland, was being denied. Several sorts of justification were supplied for the Zionist enterprise as against the rights of the indigenous population, none of which, however, withstood even cursory scrutiny. Belief in the cluster of justifications put forth by the Zionist movement presumed acceptance of very specific Zionist ideological tenets regarding Jewish “historical rights” to Palestine and Jewish “homelessness.” For example, the “historical rights” claim was based on Jews having originated in Palestine and resided there two thousand years ago. Such a claim was neither historical nor based on any accepted notion of right. It was not historical inasmuch as it voided the two millennia of non-Jewish settlement in Palestine and the two millennia of Jewish settlement outside it. It was not a right except in mystical, Romantic nationalist ideologies, implementation of which would wreak—and have wreaked—havoc. Reminding fellow

Zionists that Jewry’s “historical right” to Palestine was a “metaphysical rather than a political category” and that, springing as it did from “the very inner depths of Judaism,” this “category . . . is binding on us rather than on the Arabs,” even the Zionist writer Ernst Simon was emphatic that it did not confer on Jews any right to Palestine without the consent of the Arabs.16

Another sort of justification conjured away the injustice inflicted on the indigenous population with the pretense that Palestine was (nearly) vacant before the Jews came.17 Ironically, this argument has proven to be the most compelling proof of the injustice committed: it is a backhanded admission that, had Palestine been inhabited, which it plainly was, the Zionist enterprise was morally indefensible. Those admitting to the reality of a Palestinian presence yet functioning outside the ideological ambit of Zionism couldn’t adduce any justification for Zionism except a racist one: that is, in the great scheme of things, the fate of Jews was simply more important than that of Arabs. If not publicly, at any rate privately, this is how the British rationalized the Balfour Declaration. For Balfour himself, “we deliberately and rightly decline to accept the principle of self-determination” for the “present inhabitants” of Palestine, because “the question of the Jews outside Palestine [is] one of world importance” and Zionism was “rooted in age-long traditions, in present needs, in future hopes, of far profounder import than the desires and prejudices of the 700,000 Arabs who now inhabit that ancient land.” For Cabinet Minister (and the first British high commissioner of Palestine during the Mandate period) Herbert Samuel, although denying the indigenous population majority rule was “in flat contradiction to one of the main purposes for which the Allies were fighting,” it was nonetheless permissible because the anterior Jewish presence in Palestine “had resulted in events of spiritual and cultural value to mankind in striking contrast with the barren record of the last thousand years.” And for Winston Churchill, testifying before the Peel Commission, the indigenous population had no more right to Palestine than a “dog in a manger has the final right to the manger, even though he may have lain there for a very long time,” and no “wrong has been done to these people by the fact that a stronger race, a higher grade race, or at any rate, a more worldly-wise race, to put it that way, has

17. For background and discussion, see Finkelstein, Image and Reality, pp. 89–98.
come in and taken their place.” 18 The point is not so much that the British were racists but rather that they had no recourse except to racist justifications for denying the indigenous population its basic rights. Pressed to justify what was done, they became racists not from predilection but from circumstance: on no other grounds could so flagrant a denial be explained.

If only because of its eminent provenance and frequent quotation, one last argument merits consideration. The Marxist historian Isaac Deutscher put forth, in the form of a parable, less a justification than a largely sympathetic ex post facto explanation for Zionism’s trampling of Palestinian rights:

A man once jumped from the top floor of a burning house in which many members of his family had already perished. He managed to save his life; but as he was falling he hit a person standing down below and broke that person’s legs and arms. The jumping man had no choice; yet to the man with the broken limbs he was the cause of his misfortune. If both behaved rationally, they would not become enemies. The man who escaped from the blazing house, having recovered, would have tried to help and console the other sufferer; and the latter might have realized that he was the victim of circumstances over which neither of them had control. But look what happens when these people behave irrationally. The injured man blames the other for his misery and swears to make him pay for it. The other, afraid of the crippled man’s revenge, insults him, kicks him, and beats him up whenever they meet. The kicked man again swears revenge and is again punched and punished. The bitter enmity, so fortuitous at first, hardens and comes to overshadow the whole existence of both men and to poison their minds.19

This account gives Zionism both too little and too much credit. The Zionist denial of Palestinians’ rights, culminating in their expulsion, hardly sprang from an unavoidable accident. It resulted from the systematic and conscientious implementation, over many decades and despite vehement, often violent, popular opposition, of a political ideology the goal of which was to create a demographically Jewish state in

Palestine. To suggest that Zionists had no choice—or, as Deutscher puts it elsewhere, that the Jewish state was a “historic necessity”—is to deny the Zionist movement’s massive and, in many respects, impressive exertion of will, and the moral responsibility attending the exertion of this will, in one rather than another direction. The expulsion of Palestinians did not come about on account of some ineluctable, impersonal objective force compelling Palestinians to leave and Jews to replace them. Were this the case, why did the Zionists conscript, often heavily-handedly, the Jewish refugees after World War II to come to Palestine and oppose their resettlement elsewhere? Why did they stimulate, perhaps even with violent methods, the exodus of Jews from the Arab world to Palestine? Why did they call, perhaps even in deep frustration and disappointment, for the in-gathering of world Jewry after Israel’s establishment? If Zionist leaders didn’t make the obvious amends after the war of allowing Palestinians to return to their homes and sought instead to fill the emptied spaces with Jews, it’s not because they behaved irrationally, but rather, given their political aim, with complete rationality.

Deutscher, of course, knows all this. Indeed, he acknowledges that “[f]rom the outset Zionism worked towards the creation of a purely Jewish state and was glad to rid the country of its Arab inhabitants.” To claim that Zionist leaders acted irrationally in refusing to “remove or assuage the grievance” of Palestinians, then, is effectively to say that Zionism is irrational: for, given that the Palestinians’ chief grievance was the denial of their homeland, were Zionists to act “rationally” and remove it, the raison d’être of Zionism and its fundamental historic achievement in 1948 would have been nullified. And if seeking to “rid the country of its Arab inhabitants” was irrational, how can the “positive” flipside of this goal, a Jewish state, have been a “historic necessity”? It’s equally fatuous to assert that Palestinians act irrationally when they “blame” the Zionists “for their misery” and not accept that they were “the victim of circumstances over which neither of them had control.” It’s only irrational if Zionists bore no responsibility for what happened. Yet Deutscher is nearly breathless in his praise for the achievements of the Zionists in Palestine: “The emergence of Israel is indeed . . . a phenomenon unique in its kind, a marvel and a prodigy of

---

20. Ibid., p. 112.
21. Ibid., p. 137.
22. Ibid., pp. 137–38.
history, before which Jew and non-Jew alike stand in awe and amazement.”

Isn’t it pure apologetics to sing paeans to the summoning of material and moral energy that made possible such undoubtedly real accomplishments, yet deny, in the name of “historic necessity” and “fortuitous” “circumstances,” that any real responsibility is incurred for the dark underside of them? The selfsame concentrated will, meticulous attention to detail, and lucid premeditation that created Israel also created its victims.

Although in violation of the indigenous population’s elementary right and in contradiction of avowed international principle, a second socioeconomic entity (in addition to the native Palestinian Arabs) came into existence in Palestine and, inevitably, demanded its right to self-determination. Unlike the prior Zionist claim to Palestine, based on an imaginary “historical right,” this one seemed to be grounded in generally accepted criteria of right: the Jewish settlements now comprised a vital, organic, distinct community. The creation of this community, however, had been contingent on the resort to force: without the “steel helmet and the gun’s muzzle” (Moshe Dayan) of the Zionist settlers, crucially supplemented by the “foreign bayonets” (David Ben-Gurion) of the British Empire in the form of the Mandate, a proto-Jewish state could never have come into being. The question of at what point a claim acquired by might becomes one anchored in right is complicated, indeed probably insoluble on an abstract level. The intuitive argument that a moral-legal threshold has been crossed when a new generation, born on the land, stakes its claim on the basis of birthright poses as many questions as it resolves. Doesn’t this give incentive to hold out as long as possible in defiance of international law and public opinion? This, of course, was the essence of the Zionist approach: if sufficient facts were created on the ground and sufficient time elapsed, hard reality could not be reversed.

23. Ibid., p. 118.

24. In fact, Deutscher’s reflections on Zionism, although remarkable in their acuteness—not a single page passes without another novel insight or uncannily accurate prediction—are nonetheless marred, at any rate before his scathing denunciation of Israel after the June 1967 war, by typical Zionist and racist apologetics: the kibbutzim were “Jewish oases scattered over the former Arabian desert” (p. 99); prior to Zionist settlement “no established society existed in the Palestine desert” (p. 100); the Zionist claim that “Palestine is and never ceased to be Jewish” is on a par with the Arab claim that “Jews are... invaders and intruders” (p. 116); and so on.

This brings to the fore a related consideration. The United Nations crowned the Zionist movement with legal title to more than half of Palestine some thirty years after Zionist settlers began in earnest, in the wake of the Balfour Declaration and despite overwhelming indigenous opposition, to create, “dunum by dunum, goat by goat,” facts in Palestine. Yet more than thirty-five years have elapsed since Jewish settlers began creating facts in the West Bank and Gaza. Haven’t these by now acquired legitimacy as well? In any event, when the Peel Commission first proposed in 1937 partitioning Palestine on the ground that a distinct Jewish entity had crystallized, Palestinian Arabs rejected the legitimacy of a Jewish claim founded on force over and against the rights of the indigenous population, as they did in 1947 when the United Nations General Assembly ratified the partition resolution. (Although officially opposing the Peel recommendation and officially accepting the U.N. recommendation, in fact the Zionist movement was rather more ambivalent in both instances.)

26 It’s not hard to see the argument on their side, although in hindsight it’s also not hard to see the imprudence of rejecting partition.

Complex as this conflict over rights emerging out of forcible Zionist settlement is at the abstract level, it found practical resolution after resurfacing in modified form following the June 1967 war. Confronted by the inescapable reality of Israel’s existence and lacking viable political options, Palestinians cut the theoretical Gordian knot in the mid-1970s by effectively conceding legal title to some 80 percent of their historic homeland. Apart from the refugee question, the only truly complicated element of the Israel-Palestine conflict was thus overcome. Yet this resolution remains provisional and fragile. If Israel has created new facts on the ground in the Occupied Territories that preempt a two-state settlement, a new complication of the conflict will have arisen. But it won’t be on account of a “primordial, irreconcilable, endemic shepherd’s war” or “historic necessity” or “fortuitous” “circumstances.” Just as the prior conflict originated in conscious, willful Zionist denial of basic Palestinian rights, so the intractability of a new conflict will originate in this same premeditated injustice, indeed, in denial of even a severely attenuated form of Palestinian rights.

26. See Appendix III to this book.
27. For a forceful restatement of the reasons behind the Palestinian rejection of the partition resolution, see Walid Khalidi, “Revisiting the UNGA Partition Resolution,” *Journal of Palestine Studies* (autumn 1997), pp. 5–21.
Benny Morris, although approving the ethnic cleansing of Palestine and nearly pathological in his hatred of Palestinians, nonetheless anchors Palestinian opposition to Jewish settlement in a perfectly rational, uncomplicated motive: “The fear of territorial displacement and dispossession was to be the chief motor of Arab antagonism to Zionism.” What’s remarkable about this formulation isn’t so much what’s said but, rather, what’s not said: there’s no invoking of “Arab anti-Semitism,” no invoking of “Arab fears of modernity,” no invoking of cosmic “clashes.” There’s no mention of them because, for understanding what happened, there’s no need of them—the obvious explanation also happens to be a sufficient one. Indeed, in any comparable instance, the sorts of mystifying clichés commonplace in the Israel-Palestine conflict would be treated, rightly, with derision. In the course of resisting European encroachment, Native Americans committed many horrendous crimes. But to understand why doesn’t require probing the defects of their character or civilization. Criticizing the practice, in government documents, of reciting Native American “atrocities,” Helen Hunt Jackson, a principled defender of Native Americans writing in the late nineteenth century, observed: “[T]he Indians who committed these ‘atrocities’ were simply ejecting by force, and, in the contests arising from this forcible ejectment, killing men who had usurped and stolen their lands. . . . What would a community of white men, situated precisely as these Cherokees were, have done?”

To apprehend the motive behind Palestinian “atrocities,” this ordinary human capacity for empathy would also seem to suffice. Imagine the bemused reaction were a historian to hypothesize that the impetus behind Native American resistance was “anti-Christianism” or “anti-Europeanism.” What’s the point of such exotic explanations—unless the obvious one is politically incorrect? Of course, back then, profound explanations of this sort weren’t necessary. The natives impeded the wheel of progress, so they had to be extirpated; nothing more had to be said. For the sake of “mankind” and “civilization,” Theodore Roo-

28. He’s called the Palestinian people “sick, psychotic,” “serial killers” whom Israel must “imprison” or “execute,” and “barbarians” around whom “[s]omething like a cage has to be built.” See the Haaretz interview and the pages on Morris’s recent pronouncements in Image and Reality cited above.


svelt wrote, it was “all-important” that North America be won by a “masterful people.” Although for the indigenous population this meant “the infliction and suffering of hideous woe and misery,” it couldn’t have been otherwise: “The world would probably not have gone forward at all, had it not been for the displacement or submersion of savage and barbaric peoples.” And again: “The settler and pioneer have at bottom justice on their side: this great continent could not have been kept as nothing but a game preserve for squalid savages.”

It was only much later, after the humanity of these “squalid savages” was ratified—in any event, formally—that more sophisticated rationales became necessary. In the case of the United States, the “hideous woe and misery” inflicted could be openly acknowledged because the fate of the indigenous population was, figuratively as well as literally, in large part a dead issue. In the case of Palestine it’s not, so all manner of elaborate explanation has to be contrived in order to evade the obvious. The reason Benny Morris’s latest pronouncements elicited such a shocked reaction is that they were a throwback to the nineteenth century. Dispensing with the ideological cloud making of contemporary apologists for Israel, he justified dispossession on grounds of the conflict between “barbarians” and “civilization.” Just as, in his view, it was better for humanity that the “great American democracy” displaced the Native Americans, so it is better that the Jewish state has displaced the Palestinians. “There are cases,” he baldly states, “in which the overall, final good justifies harsh and cruel acts that are committed in the course of history.” Isn’t this Roosevelt speaking? But one’s not supposed to utter such crass things anymore. To avoid outraging current moral sensibilities, the obvious must be papered over with sundry mystifications. The elementary truth that, just as in the past, the “chief motor of Arab antagonism” is “[t]he fear of territorial displacement and dispossession”—a fear the rational basis for which is scarcely open to question, indeed, is daily validated by Israeli actions—must, at all costs, be concealed.

To evade the obvious, another stratagem of the Israel lobby is playing The Holocaust and “new anti-Semitism” cards. In a previous study,

31. For these and similar formulations, see Theodore Roosevelt, The Winning of the West (New York, 1889), 1:118–19, 121; 4:7, 54–56, 65, 200, 201.

32. In fact, one isn’t even allowed to remember that Roosevelt said them: one searches recent Roosevelt biographies in vain for any mention of the pronouncements of his just cited, or scores of others like them pervading his published writings and correspondence.
I examined how the Nazi holocaust has been fashioned into an ideological weapon to immunize Israel from legitimate criticism. In this book I look at a variant of this Holocaust card, namely, the “new anti-Semitism.” In fact, the allegation of a new anti-Semitism is neither new nor about anti-Semitism. Whenever Israel comes under renewed international pressure to withdraw from occupied territories, its apologists mount yet another meticulously orchestrated media extravaganza alleging that the world is awash in anti-Semitism. This shameless exploitation of anti-Semitism delegitimizes criticism of Israel, makes Jews rather than Palestinians the victims, and puts the onus on the Arab world to rid itself of anti-Semitism rather than on Israel to rid itself of the Occupied Territories. A close analysis of what the Israel lobby tallies as anti-Semitism reveals three components: exaggeration and fabrication; mislabeling legitimate criticism of Israeli policy; and the unjustified yet predictable “spillover” from criticism of Israel to Jews generally. I conclude that if, as all studies agree, current resentment against Jews has coincided with Israel’s brutal repression of the Palestinians, then the prudent, not to mention moral, thing to do is end the occupation. A full Israeli withdrawal would also deprive those real anti-Semites exploiting Israeli policy as a pretext to demonize Jews—and who can doubt they exist?—of a dangerous weapon as well as expose their real agenda. And the more vocally Jews dissent from Israel’s occupation, the fewer will be those non-Jews who mistake Israel’s criminal policies and the uncritical support (indeed encouragement) of mainline Jewish organizations for the popular Jewish mood.

I began this introduction recalling the From Time Immemorial hoax, since a main reason so much controversy swirls around the Israel-Palestine conflict is the vast proliferation of sheer fraud masquerading as serious scholarship. Although imperfect, a mechanism for quality control nonetheless exists in intellectual life. In practice it usually takes the form of a sequence of skeptical questions. If someone quotes a book putting forth an altogether aberrant thesis, he or she is usually asked, “Where does the author teach?” or “Who published the book?” or “Who blurbed the book?” or “What sorts of reviews did it receive [in the main professional journals]?” The answers to these questions generally provide a more or less accurate gauge of how much credence to put in the publication. It is one of the egregious features of the Israel-Palestine conflict, however, that these mechanisms of quality control

function barely, if at all. The book’s author can teach at a first-rank university, and the book itself can be published under a prestigious imprint, receive lavish blurbs as well as reviews in prominent mainstream publications, and yet still be complete nonsense. The most recent addition to this genre and the subject of the second part of this book is the best seller *The Case for Israel* by Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz. It can fairly be said that *The Case for Israel* surpasses *From Time Immemorial* in deceitfulness and is among the most spectacular academic frauds ever published on the Israel-Palestine conflict. Indeed, Dershowitz appropriates large swaths from the Peters hoax. Whereas Peters falsified real sources, Dershowitz goes one better and cites absurd sources or stitches evidence out of whole cloth. The core chapters of the present book juxtapose the findings of all mainstream human rights organizations about Israel’s human rights record in the Occupied Territories against Dershowitz’s claims. I demonstrate that it’s difficult to find a single claim in his human rights chapters or, for that matter, any other chapter of *The Case for Israel* that, among other things, doesn’t distort a reputable source or reference a preposterous one. The point, of course, is not that Dershowitz is a charlatan. Rather, it’s the **systematic institutional bias** that allows for books like *The Case for Israel* to become national best sellers. Were it not for Dershowitz’s Harvard pedigree, the praise heaped on his book by Mario Cuomo, Henry Louis Gates Jr., Elie Wiesel, and Floyd Abrams, the favorable notices in media outlets like the *New York Times* and *Boston Globe*, and so on, *The Case for Israel* would have had the same shelf life as the latest publication of the Flat-Earth Society.

34. Revealingly, this caveat applies to the field of “Holocaust studies” as well. For pertinent criticism by Raul Hilberg, dean of Nazi holocaust scholars, see Finkelstein, *Holocaust Industry*, p. 60.


37. In the *New York Times Sunday Book Review*, Ethan Bronner praised Dershowitz for his “intelligent polemic” and ability “to construct an argument” and for being “especially effective at pointing to the hypocrisy of many of Israel’s critics” (“The New New Historians,” 9 November 2003). Bronner sits on the *Times*’s editorial board, where he’s its “expert” on the Israel-Palestine conflict. In the *Boston Globe*, Jonathan Dorfman waxed rhapsodic about how Dershowitz “goes after Israel’s enemies . . . with the punch and thrust of courtroom debate” and praised the author for having “restated some obvi-
The purpose of *Beyond Chutzpah* is to lift the veil of contrived controversy shrouding the Israel-Palestine conflict. I am convinced that anyone confronting the undistorted record will recognize the injustice Palestinians have suffered. I hope this book will also provide impetus for readers to act on the basis of truth so that, together, we can achieve a just and lasting peace in Israel and Palestine.

---

ous truths about Israel—truths its friends need to convey, its enemies need to confront, and the chattering classes need to learn before they venture forth with pronouncements about Israel that are simple, easy—and wrong” (“Dershowitz makes the ‘Case,’” 26 November 2003). Both these reviews appeared *well after* evidence had been widely disseminated demonstrating that Dershowitz’s book was rubbish.
We currently face as great a threat to the safety and security of the Jewish people as the one we faced in the 1930s—if not a greater one.

Abraham Foxman, National Director, Anti-Defamation League
From *Jesus Christ Superstar* to *The Passion of the Christ*

The latest production of Israel’s apologists is the “new anti-Semitism.” Just as Palestinians renewed their resistance to occupation and Israel escalated its brutal repression of the revolt, there was a vast proliferation of books, articles, conferences, and the like alleging that—in the words of Anti-Defamation League (ADL) national director Abraham Foxman—“we currently face as great a threat to the safety and security of the Jewish people as the one we faced in the 1930s—if not a greater one.”¹ As it happens, the allegation of a new anti-Semitism is neither new nor about anti-Semitism. Thirty years ago, ADL national leaders Arnold Forster and Benjamin R. Epstein published to great fanfare a study entitled *The New Anti-Semitism*, and less than a decade later ADL national leader Nathan Perlmutter (with his wife, Ruth Ann Perlmutter) put out *The Real Anti-Semitism in America*, alleging yet again that the United States was awash in a new anti-Semitism.² The main


purpose behind these periodic, meticulously orchestrated media extravaganzas is not to fight anti-Semitism but rather to exploit the historical suffering of Jews in order to immunize Israel against criticism. Each campaign to combat the “new anti-Semitism” has coincided with renewed international pressures on Israel to withdraw from occupied Arab territories in exchange for recognition from neighboring Arab states.

Forster and Epstein’s *The New Anti-Semitism* came to serve as a template for subsequent productions. A few chapters of this book are given over to the anti-Semitic ravings of mostly marginal, right-wing extremists in the United States, while a larger space is devoted to deploiring anti-Semitism in the African American community. To highlight the pervasiveness of this new anti-Semitism, mainstream institutions are also subject to random, more or less preposterous accusations—newspapers like the *Washington Post* and *New York Times* for being soft on anti-Semites, and the film industry for producing animated features like “X-rated *Fritz the Cat* . . . which had a tasteless synagogue sequence, and *The Crunch Bird*, which used Jewish dialect and ethnic caricature for a vulgar joke and which won an Academy Award in 1972.”

The periodic brouhahas over the new anti-Semitism show continuities even in fine details. A main item in Forster and Epstein’s bill of indictment was Norman Jewison’s just-released cinematic version of *Jesus Christ Superstar*. “From an anti-Semitic stage production he created an even more anti-Semitic film,” they charged. The “anti-Semitic” stage production was cowritten by Andrew Lloyd Webber, who went on to create such scandalously anti-Semitic Broadway musicals as *Cats* (a coded allusion to Katz?), while Jewison had just produced and directed the screen adaptation of *Fiddler on the Roof*. Webber and Jewison are castigated for perpetuating the lie that “the Jews, collectively, killed Christ” and ignoring “the new, ecumenical interpretation of the Crucifixion,” instead following “‘the old, primitive formulation of the Passion play, the spirit of which was discarded by Vatican II.’” The biased rendering of the biblical protagonists is said to be irrefutable proof of the film’s anti-Semitic thrust: “*Superstar* represented, after all, a very free adaptation of the New Testament story. . . . The malevolent image of the street mobs of Jerusalem and of the priests was preserved intact and once again they were assigned major blame for the Crucifixion. At the same time, the authors of *Superstar* chose to whitewash the

3. Forster and Epstein, *New Anti-Semitism*, pp. 56 (Post), 113 (*Fritz the Cat*), 300 (Times).
character of Pontius Pilate, exonerating Pilate of blame in the condemnation and trial of Jesus and thereby heightening the responsibility assigned to the Jewish priesthood.” Fast forward to 2004. The assault on Mel Gibson’s *Passion of the Christ* struck identical notes, Frank Rich of the *New York Times*, for example, charging: “There is no question that it rewrites history by making Caiaphas and the other high priests the prime instigators of Jesus’ death while softening Pontius Pilate, an infamous Roman thug, into a reluctant and somewhat conscience-stricken executioner.”

Abraham Foxman was said to have been appalled at the potential anti-Semitic fallout of Gibson’s film. But the primary target audience of *Passion* was exactly those Christian fundamentalists with whom ADL has been aligned for years. For instance, Ralph Reed of the Christian Coalition frequently addressed ADL meetings. Why the selective indignation against Gibson? Apart from the obvious fact that, as “faithful supporters” of Israel, the Christian Coalition gets a partial pass, could it be that ADL’s national director almost literally stole a page from an old book, seizing on *Passion* to whip up hysteria about the new anti-Semitism? Foxman, who fired the first salvos against Gibson’s *Passion* and thereafter dominated this theater of war, is prominently listed on the acknowledgments page of Forster-Epstein’s *The New Anti-Semitism*. The crisis of *Passion* was a win-win situation: if Gibson caved in, it would broadcast the message not to mess with Jews; and if he didn’t, it would prove the omnipresence of anti-Semitism. Already before the film’s release, Foxman was capitalizing on it for his accusations of anti-Semitism. The 2003 ADL “Audit of Anti-Semitic Incidents” highlights: “In early 2003 Mel Gibson announced the making of his forthcoming film, ‘The Passion of the Christ.’ What followed was a nearly year-long controversy that elicited hateful anti-Semitic e-mails and letters to ADL and other Jewish organizations, as well as journalists, religious leaders and those who commented critically on the film” and “the hate mail was an indication of the anti-Semitic feelings that were stirred as a result of the Jewish concerns about the film.”

5. Foxman, *Never Again?* pp. 147–51 (Christian fundamentalists and “supporters” at 149).
Plainly, Foxman’s confidence wasn’t misplaced that journalists, ever on the lookout to expose yet new manifestations of anti-Semitism, would take the bait; and pundits and columnists, ever on the lookout for causes to champion but only if against a phantom enemy, would fearlessly lead the charge. Each of them—the *New Republic*’s Leon Wieseltier, the *New York Times*’s Frank Rich, *Vanity Fair*’s Christopher Hitchens, the *Washington Post*’s Charles Krauthammer—elbowed the next, vying for the title of chief slayer of the Gibson dragon. Even if one believes the worst accusations leveled against *Passion* by ADL—that it’s every bit as anti-Semitic as *Superstar*—how much courage did it take to denounce Gibson in these publications, and for their audiences? Reversing cause and effect and feigning wounded innocence, Rich piously accused Gibson, not ADL and its media adjuncts, of firing the “opening volley” and “looking for a brawl.” It was testament to the sheer idiocy of this “controversy” that the heart of it was Gibson’s biblical scholarship. Before *Passion*, who ever thought that Gibson had even the clue of an idea in his head? The punditry was on a par with periodic learned disputations on the deeper meaning of Michael Jackson’s latest lyrics.7

The principal—indeed, the real—target of Forster and Epstein’s *New Anti-Semitism* was criticism directed at Israel after the October 1973 war, when new pressures were exerted on Israel to withdraw from the Egyptian Sinai and to reach a diplomatic settlement with the Palestinians. This “hostility” against Israel, it was alleged, “is the heart of the new anti-Semitism.” It was said to both spring from anti-Semitism and constitute its “ultimate” form: “The only answer that seems to fit is that Jews are tolerable, acceptable in their particularity, only as victims, and when their situation changes so that they are either no longer victims or appear not to be, the non-Jewish world finds this so hard to take that the effort is begun to render them victims anew” (their emphasis).8 The possibility that criticism of Israel might have sprung from Israel’s intransigence—its refusal to withdraw despite Arab offers of peace—was too absurd even to consider. Apart from the usual bogies like the United Nations, the Soviet Union, and the Arab world,9 the

9. Forster and Epstein’s *New Anti-Semitism*, like its clones, includes expansive chapters on anti-Semitism in the Communist and Arab worlds. It bears mentioning, especially
alleged proof of a resurgent anti-Semitism was that even Israel’s traditional allies in Western Europe and the United States were given to Jew-hating outbursts. For example, in the United Kingdom fewer people agreed that “Israel should hold all or most of the territory it occupied in June 1967,” and a British Guardian article reported that Israel was using “ignoble subterfuges” to confiscate Palestinian land. In Germany a Stern magazine article alleged that “terror and force were used by the Jews in the compulsory founding of their state in 1948.” In Latin America the danger of a new anti-Semitism was particularly “worrisome” in Argentina, where a “left-wing spokesm[an]” called for “a just peace [in the Middle East] based on the evacuation of all the occupied territories,” and his supporters were “proclaiming ‘the right of the Palestinians to self-determination.’”

In the United States the threat of a new anti-Semitism emanated, according to Forster and Epstein, from the “Radical Left,” such as the Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party, the Stalinist American Communist Party, and the Maoist Progressive Labor Party—even if their combined constituency could have comfortably fit into a telephone booth. In addition, it was alleged that sectors of the religious and peace community had succumbed to the anti-Semitic temptation. For example, “the line had been crossed” when a liberal Protestant clergyman sermonized that “now oppressed become oppressors: Arabs are deported; Arabs are imprisoned without charge”; and when the National Council of Churches called for “the recognition of the right of Palestinian Arabs to a ‘home acceptable to them which must now be a matter of negotiation.’” A publication of the American Friends Service Committee (Quakers) had also crossed the line when asserting “that Egypt and Israel were equally guilty for the outbreak of the June 1967 war” (which, if anything, demonstrates a bias in favor of Israel); that Israel should “as a first step commit itself to withdraw from all the occupied territory—a strictly Arab reading of the U.N. Security Council’s resolution of

since ADL and kindred studies on anti-Semitism never do, that both the Soviet bloc and Arab states officially supported the international consensus for resolving the Israel-Arab conflict. This first, Forster-Epstein production of the new anti-Semitism coincided with the campaign to “free Soviet Jewry.” For the American Jewish establishment, the campaign served the double purpose of vilifying the Soviet Union, thereby currying favor with U.S. ruling elites, and freeing up Jewish immigrants for Israel, thereby staving off the Arab “demographic bomb.”

10. Ibid., pp. 255 (“hold”), 260 (Germany), 264 (United Kingdom), 273 (“worrisome”), 275 (“left-wing spokesm[an]”).
November 22, 1967” (in fact, this reading of Resolution 242 was the consensus of the international community, including the United States); and that American Jews should—horror of anti-Semitic horrors—“reject simplistic military solutions, and... encourage calm and deliberate examination of all the issues.” The occasional public mention of an American Jewish lobby mobilizing support for Israel or, even more rare, of U.S. hypocrisy in the Israel-Arab conflict was likewise adduced by Forster and Epstein as prima facie evidence of anti-Semitism; for example, a Washington Post story claimed that “the influence of American Jews on American politics is quite disproportionate to their numbers in the electorate” and that “[t]hey lobby on Capitol Hill and often they have had direct access to the White House,” and a CBS News commentary “accused the United States of a ‘double standard’ in regard to Middle East terror.” In the face of this overwhelming accumulation of evidence, who, except a diehard Jew-hater, could doubt the lethal danger of a new anti-Semitism?

By the time Nathan and Ruth Ann Perlmutter published The Real Anti-Semitism (1982), American Jewish elites had gravitated yet further to the right end of the political spectrum. Accordingly, as compared to The New Anti-Semitism, the space in The Real Anti-Semitism given over to anti-Semitism on the right contracted, while that devoted to anti-Semitism on the left—a label that designated not the left but anyone to their left—expanded. For Forster and Epstein, the radical left “today represents a danger to world Jewry at least equal to the danger on the right.” But for the Perlmutters, the danger emanating from the left loomed much larger, and, it bears repeating, not just the radical but even the moderate left, reaching well into the mainstream. “[W]e have not discussed the Right, not because it is not of concern to Jews,” they explained at one point, “but rather because that danger is so well known by Jews.” Yet the likelier reason for this relative silence on the right was that American Jewish elites had now aligned themselves with—indeed, more and more belonged to—the right, apart from its


13. Ibid., p. 7 (cf. p. 12); Perlmutters, Real Anti-Semitism, p. 139.
lunatic fringe. Domestically, as institutionalized anti-Semitism all but vanished and American Jews prospered, the bonds linking Jews to their erstwhile “natural” allies on the left and among other discriminated-against minorities eroded. American Jewish elites increasingly acted to preserve and protect their class, and even “white,” privilege. Internationally, as Israel’s political intransigence and brutal occupation alienated public opinion and its alignment with the right in the United States (as elsewhere) deepened, American Jewish elites found themselves increasingly at odds with the political center and in league with the right. The Perlmutters charted these developments with remarkable, if morally repugnant, candor.

Classical anti-Semitism of the type that targeted Jews simply for being Jewish, according to the Perlmutters, no longer posed a potent danger in the United States: “The Klansmen and the neo-Nazis are today no more than socially scrawny imitations of their once politically meaningful forebears, while uptown, the very fact of whispered anti-Semitism is testimony to its low estate.” A new type of anti-Semitism, however, had replaced it. This “real” anti-Semitism was defined by the Perlmutters as any challenge inimical to Jewish interests. If not subjectively driven by animus toward Jews, it was nonetheless objectively harmful to them: “Essentially, this book’s thesis is that today the interests of Jews are not so much threatened by their familiar nemesis, crude anti-Semitism, as by a-Semitic governmental policies, the proponents of which may be free of anti-Semitism and indeed may well—literally—count Jews among some of their best friends.” Practically, this meant pinning the epithet “anti-Semitic” on domestic challenges to Jewish class privilege and political power as well as on global challenges to Israeli hegemony. American Jewish elites were, in effect and in plain sight, cynically appropriating “anti-Semitism”—a historical phenomenon replete with suffering and martyrdom, on the one hand, and hatred and genocide, on the other—as an ideological weapon to defend and facilitate ethnic aggrandizement. “Unchallenged and unchecked,” real anti-Semitism, the Perlmutters warned, “can loose once again classical anti-Semitism.” In fact the reverse comes closer to the truth: it is the mislabeling of legitimate challenges to Jewish privilege and power as anti-Semitism that breeds irrational resentment of Jews, more on which later.14

Given that the domestic power of American Jewish elites was firmly entrenched, the club of anti-Semitism was mainly wielded to assail Israel’s critics. Israel, according to the Perlmutters, was “indisputably the overriding concern of Jewry,” “the issue central to our beings”—but only if it was a Sparta-like Israel in thrall to the United States. From the mid-1970s this Israel was coming under attack. When the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) joined the international consensus supporting a two-state settlement, pressures mounted on Israel to follow suit—or, in the Perlmutters’ twisted logic, Israel had been “cornered in the public-relations cul de sac of ‘peace.’” To head off this PLO “peace offensive” (Israeli strategic analyst Avner Yaniv’s phrase), Israel invaded Lebanon in June 1982. The Perlmutters were at pains to acknowledge that, although nonetheless “murder’s accomplices,” Israel’s critics were mostly not motivated by anti-Jewish animus. If they took exception to Israeli policy, it was on account of their being either misguided dupes of “trendy” Third World ideologies (like opposition to “racism,” “sexism,” and “imperialism”) or grubby opportunists anxious about the price of Arab oil. One possibility the Perlmutters didn’t entertain was that Israel might be in the wrong. Real anti-Semites didn’t just include usual suspects like the National Council of Churches, which “called on Israel to include the PLO in its Middle East peace negotiations,” and the United Nations, which “has become an arena for vicious assaults on Jewish interests”—such as supporting a two-state settlement. Rather, defined by the damage, however indirect, they might inflict on Israel, anti-Semites, in the Perlmutters’ lexicon, was a catchall for, among others, those wanting to “scuttle the electoral college” in the name of democracy, which would diminish the clout of American Jews (concentrated in swing states) and concomitantly diminish Jewish influence over Middle East policy; those calling for peaceful resolution of conflicts and cuts in the military budget, on account of which “nowadays war is getting a bad name and peace too favorable a press”—plainly a disaster for Israel; those opposing nuclear power, which would increase “the West’s dependency on OPEC oil and . . . our economy’s thralldom to recycling petrodollars”; and on

15. Ibid., pp. 80 (“indisputably”), 154 (“central”). For American Jewry’s support of a militarized and dependent Israel, see Finkelstein, Holocaust Industry, chap. 1.
17. Perlmutters, Real Anti-Semitism, pp. 32–33, 107–8, 163–64 (“trendy”), 230–44 (“murder’s accomplices” at 244).
and on. Scaling the peaks of absurdity, the Perlmutters suggest that “even the New York Times is guilty,” if not of outright anti-Semitism then of... Holocaust denial.18

Like the Forster-Epstein study, The Real Anti-Semitism focused obsessively on anti-Semitism in the black community. The worst of Jewish sins, according to the Perlmutters, was that they “have tended to care more for mankind than the world has cared for [Jews],” a disposition arising from “God’s disproportionately generous gifting of Jews with brimming empathy.” The problem, in short, was that Jews were too wonderful for their own good. And nowhere had the generosity of Jewry been more manifest than “its doting role in the nourishment of the infant NAACP and Urban League, its lawyers, strategists and activists in behalf of racial justice.” Except for black ingratitude, how then to account for poll data cited by the Perlmutters showing an escalation of African American hostility toward Jews?19 In fact, as even The Real Anti-Semitism suggests (if obliquely), black-Jewish tensions sprang in part from class conflict over initiatives supporting the disadvantaged, like affirmative action, which American Jewish organizations prominently opposed; in part from a lack of lockstep support for Israel in the black community; and in part from the uncorking of an ugly, just barely repressed, racism among many Jews.20 On the last point, consider the Perlmutters’ explanation that New York Jews had grown conservative because their Upper Manhattan neighborhoods were no longer safe from criminals after dark: “Fear and filth, it seems, grow thick where music, art, theater, libraries and liberal constituencies thrive.” “Fear and filth”—to whom could that be referring? In order to make amends and return to the good graces of Jews, according to the Perlmutters, it was incumbent upon “the Black” to lend—no surprises here—Israel greater support: “Loud, clear, repeated condemnations of

18. Ibid., pp. 61–62 (Times), 108–9 (electoral college), 116 (“war is getting”), 159 (“include the PLO”), 248 (United Nations), 282 (nuclear power).
19. Ibid., pp. 86ff. (poll data), 186 (“doting”), 211 (“God’s”), 251 (“tended to care”). As it happens, American Jewish support for the Civil Rights Movement reaped significant benefits for Jews as well. “The highly visible alliance between Jews and blacks during the civil rights demonstrations of the 1950s and 1960s made Jews the target of renewed hatred by many right-wing racists,” Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz observes. “But in the end, the civil rights period brought with it an end to much of the social and economic discrimination suffered by the Jews” [Alan M. Dershowitz, Contrary to Popular Opinion [New York, 1992], p. 366].
20. Perlmutters, Real Anti-Semitism, pp. 182–203, 264–77; for Jewish organizations opposing affirmative action and for Jewish racism, see Finkelstein, Holocaust Industry, p. 36.
the United Nations’ offenses against the Jewish people; loud, clear, repeated contradictions of the National Council of Churches’ skewed reports on the Middle East; delegations to Washington supportive of Israel’s security.” 21 Repellent as they were, the Perlmutters plainly couldn’t be faulted for lack of consistency.

And by this reckoning, the religious right no longer figured as anti-Semitic, because it had pledged support for the Holy State: “Fundamentalist intolerance is currently not so baneful as its friendship for Israel is helpful.” How little the “real” anti-Semitism had to do with the genuine article and how much with criticism of Israeli policy could be gleaned from the Perlmutters’ preference for the Christian right, which was steeped in anti-Jewish bigotry but “pro”-Israel, as against liberal Protestantism, which was free of anti-Jewish bigotry but “anti”-Israel:

Why then do we feel more comfortable today with the Reverend Bailey Smith, leader of the Southern Baptist Convention, who has seriously declared, “With all due respect to those dear people, my friends, God Almighty does not hear the prayer of a Jew,” than we do with the socially conscious National Council of Churches? After all, the Southern Baptists have yet to disclaim the charge of deicide against me, while member organizations of the National Council of Churches acquitted me even while the Vatican Council II’s jury was still out. The answer lies not in their measures of anti-Semitism, but in their political postures. Christian-professing religious attitudes, in this time, in this country, are for all practical purposes, no more than personally held religious conceits, barely impacting the way in which Jews live. Their political action, as it relates to the security of the state of Israel, impacts us far more meaningfully than whether a Christian neighbor believes that his is the exclusive hot line to “on high.”

On this criterion, Jerry Falwell of the Moral Majority and Pat Robertson of the Christian Broadcasting Network likewise passed muster. Although their fundamentalist theology reeked of anti-Semitism, it was of no account so long as they gave backing to a militarized Israel. “[L]et’s praise the Lord,” the Perlmutters counseled, borrowing the title of a World War II hit, “and pass the ammunition.” Indeed, they didn’t just praise the Christian right but exonerated it as well: “[R]arely has a religious persuasion been as broadly smeared as have fundamentalists. As excoriations of Zionism have served to camouflage raw anti-Semitism, so have swollen hyperboles descriptive of the Moral Majority and

the Religious Roundtable beclouded the image of fundamentalists.”
Little as can be said for the claims of this analogy, the Perlmutters
do deserve credit for clearly and accurately aligning, in the anal-
ogy’s terms, Zionism (at any rate, their brand of it) with the Moral
Majority.22
Finally, apart from lavishing praise on Israel, in order to get on the
Perlmutters’ A-list of fighting anti-Semitism, one had to be tough on
crime (“our violence-ridden times are ripe for considering as a priority
the defense of the victim”); oppose affirmative action (“That reverse
discrimination has been arbitrarily punitive of individual whites is self-
evident”); and favor an aggressive U.S. military posture as well as a
sharp increase in the military budget (“to more credibly deny expa-
sionist [Soviet] threats to world peace”). On this last point, the Perl-
mutters took note of the seeming irony that ADL sounded more like
“a conservative defense organization than . . . a Jewish human-rights
agency.”23 It wasn’t at all ironic: reflecting its elite Jewish constituency,
ADL had in fact become a bastion of reaction.
Like The New Anti-Semitism, the foreword to The Real Anti-
Semitism acknowledged the input of Abraham Foxman. By the time
he succeeded Nathan Perlmutter as head of ADL, Foxman was a verita-
able impresario of “new anti-Semitism” productions. As Israel headed
toward a new crisis in fall 2000, he knew exactly which strings to pull
and what buttons to press.

22. Ibid., pp. 155–56 (“helpful” and Bailey Smith), 172 (“[L]et’s praise”), 176
(“[R]arely”).
23. Ibid., pp. 228 (“violence-ridden”), 254–58 (military budget; “more credibly” and
“defense organization” at 254), 264–77 (affirmative action; “reverse discrimination”
at 269).
“WHAT EACH THING is when fully developed,” Aristotle observed in *The Politics*, “we call its nature.” In this sense, the latest revival of the new anti-Semitism reveals its true essence. Although Abraham Foxman’s *Never Again? The Threat of the New Anti-Semitism* (2003) included standard props, like chapters on right-wing loonies (“Danger on the Right: Violence and Extremism in the American Heartland”) and African Americans (“Troubled Alliance: The Rift between American Blacks and Jews”), as the production hit the road, all pretenses were dropped that it was about anything except Israel. In addition, the distinction between “real” and “classical” anti-Semitism was discarded. In *The Real Anti-Semitism*, the Perlmutters had de-demonized anti-Semites, making of them merely Gentiles with contrary “interests.” But as Israel’s illegal and immoral policies came under closer scrutiny, the only defense available was to re-demonize critics, claiming they were classical Jew-haters. Finally, whereas in the original *New Anti-Semitism* marginal left-wing organizations like the Communist Party and the Socialist Workers Party were cast as the heart of the anti-Semitic darkness, in the current revival Israel’s apologists, having lurched to the right end of the political spectrum, cast mainstream organizations like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch in this role.
The dominant trope of the new “new anti-Semitism” is that Israel has become the “Jew among nations”: “Israel has fast become the Jew of the world” (Phyllis Chesler, *The New Anti-Semitism*); “Israel, in effect, is emerging as the collective Jew among nations” (Mortimer B. Zuckerman, “The New Anti-Semitism”); “If classical anti-Semitism was anchored in discrimination against the Jewish religion, the new anti-Jewishness is anchored in discrimination against the Jews as a people—and the embodiment of that expression in Israel” (Irwin Cotler, “Human rights and the new anti-Jewishness”); “The state of Israel . . . has been transformed into ‘the ‘Jew’ of the nations’” (Gabriel Schoenfeld, *The Return of Anti-Semitism*). As with the “new anti-Semitism,” Israel’s apologists have merely recycled this representation of Israel as the collective Jewish victim of anti-Semitic prejudice. In their 1982 study the Perlmutters pointed up the “transformation . . . from anti-Semitism against Jews to anti-Semitism the object of which is the Jews’ surrogate: Israel,” while in his 1991 autobiography Harvard Law School professor Alan Dershowitz, decrying the “newest form of anti-Jewishness,” explained that “[i]t is impossible to understand why Israel receives the attention—most particularly the criticism—it does receive without recognizing that Israel is the ‘Jew’ among the nations.” In any event, the reasoning is that, since Israel represents the “Jew among nations,” criticism of Israel springs from the same poisoned well as anti-Semitism and therefore is, by definition, anti-Semitic. And since the last major outbreak of anti-Semitism climaxed in The Holocaust, those currently criticizing Israel are fomenting a new Holocaust. “Very quickly,” Foxman portends in *Never Again?* “the actual survival of the Jewish people might once again be at risk.” The transparent motive behind these assertions is to taint any criticism of Israel as motivated by anti-Semitism and—inverting reality—to turn Israel (and Jews), not Palestinians, into the victim of the “current siege” (Chesler).


The chief political and ideological advantage of playing the anti-Semitism card, however, was succinctly (if unwittingly) put by one of Israel’s most vigorous apologists, Harvard professor Ruth Wisse. “In the case of the so-called Arab-Israel conflict,” she explained, “to permit the concept of anti-Semitism into the discussion is to acknowledge that the origins of Arab opposition to the Jewish state are to be located in the political culture of the Arabs themselves, and that such opposition can end only if and when that political culture changes.”\(^4\) It displaces fundamental responsibility for causing the conflict from Israel to the Arabs, the issue no longer being Jewish dispossession of Palestinians but Arab “opposition” to Jews, and fundamental responsibility for resolving it from Israel ending its occupation to the Arab world ending its irrational hostility toward Jews. Although Israel’s apologists claim to allow for criticism of the occasional Israeli “excess” (what is termed “legitimate criticism”), the upshot of this allowance is to delegitimize the preponderance of criticism as anti-Semitic—just as Communist parties used to allow for criticism of the occasional Stalinist “excess,” while denouncing principled criticism as “anti-Soviet” and therefore beyond the pale. In fact, belying all the hysterics, in places like the United States and Germany, Israel receives virtually no sustained criticism. The allegation of a new anti-Semitism is being used to silence the tiny percentage of media coverage that manages to escape ideological control. In places like Britain, where coverage of the conflict is clearly better, for all the complaints of its being pro-Arab and anti-Semitic, serious media analysis still shows a very pronounced bias in favor of Israel.\(^5\)

For her part, Phyllis Chesler, in *The New Anti-Semitism*, barely disguises that alleging a new anti-Semitism is simply the pretext for defending Israel. Copying “pro”-Israel websites, she devotes eight pages to “A Brief History of Arab Attacks against Israel, 1908–1970s” but nary a word to Israeli attacks against Arabs, and four pages to “Recent Arab Terrorism against Israel” but nary a word to Israeli terrorism against Arabs. There have been “nine major Israeli wars of self-defense in the last fifty-five years,” according to Chesler, but apparently none in which the Arabs were defending themselves from Israeli attack, even though her count includes, among multiple dubious examples, the


1956 Israeli invasion of Sinai, the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon, and the 1987 and 2000 Palestinian revolts against Israel’s occupation. Reaching to the outer limits of “legitimate criticism,” she does allow that “perhaps, it may be argued, Jews or individual Israelis ought to bear some moral responsibility” for the Sabra and Shatila massacres. Although confessedly “not a military insider and expert,” Chesler concludes that “Israeli control of the borders, checkpoints, and roads right down to the sea and to the river in the West Bank and in Gaza” are “possibly—probably—now essential for Israel’s safety”; yet she fails completely to consider what the Palestinians might require for their safety, or just to survive.6

A contrived scandal erupted in November 2003 after the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC) was accused of suppressing an incendiary report on anti-Semitism in the European Union. World Jewish Congress president Edgar Bronfman declared the European Commission “guilty” of “Anti-Semitism” for its having “censored” the report, although the EUMC is institutionally autonomous. In its defense the EUMC maintained that the report it had commissioned but didn’t distribute, *Manifestations of Anti-Semitism in the European Union*, was “biased” and “lacking in empirical evidence.” E.U. foreign policy chief Javier Solana concurred that it “did not meet the criteria of consistency and quality of data.”7 In fact, the data assembled in the *Manifestations* report, the standards it used to measure anti-Semitism, and the conclusions it reached barely rose to the comical. It was, nonetheless, by far the most intensive, minute cataloging of the new anti-Semitism to date, which was one reason Israel’s apologists touted it. Especially because it focused on the peak period of this new anti-Semitism, the claim that Jew-hatred was running rampant in Europe effectively stood or fell on the report’s findings. A product of the Center for Research on Anti-Semitism (Zentrum für


Antisemitismusforschung [ZfA]) at Berlin’s Technical University, Manifestations bore the typical earmarks of Germany’s public culture on all matters regarding Jews and Israel. If Germany was once the European hotbed of anti-Semitism, it has now become the hotbed of philo-Semitism: on the one hand, “politically correct,” utterly cynical public officials and media ferret out anti-Semites where a smattering are to be found, resembling nothing so much as the medieval witch hunts; and on the other, Israel’s apologists, holding Germany in thrall, exploit the Nazi horrors to strike down any criticism of Jewish leaders or Israel, stifling public discourse and stoking private resentment.8

This isn’t the first time German public opinion has been manipulated into fighting a phantom “new anti-Semitism.” In 1981, as pressures mounted on Israel to negotiate a two-state settlement with the Palestinians, the Union of Jews and Christians issued a declaration entitled “On the Danger of a New Anti-Semitism” at the German Evangelical Churchday. It cautioned that “signs of a relapse into hostility towards Jews are currently on the rise,” alleging in particular that “[b]ehind the criticism of the Israeli government, . . . the old anti-Semitism is visible.”9 Likewise, the red thread running through the German-authored Manifestations report was the equating of criticism of Israel with anti-Semitism: “[T]he tradition of demonising Jews in the past is now being

8. See Norman G. Finkelstein, “Counterfeit Courage: Reflections on ‘Political Correctness’ in Germany,” in Alexander Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair (eds.), The Politics of Anti-Semitism (Oakland, Calif., 2003). A recent act in this never-ending German passion play was the public outcry against a resurgent Nazism when the hometown speech (to 120 people) of the obscure conservative German politician and CDU representative Martin Hohmann was belatedly unearthed. Never mind that he never said what he was repeatedly accused of, first in Germany, then echoed internationally. Prefacing his remarks with the acknowledgment that “[w]e all know the devastating and unique deeds done at Hitler’s bidding,” and heaping contempt on Hitler’s contemporary followers (“brown offal”), Hohmann then went on to object to the Goldhagen thesis that the “whole [German] people” were “murderers from birth onwards.” In this context, he argued that if Germans were a “perpetrator people” because the Nazi leadership was German, then Jews must be considered a “perpetrator people” because the Bolshevik leadership, which also committed heinous crimes, was preponderantly Jewish. In fact, he dismissed both propositions as false, concluding (as befits a religious fundamentalist) that the real “perpetrator people” are “the Godless.” But this didn’t prevent the lunatic public German denunciation of Hohmann (and, later, his expulsion from the CDU parliamentary faction) on the grounds that he called Jews a “perpetrator people”—which is what he emphatically did not do. For an English translation of Hohmann’s speech, and perceptive commentary, see “The Case of Martin Hohmann,” Labor and Trade Union Review (December 2003).

transferred to the state of Israel.” And the “sharp criticism of Israeli politics across the entire political spectrum” was adduced as proof of the “threatening nature” of the new anti-Semitism. Consider this convoluted example listed under “Forms of anti-Semitic prejudice”: “While the historical victim status of Jews continues to be acknowledged, for many Europeans it no longer transfers to support of Israel. Israeli policies toward the Palestinians provide a reason to denounce Jews as perpetrators, thereby qualifying their moral status as victims that they had assumed as a consequence of the Holocaust. The connection between anti-Semitism and anti-Israeli sentiment lies in this opportunity for a perpetrator-victim role reversal.” In other words, although Europeans recognize Jewish suffering in the Nazi holocaust, they are still anti-Semitic because, believing that Jews can also be perpetrators, they won’t automatically support Israel. In addition, the report tabulated under the heading “Prevalent anti-Semitic prejudices” the “assumption of close ties between the US and Israel,” as well as the belief that Jews have “a major influence over the USA’s allegedly biased pro-Israel policies” and the belief that Israel has perpetrated “apartheid,” “ethnic cleansing,” and “crimes against humanity.”

A sampling of the study’s breakdown of “anti-Semitic” incidents in European Union countries fleshes out what the new anti-Semitism really means. It should be noted that the data assembled in Manifestations came mainly from the period when sympathy for Palestinians and hostility toward Israel peaked, during Israel’s Operation Defensive Shield (March–April 2002), which culminated in the siege of Jenin refugee camp. Belgium—“During a pro-Palestinian demonstration, . . . front windows were shattered and an Israeli flag burnt”; Ireland—“The Israeli embassy has received a number of hate telephone calls in the last month”; Spain—“Many young Spaniards consider support of the PLO a crucial qualification for being identified as ‘progressive’ or leftist”; Italy—“During the [Communist party] congress, a number of objects explicitly referred to Palestine: the Palestinian flag, a book by the representative of the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) in

10. Werner Bergmann and Juliane Wetzel, Manifestations of anti-Semitism in the European Union (Vienna, 2003), http://eumc.eu.int/eumc/material/pub/FT/Draft_anti-Semitism_report-web.pdf, pp. 10 (“demonising,” “assumption,” “major influence”), 23 (“apartheid,” “ethnic cleansing,” “crimes against humanity”), 23–24 (“victim status”), 29 (“threatening”) (hereafter: Manifestations). In this and other publications on the new anti-Semitism, the use of the term genocide is likewise deplored. In fact, this term subsumes a broad range of destructive aims, some of which perhaps are, and some clearly not, descriptive of Israeli policy toward Palestinians.
Italy,... and the kefiah, the traditional Arab head gear”; *Netherlands*—“Gretta Duisenberg, wife of European Central Bank President Wim Duisenberg, has hung a Palestinian flag from her balcony”; *Portugal*—“The Israel Embassy has received slanderous calls and Internet messages with offensive content”; *Finland*—“Pro-Palestine movements have distributed their leaflets on many occasions. Some of these leaflets . . . have asked people to boycott Israeli products to help attain peace in Israel.”

If virtually any criticism of Israel signals anti-Semitism, the sweep of the new anti-Semitism, unsurprisingly, beggars the imagination. Apart from usual suspects like Arabs, Muslims, and the Third World generally, as well as Europe and the United Nations, Chesler’s rogues’ gallery includes “Western-based international human rights organizations, academics, intellectuals”; “Western anticapitalist, antiglobalist, pro-environment, antiracist,” and “antiwar” activists; “progressive feminists,” “Jewish feminists” (“American Jewish feminists stopped fighting for women’s rights in America and began fighting for the rights of the PLO”); “European, and left and liberal American media” like *Time* magazine, the Associated Press, Reuters, the *Washington Post*, *Los Angeles Times*, *New York Times*, British *Guardian*, *Toronto Star*, the BBC, NPR, CNN, and ABC, as well as many Israelis like the late “Yeshayahu Leibowitz of Hebrew University”—an orthodox Jew and one of Israel’s most revered intellectuals. And “anyone who denies that this is so,” Chesler throws in for good measure, is also “an anti-Semite.” Small wonder that Chesler sees a world awash in “Nazi-level” anti-Semitism: “It’s as if Hitler’s Brown Shirts have returned from the dead, in greater numbers, and are doing their dirty Kristallnacht work everyday, everywhere.” Even in the United States, the new anti-Semitism is so pervasive that those daring to criticize it “wear the yellow star.” Amid these absurd dilations Chesler juxtaposes the Eastern propensity for “hyperexaggeration” against her own “Western standard of truth-telling and objectivity.” To convey the amplitude of the new anti-Semitism, she lets loose a barrage of strange similes and metaphors: “There is a thrilling permissibility in the air—the kind of electrically charged and altered reality that acid-trippers or epileptics may experience just prior to a seizure”; “Doctored footage of fake Israeli massacres has now entered the imagination of billions of people;

---

11. *Manifestations*, pp. 41 (Belgium), 55 (Ireland), 60 (Spain), 71 (Italy), 82 (Netherlands), 88 (Portugal), 91 (Finland).
like pornography, these ideas can never be forgotten”; “It’s as if the political equivalent of the AIDS virus has been unleashed in the world”; “To be a Jew is to live dangerously, on the margins, with an open, ‘circumcised’ heart.” “Acid-trippers,” “epileptics,” “pornography,” “AIDS,” “‘circumcised’ heart”—one begins to wonder whether Chesler’s magnum opus, *Women and Madness*, was autobiographical. The media also get chastised by Chesler for their “obsessive focus” on Israeli treatment of Palestinians, which is a “distracting luxury.” Rather, she counsels that they should focus attention on the “major problems that affect the majority” of the world’s population. Of course, the “obsessive focus” of America’s most prosperous ethnic group on its supposed suffering and persecution isn’t a “distracting luxury.”

Chesler is a picture of sobriety, however, next to *Commentary* editor Gabriel Schoenfeld. According to him, we are past Kristallnacht in America and well into the Final Solution. “The plain fact,” he reports, “is that something unprecedented is taking place: Jews in the United States are being targeted for murder.” His Black Book of anti-Semites doesn’t just include the familiar “environmentalists, pacifists, anarchists, antiglobalists and socialists”; the “mainstream British and European press” (*Le Monde, The Economist*) as well as “French television

12. Chesler, *New Anti-Semitism*, pp. 5 (“thrilling,” “pornography”), 12 (“yellow star”), 13 (“AIDS”), 18 (“‘circumcised’”), 69 (“progressive feminists”), 71 (*Time*), 89 (“Brown Shirts”), 94 (“hyperexaggeration”), 96 (“Western standard”), 178 (“anyone who denies”), 181 (“antiwar”), 182 (Israeli anti-Semites), 188 (“American Jewish feminists”), 190 (*Leibowitz*), 210 (anti-Semitic media), 220 (CNN, NPR, *New York Times, Los Angeles Times*), 226 (“Nazi-level”), 245 (“anticapitalist, antiglobalist”), 246 (“human rights organizations, academics, intellectuals”), 259 (Associated Press, Reuters, BBC, CNN, ABC, *Washington Post, Toronto Star, Guardian*). Those wondering why the popular global movement contesting corporate dominance of the world economy is anti-Semitic can turn to the journal *Foreign Policy* for insight: “[I]t helps enable anti-Semitism by peddling conspiracy theories. In its eyes, globalization is less a process than a plot hatched behind closed doors by a handful of unaccountable bureaucrats and corporations. Underlying the movement’s humanistic goals of universal social justice is a current of fear mongering—the IMF, the WTO, the North American Free Trade Agreement, and the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) are portrayed not just as exploiters of the developing world, but as supranational instruments to undermine our sovereignty. Pick up a copy of the 1998 book *MAI and the Threat to American Freedom* ... and you’ll read how ‘[o]ver the past twenty-five years, corporations and the state seem to have forged a new political alliance that allows corporations to gain more and more control over governance. This new “corporate rule” poses a fundamental threat to the rights and democratic freedoms of all people’” (Mark Strauss, “Antiglobalism’s Jewish Problem,” *Foreign Policy* (November–December 2003), reprinted in Rosenbaum, *Those Who Forget*, pp. 278–79). It’s hard to make out what’s more laughable, the claim that this analysis is a “conspiracy theory” or that it is anti-Semitic.

news” and the BBC; “liberal-to-Left organizations like Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International”; New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd and Hardball host Chris Matthews; and so on. He also counts as anti-Semites those using “the term ‘neoconservative,’” because it is a “thinly veiled synonym for ‘Jew.’” Leaving aside the dubious assumption that use of this term carries the alleged imputation, and leaving aside that the founders of the neoconservative movement were overwhelmingly Jewish (proudly so), if the appellation neoconservative is anti-Semitic, what does that make the Jewish neoconservatives clustered around Commentary who appropriated it and who typically use it to distinguish themselves?14

But what puts Schoenfeld’s account in a special class is the extraordinary spectrum of Jews he tabulates as anti-Semitic. Indeed, according to Schoenfeld, the new anti-Semitism emanates mainly from the political left, and it is Jews who dominate this anti-Semitic left. In other words, the juggernaut of the new anti-Semitism is “largely a Jewish contingent”; and again, “left-wing Jews” are “in the vanguard” of the new anti-Semitism. However absurd, it is all the same unsurprising to see Noam Chomsky classified as an anti-Semite in Schoenfeld’s book; Chomsky became the bête noire of Israel’s apologists after proving to be the most principled and effective Jewish critic of Israeli policy. It begins to raise eyebrows, however, when the likes of Rabbi Michael Lerner of Tikkun magazine and Daniel Boyarin, “a leading academic figure in Jewish studies in the United States” (Schoenfeld’s description), get the same treatment. But one truly begins to worry about Schoenfeld’s mental poise when he questions the bona fides of Leon Wieseltier, the fanatically “pro”-Israel literary editor of the fanatically “pro”-Israel New Republic. Doubting the imminence of another Final Solution, Wieseltier has committed the sin of being, if not an outright anti-Semitism denier, at any rate an anti-Semitism minimizer. It seems the revolution is devouring its children.15


15. Schoenfeld, Return, pp. 130–39 (“largely” at 130, “leading” at 137, “left-wing” and “vanguard” at 139), 148–49 (Wieseltier). Among those classified as an anti-Semite, as well as a self-hating Jew and “[entering the terrain of outright Holocaust denial,” is this writer. Schoenfeld reports, for example, that “Finkelstein echoes the revisionist historians who claim that Holocaust reparations are a ‘racket’ used by avaricious Jews to enrich themselves” (pp. 132, 134). Oddly, Schoenfeld seems to have forgotten what he himself wrote on the subject. In a lead September 2000 Commentary article entitled “Holocaust Reparations—A Growing Scandal,” Schoenfeld chastised Holocaust profi-
An anthology edited and introduced by Ron Rosenbaum, *Those Who Forget The Past: The Question of Anti-Semitism*, stands on a moral and intellectual par with Chesler’s and Schoenfeld’s musings. The journalist Alexander Cockburn once quipped about a neoconservative periodical that it arrived on the doorstep already wrapped in cobwebs. Something similar can be said about Rosenbaum’s collection. Written just before or after the Iraq war, many of the book’s contributions already made, on the book’s mid-2004 publication date, for an embarrassing read. *Daily Telegraph* columnist Barbara Amiel sings paens to “16,000-pound daisy cutter bombs” for giving a needful “nudge” to the “Arab/Muslim world’s intransigence.” *Vanity Fair* journalist Marie Brenner, adducing French opposition to the U.S. attack on Iraq as ultimate proof of a pervasive anti-Semitism—which clarifies what the hysteria about a new anti-Semitism is really about—reports that the French stubbornly disapproved “even when the citizens of Baghdad openly embraced American forces.” Albeit only for a week, if that long. To demonstrate the “Nazi” mentality of Daniel Pearl’s captors, writer Thane Rosenbaum focuses on the “prurient, hard-porn” qualities of the video recording his beheading, and especially the “humiliation” Pearl was made to suffer on camera. Would he now also care to ruminate on what the photographs and videos from Abu Ghraib prison tell us about the mentality of those who held Iraqis captive and those who approved the interrogation methods? Playwright and screenwriter David Mamet, another eminent authority on anti-Semitism selected for inclusion in Rosenbaum’s anthology, explains that the world is in “debt to the Jews” because, “[h]ad Israel not in 1981 bombed the Iraqi nuclear reactor, some scant weeks away from production of nuclear bomb material, all New York (God forbid) might have been Ground Zero.” Except that the Iraqi reactor wasn’t making nuclear weapons; it was probably the Israeli bombing that induced

---

16. The anthology includes a handful of token pieces by the likes of Edward Said and Judith Butler to affect balance.
Saddam to embark on a nuclear weapons program; and Iraq had nothing to do with the attack on the World Trade Center. Debt canceled. According to contributor Robert Wistrich of the Hebrew University, “Saddam’s Iraq provided a sinister confirmation” of the “Nazi” outlook pervading the Arab world in its “determination to develop weapons of mass destruction and its readiness to use them,” while Saddam’s defeat fortunately eliminated “the specter of deadly weapons in the hands of a ruthless dictator.” Except that no weapons of mass destruction were found, and such a weapons program had long been abandoned.17

Finally, speaking of cobwebs, fiction writer Cynthia Ozick, in the afterword to Rosenbaum’s anthology, does yet another reprise of her signature role. The afterword begins on the dramatic note, “We thought it was finished. The ovens are long cooled. . . . The cries of the naked. . . . The deportation ledgers. . . . We thought it was finished. . . . Naively, foolishly, stupidly, hopefully, a-historically, we thought that the cannibal hatred, once quenched, would not soon wake again. It has awakened.” She thought it was finished? Has Ozick forgotten that in the original production of The New Anti-Semitism, she already sang a variation of the same tune, “All the World Wants the Jews Dead”? That was the title of her widely heralded 1974 Esquire article. Has she forgotten that her Esquire article began with the same invocation of Nazi death camps; that she proceeded to castigate the Arabs who, marching in Hitler’s footsteps, were out to murder all the world’s Jews, including herself (“Cairo and Damascus, which hold the torches, are on the far end of the globe. Yet they mean me”); how she then roundly indicted the rest of the world (and even fellow Jews) for their complicity and silence? Has she even forgotten her outraged peroration, “Palestinian refugees, political tacticians, national liberationists, Olympic terrorists, and terrorists of the air! Destroyers of forty-nine peaceful lives in a single postwar spring! Shooters of thirteen mothers and babies at Qiryat Shemona! Murderers of . . . !” Does this ancient diva, rolled out for every new anti-Semitism production, really not remember that she’s reading from a hoary script?18


“[T]he heart of anti-Zionist anti-Semitism,” Rosenbaum maintains in his introduction, is denial of these irrefutable facts: “Jews want to live in peace, but three wars in which Arab states tried to drive them into the sea, and a terror campaign by Palestinians who reject the idea of a Jewish state, have left Israelis with the tragic choice between self-defense and self-destruction.” Rosenbaum takes special pride in injecting the prospect of a “Second Holocaust” in the new anti-Semitism debate. “[E]very European nation was deeply complicit in Hitler’s genocide,” and “[f]or the most part, Europeans volunteered” (his emphasis). Not only Germans but all Europeans, according to Rosenbaum, were Hitler’s Willing Executioners. Now Europeans “are willing to be complicit in the murder of the Jews again.” Indeed, they began plotting the second Holocaust from shortly after World War II. Imposing on Jews a state apart, Europeans conspired to “get the surviving Jews—reminders of European shame—off the continent, and leave the European peoples in possession of the property stolen from the Jews during the war.” Let us put to one side the irony that it used to be an argument against Zionism, not one made by its defenders, to point up the common ground it shared with anti-Semitism of wanting to segregate Jews from Europe. Consider instead the central thesis. Before Rosenbaum came along, who would have guessed that the main impetus behind Israel’s creation wasn’t Jews longing for a homeland but Europeans longing to expel them—and to keep their stolen property, no less? The perfidy didn’t end there. It wasn’t Zionists but non-Jewish Europeans who sought to found the Jewish homeland in Palestine. Europeans purposely located Israel in an “indefensible sliver of desert in a sea of hostile peoples.” And there’s yet more. These Europeans purposely made Israel too small to accommodate Jews and Palestinians, so the Jews would expel the Palestinians, so the Palestinians would hate the Jews, so the “Semites [would] murder each other and blame the Jews.” And if that weren’t enough, Europeans have now embarked on covertly exterminating the remnant Jewish community on the continent as they “allow their own Arab populations to burn synagogues and beat Jews on the street for them” (his emphasis). Rosenbaum isn’t sanguine about Israel’s survival, on account of its inordinate restraint. Although he does “feel bad for the plight of the Palestinians,” he believes that, to avert another Holocaust, not just the suicide bombers

but “their families” as well should suffer “the exact same fate of the
people the bombers blow up.” The tragedy, alas, is that “Israelis won’t
do that”—that is, contrary to Rosenbaum’s bidding, Israel won’t indis-
criminately murder men, women, and children—and that is why there’s
likely to be a second Holocaust.” All is not lost, however. When “a
nuclear weapon is detonated in Tel Aviv,” Israel will “sooner, not later,”
launch a “nuclear retaliation” against “Baghdad, Damascus, Tehran,
perhaps all three.” This time around, damn it, Jews will teach the goyim
a lesson they won’t soon forget: “The unspoken corollary of the slogan
‘Never again’ is: ‘And if again, not us alone’” (his emphasis). It’s an
irony totally lost on Rosenbaum that these bedtime fantasies are inter-
larded in a volume edited by him ridiculing the paranoid conspiracy
theories and bloodlust yearnings for revenge rife in the Arab world.20

Not to be outdone, in his contribution to the Rosenbaum collection,
Philip Greenspun, an MIT expert on software and Web applications
who has apparently never published a book or article on Israel (his
essay, one of the two longest, consists almost entirely of URL refer-
ences), confidently puts forth these theses: The establishment of Israel
was the centerpiece of a global conspiracy to kill the Jews. Europe ini-
tially created Israel “as a concentration camp for Jews.” But “[h]istori-
cally most concentration camps for Jews have eventually turned into
death camps and certainly there is no shortage of people worldwide try-
ing to effect this transformation.” In Europe these not-so-closeted
Nazis prominently include academics supporting a cultural boycott of
Israel, the proof being that they are “an echo of 1930s Germany in
which university professors joined the Nazi party at a rate double that
of the general population.” In the Arab world, reality is yet more terri-
fying. “If we assume that the percentage of Muslims who really buy
into what their leaders are telling them about Jews is equal to the per-
centage (33) of German voters who opted for Hitler in 1932, that
works out to more than 400 million Jew-hating Muslims.” If we

20. Ron Rosenbaum, “‘Second Holocaust,’ Roth’s Invention, Isn’t Novelistic,” in
Rosenbaum, Those Who Forget, pp. 170–77 passim. He traces the genesis of the phrase
Second Holocaust back to a dialogue debating Israel’s vulnerability in Philip Roth’s 1993
novel Operation Shylock (pp. 170–71), and claims that for virtually the first time Jews
are now contemplating an “existential threat” to Israel (pp. xxviii–xxix). In fact, if not
always the precise phraseology, at any rate these notions haunted American Jewish life
from as far back as the 1948 Arab-Israeli war and became staples of Zionist propaganda
after the June 1967 war. See Peter Novick, The Holocaust in American Life (Boston,
1999), chap. 8, and Norman G. Finkelstein, The Holocaust Industry: Reflections on the
assume... Turning to our shores, the only reason the United States supports Israel, according to Greenspun, is from fear of being swamped by Jewish immigrants. Yet a critical mass of Americans also wants the Jews dead. This is shown by the combined facts that “about half of Americans hold some of the same beliefs about Jews espoused by the Nazi party” and that “Hitler was able to hold power in Germany with only 33 percent of the vote in 1932 and 44 percent in 1933.” It is symptomatic of the paranoid mind that every event is construed as yet another link in some grand conspiracy. But paranoia has crossed a singular threshold when those calling themselves Zionists construe Israel’s founding as the centerpiece of a grand anti-Semitic conspiracy. In a similar frame of mind, columnist Nat Hentoff professes that, “if a loudspeaker goes off and a voice says, ‘All Jews gather in Times Square,’ it could never surprise me.”

The consequences of the calculated hysteria of a new anti-Semitism haven’t been just to immunize Israel from legitimate criticism. Its overarching purpose, like that of the “war against terrorism,” has been to deflect criticism of an unprecedented assault on international law. Herein lies the greatest danger. In crucial respects, the Iraq war marked a watershed: principled refusal to participate in a war of aggression (surely a major lesson to be drawn from Hitlerism) was equated with, of all things, Jew-hatred. Thus, the global movement opposing the United States’ illegal “preventive war” against Iraq, which Israel and mainstream Jewish organizations cheered on, stood accused of “anti-Semitism of a type long thought dead in the West.” Even prominent American poets deploring the war and Israel’s occupation were chastised for playing “on the edges of 1930s-style anti-Semitism.” And, as the German people courageously refused to be browbeaten into supporting Washington’s criminal aggression, the German branch of the Israel lobby, explicitly comparing Saddam Hussein to Adolf Hitler, used the occasion of Holocaust Remembrance Day to denounce German opposition to the war on Iraq, and later urged support for “necessary wars.”


22. For mainstream American Jewish support for attacking Iraq, see, e.g., “ADL Commends President Bush’s Message to International Community on Iraq Calling It ‘Clear and Forceful’” (Anti-Defamation League press release, 12 September 2002), and “AJC Lauds Bush on State of Union Message on Terrorism . . .” (American Jewish Committee press release, 7 February 2003). For Israel’s enthusiastic support of the war, see
Likewise, the new anti-Semitism has been deployed to undermine the most basic principles of human rights. “The great moral issue facing the world at the dawn of this millennium,” Alan Dershowitz declares, “is whether Israel’s attempt to protect itself against terrorism will result in a massive increase in worldwide anti-Semitism.” Of course, with marginal exceptions, no one contests Israel’s right to defend itself against terrorism; the criticism springs from its gross violations of human rights in the name of fighting terrorism. The epithet of “anti-Semitism” is being used by Dershowitz, however, not just to deflect criticism of these gross violations but to legalize them. For, in the name of Israel’s defense and—increasingly—“the rule of law,” he has advocated a massive rollback of a century’s progress in humanitarian and human rights law. Maintaining that “[human rights law and rhetoric have become powerful weapons selectively aimed at Israel],” Dershowitz goes on to proclaim that “[the time has come for the United States to insist that the international law of war be changed]” and for the United States “to lead the fight to revise ‘archaic’ international laws and conventions”—in particular, “the Geneva Convention.” Indeed, in a shocking pronouncement at an Israeli conference, he asserted that Israel isn’t at all bound by international law: “Israelis are obliged to follow the rule of law that exists in the democracy called Israel the way I am obliged to follow the rule of law in the democracy called the United States. . . . Your moral obligation to comply with the letter of the rule of international law is voluntary; it is a matter of choice and a matter of tactic, not a matter of moral obligation or democratic theory.” For...

thermore, Dershowitz explicitly lends support to political liquidations (“The virtue of targeted assassination . . . is precisely that it is targeted and tends to avoid collateral damage and collective punishment”; “It strengthens civil liberties, not those of the Israelis, but those of the Palestinians”); collective punishment such as the “automatic destruction” of a Palestinian village after each terrorist attack (“home destruction is entirely moral . . . among the most moral and calibrated responses”); torture such as a “needle being shoved under the fingernails” (“I want maximal pain . . . the most excruciating, intense, immediate pain”); and ethnic cleansing (“Political solutions often require the movement of people, and such movement is not always voluntary. . . . [It is a fifth-rate issue analogous in many respects to some massive urban renewal”). To be sure, when Palestinians violate international law, Dershowitz is much more protective of it. Palestinian targeting of Israeli civilians, he opines, is “never acceptable. . . . It violates the Geneva Accords, it violates the international law of war and it violates all principles of morality”—unlike shoving a needle under someone’s fingernails.23

The poisoning of public discourse on human rights by apologists for Israel is not confined to the United States. The most appalling and shameful example is Germany. Michael Wolffsohn, a staunch German-Jewish “supporter” of Israel and professor at the University of the German Armed Forces, maintained on German television, “As a means against terrorists, I do consider torture, or the threat of torture, legitimate, yes I do.” He subsequently cited Dershowitz, whose support of torture has been widely reported in Germany, as one of his inspirations. When the German minister of defense rebuked him (as did many others),

Wolffsohn, as well as the main spokesman for German Jews, alleged that he was the victim of anti-Semitism. In a full page statement published in Germany’s most influential newspaper and entitled “J’accuse!” Wolffsohn, invoking memory of The Holocaust and his own imagined persecution (“Members of the Federal government have thrown one of their citizens, and a Jew at that, to the wolves”), proclaimed that Theodor Herzl was right—Jews weren’t safe anywhere except in a state of their own—and that whereas the main lesson of The Holocaust for Germans was “never again to be a perpetrator,” the main lesson for Jews is “never again to be a victim,” which for Jews signifies that any means is legitimate in the name of self-defense. Leaving aside that Zola’s original “J’accuse . . . !” was in defense of a Jew innocent of the charges leveled against him, it’s hard not to savor—or not to be revolted by—the ironies of this episode: a Jewish professor at a German war college defending the use of torture is publicly reprimanded, after which the Jewish professor, wrapping himself in the mantle of The Holocaust, accuses of anti-Semitism those Germans deploiring his advocacy of torture and, explicating the lessons of The Holocaust, declares that while The Holocaust forbids Germans (and everyone else) from being perpetrators, it entitles Jews to do as they please.24

Things are scarcely better elsewhere. In Canada the chairman of the B’nai Brith Institute for International Affairs, acknowledging that Israel resorts to terror tactics against Palestinians, maintained they were “acceptable”: “[T]error is an option to be used by states in order to prevent deaths. . . . Acts that take place in Gaza and the West Bank, you might want to classify them as terrorists sponsored by the state. But when that is being done to prevent deaths, are we going to say that that is wrong?”25 Meanwhile, in France, an October 2004 report solicited

24. Wolffsohn’s original statements approving torture were made on the N-TV program Maischberger (5 May 2004) (full text can be found at www.wolffsohn.de/MW/Artikel_uber_MW/Interview/interview.html). For reference to Dershowitz, see Wolffsohn’s press release (19 May 2004) at www.wolffsohn.de/MW/Artikel_uber_MW/Presseerklarung/presseerklarung.html (“Presseerklärung zu meiner angeblichen Befürwortung von Foltermassnahmen”); for the German Ministry of Defense’s rebuke, see “Erklärung des Sprechers des Verteidigungsministeriums” (Berlin, 18 May 2004); for a German-Jewish leader supporting Wolffsohn’s charge of anti-Semitism, see Margarete Limberg, “Hochgeachteter Politiker, geschätzter Mensch und geliebter Freund”—Paul Spiegel über den scheidenden Bundespräsidenten Johannes Rau,” Deutschlandfunk (23 May 2004); for Wolffsohn’s “J’accuse!” see Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (25 June 2004).

by the Interior Ministry and getting wide media play contrived a bizarre new category: “anti-Semitism by proxy” (l’antisémitisme par procuration). It defined proxy anti-Semites as those who haven’t themselves committed, or directly manipulated or openly incited anyone to commit, an anti-Semitic act, but whose “opinions, words or sometimes simply silence lend support to such violence.” The main perpetrators of such “mute” anti-Semitism are alleged to be “radical anti-Zionists” who denounce “the policy of Sharon” while favoring “dissident Jewish voices” and who believe Palestinian refugees have a “right to return” to their homes. This is a direct throwback to the darkest days of Stalinism, when those criticizing the Soviet regime were, by virtue of this fact alone, branded “objective” abettors of fascism, and dealt with accordingly. Indeed, in a truly terrifying passage, the report recommends criminalizing any “accusations” of “racism” or “apartheid” against Israel as well as “comparisons” thereof: “In the situation that we currently find ourselves in, they have major consequences which can, by contagion, endanger the lives of our Jewish citizens. It is legitimate to legally ensure that they won’t be thrown around lightly.” Apart from punitive sanctions, the report recommends more Holocaust education, in particular, emphasizing the “singular, universal and unique” character of The Holocaust. One day it’s the uniqueness and universality of theological absolutism; the next day it’s the uniqueness and universality of Marxism-Leninism; now it’s the uniqueness and universality of The Holocaust. The one constant is the totalitarian cast of mind, and attendant stigmatizing of dissent as a disease that must be wiped out by the state.26

To combat the new anti-Semitism, Chesler declares, “We Must Fight the Big Lies” and “[e]ducate” the “ever-increasing crowd of naïve and misinformed students.” Most of The New Anti-Semitism is devoted to refuting these “Big Lies.” For example, Jews can justly lay “claim to the land of Israel,” she asserts, because they “prayed to and for Jerusalem and Israel three times a day” while in exile. Does this mean that if Native Americans, in exile not from two thousand but a mere two hundred years ago, “prayed to and for” Chesler’s home, she would forfeit title to it? In addition, “God promised the land to the patriarch Abraham and to all the other Jewish patriarchs and matriarchs.” Lest there be doubts, she appends an endnote to prove this. “[M]any Palestinians

(they, their parents, and their grandparents, too),” according to Chesler, “were actually born in Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon, and Syria.” Never mind that all serious scholars dismiss this Zionist fairy tale. She reports that Hamas was launching terrorist attacks even prior to Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967. Never mind that Hamas wasn’t founded until the late 1980s. The Israeli army, according to Chesler, is “one of the most civilized . . . in the world.” Never mind that the former head of Israel’s secret police, Avraham Shalom, publicly lamented, with respect to Israeli conduct in the Occupied Territories, that “we are behaving disgracefully. Yes, there is no other word for it. Disgracefully.” Israeli soldiers “have not targeted Palestinian women and children,” she states, and “the majority of Palestinians who have been killed in the last three years have been armed (male) soldiers and (male) suicide bombers.” Never mind the reports of respected human rights organizations copiously documenting that Israeli soldiers routinely and with impunity resort to “excessive,” “disproportionate,” “indiscriminate,” “reckless,” as well as “deliberately targeted” firepower against Palestinians posing no danger to them, “leading to many casualties,” a “large proportion” of whom are children; and that the “vast majority” of Palestinians killed during the second intifada “have been unarmed civilians and bystanders.” Chesler goes on to assert that, during Operation Defensive Shield in the spring of 2002, climaxing in the siege of Jenin refugee camp, Israeli soldiers neither targeted ambulances and medical personnel nor looted Palestinian property; that it was Palestinian terrorists (not Israelis) who used Palestinian civilians as human shields; and that no Israeli tank deliberately ran over a wheelchair-bound Palestinian. Never mind that, on each one of these claims, human rights organizations uniformly found contrariwise. Israel is not an “apartheid state,” Chesler insists. Never mind not only that the apartheid analogy is a commonplace in Israeli political discourse but that Chesler herself cites a “most excellent colleague” from Israel stating that “We are becoming like South Africa.” “What’s new about the new anti-Semitism,” according to Chesler, “is that for the first time it is being perpetrated in the name of anti-racism, anti-imperialism, and anti-colonialism” (her emphasis). Never mind that, in the same breath, she castigates the United Nations resolution from three decades ago that equated Zionism with “racism,” “imperialist ideology,” and “apartheid.” She assails Noam Chomsky on the grounds that the quotations he cites from Israeli sources “do not sound right or in context to
me.” Case closed.27 Lastly, Chesler silences any lingering doubts on the Arab refugee question by recalling that “[m]ore Jewish Arabs fled from Arab lands such as . . . India”; silences any lingering doubts on Israel’s commitment to democracy by rhetorically asking, “If Israel is a racist apartheid country, why did it absorb dark- and olive-skinned Arab Jews from India?”; and silences any lingering doubts about her own support of Arab rights by lauding the “bravery” of “Arab and Muslim intellectuals, artists, and political dissidents” like “Aung San Suu Kyi”—who happens to be the Buddhist Nobel laureate from Buddhist Burma. Before embarking on the prodigious labors of this tome—judging from the acknowledgments, her every body part cried out in Christ-like agony—shouldn’t Chesler first have consulted the idiot’s guide to the Middle East?28

Other treatises on the new anti-Semitism allege the same “Big Lies” about Israel. In a New York magazine cover story, Craig Horowitz decries the “grotesquely distorted” language like apartheid used to depict Israeli policy, as well as the “outrageous, flamboyantly anti-Israel behavior of the United Nations.” For example, he points to the U.N.’s recent condemnation of Israel merely “for building a fence to keep out suicide bombers”—although eventually it might also keep in Israel as much as half of the West Bank. Pondering Daniel Pearl’s murder on Salon.com, Columbia University journalism professor Samuel G. Freedman refers to the “dogma” of Pearl’s captors that the United States has given Israel “unconditional support”—where could they have gotten such a bizarre notion?—and refers to scenes of Palestinian children killed by Israelis as “supposed” victims. Holocaust historian

27. Chesler, New Anti-Semitism, pp. 51 and 53 (U.N. and Zionism), 87 (“what’s new”), 97 (“Israeli tanks”), 98 (“one of the most civilized,” “not targeted,” “majority of Palestinians who have been killed,” “do not confiscate property”), 151 (Chomsky), 153 (“attacking ambulances”), 170 (“confiscate property,” “majority of the Palestinians who have been killed”), 181–82 (“excellent colleague”), 199 (“actually born”), 216 (“[e]ducate,” “We Must Fight”), 217 (“apartheid state”), 226 (U.N. resolution), 227 (“What’s new”), 237 (“prayed,” “God promised”), 241 (“Hamas”), 244 (“human shields”), 245 (“naive and misinformed,” “apartheid”), 249. For Zionist demographic myths regarding the Arab population of Palestine, see Finkelstein, Image and Reality, chap. 2; for the Shalom quote, see Alex Fishman and Sima Kadmon, “We Are Seriously Concerned about the Fate of the State of Israel,” Yediot Achronot (14 November 2003); for the findings of human rights organizations regarding Israeli human rights violations in the Occupied Territories generally and during Operation Defensive Shield in particular, see Part II of this book.

Omer Bartov bewails in *The New Republic* “poisonous rhetoric” that “portray[s] the Israeli operation in Jenin” as a “war crime”—although that’s exactly how Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch portrayed it; and “rhetoric” that proclaims that “Zionism Is Ethnic Cleansing”—although that’s exactly what Zionism was in 1948, according to many of Israel’s leading historians. Tom Gross, a highly touted British monitor of media anti-Semitism, likewise heaps scorn on the “tales” of Israeli war crimes in Jenin. Claiming both to have read the human rights reports on Jenin and to base his media criticism on them, he asserts that Israeli destruction was limited to “one small area of the camp”—although Amnesty and HRW both reported that four thousand people, or more than a quarter of the camp population, were rendered homeless by Israeli destruction, most of which was inflicted after the fighting had already ceased. Singing the praises of the “good and moral forces that operated in Jenin” and “our combat ethics,” David Zangen, an IDF medical officer who served in Jenin, avows, in testimony that Rosenbaum found “so fascinating,” that “[a]t no stage was medical care withheld from anyone”—although both Amnesty and HRW found overwhelming evidence that Israel blocked medical and humanitarian aid to the camp for over ten days. Meanwhile, *New Republic* editor in chief Martin Peretz, who previously acclaimed Joan Peters’s *From Time Immemorial* as flawless scholarship destined to “change the mind of our generation . . . and the history of the future,” rages against “hysterical, Israel-hating lies” such as that Israelis “destroyed homes in Jenin just for the hell of it.” Except that an Israeli bulldozer operator in Jenin afterward boasted for an Israeli newspaper: “I wanted to destroy everything. I begged the officers . . . to let me knock it all down: from top to bottom . . . For three days, I just destroyed and destroyed . . . I found joy with every house that came down . . . If I am sorry for anything, it is for not tearing the whole camp down . . . I had plenty of satisfaction. I really enjoyed it.” (After publication of this article, the IDF awarded the bulldozer operator a citation for outstanding service.) Schoenfeld denounces a Hizbollah leader’s “anti-Semitic” depiction of the 1948 Arab-Israeli war, according to which Israelis committed “massacres . . . destroyed houses, wiped out entire villages, and founded a state of their own on land stolen through acts of slaughter, terrorism, violence, and cruelty”—although that’s exactly what Israeli historians like Benny Morris have documented. Cynthia Ozick denounces the Hitlerian “Big Lie” that Israel “violates international law” and the “hallucinatory notion” that
Israel colonizes the Occupied Territories and victimizes Palestinians. It’s hard not to admire the mental discipline that can completely shut out reality. Media mogul Mortimer Zuckerman, in a cover story for U.S. News & World Report, sets straight the historical record regarding Israel. Besides deploring the fact that Israel is being accused of “ethnic cleansing and apartheid,” he recycles hoary Zionist myths such as that “when the Jews arrived, Palestine was a sparsely populated, poorly cultivated, and wildly neglected land of sandy deserts and malarial marshes”; that there’s “nothing to suggest that the flight of the Palestinians was not voluntary” in 1948, and that “[i]n fact, those who fled were urged to do so by other Arabs”; that “news reports, and even Palestinian testimony and writings . . . established the fact that groups like Fatah, Hamas, and Islamic Jihad used women and children as shields during the fighting” in Jenin and that “the Israelis exercised great restraint during the battle”; and on and on. Zuckerman even conjures up the laughable claim that the “Fourth Geneva Convention, drafted originally in response to the atrocities of the Nazi regime,” was designed “to protect people like diplomats and visitors subjected to a military occupation,” and apparently not civilian populations. Leaving to one side that the formal title of this convention is Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and that Article 4 makes explicit that its prime concern is indigenous populations, let’s just consider Zuckerman’s logic: that, in light of the massive Nazi atrocities committed against civilian populations during World War II, legislators convened at Geneva in 1949 to draft protections for the likes of “diplomats and visitors.”

If combating the new anti-Semitism means exposing the “Big Lies” about Israel, it also entails exposing the mainstream media, which are said to be the main purveyors of these lies. The EUMC’s *Manifestations* report repeatedly alleges the anti-Semitic undercurrent of European news coverage of the Israel-Palestine conflict, pointing, for example, to “left-liberal papers” like the British *Guardian* and *Independent*, which are so “spiced with a tone of animosity, ‘as to smell of anti-Semitism.’” Getting down to specifics, the study points to the depiction of “Palestinians as a people allegedly oppressed by a so-called imperialist Israeli state” as typical of the anti-Semitic “[p]artisanship” of the “left-oriented media.” Leaving aside the audacious insertion of the qualifier “allegedly,” how often is Israel characterized as “imperialist” in the liberal European media? The anti-Semitic bias of the German “quality press” is revealed in the fact that “reporting concentrated greatly on the violent events and the conflicts.” To demonstrate scientifically the anti-Semitic bias of European reportage, the study highlights poll data showing that “those Europeans who followed media coverage of the events in the Middle East the closest were more likely to be sympathetic to the Palestinian case.” That they might be more sympathetic because they are better informed is a conclusion too ridiculous—not to mention anti-Semitic—to entertain. Even if the content of coverage is not itself anti-Semitic, “[t]he intensive and consonant focus on events . . . has a clear effect on the climate of opinion.” Thus, if the reality of the Israel-Palestine conflict evokes hostility to Israel, shining a too bright light on it is “objectively” anti-Semitic, even if the coverage is accurate. As already noted, the notion of a pro-Palestinian bias in the Western media is sheer fantasy.

A related concern of those combating the new anti-Semitism is the Internet—an understandable worry, since it is not (yet) controlled by the likes of those who could be counted on for responsible, balanced coverage of the Middle East such as Izzy Asper, Silvio Berlusconi, Conrad Black, Rupert Murdoch, and Mortimer Zuckerman. Having plainly

---

it was primarily due to the massiveness of Israel’s missile assault, its denial of media access, and its own military briefings of “hundreds killed” that rumors of a massacre spread; see also Philo and Berry, *Bad News*, pp. 192–99, refuting allegations that British media uncritically reported a “massacre” at Jenin.

learned the lessons of totalitarianism and the importance of unfettered speech, the authors of *Manifestations* recommend that “private and state organisations should exert continuing pressure on large Internet providers to remove racist and anti-Semitic content from the net”; that “it is essential to extend the jurisdiction of European courts to include detailed provisions on the responsibility of Internet service providers”; that “a particularly intensive monitoring is required, one which in the first instance must be undertaken by state authorities”; and that “cases of police prosecution and information from state security authorities” should be publicized. To judge by their definition, if every Internet user guilty of “anti-Semitism” is to be prosecuted, they should also be calling for mass internment camps.31

Returning to this side of the Atlantic, Foxman also waxes ominous on the “dark underbelly” of the Internet, “where the virus of anti-Semitism is ready to be spread.” Although he professes opposition to government censorship, one must take with a shaker of salt his avowal that “[t]he best antidote to hate speech, I’ve always maintained, is more speech.” In the very same pages he boasts that “ADL has worked closely with several major Internet companies to establish and enforce clear guidelines regulating what is acceptable and unacceptable on their sites,” and laments the fact that “some Internet service providers have been less willing to establish firm policies against hate speech.” He cites as an egregious offender Earthlink’s “acceptable use policy,” which “supports the free flow of information and ideas over the Internet” and allows for the distribution of “Hitler’s *Mein Kampf* and more than two dozen of Hitler’s speeches. It’s not illegal activity, but the message is clearly hateful.” Beyond the fact that Hitler’s *Mein Kampf* and speeches are primary historical sources and clearly ought to be studied if we are to learn from the past, it bears keeping in mind Foxman’s definition of hateful. For example, this staunch advocate of “more speech” sought, unsuccessfully, to block publication of a study coauthored by this writer that criticized Daniel Goldhagen’s *Hitler’s Willing Executioners*. Although the study was strongly endorsed by a dozen eminent historians of the Nazi holocaust (including Raul Hilberg, Christopher Browning, and Ian Kershaw), Foxman protested its publication on the grounds that “[Finkelstein’s] anti-Zionist stance... goes beyond the

pale.” ADL has now “developed software...to block access to Internet sites that ADL believes promote hate.” Columbia University professor Simon Schama conjures up harrowing accounts of an Internet replete with ghastly Nazi websites, only to then slip in that, worldwide, “estimates of regular visitors and inhabitants of these kinds of sites...may amount to no more than maybe 50,000 or 100,000 at most”—that is, the capacity of one ballpark. He juxtaposes the contents of these scurrilous websites against the “critical historically informed” publications of ADL. This judgment of ADL scholarship is of a piece with Schama’s past cheerleading for Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners as an “astonishing...and riveting book, the fruit of phenomenal scholarship and absolute integrity,” which “will permanently change the debate on the Holocaust.” Dean of Nazi holocaust scholars Raul Hilberg immediately pronounced Goldhagen’s book “worthless.” It’s not too soon to reckon who was right. Totally ignored in current scholarly debate, except as an object of derision, Goldhagen’s book had a shelf life roughly equal to that of the Cabbage Patch doll.32

Another important method to combat the new anti-Semitism, according to Manifestations, is to “foster Holocaust education, remembrance and research” and “apply the lessons of the past to contemporary issues of prejudice, racism and moral decision-making.” There’s one crucial caveat, however: one can’t learn any lessons from the Nazi holocaust applicable to Israel, for “allusions to or comparisons [of]
Israel’s actions with the behaviour of the Nazi regime have to be viewed as anti-Semitic.” Does this caveat mean that those Israeli Jews drawing “allusions to and comparisons” with the Nazi regime must be viewed as anti-Semitic? Sweden gets slaps on the wrist because “Israeli politics has been compared with Nazi politics on a few occasions,” while in Germany “[l]eaders of the Jewish community continuously expressed their view” that “allusions to or comparisons with the behaviour of the Nazi regime would be unacceptable and unjustified.”

However, German Jewish leaders comparing Saddam (or whoever happens to be on the U.S.-Israeli “hit list”) to Hitler, and those opposing the United States’ criminal aggression to appeasers of Nazism, was not only acceptable and justified but the essence of Holocaust education. And of course it’s acceptable and justified—one might even say de rigueur—to compare Palestinians and their leaders to Nazis. Although urging that “[o]ne must be cautious in drawing parallels,” Schoenfeld nonetheless professes not only that “[t]he parallels between Nazism and the current Arab-Muslim brand of anti-Semitism” are “striking,” and not only that the fate of Israelis at the hands of Palestinians resembles “Auschwitz,” but that, if anything, the Palestinians are yet more morally depraved than the Nazis: “If there is a difference (aside from capability) between the Nazis and the Palestinians, it is that the former kept their murderous intentions a tightly wrapped secret,” whereas “the Palestinians trumpet their murderous intentions.” In addition, the fact that “The Holocaust . . . is being universalized” and “enlisted in the service of a variety of contemporary causes” smacks, according to him, of anti-Semitism—so much for “learning the lessons of The Holocaust”—while yet more perverse, in his view, are those who “twist the very concept of racial prejudice in such a way as to suggest that Jews, having once been its victims, now merit the world’s censure as its perpetrators.” The one and only lesson of The Holocaust is its “specifically Jewish tragedy.”

Beyond all else, such restrictions make clear that “Holocaust education” and the concomitant slogan “Never Again” are being used as ideological weapons to defend Jewish interests.

In their common loathing of Western freedoms, there is a clear “line of continuity” not only between Hitler and Islamic fundamentalists,
according to Robert Wistrich of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, but between these Nazi-like fundamentalists and “anti-globalist leftists” as well. And, in their mutual hatred of Jews and Israel, “Yasir Arafat, the Fatah Al-Aqsa Brigades,” as well as “millions of Sunni and Shi’a Muslims, conservative Wahhabi Saudis, Iranian Ayatollahs, Al-Qaeda, Hizballah, Hamas, the Muslim Brotherhood, Islamic Jihad, and many secular Arab nationalists, despite the many differences among these groups,” according to Wistrich, “display many parallels with Nazism.” For there to be peace in the Middle East “and a genuine ‘dialogue of civilizations,’” Wistrich concludes, these modern-day Nazis must suffer the same “comprehensive and decisive defeat” as Hitler did. Echoing Schoenfeld and Wistrich, Ruth Wisse of Harvard asserts that, compared to Nazi anti-Semitism, “the Arab variety is worse.” Germans concealed their genocidal war “under cover of a wider European conflict,” she explains, whereas for the “Arab nations, through the PLO,” this destruction is “explicitly at the heart of their mission”; indeed, they openly boast about their murderous intentions. Wisse warns that “the West paid dearly for ignoring Hitler’s war against the Jews,” and “[o]ne can only hope it will not pay as dearly for having ignored or underestimated for so long the Arab war against Israel and the Jews.” It merits notice that these selfsame guardians of Holocaust memory normally blanch at any comparisons with Nazis. “Do not compare” we’re always told—except if comparison is being made with Israel’s ideological enemies or those critical of its policy, which currently means most of the world. And in conflating Palestinians with Nazis, thereby dignifying the Nazis with the real, rational grievances of the Palestinians, don’t these Holocaust-mongers come close to justifying, if not the Final Solution, at any rate Nazi hatred of Jews? It also bears emphasizing that the taboo on “allusions to or comparisons [of] Israel’s actions with the behaviour of the Nazi regime” applies to literally any reference, however remote. France’s leading Holocaust-monger, Alain Finkielkraut, deplores the use of terms like roundups, internment camps, and watchtowers in depictions of Israeli army actions because they “imply a comparison with Nazism.” So should we say, “After an early morning get-together, Israel repositioned scores of Palestinian males on a camp-ground surrounded by upended rectangular edifices with spotlights”?

Finally, the best way to combat the new anti-Semitism is, unsurprisingly, to support Israel. In the climactic chapter of her book, “What We Must Do,” Chesler exhorts “[e]ach Jew” to “find a way to support Israel.” In its country-by-country breakdown of “[g]ood practices for reducing prejudice, violence and aggression,” Manifestations lists these exemplary actions: Greece—“There was . . . an excellent treatment of Zionism as the quest for national identity and a state by . . . journalists”; Spain—“the Evangelical Church and the Institute for Judeo-Christian Studies in Madrid together with the Jewish communities of Madrid and Barcelona organised a demonstration of support for Israel”; Italy—“There are . . . websites created for the specific purpose of countering the wave of misunderstanding and of responding to media attacks against Israel”; Finland—“Some speakers have come from Israel to give lectures about the situation in Israel. There was also one pro-Israel demonstration.”

Recent events demonstrate just how little the new anti-Semitism has to do with anti-Semitism and just how much it has to do with Israel, as well as how the new anti-Semitism actually signals the open alignment of Israel and its supporters with the far right. Just after Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi publicly whitewashed Mussolini’s Fascist regime, which had enacted anti-Semitic racial laws and in its last phase deported thousands of Jews to their death in Nazi concentration camps, ADL conferred on him its Distinguished Statesman Award. “This man is the only clear voice [of] support and understanding of Israel [in Europe],” Foxman explained, and “[h]e has spoken out that anti-Zionism is anti-Semitism.” Not grasping that blanket support for Israeli crimes takes moral precedence, three Jewish Nobel laureates in economics—Franco Modigliani, Paul A. Samuelson, and Robert M. Solow—protested that the award was “bad for the Jews, bad for Italy, veying “Muslim Anti-Semitism,” Bernard Lewis, in Rosenbaum, Those Who Forget, pp. 549–62, points up the Arab world’s depicting of “Jews as Nazis”—although his own books propagandistically tar Palestinians and Arabs with Nazism; its “rewriting” of history, which “makes Jews disappear from the ancient Middle East”—although he refused to dissociate himself from Joan Peters’s hoax, which made Palestinians disappear from the modern Middle East; and its “Holocaust denial” and welcoming of such Holocaust deniers as Roger Garaudy—although he is the leading academic denier of the Armenian holocaust and, although he’s careful not to mention it when rehearsing Garaudy’s indictment for Holocaust denial in France, Lewis himself was indicted and convicted by a French court for denying the Armenian holocaust. On these points, see Finkelstein, Image and Reality, p. 48, and Finkelstein, Holocaust Industry, pp. 62–63, 69.

35. Chesler, New Anti-Semitism, p. 209; Manifestations, pp. 59 (Greece), 62 (Spain), 76 (Italy), 92 (Finland).
bad for the United States and even bad for Israel.” Soon thereafter, Israeli government officials welcomed “with pomp and ceremony” Gianfranco Fini, leader of Italy’s neo-Fascist National Alliance party. Fini, who had previously acclaimed Mussolini as “the greatest politician of the 20th century,” got the invitation, according to Israeli sources, because “Jerusalem looks favorably upon Fini’s unwavering support of Sharon’s policies” and, in particular, on account of Fini’s speech “at a meeting of the B’nai Brith [parent organization of ADL] in Milan in favor of the separation fence.” Unimpressed, Yossi Sarid of Israel’s Meretz party called Fini a “Fascist creep,” while former Israeli justice minister Yossi Beilin deplored the visit as a “disgrace to Israel.”

To judge by Schoenfeld’s account, across Europe the “far right,” far from posing a mortal danger to Jews, comprises an important potential ally: “[Austria’s Jörg] Haider, in particular, has made a point of stressing the importance of friendship between Austria and the state of Israel, and has made a visit to the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. [France’s Jean-Marie] Le Pen, for his part, has suggested that French Jews make common cause with him in containing the troubles unleashed by the Arab influx.” Indeed, it is a striking fact that many of those Jews sounding alarms about the new anti-Semitism also sound alarms about the growing Arab presence in Europe.

In the case of California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger an additional dynamic was at play. Although Schwarzenegger had previously praised Adolf Hitler as well as former Austrian president Kurt Waldheim, his “staunchest defender” during the gubernatorial race was the Simon Wiesenthal Center, main branch of the Israel lobby on the West Coast. Apart from singing Israel’s praises, Schwarzenegger took the extra precaution of, as it were, purchasing an indulgence: according to the associate dean of the Los Angeles–based operation, “Schwarzenegger is Hollywood’s largest contributor to the Wiesenthal Center.” Soon after taking office, Schwarzenegger announced that he


38. Schoenfeld, Return, p. 78. For French-Jewish support of Le Pen, “a matter of concern for the leaders of the Jewish community,” according to a former president of the
was journeying to Israel for the ground breaking of a new $200 million Wiesenthal Center museum in Jerusalem. Rabbi Marvin Hier, head of the Los Angeles Wiesenthal Center, hailed the upcoming trip as “a statement of solidarity with the state of Israel.” Not exactly. It’s more likely a statement that Schwarzenegger will be seeking a second term of office.39

Just as Israel profited from the U.S. war against terrorism, so the United States profited from the new anti-Semitism, Israel’s apologists tarring critics of U.S. policy with the “anti-Semitic” slur. And just as the Clinton administration promoted the Holocaust reparations scam to get Jewish money and Jewish votes, so the Bush administration undoubtedly supported the new anti-Semitism scam with the same calculations in mind. Working together, the Bush administration and Israel and its lobby foisted the new anti-Semitism on the international agenda. In April 2004 the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) was forced to convene a special conference in Berlin devoted to the new anti-Semitism. Secretary of State Colin Powell represented the U.S. government, while, before an audience numbering nearly a thousand, Elie Wiesel, who flew in with Powell aboard a U.S. Air Force jet, made crystal clear, notwithstanding his usual vacuous homilies, what this gathering was really about: “There are too many cities in the world plagued by vocal and violent hatred towards the Jewish people . . . extreme left-wing banners unashamedly slandering Israel . . . mass incitement to hysterical violence disguised as anti-Israeli propaganda . . . anyone expressing solidarity with victims of terrorism in Israel being scandalously branded as anti-Arab.” At the conference Wiesel justified his failure to speak out on behalf of Palestinians on the ground that “I cannot associate myself with people who educate their children to wear explosives and kill”—as if this apologist for Israeli breaches of international law supported Palestinian rights before the suicide bombings.40
In June 2004 the new anti-Semitism circus pitched its big tent at the United Nations, the ubiquitous Wiesel once again in the center ring. Wiesel professed bewilderment that “60 years after the worst tragedy in human history,” and although he had been “convinced that anti-Semitism had died in Auschwitz,” Jew-hatred was once again on the rise. In his OSCE speech, Wiesel similarly lamented that after the war he “naively thought that, for years and years to come, whenever a Jew would be seen anywhere in Europe, he or she would be carried on people’s shoulders and enveloped by everyone.” “Had any pessimist told me then, that in my lifetime,” Jews would yet again come under attack, he continued, “I would not have believed it. But it now has become reality.” Poor Elie is shocked—shocked!—by the sudden reemergence of anti-Semitism after a sixty-year respite. Indeed, consider these statements of his: “Had anyone told us, when we were liberated, that we would be compelled in our lifetime to fight anti-Semitism once more . . . we would have had no strength to lift our eyes from the ruins.” And again: “What makes anti-Semitism so popular that once more our people has to be exposed to this disease of mankind? Once more in our lifetime anti-Semitism is a threat. All over the world a concentrated effort is being made once again to isolate the Jews. Israel has never been so alone. And you cannot separate the State of Israel from the people of Israel. . . . Therefore the new anti-Semitism in Europe and in the U.S. is of grave concern to all Jews.” The one tiny problem with Wiesel’s current shock is that the two monologues just quoted come from his 1981 performance of the new anti-Semitism, the second from an April 1981 speech entitled “The New Anti-Semitism.” In his U.N. speech Wiesel called anti-Semitism “the oldest collective bigotry in recorded history,” as well as one that uniquely combined all other forms of bigotry. Everything about Jews is unique: anti-Semitism, the Holocaust, Israel, Jewish nationhood and peoplehood . . . Beyond its repellent chauvinism, this intellectually hollow doctrine of uniqueness serves the useful ideological function of allowing Israel to claim unique moral dispensation: if Jewish suffering was unique, then Israel shouldn’t be bound by normal moral standards.41

---

41. For a record of the U.N. proceedings, see “‘Jews Everywhere Must Feel That the United Nations Is Their Home, Too,’ Secretary-General Tells Seminar on Anti-Semitism.”
U.N. secretary-general Kofi Annan, no doubt calculating that he could score a few easy points with his patrons in Washington, played along with the charade. “Sixty years later, anti-Semitism, once again, was rearing its head,” he intoned. “The world was witnessing an alarming resurgence of that phenomenon in new forms and manifestation.” Annan called on “everyone to actively and uncompromisingly refute those who sought to deny the fact of the Holocaust or its uniqueness.” But what should be done to those denying its uniqueness—imprisonment? the death penalty? an hour’s confinement with Wiesel? One might have thought that a secretary-general coming from a continent historically decimated by colonialism would be somewhat skeptical of The Holocaust’s uniqueness and, given that Africa is currently being ravaged by starvation, disease, and war, that he would have bigger priorities than mobilizing the international community to affirm Holocaust uniqueness. Predictably, the U.N. meeting quickly degenerated

(United Nations press release HR/4773, PI/1589), www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2004/hr4773.doc.htm. For Wiesel’s 1981 speeches on the “new anti-Semitism,” see Irving Abrahamson (ed.), Against Silence: The Voice and Vision of Elie Wiesel (New York, 1985), 1:216, 376–81; for the chauvinism and instrumental value of the Holocaust uniqueness doctrine and Wiesel’s antics generally, see Finkelstein, Holocaust Industry, passim. The main distinction of this Nobel peace laureate has been conscripting the Nazi holocaust to justify illegal, murderous wars of aggression, those launched by either Israel or the United States and backed by both. His advocacy of the United States’ “illegal” (U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan) invasion of Iraq in March 2003 is a recent case in point. Bob Woodward, in Plan of Attack (New York, 2004), reports this episode on the war’s eve:

Elie Wiesel, writer, survivor of Auschwitz and Nobel Peace Prize winner, came to see [Condoleezza] Rice on February 27 and the president dropped by her office. Rice moved to the couch so the president could take the chair closest to Wiesel. Wiesel told the president that Iraq was a terrorist state and that the moral imperative was for intervention. If the West had intervened in Europe in 1938, he said, World War II and the Holocaust could have been prevented. “It’s a moral issue. In the name of morality how can we not intervene?” ... In the face of such evils, neutrality was impossible, Wiesel said. Indecision only promoted and assisted the evil and the aggressor, not the victims. “I’m against silence.” In the days after, Bush routinely repeated Wiesel’s comments. “That was a meaningful moment for me,” he recalled later, “because it was a confirming moment. I said to myself, Gosh, if Elie Wiesel feels that way, who knows the pain and suffering and agony of tyranny, then others feel that way too. And so I am not alone.” (pp. 320–21)

As of September 2004 the respected British medical journal Lancet conservatively estimated the number of Iraqis killed at 100,000, mostly women and children and mostly due to U.S. air strikes. What can one say except: Gosh, Elie, job well done? (Les Roberts et al., “Mortality before and after the 2003 invasion of Iraq: cluster sample survey,” www.thelancet.com).
into a U.N.-bashing free-for-all. York University professor Anne Bayefsky accused the United Nations of being the “leading global purveyor of anti-Semitism,” while Abraham Foxman called on the U.N. to finally “stop demonizing and delegitimizing the Jewish people,” and Malcolm Hoenlein of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations demanded that the U.N. not hold Israel “to an impossible standard against which no other nation was held.” Amid these denunciations it bears recalling the U.N.’s actual record on Israel. According to former Israeli ambassador to the U.N. and foreign minister Abba Eban, “the overwhelming balance” of the U.N.’s “influence on Israel’s destiny and status is dramatically positive,” and “[n]o nation involved in a struggle for legitimacy . . . has received such potent support from the overall jurisprudence of an international organization” (Jerusalem Post, 1988). Although it is true that the U.N. keeps Israel to a double standard, it’s exactly the reverse of the one Israel’s apologists allege: Israel is held not to a higher but lower standard than other member states. A careful study by Marc Weller of the University of Cambridge comparing Israel and the Occupied Territories with similar situations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, East Timor, occupied Kuwait and Iraq, and Rwanda found that Israel has enjoyed “virtual immunity” from enforcement measures such as an arms embargo and economic sanctions typically adopted by the U.N. against member states condemned for identical violations of international law. At the U.N. anti-Semitism seminar, Hoenlein also denounced “[d]enial of the Holocaust by representatives of the United Nations.” Surely he is the ideal candidate to set the historical record straight at the U.N. about The Holocaust. At an April 2004 meeting in Toronto, Hoenlein told the audience that it wasn’t Hitler but the Palestinian Mufti of Jerusalem who wanted to kill the Jews and, reluctantly, “Hitler followed the wishes of the Mufti.” Where was Hoenlein when the defendants at Nuremberg needed him? Finally, participants at the U.N. seminar denounced the “disgraceful” World Court deliberations on Israel’s separation barrier and the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action for stating that “Palestinians were the victims of Israeli racism”; accused “anti-Semites and anti-Zionists” of holding the “twisted” belief that “Jews used the Holocaust as an excuse for disregarding the suffering of everyone else”; and wondered “if referring to the Israeli presence in Gaza and the West Bank as occupation was really helpful”—why not just call it a field trip? Dr. Ruth Westheimer, the émigré
from Nazi Germany turned radio sex therapist, struck the note closest to reality when she “commended participants for discussing the problem and offered her services.”

42. For the Eban quote and Cambridge University study, see Finkelstein, *Image and Reality*, respectively, pp. 247n2 and xviii; for Hoenlein’s Toronto speech, see Rick Kardonne, “Hoenlein: Toronto has biggest Hezbollah headquarters outside of the Mideast,” *Jewish Tribune* (8 April 2004). On a related note, at the U.N. meeting Bayefsky accused Kofi Annan of a double standard for denouncing Israel’s liquidation of Hamas leaders without mentioning Israeli victims of terrorism. What does the actual record show? A 22 March 2004 statement by Annan “strongly condemns Israel’s assassination of Hamas spiritual leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin” without mentioning Israeli victims of terrorism (“Statement attributable to the Spokesman for the Secretary-General on the assassination of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin”)—just as a 15 March 2004 statement by Annan “strongly condemned the double suicide bombing on Sunday in the Israeli port of Ashdod” without mentioning Palestinian victims of Israel’s occupation (“Annan condemns double suicide bombing in Israeli port”). The only discernible difference is that Annan also sent his “deepest condolences to the families of the victims” in Ashdod, but didn’t make a comparable gesture to the families of the eight Palestinian bystanders killed with Yassin.
WHAT’S CURRENTLY CALLED the new anti-Semitism actually incorporates three main components: (1) exaggeration and fabrication, (2) mislabeling legitimate criticism of Israeli policy, and (3) the unjustified yet predictable spillover from criticism of Israel to Jews generally.

EXAGGERATION AND FABRICATION

The evidence of a new anti-Semitism comes mostly from organizations directly or indirectly linked to Israel or having a material stake in inflating the findings of anti-Semitism. For instance, Manifestations lists as a main source of data on Denmark the “Israeli Embassy in Copenhagen,” on Finland the “Friends of Israel Association,” on Ireland the “Israeli Embassy” as well as the “Ireland-Israel Friendship League,” and so forth. The annual reports of Tel Aviv University’s Stephen Roth Institute for the Study of Contemporary Anti-Semitism and Racism serve as a major source of data and analysis. Its 2000–2001 Antisemitism Worldwide survey highlighted this ominous development: “Prof. Norman Finkelstein’s book, The Holocaust Industry, [was] enthusiastically welcomed, especially in Germany, and by the extreme right in particular…. His arguments, even though completely refuted by serious researchers and publicists, have rekindled the image of the manipula-
tive, greedy, power-hungry Jew.” None of these refutations is cited, perhaps because none exist; Raul Hilberg did praise the book’s key findings as a “breakthrough.” The data on anti-Semitism supplied by domestic American Jewish organizations such as ADL and the Simon Wiesenthal Center and their counterparts elsewhere in Europe are also relied upon. These organizations stand in the same relationship to their respective host countries as Communist parties once did, except that they view Israel rather than Stalin’s Russia as the Motherland. And, were they not able to conjure up anti-Semitism, Abraham Foxman and Rabbi Hier of the Wiesenthal Center would face the prospect of finding real jobs. In the cases of Foxman and Hier this would be a real tragedy: both get paid nearly a half million dollars annually from their respective “charitable” organizations.1

Many claims of anti-Semitism prove on investigation to be wildly overblown or fabricated. A lead article in the influential American journal Foreign Policy entitled “Antiglobalism’s Jewish Problem” alleges that “protesters at the 2003 World Social Forum (WSF) in Porto Alegr...
control mob,” launching a “raw, physical assault” on “praying students, and the elderly women who are our elder college participants, who survived the Holocaust,” while the police stood idly by. Curiously, Gitlin, who currently teaches journalism at Columbia University, doesn’t seem to have checked his source. Had he done so, he might have discovered that the consensus among Jewish spokespersons in the Bay Area, including Dr. Fred Astren, current director of Jewish Studies at SFSU (and a personal witness to the alleged incident), was that Zoloth had a penchant for “wild exaggeration,” born of a mindset nurtured in “Marxist-Leninist” politics—except that she’s in thrall not, as in bygone days, to the Soviet Union, but to “the Jewish State of Israel, a state that I cherish.” The police didn’t intervene because nothing happened warranting their intervention. The reverberations of Zoloth’s email, Astren dryly observes, were less a testament to the power of her truth than to the “power of the internet.” Apart from the pogrom-that-never-was at San Francisco State, the only evidence Gitlin adduces that the anti-Semitic “danger is clear and present” on college campuses is that “two students of mine” wondered whether in fact Jews didn’t show up for work at the Twin Towers on September 11. Truly, “the rough beast returns.”

right-wing website *Campus Watch*), did do a thorough investigation but found no evidence to substantiate it. In early 2004 Columbia University in New York came under attack. In a film produced by a shad-owy organization and privately screened for select audiences, “pro”-Israel students, using the lingo of political correctness, anguished that their “voices” in defense of Israel were being “silenced” by faculty members. Local newspapers headlined that Columbia was awash in anti-Semitism and along with local politicians called for the sacking of professors. The hysteria at Columbia was part of a much broader cam-paign orchestrated by a consortium of well-heeled “pro”-Israel organi-
zations and foundations to “take back” college campuses where, in recent years, a handful of dissenters have finally broken the total stranglehold held by Israel’s apologists over public debate. In December 2004 Columbia president Lee Bollinger appointed an ad hoc committee to investigate student complaints, and in March 2005 the committee released its findings. After an exhaustive investigation and despite enor-
mous pressures for a resounding guilty verdict, the committee was able to document only one possibly culpable incident, in which a Palestinian professor, during Israel’s invasion of Jenin, “became angered at a question that he understood to countenance Israeli conduct of which he dis-approved, and..., responded heatedly.” On the allegation of anti-Semitism, the report roundly concluded: “[W]e found no evidence of any statements made by the faculty that could reasonably be construed as anti-Semitic.” Significantly, the most damning findings bore not on the conduct of Israel’s critics but of its supporters. The report observed that unregistered “students” were disrupting and secretly filming the classes of professors critical of Israeli policy. A Columbia professor had apparently even enlisted students to report back what was being said in the class of one such professor “as part of a campaign against him.” On the latter point, the committee reserved its harshest words: “We find it deeply disturbing that faculty were apparently prepared to encour-age students to report to them on a fellow-professor’s classroom state-
ments,” thereby turning students “into informers.” Although the alle-gations of anti-Semitism were formally repudiated, the hysteria did cow Columbia as well as other universities into establishing endowed chairs in Israel studies—i.e., new outposts for party indoctrination, alongside chairs in Holocaust studies. Indeed, the real revelation of the Columbia episode was not that the claim of anti-Semitism was a fraud, but how de facto agents of a foreign government have, in service to
their Holy State, conspired to muzzle academic freedom in the United States.4

A speech by Harvard president Lawrence Summers that raised the specter of a burgeoning anti-Semitism on college campuses received wide attention and won him many accolades. The main job of a university president is to raise money. Harvard Law School professor Alan Dershowitz recalls a Harvard fund-raiser telling him that in recent years “Harvard has been virtually supported by Jews.” One doesn’t have to be an economist of Summers’s distinction to reckon that playing the new anti-Semitism card won’t hurt the alumni fund-raising drive. Variations on this ploy are standard fare at Harvard. It surely didn’t lose him points at Harvard when, back in 1992, entrepreneurial black professor Henry Louis Gates Jr. denounced black anti-Semitism, or what he called the “new anti-Semitism”—how often that tag line keeps popping up—in a full-page *New York Times* op-ed. Trashing powerless people, especially if they’re of your “own kind,” to curry favor with the powerful is called moral courage in elite circles.5 Alleging that “something’s changed,” Paul Berman infers evidence of resurgent anti-Semitism from a single Egyptian panelist at New York’s


5. Lawrence Summers, “Address at Morning Prayers,” in Rosenbaum, *Those Who Forget*, pp. 57–60; Alan M. Dershowitz, *The Vanishing American Jew: In Search of Jewish Identity for the Next Century* (Boston, 1997), p. 271; Henry Louis Gates Jr., “Black Demagogues and Pseudo-Scholars,” *New York Times* (20 July 1992). The targets of Gates’s op-ed, a handful of “Afrocentric” demagogues trafficking in anti-Semitism, exercised roughly the same negligible influence in his own academic milieu as Holocaust deniers—denunciation of whom is also considered, in those same circles, an act of courage. Gates periodically barters a black name to “pro”-Jewish causes and publications, most recently, Dershowitz’s *The Case for Israel*, his blurb for which reads: “My first visit to Israel, at the age of 19, was both a deeply mystical and a profoundly troubling experience. I quickly came to understand that Israel was a treasure of civilization for the entire human community, but a most vulnerable one. . . . *The Case for Israel* is indispensable reading for those of us who are deeply disturbed by the rise of anti-Semitism in American society, even on college campuses.” It’s tributes like this that give pandering a bad name.
annual Socialist Scholars Conference who “stated her approval of the suicide bombers” and a single audience member who “even spoke out in the panelist’s defense.” Support of suicide bombers does not in itself signify anti-Semitism, but even if it did, what would this example prove? Berman reports that the conference attendees numbered in the thousands, including “every ridiculous left-wing sect.” For Berman this one panelist and one audience member reveal that “[t]he new wind is definitely blowing.” If so, it wouldn’t even register on the weather channel.6

The evidence of a new anti-Semitism often proves on inspection to be no evidence at all. A centerpiece of Manifestations’ indictment is an “anti-Semitic” poster for a demonstration protesting Bush’s impending visit to Berlin (see Figure 1). Its analysis of the poster reads: “The well-known picture of ‘Uncle Sam’ is showing a ‘typical Jewish nose.’ Also the poster implies the supposed Jewish world conspiracy because on the forefinger of ‘Uncle Sam’ hangs the world on a thread. Portraying ‘Uncle Sam’ as Jewish refers to the supposed Jewish influence on the United States policy and connects anti-Jewish and anti-American feelings.” No one shown the poster by this writer could discern a Jewish nose, let alone a Jewish conspiracy, although several people did make out the vague outlines of an African American proboscis. The authors of Manifestations manifestly need a long vacation. Schoenfeld detects “classic” anti-Semitism in a Tikkun advertisement opposing the occupation (see Figure 2). Isn’t the banner “Jews Aren’t Bullies or Exploiters,” with a peace sign, no less, affixed to it, just a dead giveaway of its anti-Semitic provenance?7

Similarly, Foxman sniffs anti-Semitism everywhere. It is anti-Semitic to believe that “Jews are more loyal to Israel than to this country”—although, for all anyone knows, this might be empirically true and, for many Zionists, it ought to be true. Indeed, Foxman himself maintains that to deny the Jewish people the right to a “homeland of their own”

6. Paul Berman, “Something’s Changed,” in Rosenbaum, Those Who Forget, pp. 15, 27. Berman also omits mention that when another panelist at the same conference session immediately condemned this approval of suicide bombings, the audience erupted in loud applause (interview with Nation editor Roane Carey, 21 December 2004). In response to charges of discrimination directed at Israel’s Law of Return, which grants automatic citizenship exclusively to Jews, Berman maintains that the law reflects “Israel’s autonomy as a state—its right to draw up its own laws on immigration” (p. 24). Would Berman offer a similar defense of U.S. immigration laws that favored Caucasians against Asians, and Western and Central Europeans against Slavs, Italians, and Jews?

and “independence, sovereignty” in Israel is also anti-Semitic—but doesn’t this mean that, regardless of where Jews happen to reside, Israel is their state? And who can dispute that he acts like a loyalist of Israel—or, at any rate, its paid agent? It was “anti-Semitism pure and simple” when “Belgium, the seat of the International Court of Justice at [T]he Hague, . . . sought to indict the prime minister of the state of Israel for crimes against humanity,” and also when Danes opposed the appointment by Israel of a notorious torturer as ambassador to Denmark. Foxman justifies this charge of anti-Semitism on the grounds that comparable criminals have escaped accountability. Leaving aside that The Hague is not in Belgium but the Netherlands, don’t all criminals (and their apologists) cry selective prosecution? But only the likes of Foxman would claim that holding murderers and torturers accountable for their crimes is anti-Semitic as well. To allege that the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) targets candidates critical of Israel, Foxman asserts, “echo[es] familiar anti-Semitic slanders”—even though AIPAC boasts about doing this. Nonetheless, Foxman assures readers regarding the epithet anti-Semitic that “we’re very careful about how and when we use it,” and ADL has “given a great deal of thought to
drawing appropriate distinctions among various degrees and levels of anti-Semitic speech and action. This prudence and nuance have been on full display on each of the many occasions that ADL slandered this writer as a “known Holocaust denier.” If we are reckless about accusations of anti-Semitism, Foxman continues, “I would quickly lose that credibility and therefore any effectiveness as a leader on this issue.”

Foxman rose to Ronald Reagan’s defense when, journeying to Germany’s Bitburg cemetery, Reagan declared that the German soldiers (including Waffen SS members) buried there were “victims of the Nazis,” just as surely as the victims in the concentration camps, and Foxman subsequently honored Reagan with ADL’s “Torch of Liberty” award. Foxman oversaw a far-flung domestic U.S. spying operation with ties to Israeli intelligence and the apartheid regime in South Africa, after taking a payoff from Marc Rich—the billionaire commodities trader who fled to Switzerland before standing trial on an indictment for fifty-one counts of tax evasion, racketeering, and violating trade sanctions with Iran.

The new Israeli refuseniks have learned the lessons of history: “Following orders” to enforce a brutal Occupation is immoral and self-destructive. Doing so violates international law, human rights, and the basic ethical standards of humanity.

Love of the stranger, generosity, and goodness. We reject all attempts by some sectors of the Jewish community to portray us as self-hating Jews or anti-Semitic non-Jews.

I will join the Fast on March 27 and publicize it in my community.

For details email community@tikkun.org or www.tikkun.org or call 415-575-1200.

Regional meetings:

* Activist Training: October 11-14, NYC.

* Tikkun magazine, Caroon by Khalil Bendib

Over 370 courageous Israeli Army Reserve Officers have risked their careers and some have already been sent to jail because they publicly refuse to serve in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem. These Israeli soldiers (many of whom are Jews) are courageously dramatizing that the Occupation is illegal, immoral, and self-destructive, and that peaceful change is possible.

* Fighting the Oppressors

• A two-state solution for Israel/Palestine that provides security for Israel by creating social justice and respect for human rights, a recognition of the spirit of God in each other, recognizing that our well-being depends on the well-being of every single person on this planet.

• A New Planetary Consciousness so that we can overcome nationalist and religious chauvinism, recognize ourselves as mutu-

Figure 2. “A Form of Classic Anti-Semitism.” From Tikkun magazine. Caroon by Khalil Bendib.
Iran—Foxman helped engineer his presidential pardon during Clinton’s final hours in office. That this man retains credibility offers terrifying insight into contemporary U.S. political culture.  

Manifestations cites as evidence of European anti-Semitism an ADL poll of the European Union showing that nearly half of the respondents agreed with the statement “The Jews still talk too much about the Holocaust.” Indeed, the wonder is that the percentage of Europeans resenting chauvinistic incantation and political instrumentalization of The Holocaust isn’t much greater. In its country-by-country breakdown, the Manifestations study also spotlighted these allegedly anti-Semitic incidents: Denmark—“A person with connections to the Progressive Jewish Forum describes how, . . . when entering her office, a colleague said, ‘you’ve occupied there (her chair) very well, haven’t you—ha ha’”; Greece—“[T]wo articles . . . put forward the view that Jews have excessively used the pain resulting from the cruelty of the Holocaust”; Italy—“[L]arge graffiti in bold characters saying ‘Jews murderers’ was seen in an underground pass in the city of Prato” (but did they check the sewers in the Abruzzi?); Netherlands—“[A] Jewish market vendor in the centre of Amsterdam was threatened with a pistol and the words ‘I’ll shoot you dead’” (isn’t that what robbers usually say?). No doubt aware just how flimsy—not to say risible—this evidence is, the authors of Manifestations proceed to hypothesize “deeply latent anti-Semitic and anti-Zionist prejudices in the German public,” a “spiritual (or psychological) anti-Semitism” among Italians, an anti-Semitic “latent structure” among Greeks, and, as already seen, a “smell of anti-Semitism” among British.  

Soon after publication of Manifestations, the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia released another, more comprehensive study entitled Manifestations of Antisemitism in the EU 2002–2003 (hereafter: Manifestations II), scrutinizing a full two-year


9. Manifestations, pp. 24, 563 (“talk too much”), 45 (Denmark), 51 (“deeply latent”), 56 (“latent structure”), 58 (Greece), 69–70 (“spiritual”), 72 (Italy), 81 (Netherlands).
period as against the several months of *Manifestations*. Although still suffering from some of the biases and apologetics of *Manifestations*, it was nonetheless a far more rigorous and sober report. No doubt because the findings of *Manifestations II* weren’t the stuff of sensationalist, hysterical headlines about a rampant new anti-Semitism, it was largely ignored in the media. One unambiguous indicator of the report’s relative seriousness was that Foxman expressed “disappointment” with it. For the full two-year period and altogether for the fifteen E.U. countries surveyed, *Manifestations II* reports not a single anti-Semitic homicide and a handful of anti-Semitic assaults causing serious personal injury. Although there were a considerable number of attacks on Jewish property, some serious, the overwhelming majority


11. Problematically, the report classified as anti-Semitic a textbook containing the sentence “When a Palestine [sic] child in Jerusalem saw a Jewish soldier coming, it winced with fear” (p. 45); a website posting that stated, “It is really sad how all politicians grovel to the lobby; everyone who does not and dares to have a different opinion is denounced immediately, and is branded as antisemitic or racist” (p. 63); a couple of articles “that put forward the view that Jews have used excessively the pain resulting from the cruelty of the Holocaust” (p. 79); a “drawing of Ariel Sharon and an attached Hitler-like moustache” (p. 90); “a newspaper article with a picture of Palestinian victims of the Middle East’s conflict with the word[s] ‘Israeli Justice’ written on top of the article” (p. 120); “banners and placards ... against Israel and Prime Minister Sharon ... on which the ‘S’ was replaced with swastikas or written the same way as Nazi SS” (p. 127); a “letter to the editor” that “accused the Israelis of being themselves responsible for the emerging anti-Semitism” (p. 156); “leaflets some of which ask for a boycott of Israeli products” (p. 178). In and of themselves, none of these examples would seem to be anti-Semitic. It is even doubtful that agreeing with the statement “Jews have too much influence in the world” proves, as the report claims, anti-Semitism (pp. 69–71, 259)—anymore than agreeing with the statement “White people have too much influence in the world” or “Males have too much influence in the world” proves, respectively, a racist or sexist cast of mind. On the other hand, this second report is generally more cautious than *Manifestations* about conflating criticism of Israel with anti-Semitism (see esp. pp. 13–14, 228–32, 240–41).


13. Anti-Semitic incidents amounting to “extreme violence”—i.e., “[a]ny attack potentially causing loss of life” (p. 343)—and for which details are given in *Manifestations II* include several in France (one Jewish youth “was sent to the hospital requiring many stitches”; another “was sent to the hospital with many contusions” [pp. 100–101]) and Austria (“an attack by four skinheads on a man in the Vienna underground ... one of the skinheads beat him with a belt” and “a violent attack against an orthodox Jew in Vienna who was violently beaten to such an extent that he lost consciousness” [p. 159]). In most E.U. countries there weren’t any such attacks.
of anti-Semitic incidents consisted of various kinds of verbal threat and abuse; for example, “[a]n antisemitic letter, originating in France, was sent to an individual in Belgium”; “in Paris, a man accompanied by his three children was insulted and told ‘You kill a Palestinian child,’” and “[a]n Internet search revealed a report on a farmer in Upper Austria, who put up a billboard in front of his farm saying ‘Jews are blackmailing the whole world’ and ‘Ariel Sharon is a state terrorist.’” Even in France, which witnessed the greatest number of anti-Semitic incidents of the countries surveyed—for example, three arson attacks damaging Jewish communal property in 2002, although none in 2003—the evidence of a pervasive anti-Semitism was nil. Rather the contrary: “surveys show that antisemitic attitudes within the general French population are declining,” fully 89 percent of the respondents in one poll replying affirmatively to the question “Is a French person of Jewish origin ‘as French as the others’?” And, although in the French instance Muslim youths were mostly responsible for anti-Semitic incidents, a survey found that in general “young people of North African origin are in fact even more intolerant of anti-Semitism than the average.” Finally, it bears notice that “[t]he number of victims of anti-Semitism” in France was “inferior to the number of immigrant victims” of bias attacks.

Right around the time Manifestations II was released, the highly respected Pew Research Center published the findings of its latest international survey, conducted from late February to early March 2004 in the United States and eight other countries. “Despite concerns about rising anti-Semitism in Europe,” it found, “there are no indications that anti-Jewish sentiment has increased over the past decade. Favorable ratings of Jews are actually higher now in France, Germany and Russia than they were in 1991.” Put simply, the claims of a rampant new anti-Semitism are a sham. A nonideologically driven political agenda would rank animus directed at Muslims as the priority concern given that “Europeans hold much more negative views of Muslims than of Jews.” But the hysteria over a new anti-Semitism hasn’t anything to do with fighting bigotry—and everything to do with stifling criticism of Israel.

15. Ibid., pp. 100–101.
17. Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, A Year after Iraq War: Mis-trust of America in Europe Ever Higher, Muslim Anger Persists. Summary of Findings (16
MISLABELING LEGITIMATE CRITICISM OF ISRAELI POLICY

There is broad consensus among those treating the topic that the emergence of the new anti-Semitism coincided with the latest flare-up in the Israel-Palestine conflict, reaching a peak during Operation Defensive Shield and the siege of Jenin in the spring of 2002: “Ever since the new intifada began in September 2000, the incidence of anti-Semitic rhetoric and physical violence in countries around the world has escalated enormously, fueled by anti-Israeli feeling” (Foxman); “Today’s virulent outbreak in Europe and (to a much lesser extent) in the United States does appear to be an epiphenomenon of the Arab-Israel conflict. Anti-Semitism unquestionably intensified greatly on both continents with the eruption of the second intifada” (Schoenfeld); “The fact that a rise in anti-Semitic activities is clearly observable in most of the EU Member States since the beginning of the so-called al-Aqsa Intifada . . . points to a connection between events in the Middle East with criticism of Israel’s politics, on the one hand, and mobilisation of anti-Semitism on the other” (Manifestations); “[L]inkage between the number of reported anti-Semitic incidents and the political situation in the Middle East . . . can be seen by the significantly high peak of incidents in some countries during the month of April 2002, the month in which the Israeli army controversially occupied several Palestinian towns” (Manifestations II). The causal relationship would seem to be that Israel’s brutal repression of Palestinians evoked hostility toward the “Jewish state” and its vocal Jewish supporters abroad. Accordingly, an ADL survey found that almost two-thirds of Europeans believed that “the recent outbreak of violence against Jews in Europe is a result of anti-Israel sentiment and not traditional anti-Semitic or anti-Jewish feelings,” while in Italy, for example, “commentators assess that the rise in the scope of anti-Semitism is the result of Israel’s governmental policy towards the Arabs since the outbreak of the intifada.” Similarly, Manifestations found that, apart from fringe “right-wing extremists,” for whom anti-Semitism has always figured as a rallying point, the animus toward and violence against Jews in Europe emanated mainly from

March 2004), p. 4; for statistical comparison with 1991, see Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, A Year after Iraq War: Mistrust of America in Europe Ever Higher, Muslim Anger Persists. A Nine-Country Survey, p. 26. For poll data confirming the decline of anti-Semitism in Germany as compared to 1991 and a similar tendency in France, see also Manifestations II, pp. 64–65, 111, 261. For hostility against Muslims being greater than against Jews, see also Manifestations II, pp. 110, 145, 283.
“young Muslims mostly of Arab descent” closely identifying with the Palestinian struggle. *Manifestations II* cautions that “on the basis of available data and looking at the EU as a whole, it is problematic to make general statements” regarding which of these two groups bears greater responsibility for anti-Semitic acts.)

This explanation would also account, inversely, for the precipitate decline in antipathy to Israel and Jews when hope loomed large for a just settlement during the early Oslo “peace process” years, prompting even Dershowitz to acknowledge the marginalization of anti-Semitism not just in the United States but globally.19

Yet, it is precisely this causal relationship that Israel’s apologists emphatically deny: if Israeli policies, and widespread Jewish support for them, evoke hostility toward Jews, it means that Israel and its Jewish supporters themselves might be causing anti-Semitism; and it might be doing so because Israel and its Jewish supporters are in the wrong. Holocaust industry dogma a priori rejects this hypothesis: animus towards Jews can never spring from wrongs committed by Jews. The argument goes like this: the Final Solution was irrational; the Final Solution marked the culmination of a millennial Gentile anti-Semitism; ergo, each and every manifestation of anti-Semitism is irrational.20 Since anti-Semitism is synonymous with animus toward Jews, any and all animus directed at Jews, individually or collectively, must be irrational. “Anti-Semitism... resembles a disease in being fundamentally irrational,” Foxman typically asserts. “[T]hose who hate Jews do so not because of factual evidence but in spite of it.” Thus, according to Schoenfeld, Palestinians become suicide bombers not because of what Israel has concretely done but because it has been turned into a “diabolical abstraction.” For Rosenbaum, anti-Semitism is an irrational, inexplicable, and ineluctable Gentile affliction: “The explanation of renewed anti-Semitism is anti-Semitism: its ineradicable pre-existing history—and its efficacy. It has become its own origin.” Unsurprisingly, when billionaire financier George Soros, who is Jewish, suggested otherwise, telling a gathering of Jewish notables that the “resurgence of


19. This is the central thesis of Dershowitz’s book *Vanishing American Jew* (1997); for his statement on the decline of anti-Semitism globally, see esp. pp. 87–89.

20. For a fuller exposition of this Holocaust industry dogma, see Finkelstein, *Holocaust Industry*, chap. 2.
anti-Semitism in Europe” was largely due to Sharon’s policies and the behavior of Jews, he incurred the audience’s wrath. Committing the same sin, former Israeli Knesset Speaker Avraham Burg observed, “The unfavorable attitude toward Israel that exists today in the international community stems in part from the policy of the government of Israel.” “Let’s understand things clearly,” Elan Steinberg of the World Jewish Congress retorted after Soros’s speech: “Anti-Semitism is not caused by Jews; it’s caused by anti-Semites.” Foxman called Soros’s remarks “absolutely obscene.” If it’s “obscene” for a Jew to say that Jews might be causing anti-Semitism, for a non-Jew to say it is—surprise, surprise—anti-Semitic. Manifestations deplores a Dutch newspaper article entitled “Israel abuses the anti-Semitism taboo” because “the author used the classical anti-Semitic stereotype that the Jews themselves are to blame for anti-Semitism,” as well as a letter to an Austrian newspaper because it “accused the Israelis of being themselves responsible for the emerging anti-Semitism.”

Two exceptions are allowed to this dogma of anti-Semitism as a Gentile pathology that—to quote Holocaust industry guru Daniel Goldhagen—is “divorced from actual Jews,” “fundamentally not a


How can this hatred toward us be explained, particularly in the developed European states? And why is it being expressed specifically now, and with such intensity? . . . When the waves of hatred spread and appeared on all the media networks around the world and penetrated every home, the new-old answer surfaced: anti-Semitism. After all, anti-Semitism has always been the Jews’ trump card because it is easy to quote some crazy figure from history and seek cover. This time, too, the anti-Semitism card has been pulled from the sleeve of explanations by the Israeli government and its most faithful spokespeople have been sent to wave it. But the time has come for the Israeli public to wake up from the fairy tale being told by its elected government. The rhetoric of the perpetual victim is not a sufficient answer for the question of the timing. Why all of a sudden have all the anti-Semites, or haters of Israel, raised their heads and begun chanting hate slogans? Enough of our whining, “The whole world is against us.” . . . The time has come to look at the facts and admit the simple but bitter truth—Israel has lost its legitimacy in the eyes of the world and we are guilty for what has happened. . . . If anti-Semitism was until now found exclusively in the extreme political fringes, Israel’s continued policy of the cruel occupation will only encourage and fan the spread of anti-Semitic sentiments. (“Fanning the flames of hatred,” Haaretz [19 November 2003])
response to any objective evaluation of Jewish action,” and “independent of the Jews’ nature and actions” (his emphases). The first exception is that anti-Semitism can arise from Jews doing the right thing: although conspicuous Jewish support for the civil rights movement undoubtedly increased anti-Semitism among southern whites in the United States, Jews would never have thought to disclaim responsibility for causing this sort of anti-Semitism; on the contrary, it was a badge of honor. And second, although irrational, this Gentile pathology does spring from an all-too-human passion: resentment. If, as Nietzsche maintained, “slave morality” sprang from the Jews’ envy of the truly aristocratic among them, Holocaust industry dogma maintains that “anti-Semitism” springs from Gentile envy of the Jewish aristocracy: they hate us because we’re so much better. “The new anti-Semitism transcends boundaries, nationalities, politics and social systems,” Mortimer Zuckerman explains. “Israel has become the object of envy and resentment in much the same way that the individual Jew was once the object of envy and resentment.” It won’t escape notice that Holocaust industry dogma bears striking resemblance to the politically correct interpretation of the U.S. “war against terrorism.” The Arabs hate us either because they’re irrational fanatics or because they envy our way of life: it can’t possibly be because we might have done something wrong—that’s called apologetics for “Islamo-fascism.” To supply the “cause of the attacks on America,” Jeffrey Goldberg of The New Yorker digs up an Egyptian intellectual to say: “These are people who are envious. . . . Talent gives rise to jealousy in the hearts of the untalented.” The reciprocal “natural” sympathy that Israel and the United States have exchanged since September 11—“Now they know how we feel” (Israel) and “Now we know how they feel” (United States)—is anchored in this chauvinistic and exculpatory ideology. Here are the anguished sighs of mutual recognition by those who imagine themselves to be not just innocent but too good for their own good.22

The doctrine of essential Jewish innocence, incidentally, also explains the appeal that Sartre’s little book Anti-Semite and Jew has had for many Jews. “In his surgical exploration of classical anti-Semitism,” the Perlmutters typically gush, “his work was seminal.” On the face of it, the book was a most unlikely favorite—even less so Sartre, a

person of the left. After all, Sartre’s point of departure is that Jewish peoplehood lacks any content except what anti-Semitism endows it with: “the anti-Semite,” in his famous formulation, “makes the Jew” (his emphasis). But from this premise Sartre goes on to argue that stereotypical Jewish vices are either the invention or the fault of the anti-Semite—which means (or can be understood to mean) that Jews possess no vices or don’t bear any responsibility for them. And if animus toward Jews does exist, it can’t be on account of a wrong they commit: “Far from experience producing his [i.e., the anti-Semite’s] idea of the Jew, it was the latter which explained his experience,” and, again, anti-Semitism “precedes the facts that call it forth.” Although the motive behind this philo-Semitic doctrine was surely decent, its effect has been a disaster, for what is its consequence except to breed complete moral irresponsibility? “Jews are not to blame for anti-Semitism,” Dershowitz, echoing Sartre, asserts. “Anti-Semitism is the problem of the bigots. . . . Nothing we do can profoundly affect the twisted mind of the anti-Semite” (his emphases). In sum, Jews can never be culpable for the antipathy others bear towards them: it’s always of their making, not ours.23

**SPILLOVER**

In some quarters anger at Israel’s brutal occupation has undoubtedly spilled over to an animus toward Jews generally. But however lamentable, it’s hardly cause for wonder. The brutal U.S. aggression against Vietnam and the Bush administration’s aggression against Iraq engendered a generalized anti-Americanism, just as the genocidal Nazi aggression during World War II engendered a generalized anti-Teutonism. Should it really surprise us if the cruel occupation by a self-declared Jewish state engenders a generalized antipathy to Jews? “All cases in which the Jews are made collectively responsible for the policy of the Israeli government,” Manifestations solemnly opines, “represent a form of anti-Semitism.” Accordingly, Spain is reckoned anti-Semitic because “[t]he mass media often confuses Israel and the Jewish community.” But if many Jews themselves repudiate any distinction between Israel

---

and world Jewry, indeed, if they denounce such a distinction as itself anti-Semitic; if mainstream Jewish organizations lend uncritical support to every Israeli policy, however criminal, indeed, abetting the most virulent tendencies inside Israel and muzzling principled dissent outside Israel; if Israel defines itself juridically as the sovereign state of the Jewish people, and Jews abroad label any criticism of Israel anti-Jewish—the real wonder is that the spillover from antipathy toward Israel to Jews generally hasn’t been greater. “Anyone who does not distinguish between Jews and the Jewish state is an anti-Semite,” Chesler avows in one place, but in the same book she avows that “American and Diaspora Jews” must understand that “Israel is our heart and soul . . . we are family” (her emphasis). Likewise, Italian journalist Fiamma Nirenstein professes that “Jews everywhere should consider their being identified with Israel a virtue and honor” and should insist that “[i]f you’re prejudiced against Israel, then, you’re against the Jews.” It would seem to be anti-Semitic both to identify and not to identify Israel with Jews. “Iranian anti-Semitic propagandists make a point,” according to Schoenfeld, “of erasing all distinctions among Israel, Zionism and the Jews.” Yet in an article for Commentary magazine, which Schoenfeld edits, Hillel Halkin asserted: “Israel is the state of the Jews. Zionism is the belief that the Jews should have a state. To defame Israel is to defame the Jews” (“The Return of Anti-Semitism”). So are Halkin and Commentary’s editor also anti-Semitic?24

Just as it’s too simple (and convenient) to label accusations of Jewish responsibility for Israeli policy anti-Semitic, so it’s too simple (and convenient) to label the notion of Jewish power anti-Semitic. Jews now rank as the wealthiest ethnic group in the United States; with this economic power has accrued substantial political power. Their leaders have wielded this power, often crudely, to mold U.S. policy regarding Israel. These leaders have also utilized this power in other realms. Under the guise of seeking “Holocaust reparations,” American Jewish organizations and individuals at all levels of government and in all sectors of American society entered into a conspiracy—this is the correct word—to blackmail Europe. It was on account of “Jewish money” that the Clinton administration went along with this shakedown operation,

providing—even to the detriment of U.S. national interests—crucial support for it at every juncture. And who can seriously believe that the pro-Jewish bias of the corporate media has nothing whatever to do with the influential Jewish presence at all levels of it? “It’s undoubtedly true that there are prominent Jews among the producers, directors, studio executives, and stars in Hollywood,” Foxman concedes. “It’s even true that, proportionately, there has always been a relatively prominent Jewish presence in the movie, TV, and record industries.” But, he continues, “[t]he Jews who work in Hollywood are there not as Jews but as actors, directors, writers, business executives, or what have you,” concerned only with “the bottom line” (his emphasis). His proof? “This explains the paradox that no anti-Semitic conspiracy theorist has ever tackled—how it is that the supposedly Jewish-controlled movie industry has produced so few films dealing with overtly Jewish characters or themes.” Is that why Hollywood has produced a mere 175 films on the Nazi holocaust since 1989? Legitimate questions can surely be posed regarding when and if Jews are acting as people who happen to be Jewish or acting “as Jews,” and, on the latter occasions (which plainly do arise), regarding the actual breadth and limits of this “Jewish power,” but these questions can only be answered empirically, not a priori with politically correct formulae. To foreclose inquiry on this topic as anti-Semitic is, intentionally or not, to shield Jews from legitimate scrutiny of their uses and abuses of formidable power. In an otherwise sensible treatment of the new anti-Semitism, Brian Klug maintains that “it is a form of anti-Semitism” if an accusation against Jews mimics an anti-Semitic stereotype such as the idea of Jews being “powerful, wealthy . . . pursuing [their] own selfish ends.” Yet if Jews act out a Jewish stereotype, it plainly doesn’t follow that they can’t be committing the stereotypical act. Can’t they commit a vile act even if it conforms to a Jewish stereotype? It is perhaps politically incorrect to recall but nonetheless a commonplace that potent stereotypes, like good propaganda, acquire their force from containing a kernel—and sometimes even more than a kernel—of truth. Should people like Abraham Foxman, Edgar Bronfman, and Rabbi Israel Singer get a free ride because they resemble stereotypes straight out of Der Stürmer?25

In *The Holocaust Industry*, this writer posited a distinction between the *Nazi holocaust*—the systematic extermination of Jews during World War II—and *The Holocaust*—the instrumentalization of the Nazi holocaust by American Jewish elites and their supporters. A parallel distinction needs to be made between *anti-Semitism*—the unjustifiable targeting of Jews solely for being Jews—and “*anti-Semitism*”—the instrumentalization of anti-Semitism by American (or other) Jewish elites. Like The Holocaust, “anti-Semitism” is an ideological weapon to deflect justified criticism of Israel and, concomitantly, powerful Jewish interests. In its current usage, “anti-Semitism,” alongside the “war against terrorism,” serves as a cloak for a massive assault on international law and human rights. Those Jews committed to the struggle against the real anti-Semitism must, in the first instance, expose this spurious “anti-Semitism” for the sham it is. “[T]here are no patent remedies and quick solutions available” for anti-Semitism, the authors of *Manifestations* conclude. “[I]t is not possible to formulate a once and for all strategy, which is effective everywhere.”26 This writer begs

to differ. Tell the truth, fight for justice: this is the time-tested strategy for fighting anti-Semitism, as well as other forms of bigotry. If, as all the important studies agree, current resentment against Jews has coincided with Israel’s brutal repression of the Palestinians, then a patent remedy and quick solution would plainly be to end the occupation. A full Israeli withdrawal from the territories conquered in 1967 would also deprive those real anti-Semites exploiting Israel’s repression as a pretext to demonize Jews—and who can doubt they exist?—of a dangerous weapon, as well as expose their real agenda. And the more vocally Jews dissent from Israel’s occupation, the fewer will be those non-Jews who mistake Israel’s criminal policies and the uncritical support (indeed encouragement) of mainline Jewish organizations for the popular Jewish mood. On the other side, the worst enemies in the struggle against real anti-Semitism are the philo-Semites. This problem typically arises on the European scene. By turning a blind eye to Israeli crimes in the name of sensitivity to past Jewish suffering, they enable Israel to continue on a murderous path that foments anti-Semitism and, for that matter, the self-destruction of Israelis. The philo-Semitic application of this special dispensation to American Jewish elites has proven equally catastrophic. As already noted, Jewish elites in the United States have enjoyed enormous prosperity. From this combination of economic and political power has sprung, unsurprisingly, a mindset of Jewish superiority. Wrapping themselves in the mantle of The Holocaust, these Jewish elites pretend—and, in their own solipsistic universe, perhaps even imagine themselves—to be victims, dismissing any and all criticism as manifestations of “anti-Semitism.” And, from this lethal brew of formidable power, chauvinistic arrogance, feigned (or imagined) victimhood, and Holocaust-immunity to criticism has sprung a terrifying recklessness and ruthlessness on the part of American Jewish elites. Alongside Israel, they are the main fomenters of anti-Semitism in the world today. Coddling them is not the answer. They need to be stopped.
Almost all criminal defendants—including most of my clients—are factually guilty of the crimes they have been charged with. The criminal lawyer’s job, for the most part, is to represent the guilty, and—if possible—to get them off.

Alan M. Dershowitz, *The Best Defense*
Introduction

The defense attorney comes close to being a pure one-sided advocate for his generally guilty client. 

Alan M. Dershowitz, Letters to a Young Lawyer

IN 2003 ALAN DERSHOWITZ, Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law at Harvard Law School, published The Case for Israel.¹ The book became an immediate and influential national best seller. American Jewish organizations reportedly earmarked a copy for every Jewish high school graduate and widely distributed it on college campuses, while the Israeli Foreign Ministry purchased thousands of copies for worldwide distribution, Israeli embassies stockpiled it, Israeli information officers used it as a basic text, and Israel’s Mission at the United Nations distributed hundreds of copies to U.N. ambassadors and officers.² Dershowitz himself plainly invested a great deal in this literary undertaking. He reports having recruited a small army of research assistants and having labored on the book “since 1967” (p. vii). One might reasonably infer that The Case for Israel represents the summit of Dershowitz’s mental powers.

“The purpose of this book,” Dershowitz succinctly sets forth, “is to help clear the air by providing direct and truthful defenses to false

accusations" (p. 12). In his view, Israel’s “supporters” have been too passive in the face of unwarranted attacks: “The time has come for a proactive defense of Israel to be offered in the court of public opinion” (p. 1). One might have thought that, whatever shortcomings Israel’s “supporters” suffer from, failure to defend Israel aggressively is not one of them. Indeed, as was shown in Part I of this book, using the pretext of fighting the “new anti-Semitism,” they have orchestrated a media extravaganza the past few years to fend off criticism of Israel. According to Dershowitz, he is “unique in being a senior professor who is prepared to speak out for Israel.”3 This will perhaps come as a surprise even to his Harvard colleagues,4 let alone those familiar with academic life generally. Be that as it may, Dershowitz has set himself a formidable task: exposing not only the lies purveyed by Israel’s avowed enemies but those that “[m]any Israeli peace advocates are also willing to accept” (p. 220). To achieve this goal, he tells readers, “I support [my case] with facts and figures, some of which will surprise those who get their information from biased sources,” and “I do not generally rely on pro-Israel sources but primarily on objective, and sometimes to emphasize the point, overtly anti-Israel sources” (pp. 2, 7).

In reality Alan Dershowitz has concocted a threadbare hoax. It’s not altogether a coincidence that the Amazon.com website typically brackets The Case for Israel with Joan Peters’s From Time Immemorial. Peters’s book was published in 1984, after Israel invaded Lebanon and suffered its first major public relations debacle. Dershowitz’s book was published in 2003, after the second intifada, when Israel endured another public relations disaster. Both books served the same basic purpose of shoring up morale among the Zionist faithful. Their modi operandi were likewise identical: in the guise of a scholarly tract, each grossly distorts the documentary record. To be sure, in Dershowitz’s case this description applies only on those rare occasions when he adduces any evidence at all: whereas Peters’s forte was mangling primary documents, Dershowitz’s is citing absurd sources or stitching claims out of whole cloth.5 Leaning on his academic pedigree to wow

5. On a related note, it is unnerving how heavily Dershowitz relies in general on Hollywood pulp films to support legal arguments. To illustrate a point in a scholarly article for Israel Law Review, he cites at great length “‘Mississippi Burning’—which was nominated for 7 Academy Awards” (“Is It Necessary to Apply ‘Physical Pressure’ to Terror-
readers and in lieu of any supporting evidence, he typically clinches an argument with rhetorical flourishes like “This is a simple fact not subject to reasonable dispute” (p. 7), or “[T]here can be no reasonable disagreement about the basic facts” (p. 8), or “This is simply historical fact” (p. 75), or “These are incontrovertible historical facts not subject to reasonable dispute” (p. 77), and on and on—almost invariably signaling that the assertion in question is sheer rubbish. Regarding his lecture tour for The Case for Israel, Dershowitz reports, “Whenever I make a speech, the most common phrase I hear from students afterward is, ‘We didn’t know.’”

One reason perhaps is that much of what he claims never happened. During a television debate on his book, Dershowitz offered to “give $10,000 to the PLO” if his interlocutor (or anyone else) could “find a historical fact in my book that you can prove to be false.” The genuine challenge is to unearth any meaningful historical fact in The Case for Israel.

The core of Dershowitz’s book is a defense of Israel’s human rights record. “[I]t is the thesis of this book,” he writes,

that no nation in the history of the world that has faced comparable threats to its survival—both external and internal—has ever made greater efforts at, and has ever come closer to, achieving the high norms of the rule of law. Yet no civilized nation in the history of the world . . . has ever been as repeatedly, unfairly, and hypocritically condemned and criticized by the international community as Israel has been over the years. The net result is that the gulf between Israel’s actual record of compliance with the rule of law and its perceived record of compliance with the rule of law is greater than for any other nation in history. (p. 222; emphases in original)

The gulf would appear to be substantial indeed, for in Dershowitz’s opinion, Israel’s record on human rights is “generally superb” (p. 204). To prove this thesis, however, he must negotiate a daunting obstacle. Since the late 1970s and even more so since the beginning of the 1987–1993 uprising, when it could no longer be ignored, Israel’s human rights record in the Occupied Territories has been monitored by

---


a multitude of human rights organizations, some based in Israel itself, such as B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), the Public Committee against Torture in Israel, and Physicians for Human Rights–Israel, and others fulfilling a global mandate such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. It is also subject to supervision by U.N. and other agencies charged generally with monitoring compliance with human rights law. Although each of these bodies maintains an autonomous research and field staff, their respective findings on Israel and the Occupied Territories, regarding both actual fact and legal interpretation, on substance as well as on detail, are often indistinguishable one from the next. An Amnesty International study of human rights violations during the second intifada observes: “[T]here have been numerous investigations into the situation in Israel and the Occupied Territories—by the UN . . . and international and local human rights organizations—and there has been a remarkable consensus in the conclusions and recommendations of the resulting reports.”8 The problem for Dershowitz is that these findings, which reflect the consensus of the human rights community, do not support the claim that Israel’s human rights record is “generally superb”; rather the contrary. The most fundamental—and telling—fact about the chapters of The Case for Israel devoted to human rights issues is that never once does Dershowitz cite a single mainstream human rights organization to support any of his claims. It’s not because he doesn’t want to, but because he can’t. Instead, he resorts to blatantly partisan sources or—in brazen contempt of scholarly protocol—simply invents evidence. Had he cited the findings of mainstream human rights organizations, Dershowitz would have had to title his book The Case against Israel.

Not only does Dershowitz systematically ignore their findings, but in order to justify having done so, he seeks to malign the human rights organizations themselves. On the one hand, his thesis is untenable so long as their credibility remains intact; on the other, these organizations constitute the main bulwark of human rights protections, which he staunchly opposes. This twofold concern points up Dershowitz’s dilemma. “The case for Israel can and should be made not by compromising principles of justice, egalitarianism, civil liberties, and liberalism,” he wrote in Chutzpah, but “rather by reference to those lofty

principles.”9 Having postured as a liberal and civil libertarian, he’s duty bound to defend “those lofty principles,” yet as a blind supporter of Israel, he cannot but oppose them: dependent as it is on brute force, Israel’s occupation would prove unsustainable if the applicability of international law were recognized and, more important, actually enforced. Accordingly, while parading as a civil libertarian in the United States and justifying Israeli policy in the name of these principles, Dershowitz has consistently defended Israel’s most egregious human rights violations.

To demonstrate that “Amnesty International has failed the test of even-handedness,” Dershowitz twice cites an op-ed columnist who alleges that an Amnesty representative at a U.N. conference misstated that none of the Palestinian suicide bombers were minors (pp. 130, 195). Neither Dershowitz nor the columnist cited provides the name of this spokesperson, making the claim impossible to verify. On the other hand, Amnesty’s prepared remarks and formal interventions at the conference—which are what substantively count and which are available for inspection—don’t contain such a statement. Even if, against the available evidence, the alleged statement was accurately reported, what would it prove except that an Amnesty representative in an informal setting made an error?10 Dershowitz also alleges that Amnesty grossly lied about Israel’s record on torture. It didn’t, but he grossly misrepresented the documentary record; see Chapter 6. B’Tselem is not a “human rights” organization, according to Dershowitz, because it “investigate[s] only Israel and the territories.” In Chutzpah, Dershowitz leveled a similar charge against Al-Haq, the respected Palestinian human rights organization. He juxtaposes such human rights organizations, whose only concern is “promoting... parochial interests” and “self-serving advocacy of their own rights and interest,”

10. Dershowitz cites Anne Bayefsky, “Human Rights Groups Have Less Than Noble Agendas,” Chicago Sun-Times (6 April 2003). In the column Bayefsky alleges that the statement was made by an Amnesty “representative” during a “lunchtime recess.” For Amnesty’s written submission to the conference, see Amnesty International, 2003 UN Commission on Human Rights: A Time for Deep Reflection (13 March 2003); for its oral statement, see Commission on Human Rights, 59th Session (17 March–25 April 2003); “Agenda item 8: Question of the violation of human rights in the occupied Arab territories, including Palestine” (31 March 2003); for a record of the plenary discussion after Amnesty delivered its oral statement, see NGO News Center, United Nations Commission on Human Rights, 59th session, “Plenary—31 March 2003—Afternoon session” (1 April 2003).
against authentic “human rights organizations” such as the “Anti-Defamation League,” whose concern is “the universal rights of all human beings” (emphases in original). Leaving aside his example of an authentic human rights organization (which speaks for itself) and looking strictly at his argument, this would mean that the ACLU isn’t a real civil liberties organization, because its mandate covers only American civil liberties; and the NAACP isn’t a real civil rights organization because its mandate covers only black people. Revealingly, Dershowitz is altogether mute on Human Rights Watch, although its salience in the human rights community matches Amnesty’s, and its reports on Israel and the Occupied Territories reach the same damning conclusions as Amnesty’s. The reason for this silence is not hard to find. HRW is an American-based organization, and many of its leading members are prominent Establishment figures. To denounce them as effectively anti-Semitic would require real chutzpah, not the cost-free—or really, highly lucrative—brand that Dershowitz peddles.

Were the purpose of Part II of this book merely to “expose” Dershowitz, its value would be rather limited. For those not willfully credulous, he has already exposed himself many times over. Rather, the substantive aim is to use The Case for Israel as a peg to explore crucial aspects of the Israel-Palestine conflict. Chapters 4 through 9 present a comprehensive picture of Israel’s human rights record, as assembled by mainstream human rights organizations. If truth and justice are the most potent weapons in the arsenal of the oppressed, the manifold reports of these human rights organizations are the most underutilized resource of those struggling for a just resolution of the Israel-Palestine conflict. It appears that they are rarely read and almost never cited. And it is mainly because these uniquely authoritative publications lie around collecting dust that apologists can propagate so much mythology about Israel’s human rights record. Were their findings widely disseminated, Israel’s occupation would clearly be seen as morally indefensible.

Because Dershowitz appears to command respect as a legal scholar and civil libertarian, special attention is also paid to his rendering of

---

12. For the Anti-Defamation League’s (ADL’s) wretched record of apologetics for, and quashing of any criticism of, Israel, see Part I of this book.
13. From whence Dershowitz’s reputation as a civil libertarian springs is something of a mystery. Consider just his record in the U.S. context. Many of his classic courtroom cases collected in The Best Defense (New York, 1983) don’t bear at all on civil liberties.
Israel’s human rights record in comparison to the mainstream consensus. In addition, because Dershowitz’s historical chapters recycle hoary myths on the Israel-Palestine conflict and also concoct new ones, a comparison between standard scholarship and his presentation is equally essential. Appendices II and III essay such a juxtaposition. Appendix I, on authorship, poses pointed questions about our cultural institutions. What does it say about intellectual life when a university chair at a leading university not only lifts material from another author’s text, but does so from a book that has been uniformly discredited; when he is manifestly ignorant of the content of his own book; when the book is replete with transparent, pernicious errors; and when, despite all this, both he and the book are showered with praise?

He advocated for Jewish Defense League thugs who murdered the (Jewish) secretary of impresario Sol Hurok; for an Orthodox rabbi with a net worth of more than $100 million in the 1970s who brutally abused elderly patients in nursing homes he owned; for a notoriously corrupt megabucks attorney defending drug lords; and so on. There’s only one ephemeral reference to his defense of an indigent black man. True, Dershowitz comes across as a passionate supporter of nudity and hard-core pornography. He also claims to be staunchly opposed to capital punishment, but this profession of faith rings rather hollow in the face of his equally staunch defense of extrajudicial executions. Dershowitz concludes The Best Defense on the exalted note that “[t]he job of the defense attorney is to challenge the government; to make those in power justify their conduct in relation to the powerless; to articulate and defend the right of those who lack the ability or resources to defend themselves,” and that “[a]ttorneys who defend the guilty and the despised will never have a secure or comfortable place in any society” (pp. 415, 417). Perhaps so, but what does any of this have to do with him?
During the early weeks of the second intifada (beginning in September 2000), the ratio of Palestinians to Israelis killed was 20:1, with the overwhelming majority of Palestinians “killed in demonstrations in circumstances when the lives of members of the [Israeli] security services were not in danger” (Amnesty International).¹ For the second intifada from September 2000 through November 2003, B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) reports the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Palestinians</th>
<th>Israelis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,236</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428 minors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palestinians were killed by Israeli security forces in the Occupied Territories, including 428 minors.

32 Palestinians were killed by Israeli civilians in the Occupied Territories, including 30 minors.

178 members of the Israeli security forces were killed by Palestinians in the Occupied Territories, including 30 minors.

¹ For ratio, see Ben Kaspit, “When the intifada erupted, it was finally clear to all; Israel is not a state with an army but an army with a state,” Maariv (6 September 2002), citing “government and security officials.” Amnesty International, Broken Lives—A Year of Intifada (London, 2001), p. 14.
The above figures considerably underestimate Palestinian deaths since, for example, they “do not include Palestinians who died after medical treatment was delayed due to restrictions of movement.” For the first intifada (beginning December 1987) through May 2003, B’Tselem reports 3,650 Palestinians and 1,142 Israelis killed.2

NUMBERS

Challenging these figures, Dershowitz makes, and keeps repeating, three sorts of argument:

The 3:1 ratio of Palestinians to Israelis killed during the second intifada “[i]gnored,” according to Dershowitz, that “Palestinian terrorists had attempted to kill thousands more” in attacks thwarted by Israeli authorities (pp. 10, 123, 124; emphasis in original). Yet “in the first few days of the intifada,” the Israeli newspaper Ma’ariv reported, citing Israeli intelligence, “the IDF [Israel Defense Forces] fired about 700,000 bullets and other projectiles in Judea and Samaria and about 300,000 in Gaza. All told, about a million bullets and other projectiles were used”—or as one Israeli officer quipped, “a bullet for every child.”3 Should these spent shells also be tabulated as the Israeli army’s attempts to kill one million Palestinian children in the first days of the intifada?

The “2,000 or so Palestinians killed” in the second intifada included, according to Dershowitz, “alleged collaborators who were killed by other Palestinians” and “the suicide bombers themselves” (pp. 10, 123, 125–26). Yet the B’Tselem figure cited above does not include alleged Palestinian collaborators killed, and B’Tselem explicitly states that “the figures do not include Palestinians killed by an explosive device that they set or was on their person.” Dershowitz also objects that the figure for Palestinian dead includes “armed Palestinian fighters” (p. 125), although he doesn’t object that nearly a third of the figure for Israeli casualties consists of “Israeli security forces.”

“When only innocent civilians are counted,” according to Dershowitz, “significantly more Israelis than Palestinians have been killed” (pp. 10, 126–27, 146). The sole piece of evidence for this claim is an “internal analysis by the IDF” (p. 126). Yet, citing the same 3:1 ratio as B’Tselem of Palestinians to Israelis killed during the second intifada, Amnesty International reports: “The vast majority of those killed and injured on both sides have been unarmed civilians and bystanders.” Even if, for argument’s sake, we assume that 51 percent of Palestinian casualties and 100 percent of Israeli casualties were civilians (which we know is not the case), many more Palestinian than Israeli civilians would nonetheless have been killed.

**Motive**

Dershowitz repeatedly maintains that Palestinian and Israeli killings can’t be compared because Israeli killings of Palestinians lacked willful intent. They were “unintended,” “inadvertent,” “caused accidentally,” and so forth (pp. 11, 121, 124, 128, 190, 192). To demonstrate this, Dershowitz points to these pieces of evidence:

He reports that “[w]hen Israelis accidentally kill a civilian, there is internal criticism, boards of inquiry, and sometimes even punishment” (p. 128). Indeed, he points to one case in which an “Israeli soldier [was] given 49 days in jail for killing [a] Palestinian boy”

---

—which surely proves Israel’s respect for Palestinian life. Dershowitz might also have cited this exemplary case: “Jerusalem District Court . . . sentence[d] Nahum Korman, a 37-year-old Israeli citizen, to six months community service for the killing of an 11-year-old Palestinian child, Hilmi Shawasheh. He was also ordered to pay 70,000 shekels to the victim’s family. The punishment is in sharp contrast with the six and half year sentence given to Su’ad Hilmi Ghazal, a Palestinian from Sebastia village near Nablus who in December 1998 at the age of 15 and whilst suffering from psychological problems injured an Israeli settler by stabbing him.” Or he might have cited the case of an IDF soldier “sentenced to 65 days’ imprisonment for killing a 95-year-old Palestinian woman.”\(^5\) These derisory sentences were handed down in the tiny handful of Palestinian killings, mostly high-profile, actually prosecuted. Under the heading “First Conviction of Causing the Death of Palestinian in the Al-Aqsa Intifada,” B’Tselem observes: “On May 3rd 2004 a Military Court sentenced Captain Zvi Kortzky to two months’ imprisonment, four months’ of military tasks and six months’ probation. He had been convicted of shooting to death Muhammad Zid, 16. . . . This is the first time that an IDF soldier has been convicted of ‘causing the death by negligence’ of a Palestinian during the al-Aqsa intifada. . . . The conviction of Captain Kortzky is one of only three convictions related to the killing or wounding of civilians. . . . [Israel] has opened only seventy-two Military Police investigations that deal with killing or causing severe injury to civilians. Only thirteen of the investigations resulted in indictments, and only three convictions were obtained. The light sentence given to Kortzky, who killed a minor who was sitting in his home and did not endanger soldiers, gives a strong impression that Palestinian life is worthless.”\(^6\)


\(^6\) B’Tselem, “First Conviction of Causing the Death of Palestinian in the Al-Aqsa Intifada,” www.btselem.org/English/Special/040506_Court_Marshal.asp. See also on B’Tselem website, “Military Police investigations during the al-Aqsa Intifada,” www.btselem.org/English/Open_Fire_Regulations/Jag_Investigations.asp, noting that even the few Military Police investigations “were opened only after human rights organizations, diplomats, or journalists put pressure.”
Dershowitz cites an article by the editor of an Israeli periodical singing paens to the “ethical training received by Israeli soldiers”—much like American Communists used to cite articles from Soviet Life singing paens to the “freest country in the world”; the testimony of Professor Michael Walzer of Princeton University, “a strong critic of the Israeli occupation”—which will certainly come as news to critics of the Israeli occupation;7 and “stories” told by “the chief of staff of the IDF” and an “Israeli infantry officer” that testify to the “tossing and turning . . . typical of Israeli soldiers who must make life-and-death decisions constrained by a rigid code of conduct”—plainly irrefutable evidence (pp. 145–47).

The consensus among human rights organizations, sampled in Table 4.1, is that Israeli security forces have resorted to reckless use of force in the Occupied Territories, showing callous disregard for human life. “[W]hen so many civilians have been killed and wounded,” B’Tselem concludes, “the lack of intent makes no difference. Israel remains responsible.”8 In addition, as Amnesty International observes, Israel has at its disposal ample less violent options: “The Israeli security forces’ ability to police violent demonstrations without the use of firearms is indicated in their policing of violent demonstrations by Jewish groups. . . . [N]o demonstration organized by a Jewish group has ever been fired on, even by rubber bullets.”9 Finally, another of Amnesty’s conclusions bearing on U.S. responsibility for the ongoing atrocities merits mention: “The overwhelming majority of cases of unlawful killings and injuries in Israel and the Occupied Territories have been committed by the IDF using excessive force. In particular, the IDF have used US-supplied helicopters in punitive rocket attacks where there was no imminent danger to life. Israel has also used helicopter gunships to carry out extrajudicial executions and to fire at targets that resulted in the killing of civilians, including children. Many of Israel’s military helicopters and spare parts have been supplied by the USA, Canada and the UK.”10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Watch, <em>Investigation into the Unlawful Use of Force in the West Bank, Gaza Strip and Northern Israel</em> (New York, 2000)</td>
<td>“The organization found a pattern of repeated Israeli use of excessive lethal force during clashes between its security forces and Palestinian demonstrators in situations where demonstrators were unarmed and posed no threat of death or serious injury to the security forces or to others. In cases that HRW investigated where gunfire by Palestinian security forces or armed protesters was a factor, use of lethal force by the IDF was indiscriminate and not directed at the source of the threat, in violation of international law enforcement standards” (p. 1).&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amnesty International, <em>Excessive Use of Lethal Force</em> (London, 2000)</td>
<td>“[T]he majority of people killed were taking part in demonstrations where stones were the only weapon used. . . . A large proportion of those injured and killed included children usually present and often among those throwing stones during demonstrations. Bystanders, people within their homes and ambulance personnel were also killed. Many persons were apparently killed by poorly targeted lethal fire; others . . . appear, on many occasions, to have been deliberately targeted. In many of the locations where children were killed there was no imminent danger to life nor reasonable expectation of future danger” (pp. 5–6).&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), <em>Trigger Happy: Unjustified Shooting and Violation of the Open-Fire Regulations during the al-Aqsa Intifada</em> (Jerusalem, 2002)</td>
<td>“[Open-fire] regulations apparently enable firing in situations where there is no clear and present danger to life, or even in situations where there is no life-threatening danger at all” (p. 7).&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[T]he Military Police investigations unit has opened almost no investigations into cases where soldiers fired in violation of the Regulations. . . . The Military Police investigations that were initiated were not frank and serious attempts to reach the truth. . . . [I]n only two cases were indictments filed for unjustified shooting, and they were filed more than a year after the incidents occurred” (pp. 11–13).&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Human Rights Watch, *Investigation into the Unlawful Use of Force in the West Bank, Gaza Strip and Northern Israel* (New York, 2000).


<sup>c</sup> B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), *Trigger Happy: Unjustified Shooting and Violation of the Open-Fire Regulations during the al-Aqsa Intifada* (Jerusalem, 2002).

<sup>d</sup> B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), *Trigger Happy: Unjustified Shooting and Violation of the Open-Fire Regulations during the al-Aqsa Intifada* (Jerusalem, 2002).
The following three sections titled “No Evidence,” “Reducing Fatalities,” and “Avoiding Civilian Casualties” refute Dershowitz’s attempts to prove in specific instances Israel’s benign use of force in the Occupied Territories. The subsequent sections titled “Terrorist Abortion” and “Diabolical Plots” expose Dershowitz’s absurd attempts to demonstrate the unfathomable evil Israel faces, justifying its resort to lethal force.

**NO EVIDENCE**

To demonstrate that Israeli killings of Palestinians are unintentional, Dershowitz writes on page 126 of *The Case for Israel*, regarding the Israeli siege of Jenin in April 2002:

“During the first months of the al-Aqsa intifada, Palestinians held hundreds of demonstrations. . . . Palestinian demonstrators did not open fire in the vast majority of demonstrations. The soldiers responded to these demonstrations by using excessive and disproportionate force, leading to many casualties, including children” (p. 16).

“[R]egulations . . . permit soldiers to open fire, automatically, at any Palestinian who approaches areas in the Gaza Strip referred to as ‘danger zones.’ . . . In effect, it constitutes a death sentence for every person who approaches, whether deliberately or by mistake, a settlement’s fence, certain roads, or the fence along the border. . . . An order of this kind also completely ignores the fact that many Palestinians try to sneak into Israel to go to work and not to injure Israeli soldiers or civilians” (pp. 39–41).

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B’Tselem, <em>Trigger Happy</em> (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“During the first months of the al-Aqsa intifada, Palestinians held hundreds of demonstrations. . . . Palestinian demonstrators did not open fire in the vast majority of demonstrations. The soldiers responded to these demonstrations by using excessive and disproportionate force, leading to many casualties, including children” (p. 16).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“[R]egulations . . . permit soldiers to open fire, automatically, at any Palestinian who approaches areas in the Gaza Strip referred to as ‘danger zones.’ . . . In effect, it constitutes a death sentence for every person who approaches, whether deliberately or by mistake, a settlement’s fence, certain roads, or the fence along the border. . . . An order of this kind also completely ignores the fact that many Palestinians try to sneak into Israel to go to work and not to injure Israeli soldiers or civilians” (pp. 39–41).
There is no evidence that Israeli soldiers deliberately killed even a single civilian.

In its comprehensive study *Jenin: IDF Military Operations*, Human Rights Watch found that “many of the civilian deaths” amounted to “unlawful and willful killings” by the IDF—for example, “Kamal Zgheir, a fifty-seven-year-old wheelchair-bound man who was shot and run over by a tank on a major road outside the camp on April 10, even though he had a white flag attached to his wheelchair.” In its comprehensive study *Shielded from Scrutiny: IDF violations in Jenin and Nablus*, Amnesty International likewise documented many cases “where people were killed or injured in circumstances suggesting that they were unlawfully and deliberately targeted”—for example, “On 6 April 2002, 33-year-old Jamal al-Sabbagh was shot by the IDF after he had been taken into their custody,” although, according to a witness, “he was unarmed and had posed no threat to the soldiers who had detained him.”

On page 144 of *The Case for Israel*, Dershowitz further asserts that the Israeli siege of Jenin “is regarded by many as a model of how to conduct urban warfare.” Human Rights Watch concluded that “during their incursion into the Jenin refugee camp, Israeli forces committed serious violations of international humanitarian law, some amounting *prima facie* to war crimes,” while Amnesty likewise concluded that “the IDF carried out actions which violate international human rights and humanitarian law; some of these actions amount to war crimes.”

---

**REDUCING FATALITIES**

To demonstrate Israel’s sensitivity to Palestinian life, Dershowitz states on page 128 of *The Case for Israel*:

Israel tries to use rubber bullets and other weapons designed to reduce fatalities, and aims at the legs whenever possible.

A November 2000 study by Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) found that in Gaza “[n]early half the victims were shot in the head.

---

There were several victims shot in the back or from behind and in one instance, evidence indicates the victim was probably on the ground when shot. . . . In several of these cases, PHR was able to document that there was no imminent danger posed to the IDF in the context of the shooting.” It also found “a repetitive pattern of high velocity gunshot wounds to the leg, particularly to the thigh. These wounds cause extreme injury. . . . The majority of victims . . . will have permanent disability in the affected leg. . . . [M]any of those injured in this manner were at most throwing stones.” PHR concludes: “The numerous head and eye injuries, the high proportion of thigh wounds and fatal head wounds, and the fact that similar patterns of such shootings occurred over a period of weeks demonstrate two disturbing patterns: 1) IDF soldiers are not firing only in life-threatening situations and 2) they are firing at heads and thighs to injure and kill, not to avoid loss of life and injury.”14 In a March 2002 study, B’Tselem reported the testimony of Major General Mickey Levi, inventor of the device for shooting rubber bullets, that these bullets “should not be categorized as non-lethal.” It goes on to cite testimonies from IDF soldiers that “many soldiers alter rubber bullets to make them more lethal.”15 An October 2002 Amnesty International study found that the IDF “regularly” used rubber bullets against child demonstrators “at distances considerably closer than the minimum permitted range, . . . and the pattern of injury indicates that IDF practice has not been to aim at the legs of demonstrators, as the majority of injuries suffered by children from rubber-coated bullets are to the upper body and head.” Amnesty concludes: “[T]he large number of children killed and injured by the IDF throughout the Occupied Territories in the past two years and the fact that most children killed or injured were hit in the head or upper body shows that in their use of firearms against Palestinian children, the IDF have consistently breached international standards regulating the use of force and firearms.”16

AVOIDING CIVILIAN CASUALTIES

To demonstrate Israel’s “commitment to proportionality and to avoiding unnecessary civilian casualties,” Dershowitz cites on page 146 of The Case for Israel the “Israeli attack directed against Salah Shehadeh, a leading Hamas commander who was responsible for hundreds of terrorist bombings.” Dershowitz goes on to state:

On several [prior] occasions, the army passed up opportunities to attack him “because he was with his wife or children. Each time Shehadeh’s life was spared, he directed more suicide bombings against Israel.” In other words, Israel was prepared to risk the lives of its own civilians in order to spare the lives of Palestinian civilians, including the wife of a major terrorist.

The internal quote, from a Boston Globe article, is the self-serving testimony of an Israeli officer. Dershowitz also forgets to mention what happened during the “attack directed against Salah Shehadeh,” which the author of the Globe article placed in the lead paragraph: “an Israel Air Force F-16 dropped a one-ton bomb on Salah Shehadeh’s Gaza City apartment building,” killing, alongside Shehadeh, “another 14 Palestinian civilians, nine of them children.”17 (Scores were injured and many homes destroyed.) Air Force Commander Major General Dan Halutz said on Israeli army radio regarding Shehadeh’s assassination: “[W]e fired knowing his wife would be near him.”18 Amnesty International deplored the attack as “disproportionate” and “utterly unacceptable.” Although an IDF inquiry subsequently determined that the means of attack had been “inappropriate,” Major General Halutz told the pilots who dropped the one-ton bomb, “Guys, sleep well tonight. By the way, I sleep well at night, too,” while Prime Minister Sharon hailed the bombing as “a great success.”19 The same attack on Shehadeh receives a different treatment in an interview Dershowitz gave to Salon.com:

19. Amnesty International, “Killing Palestinian civilians will not bring security or peace” (press release, 23 July 2002); Aryeh Dayan, “One day in five, the IDF attempts assassination,” Haaretz (21 May 2003) (air force commander); “Israel, the Occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, and Palestinian Authority Territories,” Human Rights Watch World Report 2003 (New York) (IDF inquiry, Sharon). Asked how a pilot felt releasing a one-ton bomb over a residential neighborhood, Halutz replied: “I feel a slight ping in the aircraft, the result of releasing the bomb. It passes a second later, and that’s it. That’s what I feel.”
“I was very much against sending that bomb to kill the terrorist in Gaza, which resulted in 14 innocent people being killed. It should never have been done.” Referring presumably to Sharon’s statement hailing the “great success,” Dershowitz goes on to laud the “Israeli government, which condemned the activity.”

On page 131 of *The Case for Israel*, Dershowitz writes about female suicide bombers:

Some of these women have been recruited by the use of emotional and cultural blackmail. For example, terrorist operatives deliberately seduced Andalib Suleiman, a twenty-one-year-old woman from Bethlehem. When she became pregnant, she was told that the only way to avoid the shame was to die a martyr’s death. She then agreed to blow herself up in a Jerusalem shopping market, killing six civilians, including two workers from China. A similar example is Ayat al-Ahras [sic], an eighteen-year-old woman from Dehaisi [sic], who blew herself up in a supermarket, killing two civilians, after having been seduced and made pregnant. This method of terrorist abortion is a despicable example of creating new life in order to generate death. There are other examples of young women being raped in order to turn them into shamed women whose only means of restoring family honor is martyrdom. In one case, the family learned of the attempt by Tanzim operatives to blackmail their daughter and smuggled her out of Bethlehem. She is now living in hiding.

What is Dershowitz’s evidence for the practice of “terrorist abortion”? His single source is an official Israeli government website: “Israeli Security Forces, ‘Blackmailing Young Women into Suicide Terrorism,’ Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs Report, February 12, 2002” (p. 252n30). The posted item is based on a confidential “Israeli Military Intelligence Report,” which is based on “[r]eliable Palestinian sources”—none of which are identified or independently corroborated.

A recent book by Barbara Victor, *Army of Roses*, examines the “inside world of Palestinian women suicide bombers.” She reports that “hundreds” of Palestinian women “beg to be suicide bombers” and that “[i]n Bethlehem alone there are two hundred girls willing and ready to sacrifice themselves for Palestine.” It is unclear why “terrorist abortion” is considered a practice of “terrorist abortion.”

operatives” must rape Palestinian women, given the number of them already volunteering for suicide missions. Victor views a Palestinian woman’s decision to become a suicide bomber as “a misguided and pitiful attempt at liberation,” and the men who recruit them as “reprehensible.” She relies heavily on information provided by Israeli officials, military personnel, and “experts” on terrorism. She repeats many of Israel’s discredited assertions such as that the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps in September 1982 “sheltered between two and three thousand terrorists among the civilian population,” and she deplores Yasser Arafat as “perhaps the most immoral” of leaders. Yet, although she devotes nearly thirty pages specifically to Andalib Suleiman from Bethlehem and Ayat al-Akhras from Dheisheh camp, and although clearly partisan to Israel, nowhere does Victor allege that Suleiman, al-Akhras, or any other female Palestinian was sexually seduced or raped into becoming a suicide bomber.21 Joshua Hammer, Newsweek’s Jerusalem correspondent and author of A Season in Bethlehem, similarly examined the al-Akhras case in detail. He demonstrates that al-Akhras perpetrated an entirely voluntary act, and sought out her dispatcher rather than being recruited. Hammer makes no mention of seduction or pregnancy, or indeed any romantic involvement or sexual relations, as precipitating factors in her decision.22

---

DIABOLICAL PLOTS

On page 127 of The Case for Israel, Dershowitz writes:

Terrorists try everything possible to maximize deaths, even sometimes reportedly soaking the nails they use in their antipersonnel bombs in rat poison to prevent coagulation of blood. Recently, Israeli doctors expressed concern that the blood of some of the suicide bombers, which splatters all over the scene and is touched by medical personnel, as well as their bones, which penetrate the bodies of the victims, might contain hepatitis or the AIDS virus, raising the fear that terrorist leaders could be turning suicide bombers into biological warfare carriers either by injecting them or selecting carriers as suicide bombers. The first such case was documented in the July 2002 issue of the Israel Medical Association Journal.

(italics added)

On page 193 of *The Case for Israel*, Dershowitz writes:

[T]here is still no moral equivalence between *exploding an antipersonnel bomb made of nails soaked in rat poison* whose sole purpose is to maximize civilian deaths and injuries, on the one hand, and targeting terrorists under circumstances in which it is likely that some innocent civilians may die, on the other hand. (italics added)

What is Dershowitz’s evidence for the diabolical plots? Dershowitz cites three sources: “Karen Birchard, ‘Hep B case makes suicide bombers an infection risk,’ *Medical Post*, MacLean Hunter Ltd., September 10, 2002”; “Michael Ledeen, ‘Hebrew U Survivor: An Interview with Eliad Moreh,’ *National Review* online, August 6, 2002”; “‘Hepatitis Spread Via Suicide Bombers,’ *The Straits Times* (Singapore), July 26, 2002” (p. 251 n16, 19, 20). Yet these articles report only that, based on the case of one suicide bomber apparently infected with hepatitis B, Israeli doctors speculate that the blood and bones of other suicide bombers might be infected with this and other diseases. Not one of the cited references mentions fears that the suicide bombers were being deliberately injected by their dispatchers or even that the bombers or their dispatchers were aware that they were carriers of infectious diseases. Not one of the cited references mentions anything about anti-personnel weapons being soaked in rat poison. A journalist investigating the factual basis for the “rat poison” claim, which occasionally crops up in the U.S. media, discovered an “absence of any forensic proof.” It is “the sort of tale that newsroom cynics call ‘too good to check,’” he concluded. “We so want to believe that the Palestinians are stinking up their bombs with rat poison that we won’t even ask for evidence.”23 Even the right-wing *Jerusalem Post* cites the director-general of an Israeli hospital to the effect that it’s “ridiculous to suggest” that a suicide bomber infected with hepatitis B “was selected for his mission specifically because he was a carrier”: “Hepatitis B is endemic in the Middle East, and more likely in people from lower socio-economic groups. So it is not surprising that the virus was found.”24 The most exhaustive study to date of Palestinian suicide bombers is *Human Rights Watch, Erased in a Moment: Suicide Bombing Attacks against Israeli Civilians*. It makes no mention of any of these allegations. On the other hand, Amnesty International did call on Israel to investigate the use by Israeli settlers of “toxic chemicals” for the purpose of “poisoning” Palestinian fields.25

RESPONSIBILITY

Dershowitz maintains that “[t]he fault for all civilian casualties in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict lies exclusively with the Palestinian terrorists, who deliberately create a situation in which civilians will be killed.”26 The following sections titled “Human Shields,” “Endangering Kindergartens,” “All Their Fault,” and “Blood Libel” examine his attempts to prove this. The section titled “Culture of Death” looks at the broader issue of responsibility for child deaths. The sections titled “Supporting Nonviolence” and “Terrorist Diehard” examine Dershowitz’s support of those opposing terrorism.

HUMAN SHIELDS

To demonstrate the culpability of Palestinians for their civilian deaths, Dershowitz writes on page 120 of The Case for Israel that they

use women (including pregnant women) and children as human shields.27

*Human shields* refers to the conscription of civilians for military operations. Dershowitz cites no source for the claim that Palestinians use human shields. Human rights organizations have documented “instances in which armed Palestinians endangered civilians by firing on IDF soldiers from locations that exposed civilians to IDF return fire” (Human Rights Watch). None of these organizations, however, have accused armed Palestinians of forcibly recruiting civilians for life-endangering operations. On the other hand, although human rights reports do extensively document Israel’s use of Palestinian human shields, Dershowitz omits explicit mention of this. Rather, on page 150 of The Case for Israel he writes:

[T]he army devised a tactic called the neighbor procedure, pursuant to which they first demanded the surrender of the terrorist over a loudspeaker. If that produced no results, they sent a Palestinian neighbor to the house bearing a message to the terrorist asking him to surrender. . . . In the summer of 2002, the procedure resulted in the first casualty of a Palestinian man . . . who was shot and killed by a terrorist who mistook him for an Israeli soldier. . . . As a result of this tragedy . . . , several Israeli rights organizations brought a lawsuit seeking to have the Supreme Court enjoin any further use of the neighbor procedure. . . . The Supreme Court of Israel

27. He makes similar claims on pp. 128 and 168.
not only heard the case but issued the injunction prohibiting the IDF from using this procedure in the future.

Human rights organizations paint a different picture. An April 2002 Human Rights Watch report found that “the IDF is systematically coercing Palestinian civilians”—including minors—“to assist military operations.” For example, “friends, neighbors, and relatives of ‘wanted’ Palestinians were taken at gunpoint to knock on doors, open strange packages, and search houses in which the IDF suspected armed Palestinians were present. Some families found their houses taken over and used as military positions by the IDF during an operation while they themselves were ordered to remain inside.” A November 2002 report by B’Tselem found that, beyond these practices, Palestinians were ordered to “walk in front of soldiers to shield them from gunfire, while the soldiers hold a gun behind their backs and sometimes fire over their shoulders.” It also reported that “the soldiers in the field did not initiate this practice; rather, the use of human shields is an integral part of the orders they receive.” In May 2002, human rights organizations petitioned the Israel Supreme Court to prohibit use of human shields. The state committed itself to cease use of human shields as “living shields” against gunfire or attacks, but reserved the right to order Palestinians to direct other Palestinians to leave their house—that is, the “neighbor procedure.” Deeming this distinction “incomprehensible,” B’Tselem wrote: “In each instance, soldiers jeopardize the lives of innocent civilians to protect themselves; thus, these cases are equally forbidden.” In August 2002 a Palestinian conscripted by the IDF for the neighbor procedure was killed approaching the house of a Hamas activist. The Supreme Court then issued a temporary restraining order against use of human shields and the neighbor procedure. To gain the Supreme Court’s approval, the state barely recast the neighbor procedure in December 2002 as “operational directive—prior warning.” “Despite the cosmetic changes in the procedure,” B’Tselem observed, “it remained illegal and immoral.” In January 2003 the Supreme Court prohibited use of human shields but allowed “the state to implement the new procedure.” In reality, the IDF still conscripted Palestinians in life-endanger-

ing military operations. In March 2004, B’Tselem reported, “IDF Continues Using Civilians as Human Shields to Make Arrests.”

ENDANGERING KINDERGARTENS

To demonstrate Palestinian culpability for civilian deaths, Dershowitz writes on, respectively, pages 120, 132, 168, and 225 of The Case for Israel, that Palestinians:

locate ... bomb-making factories alongside kindergartens
place their bomb-making factories adjacent to kindergartens and elementary schools
place their bomb-making factories adjacent to schools
place[c]e their bomb factories next to kindergartens

The only source Dershowitz cites for this repeated claim reads: “Statements made by Slaim Haga, a senior Hamas operative, and Ahmed Moughrabi, a Tanzim operative, May 27, 2002” (p. 252 in 33). No other information is provided. Entering the key terms in Google brings up the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs website. The information posted on this site comes from “Israeli security sources.” The statements of Haga and Moughrabi about locating “explosives” factories near schools were allegedly “confessed during questioning by the ISA [Israel Security Agency].” Assuming, for argument’s sake, that they did actually confess, readers should consult Chapter 6, on torture, to learn how Israeli security extracts confessions.

ALL THEIR FAULT

To demonstrate the full culpability of Palestinians for the deaths of their children, Dershowitz states on pages 131–32 of The Case for Israel:

The more that Palestinian leaders break the taboo against using youths as terrorists, the more youths will be injured and killed. Such deliberate

---

misuse of children is an extreme form of child abuse, and it is entirely the 
fault of the abusers, not those who legitimately defend themselves against 
fire bombers and suicide bombers who happen to be youths.

[T]he fault lies entirely with those who have decided to use children as 
carriers of deadly explosives. . . . The only way to end the killing of youths 
and women by Israeli soldiers and police is for the Palestinians to stop 
using them as terrorists.

Human rights organizations have condemned (“abomination,” “war 
crime”) the recruitment of children by Palestinian armed groups.33 This 
practice has also come under sharp criticism from Palestinian civil soci-
ety.34 No human rights organization maintains, however, that this 
wrongful recruitment exonerates Israel of its treatment of Palestinian 
were apparently killed by poorly targeted lethal fire; others . . . appear 
to have been deliberately targeted. In many of the locations where chil-
dren were killed there was no imminent danger to life nor reasonable 
expectation of future danger. . . . Children throwing stones are not mil-
itary objectives for lethal attack by the Israeli forces. The killing and 
wounding of children [have] revealed a reckless disregard for life by 
Israeli soldiers”; “In every case investigated by Amnesty International, 
the killing of a child appeared to have been an unlawful killing”; 
“According to official Israeli spokespersons, Palestinian gunmen hide 
behind children. . . . Investigations by Amnesty International have 
failed to find any specific instance where Palestinian gunmen have used 
a demonstration as a protective shield and shot at Israelis from among 
or behind the demonstrators.”35 A 2002 Amnesty International report 
similarly concluded: “The overwhelming majority of Palestinian chil-
dren have been killed in the Occupied Territories when members of the 
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) responded to demonstrations and stone-
throwing incidents with excessive and disproportionate use of force, 
and as a result of the IDF’s reckless shooting, shelling and aerial bom-

33. Amnesty International, “Children must not be used by armed groups” (24 March 

34. Human Rights Watch, Erased in a Moment, section titled “Recruitment and Use 

35. Amnesty International, Broken Lives, pp. 20–23. For slightly discrepant findings 
on the presence of Palestinian gunmen among demonstrators, see Human Rights Watch, 
Center of the Storm: A Case Study of Human Rights Abuses in Hebron District (New 
York, April 2001), p. 27.
bardments of residential areas”; “Most of these children were killed when there was no exchange of fire and in circumstances in which the lives of the soldiers were not at risk”; “No judicial investigation into any of the cases of killings of Palestinian children by the IDF in the Occupied Territories is known to have been carried out.”36

On a related matter, a 2001 study by B’Tselem on the “torture of Palestinian minors” found:

Israeli security forces, some of them masked and some with their faces blackened, arrested them at their homes late at night. . . . After arriving at the police station, policemen used severe torture when interrogating the detainees and attempted to compel them to admit to committing the offenses of which they were suspected or to provide information about others. The testimonies reveal that a number of interrogation methods were commonly used. These included, in part, severe beatings, splashing cold water on detainees (the events occurred during the winter), putting the detainee’s head in the toilet bowl, threats, and curses.

The study also highlighted the complicity of Israeli medical personnel in this torture of Palestinian minors:

Most of the detainees were taken for a medical check-up immediately upon their arrival at the . . . police station. . . . [T]he physician performed a superficial examination, based in some cases on a quick glance, after which the physician signed a form confirming that they were healthy. At times, the detainees were handcuffed and blindfolded during the medical check-up. Some detainees were taken to the physician after being tortured during interrogation, were treated, and were returned for further interrogation.

B’Tselem concluded that the “shocking” examples of torture of Palestinian minors documented in its report were “not isolated cases or uncommon conduct by certain police officers, but methods of torture adopted at the police station and used against dozens of detainees, with many police officers at the station cooperating and aware of what was taking place. . . . Despite the authorities’ repeated promises, and despite the comments of senior officials condemning police violence, the authorities have made no serious effort to address the root of the problem. Similarly, they have made no attempt to prosecute the violent police officers.”37 According to the 2002 Human Rights Watch World Report,

“over three hundred Palestinian minors arrested since October 2000 . . . were reported to have been doused with freezing water, beaten, deprived of sleep, and had their heads covered with sacks during interrogation.”38

To demonstrate that allegations against Israel are motivated by malice, Dershowitz writes on page 153 of The Case for Israel:

[I]gnorance alone cannot explain the alleged “reporting” of a “journalist” like Chris Hedges, who claimed to have personally observed Israeli soldiers “entice children like mice into a trap and murder them for sport.”

Dershowitz goes on to compare this charge to a blood libel.39

Confirmation of a crucial aspect of Hedges’s claim comes from an unlikely source. In its study Trigger Happy: Unjustified Shooting and Violation of the Open-Fire Regulations during the al-Aqsa Intifada, B’Tselem reports this testimony of an Israeli soldier:

Soldiers would enter in jeeps to areas where friction was common. Their objective was to provoke Palestinians to throw stones and petrol bombs. When Palestinians approached, soldiers who had taken up positions at pre-planned positions would shoot at them. The stated goal of this procedure was to move the demonstrations further away. In fact, however, the soldier said: “It is a kind of sport, to ‘remove’ as many petrol-bomb throwers as possible. It is an obsessive search. It’s called ‘strive to make contact.’ What bothers me is, if the jeeps had not entered, there would not have been any disturbances of the peace.”40

Dershowitz makes no pretense of giving evidence that Hedges wasn’t telling the truth.

---

39. Hedges, former Middle East bureau chief for the New York Times, has received a Pulitzer prize as well as the Amnesty International Global Award for Human Rights Journalism. The quote Dershowitz cites comes from Chris Hedges, “A Gaza Diary,” Harper’s (October 2001). It is repeated in Chris Hedges, War Is a Force that Gives Us Meaning (New York, 2002), p. 94, where the full quote reads: “I had seen children shot in other conflicts I have covered—death squads gunned them down in El Salvador and Guatemala, mothers with infants were lined up and massacred in Algeria, and Serb snipers put children in their sights and watched them crumple onto the pavement in Sarajevo—but I had never watched soldiers entice children like mice into a trap and murder them for sport.”
40. B’Tselem, Trigger Happy, p. 17.
GIDEON LEVY, “KILLING CHILDREN IS NO LONGER A BIG DEAL”

Haaretz (17 October 2004)

More than 30 Palestinian children were killed in the first two weeks of Operation Days of Penitence in the Gaza Strip. It’s no wonder that many people term such wholesale killing of children “terror.” Whereas in the overall count of all the victims of the intifada the ratio is three Palestinians killed for every Israeli killed, when it comes to children the ratio is 5:1. According to B’Tselem, the human rights organization, even before the current operation in Gaza, 557 Palestinian minors (below the age of 18) were killed, compared to 110 Israeli minors.

Palestinian human rights groups speak of even higher numbers: 598 Palestinian children killed (up to age 17), according to the Palestinian Human Rights Monitoring Group, and 828 killed (up to age 18) according to the Red Crescent. Take note of the ages, too. According to B’Tselem, whose data are updated until about a month ago, 42 of the children who have been killed were 10; 20 were seven; and eight were two years old when they died. The youngest victims are 13 newborn infants who died at checkpoints during birth.

With horrific statistics like this, the question of who is a terrorist should have long since become very burdensome for every Israeli. Yet it is not on the public agenda. Child killers are always the Palestinians, the soldiers always only defend us and themselves, and the hell with the statistics.

The plain fact, which must be stated clearly, is that the blood of hundreds of Palestinian children is on our hands. No tortuous explanation by the IDF Spokesman’s Office or by the military correspondents about the dangers posed to soldiers by the children, and no dubious excuse by the public relations people in the Foreign Ministry about how the Palestinians are making use of children will change that fact. An army that kills so many children is an army with no restraints, an army that has lost its moral code.

As MK Ahmed Tibi (Hadash) said, in a particularly emotional speech in the Knesset, it is no longer possible to claim that all these children were killed by mistake. An army doesn’t make more than 500 day-to-day mistakes of identity. No, this is not a mistake but the disastrous result of a policy driven mainly by an appallingly light trigger finger and by the dehumanization of the Palestinians. Shooting at everything that moves, including children, has become normative behavior. Even the momentary mini-furor that erupted over the “confirming the killing” of a 13-year-old girl, Iman Alhamas, did not revolve around the
true question.* The scandal should have been generated by the very act of the killing itself, not only by what followed.

Iman was not the only one. Mohammed Aaraj was eating a sandwich in front of his house, the last house before the cemetery of the Balata refugee camp, in Nablus, when a soldier shot him to death at fairly close range. He was six at the time of his death. Kristen Saada was in her parents’ car, on the way home from a family visit, when soldiers sprayed the car with bullets. She was 12 at the time of her death. The brothers Jamil and Ahmed Abu Aziz were riding their bicycles in full daylight, on their way to buy sweets, when they sustained a direct hit from a shell fired by an Israeli tank crew. Jamil was 13, Ahmed six, at the time of their deaths.

Muatez Amudi and Subah Subah were killed by a soldier who was standing in the village square in Burkin and fired every which way in the wake of stone-throwing. Radir Mohammed from Khan Yunis refugee camp was in a school classroom when soldiers shot her to death. She was 12 when she died. All of them were innocent of wrongdoing and were killed by soldiers acting in our name.

At least in some of these cases it was clear to the soldiers that they were shooting at children, but that didn’t stop them. Palestinian children have no refuge: mortal danger lurks for them in their homes, in their schools and on their streets. Not one of the hundreds of children who have been killed deserved to die, and the responsibility for their killing cannot remain anonymous. Thus the message is conveyed to the soldiers: it’s no tragedy to kill children and none of you is guilty.

Death is, of course, the most acute danger that confronts a Palestinian child, but it is not the only one. According to data of the Palestinian Ministry of Education, 3,409 schoolchildren have been wounded in the intifada, some of them crippled for life. The childhood of tens of thousands of Palestinian youngsters is being lived from one trauma to the next, from horror to horror. Their homes are demolished, their parents are humiliated in front of their eyes, soldiers storm into their homes brutally in the middle of the night, tanks open fire on their classrooms. And they don’t have a psychological service. Have you ever heard of a Palestinian child who is a “victim of anxiety”?

The public indifference that accompanies this pageant of unrelieved suffering makes all Israelis accomplices to a crime. Even parents, who understand what anxiety for a child’s fate means, turn away and don’t want to hear about the anxiety harbored by the parent on the other side of the fence. Who would have believed that Israeli soldiers would kill hundreds of children and that the majority of Israelis would remain silent? Even the Palestinian children have become part of the dehumanization campaign: killing hundreds of them is no longer a big deal.

[*On 5 October 2004 an Israeli captain, “confirming the killing” of Iman Alhamas, a thirteen-year-old Palestinian schoolgirl, fired two bullets at point blank range into her head while she was lying on the ground already injured, and then, after starting to walk away, turned back to riddle her body with at least twenty more bullets, including seven to her head.—NGF*]
CULTURE OF DEATH

To demonstrate Palestinian responsibility for the killings of their children, Dershowitz writes on page 130 of *The Case for Israel*:

The University of Chicago philosopher Jean Bethke Elshtain, in her book *Just War Against Terror*, compares Islamic terrorist leaders who claim that “Islamic young people are in love with death” to Nazi leaders who sent “5,000 children between the ages of 8 and 17” to near certain death in the last days of the siege of Berlin.

He goes on to quote Elshtain, with approval, to the effect that “[a] willingness to sacrifice children is one sign of a culture of death.”

1. Shortly after *Kristallnacht*, David Ben-Gurion, leader of the Zionist movement, stated: “If I knew that it was possible to save all the children in Germany by transporting them to England, but only half of them by transporting them to Palestine, I would choose the second—because we face not only the reckoning of those children, but the historical reckoning of the Jewish people.” And at war’s end in 1945, Ben-Gurion and the Zionist leadership blocked plans to transfer thousands of child Holocaust survivors in frail health from wretched camps for displaced persons to safe havens elsewhere in Europe, for fear that such resettlement “might weaken the struggle for free immigration of Jewish refugees to Palestine.”

2. To arouse international sympathy for its cause, the Zionist movement sought in 1947 to gain entry into Palestine for the boat *Exodus* despite British opposition. It was crammed with survivors of the Nazi holocaust, half of whom were children, mostly orphans. “The saga of the *Exodus* is strewn with the eyes of these orphans,” writes the biographer of the ship’s captain. These orphans “are the real story of the *Exodus*. The saga was later immortalized in Leon Uris’s best seller *Exodus*,


which became a canonical text of American Zionism. What *cultural values* did Uris—and American Jewry—celebrate in his semifictionalized account? Uris tells the story of how Jewish orphans were placed on a boat “ready to fall apart.” The engine room was loaded with dynamite, the Zionists threatening to “blow ourselves up” if the British fired on the ship. “If the Zionists are so sincere,” the British wondered, “why are they endangering the lives of three hundred innocent children?” To which the Zionist hero of Uris’s novel, Ari Ben Canaan, retorted: “I am astounded at Whitehall’s crocodile tears over our victimizing of children. . . . If Whitehall is so concerned about the welfare of these children, then I challenge them to throw open the gates of Caraolos [where Jewish refugees were being held]. It is nothing more or less than a concentration camp. People are kept behind barbed wire at machine-gun point with insufficient food, water and medical care.” (Like Gaza?) Next, Ari Ben Canaan put the orphans on board the *Exodus* on a hunger strike: “Anyone who passes out will be placed on deck for the British to look at. . . . Do you think I like starving a bunch of orphans? Give me something else to fight with. Give me something to shoot at those tanks and those destroyers.” (A not unfamiliar lament.) After depicting scenes of the starving children, Uris has Ari Ben Canaan issue the final challenge that “ten volunteers a day” among the Jewish orphans “will commit suicide on the bridge of the ship in full view of the British garrison.”

3. Driven by Zionist conviction, Jewish families have, as a matter of choice, entered a war zone in the Occupied Territories. The Israeli government actively encourages the movement of Jewish families into this conflict zone for the express purpose of strengthening the Zionist claim over it. To achieve their political objectives, the Jewish settlers and government knowingly and deliberately endanger the lives of hundreds of thousands of Jewish children.

“A willingness to sacrifice children is one sign of a culture of death.”

---


In Why Terrorism Works, Alan Dershowitz laments that Palestinians “never tried civil disobedience or other nonviolent means” and speculates that “had the Palestinians resorted instead to nonviolent civil disobedience tactics . . ., they would have achieved statehood sooner.”

Dershowitz’s commentary in The Case for Israel on the International Solidarity Movement (ISM), a Palestinian-led organization founded in 2001, illustrates the degree to which he supports such nonviolent tactics. On pages 170–71, he writes that the ISM is a radical pro-Palestinian group of zealots . . . who are one-sided supporters of Palestinian terrorism. . . . They serve as human shields, working closely with Palestinian terrorist groups. . . . They do not support peace. Instead, these zealots advocate the victory of Palestinian terrorism over Israeli self-defense. . . . The media should stop referring to these people as peace activists and should call them what they are: active supporters and facilitators of Palestinian terrorism.

Here’s how an article in Israel’s most influential newspaper, Haaretz, describes this same organization:

The ISM is an international pacifist movement that draws its inspiration from a quote by Albert Einstein: “The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people who don’t do anything about it.” Since the start of the intifada, hundreds of these foreigners, mostly students, have taken a rigorous course in nonviolent theory and practice and then been placed in Palestinian towns and villages, where they report on events at checkpoints, villages under curfew and house demolitions, help move humanitarian aid into besieged areas, and accompany ailing Palestinians to hospitals.

Another Haaretz article giving a firsthand account of a training session describes ISM as “a coalition of organizations and individuals who use nonviolent direct action as a means for helping to end the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories, and assist the Palestinians in their daily lives.” It notes further that each ISM volunteer had to make a commitment “in writing to nonviolent verbal and physical action” and that lectures emphasized that “physical and verbal violence . . . are

---

46. For background on, and ongoing activities of, the International Solidarity Movement, see its website, www.palsolidarity.org, and Josie Sandercock et al. (eds.), Peace under Fire: Israel/Palestine and the International Solidarity Movement (New York, 2004).
absolutely forbidden where the ISM is operating.” Dershowitz quotes from this article but omits mention of these observations (pp. 170, 254n2). On the other hand, he repeats fabricated and trumped-up charges from right-wing Israeli media that ISM is financed by and harbors Palestinian terrorists. According to ISM, some 20 percent of its volunteers are Jewish.48

Rachel Corrie, a twenty-three-year-old ISM volunteer from Olympia, Washington, was killed while protecting a Palestinian home from being bulldozed. According to Dershowitz, she “threw herself in front of the bulldozer” (p. 170). Several people personally witnessed Corrie’s death. Here’s the eyewitness account of Tom Dale, an ISM volunteer currently enrolled at Oxford University:

I was 10 meters away when it happened two days ago, and this is the way it went.

We’d been monitoring and occasionally obstructing the two bulldozers for about two hours when one of them turned toward a house we knew to be threatened with demolition. Rachel knelt down in its way. She was 10–20 meters in front of the bulldozer, clearly visible, the only object for many meters, directly in its view. They were in radio contact with a tank that had a profile view of the situation. There is no way she could not have been seen by them in their elevated cabin. They knew where she was, there is no doubt. The bulldozer drove toward Rachel slowly, gathering earth in its scoop as it went. She knelt there, she did not move. The bulldozer reached her and she began to stand up, climbing onto the mound of earth. She appeared to be looking into the cockpit. The bulldozer continued to push Rachel, so she slipped down the mound of earth, turning as she went. Her face showed she was panicking and it was clear she was in danger of being overwhelmed.

All the activists were screaming at the bulldozer to stop and gesturing to the crew about Rachel’s presence. We were in clear view as Rachel had been, they continued. They pushed Rachel, first beneath the scoop, then beneath the blade, then continued till her body was beneath the cockpit. They waited over her for a few seconds, before reversing. They reversed

47. “American peace activist killed by army bulldozer in Rafah,” Haaretz (17 March 2003); Orly Halpern, “How to be a political activist in a few (easy?) lessons,” Haaretz (20 December 2002).
48. For ISM’s detailed rebuttal of the allegation that it harbors terrorists, see “Does ISM protect terrorists?” www.palsolidarity.org, and Sandercock et al., Peace under Fire, pp. 261–62, 269–71. Dershowitz quotes from an article in the right-wing Jerusalem Post that ISM receives funds from the Palestinian Authority and Hamas (Joel Leyden, “Initial IDF Report: Shot Palestinian Activist May Have Fired First,” 12 April 2003) (pp. 171, 254n3). The Post bases this claim, which ISM flatly denies, solely on an unidentified “senior security government source.”
with the blade pressed down, so it scraped over her body a second time. Every second I believed they would stop but they never did.49

Dershowitz’s account apparently comes from an initial Israeli army claim that Corrie ran in front of the bulldozer. The IDF has changed its story several times, however, subsequently alleging, for example, that “Corrie was not run over by an engineering vehicle but rather was struck by a hard object, most probably a slab of concrete.”50 As in Stalin’s day, it’s not easy for apparatchiks to keep up with the party line.

TERRORIST DIEHARD

Shortly after Professor Edward Said’s death from cancer, Dershowitz wrote an obituary in an American Jewish Congress periodical entitled “Edward Said: The Palestinian Meir Kahane.” Among other things, he claimed that Said was both theoretician and practitioner of terrorism:

Said was not only a believer in violence and bloodshed, he was himself a practitioner of violence. On one occasion, he and his son threw rocks at Israelis along the Lebanese border. . . . He refused to condemn far more lethal acts of violence directed against innocent Israeli civilians. . . .

Said refused to condemn terrorism and himself demonstrated symbolic support for terrorists.51

While celebrating Israel’s eviction from Lebanon after more than two decades of brutal occupation, Said threw one stone toward the Israeli-Lebanese border. Leaving aside this horrific act, is it true that Said advocated terrorism? In The Politics of Dispossession, he recalled: “[I]n the late seventies I was extremely critical of such phrases as ‘armed struggle,’ all the rage in Beirut; and when my book The Question of Palestine was published in 1980, I was savagely attacked by both Fatah and the Popular Front for talking about the need for a recognition of Israel and accepting a two-state solution, an idea of

which I was one of the pioneers. I was unequivocal in my denunciations of terrorist adventurism and immoral violence, although, of course, I did not spare Israeli violence either.”52 In his writing and public interventions, Said explicitly deplored terrorist attacks directed against Israeli civilians as “morally unacceptable”53 and was emphatic that “I’m against terror—random, horrid.”54

**MEDICAL TREATMENT**

Dershowitz maintains that Palestinians bear significant responsibility for deaths arising from lack of access to medical care. On page 125 of *The Case for Israel*, he reports:

> The Palestinian Authority has decided no longer to transfer wounded Palestinians to Israeli hospitals. . . . Israel's health minister “has several times offered to treat all Palestinians wounded in the current Intifada at Israeli hospitals and at Israel's expense.” The minister noted that “Palestinian medical facilities are unable to treat many of the wounded adequately.” The Palestinians rejected the offer, according to the health minister, “because they prefer that we don’t know the truth about the number of their wounded.” Whatever the reasons, the reality is that significantly fewer Palestinians would have died of their injuries if their leaders had been willing to have them treated by Israel's excellent first responders rather than by often incompetent Palestinian doctors and inadequate Palestinian hospitals.

The only source Dershowitz cites for these rather large claims is an uncorroborated statement by Israel's minister of health to the *Jerusalem Post*.55 No Palestinian official, human rights worker, or nongovernmental organization (NGO) in the health field—Palestinian or Israeli—

---

55. Dershowitz cites two articles by Judy Siegel in the *Jerusalem Post*, “Israel has offered to treat all Palestinian wounded” (22 May 2001) and “Palestinians refuse medical cooperation” (18 April 2002), but the only evidence supporting his textual claim comes from a statement by Minister of Health Nissim Dahan to Siegel in the first article. Indeed, the second article, quoting an IDF officer, seems to contradict the claim that the Palestinian Authority no longer allows injured Palestinians to go to Israel for medical treatment: “[G]reat efforts are being made to ensure that patients who cannot be treated in the territories are quickly taken to Israeli hospitals, even though there is no guarantee of payment. There have been dozens of such cases.”
contacted by this writer was aware either of a Palestinian Authority decision not to send any of its wounded to Israel or of an Israeli offer to handle all these Palestinian patients free of charge. Rather the contrary: it was said that the PA does transfer some patients to Israeli hospitals for treatment, while the chief deterrent to transferring more of them is the exorbitant cost, for which Israel almost always demands payment (or deducts it from money due to the PA from the Israeli side).56

On the other hand, Dershowitz omits any mention of the extensive body of human rights research assessing the impact of Israeli policy on health care in the Occupied Territories. Consider Dershowitz’s dismissal of “incompetent Palestinian doctors.” In its detailed study A Legacy of Injustice, Physicians for Human Rights–Israel (PHR-Israel) reports that the post-1967 Israeli administration in the Occupied Territories “did not develop a plan for training a future cadre of Palestinian medical professionals, and confined itself to providing short courses and partial specialist training. In some cases, personnel who participated in courses abroad were obliged to cut short their studies and return to the region, due to the threat that otherwise they would lose their residency status [in the Occupied Territories]. Others had no possibility of traveling abroad for professional studies, since the Israeli security services vetoed their departure from the Occupied Territories.” The obstacles proved most daunting in Gaza, where arbitrary Israeli restrictions “prevented Palestinians from studying medicine.” PHR-Israel concludes that “[i]t takes a remarkable measure of cynicism” to blame Palestinians for the state of medical education in the Occupied Territories.57

56. Interview with Dr. Mustapha Barghouthi from the Union of Palestinian Medical Relief Committees (conducted by Michael Tarazi on 13 October 2003); letter faxed from Palestinian Authority minister of health Dr. Munzer Sharif (30 October 2003); email correspondence from B’Tselem executive Jessica Montell (13 October 2003); email correspondence from Shabtei Gold of Physicians for Human Rights–Israel, noting that “free hospitalization . . . is rare and publicized heavily” and, given that Israel has “actively negated the right to health . . . simply insignificant . . . a drop in the ocean of occupation related problems.” And again: “It is as if one burns a whole house and then throws a bucket of water boasting that he helps” (10 October 2003). Regarding Israel’s allowing seven sick Palestinian children to travel to Italy for medical treatment, B’Tselem observed: “In light of the great harm to medical services in the West Bank, it seems that the flight crew transporting the children abroad is nothing more than a public relations stunt” (Harm to Medical Personnel: The Delay, Abuse and Humiliation of Medical Personnel by the Israeli Security Forces [Jerusalem, December 2003], p. 23).

Although “the entire period of Israeli occupation has been characterized by severe restrictions on the Palestinian health system, and by Israeli interference in Palestinian efforts to manage an independent health policy,”\textsuperscript{58} a dramatic deterioration ensued in the course of the second intifada. The massive assault on Palestinian health care climaxed during Operation Defensive Shield (March–April 2002), when Israel “reached an unprecedented low in terms of disrespect for human life and gross violation of medical neutrality... leading to the almost total paralysis of medical services” in the Occupied Territories. Throughout this crisis in Palestinian health care, Israel’s medical establishment “reacted with silence at best and collaboration at worst.”\textsuperscript{59} Table 4.2 samples the impact of Israeli policy on Palestinian health care during the second intifada. The section titled “Terrorist Ambulances” illustrates Dershowitz’s attempt to prove Israel’s solicitude for Palestinian health care despite Palestinian provocation.

\textbf{Table 4.2 Impact of Israeli Policy on Health Care in the Occupied Territories}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Attacks on ambulances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- “Between October 1 and October 23, 2000, PHR-Israel reported that 17 Palestinian ambulances were ‘utterly destroyed’ by the IDF. During the week from October 19 to October 23 alone, PHR-Israel reported that an additional 26 ambulances were damaged by gun fire” (p. 14).\textsuperscript{a}

- “On March 4, 2002, a Red Crescent ambulance carrying three crew members and a physician set out for Jenin refugee camp with the goal of evacuating injured persons. The departure of the ambulance was coordinated with the Red Cross and the Israeli Civil Administration. Despite the coordination, the security forces opened fire on the ambulance, which exploded. Dr. Khalil Suleiman was trapped in the ambulance and burned to death. The other occupants of the vehicle

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid., p. 57.

were able to jump out, thus saving their lives. All three sustained serious burns. . . . A few days later . . . security forces opened fire on an . . . ambulance in the Tulkarm area. . . . [T]he driver . . . was killed and two crew members were injured. At the same time, a Red Crescent ambulance also came under fire; the driver . . . was killed and two crew members were injured. In both cases, the departure of the ambulances had been coordinated in advance” (n.p.).

2. Attacks on medical personnel

“March 30, 2002: Five members of a Palestine Red Crescent Society ambulance crew were arrested by the IDF . . . while on their way to evacuate a woman in labor. . . . Three of the crew members were seen by a Red Cross representative on March 30, handcuffed and blindfolded. . . . April 2, 2002: Three Palestine Red Crescent Society ambulances departed to evacuate sick and injured persons. . . . The ambulances were stopped by Israeli tanks at 9 A.M. The crews . . . were ordered to leave the ambulances and crawl in the rain toward the tanks. . . . At 7:30 P.M. the crew was released. Four members of the crew required medical attention” (pp. 61–62).

“On April 4, 2002, . . . Israeli security forces entered the Red Crescent maternity hospital in El-Bireh. . . . The soldiers gathered together all the workers and patients in the hospital, including women who had given birth and new-born babies aged between 3 and 10 hours. The soldiers subsequently . . . searched the hospital rooms. When unable to open doors, the soldiers broke them down with large metal bars. . . . At a later stage, all those present in the hospital were concentrated in the entrance area . . . and a process of humiliation began. Some of the soldiers photographed themselves with the group, while they laughed among themselves. About seven of those present . . . were asked to stand to one side. Their eyes were bound and their hands tied behind their backs. . . . [Two were released.] The remaining Palestinians were taken to an armored troop carrier” (p. 63)

“Over the past twelve months, ambulance crews have reported . . . at least 28 cases in which soldiers and border police officers humiliated and beat medical personnel. . . . During the course of the al-Aqsa Intifada, there has been an increase in the number of cases in which soldiers and border police officers have humiliated and beat Palestinians. Despite the many reports, defense officials have continued to treat these cases as ‘exceptional’ and the perpetrators as ‘rotten apples,’ and have failed to seriously address the phenomenon. Violence against medical teams has received the same lack of attention” (p. 14).

3. Attacks on medical facilities


“[H]ospitals have become the targets of various forms of attack. . . . Tanks have been deployed alongside a large number of medical institutions. . . . Sick persons are denied free access to these medical centers and the departure of ambulances is prevented. . . . On the night of April 3–4, [2002,] the government hospital in Jenin was shelled and surrounded by tanks. The supply of oxygen, water and electricity has been disrupted and the north-facing windows shattered. At 9:30 P.M. on April 4, . . . the staff and patients were crowded on the internal staircase of the hospital, sheltering from the continuous shelling and firing” (n.p.).

4. Blocking and hindering access to medical care


“The establishment of soil ramps or concrete blocks physically prevents sick people . . . from reaching . . . medical centers. . . . Unstaffed roadblocks—whether in the form of large concrete blocks, mounds of earth, or destroyed sections of road—have now been erected at numerous locations throughout the West Bank. . . . The very design of many roadblocks (physical obstacles, or the stationing of soldiers at a great distance from the residents who arrive at a checkpoint) prevents any possibility for selective passage or for discussion between the patient and the soldier blocking his or her progress” (pp. 49–52).
Physicians for Human Rights–Israel, *A Legacy of Injustice* (continued)

“Every ambulance that leaves to collect a patient, however urgent the case, now requires prior coordination. Every patient requires a transit permit, as does every physician. In order to get the permit, the sick patient must go to the DCO [District Coordinating Office]. He or she will have to walk there, because only Israelis are allowed to travel along the road. On arrival, patients must wait at the gate, hoping that the soldier on guard will let them enter the office. If the permit is not ready, the whole story will be repeated the next day. In many cases, the permit will arrive after the scheduled date for the examination or operation, so that the patient will have to start from scratch” (p. 57).

B’Tselem, *Harm to Medical Personnel* (December 2003)

“The sweeping restrictions on Palestinian movement within the West Bank have severely impaired access to medical treatment. . . . In the West Bank, Palestinian ambulance teams never know if they will be able to reach the patient’s home. The teams’ difficulty arises from the hundreds of physical roadblocks that the IDF has placed throughout the West Bank and from the delays they face at checkpoints. . . . [I]n many instances, soldiers delay ambulances even in cases of ‘urgent medical emergencies.’ . . . In some cases, the IDF . . . completely prohibits the passage for ambulances” (pp. 5, 7, 10).c

---

4In December 2003 B’Tselem reported that “since the beginning of the current Intifada (September 2000), soldiers have damaged 118 ambulances, 28 of which had to be taken out of service” (*Harm to Medical Personnel*, p. 14).

6For medical personnel “shot while evacuating injured persons” already as far back as 1996, see p. 41 of this report.

7For a “partial list of Palestinians who needed medical treatment and died after being delayed because of the restrictions on movement,” see B’Tselem, *Death of Palestinians following Delay in Obtaining Medical Treatment because of Restrictions on Movement during the al-Aqsa Intifada*, www.btselem.org/English/ Freedom_of_Movement/Al_Aqsa_Death_after_...

To demonstrate Israel’s commitment to safeguarding Palestinian access to medical care despite Palestinian provocation, Dershowitz writes on page 184 of *The Case for Israel* that the Israel Supreme Court has prohibited the Israeli military from attacking ambulances, despite its recognition that ambulances are often used to transport explosives and suicide bombers.  

To document the claim about the Supreme Court, Dershowitz cites, apart from an Israel Supreme Court justice’s uplifting speech at a United Jewish Communities convention in Philadelphia, this court decision from April 2002: “Physicians for Human Rights v. Commander of I.D.F. Forces in the West Bank, HCJ 2936, 2002” (p. 25418).

Referring to this very same Supreme Court decision, Physicians for Human Rights–Israel reports:

PHR-Israel petitioned the High Court in an effort to force the security forces to respect basic conventions and refrain from attacking ambulances. . . .

The petition was prepared in the context of the paralysis of the ambulance system, Israeli mortar attacks on Palestinian hospitals in the West Bank, the prevention of access to hospitals by patients and wounded persons. . . . Despite the long list of attacks specified in the petition—against the fabric of civilian life, medical services and human life—the Israeli High Court of Justice accepted the State’s position that the IDF soldiers acted in accordance with humanitarian principles, as well as its claim that, given the fighting in the Territories, it was impossible to examine the specific cases noted in the petition. Accordingly, the Court ruling confined itself to a generalized comment by the High Court regarding the IDF’s commitment to humanitarian law.61

To document that Palestinian “ambulances are often used to transport explosives and suicide bombers” and that after the April 2002 court decision “Palestinian terrorists continued to use ambulances” (p. 184), Dershowitz cites only the uncorroborated allegation of an Israeli “senior security official.”62 A November 2002 Physicians for Human Rights–Israel study concluded: “Israel has provided evidence of such abuse in one single case.”63 Even this one single instance lacks certainty. Referring to that same “one, widely publicized occasion when, on 27 March 2002, a suicide belt was found on an ambulance,” Amnesty International wrote:

There are several suspicious circumstances about it. The ambulance passed through four checkpoints on the way to Jerusalem without being searched (which is abnormal) and then was delayed for more than an hour before being searched to allow TV cameras to arrive (which suggests that the IDF had, at the least, prior knowledge of something hidden there).64

Apart from the alleged March 2002 incident, the only documented misuses of an ambulance were committed by Israel. For example, “soldiers were crammed into a bullet-proof ambulance in order to get as quickly as possible to the house” of a wanted Palestinian; “IDF soldiers in Nablus forced several ambulance drivers to stop, get out of their ambulances, and stand between the soldiers and stone throwers”; “soldiers took control of an ambulance and used it to block entry to the

61. Physicians for Human Rights–Israel, Legacy of Injustice, pp. 61–63; see also pp. 73–74. For the text of the court decision, see “Red Cross and Red Crescent: Decision of the Supreme Court Sitting as a High Court of Justice (April 8, 2002),” www.israel-mfa.gov.il/mfa/go.asp?MFAH0lkG0.
64. Amnesty International, Shielded from Scrutiny, p. 350112.
hospital in Tulkarm.” B’Tselem comments on these incidents and Israeli allegations:

The IDF’s use of ambulances for military purposes is especially disturbing in light of the repeated claims made by the IDF that Palestinians use ambulances to transport weapons and explosives. . . . It should be noted that, with the exception of one case, and despite repeated requests by Physicians for Human Rights and the International Red Cross, the IDF has not presented any evidence to support this contention, not even in response to petitions filed in the Supreme Court.

And again: “Official [Israeli] sources repeatedly state the claim that Palestinians use ambulances to transport weapons and explosives without providing proof of this claim.”65 Finally, it bears emphasizing that (1) Israel already targeted Palestinian ambulances long before the alleged March 2002 incident and “deliberately damaged ambulances” long after the April 2002 Supreme Court decision; and (2) even if the March 2002 incident did happen, it “cannot justify deliberate attacks on an entire network of ambulances performing their medical function and enjoying legal protection” (PHR-Israel).66

66. For earlier attacks on Palestinian ambulances, see Physicians for Human Rights, Evaluation of the Use of Force, pp. 13–14, where PHR also notes: “The Israeli army claims that the ambulances are not being used properly, but the PHR team received no documentation of an ambulance being used for purposes other than transporting the wounded”; for recent attacks, see B’Tselem, Harm to Medical Personnel, pp. 14–19. Physicians for Human Rights–Israel, Legacy of Injustice, p. 60.
“WHILE ASSASSINATIONS only became official and declared [Israeli] policy during the Al Aqsa Intifada,” human rights organizations report, “the assassination of Palestinian activists and those suspected of organizing and carrying out attacks against Israelis is not new.” Initiated in the 1970s, liquidation of “wanted,” masked, and stone-throwing Palestinians was widely practiced from early on in the first intifada (1987–1993), when Deputy Chief of Staff Ehud Barak organized special undercover assassination squads. It “intensified” in 1992, when Yitzhak Rabin, on becoming prime minister, sanctioned destruction of Palestinian property to capture or kill “wanted” Palestinians, “rendering homeless hundreds of Palestinians who have been accused of no wrongdoing.” More than 120 Palestinians were liquidated during these operations or executed after capture. A 1992 Palestine Human Rights Information Center investigation found that “there was no serious attempt to arrest” the victims, while only a handful of these suspects carried weapons or were involved in resistance activities at the time of the shooting. “The majority were performing normal activities in the course of their daily lives.” A 1992 B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) study similarly found that, for a “large percentage” of the victims of the “liquidation squads,” it was “possible to apprehend the suspects without killing them” and that, although “the
percentage of persons killed who were armed when they clashed with
undercover units has risen in recent months, . . . [s]till fifty percent of
those killed are unarmed.”

In a major 1993 study, Human Rights Watch concluded: “The
undercover units operate according to a distinct, officially denied set of
rules. . . . These rules effectively give the undercover forces a license to
shoot to kill ‘wanted’ and masked suspects in many situations where
the use of lethal force is unjustified. . . . Despite official claims that
undercover units concentrate their efforts on the pursuit of ‘hard-core,’
‘wanted’ activists who have blood on their hands, these units are also
commonly used to ambush masked activists when they are engaged in
non-life-threatening activities such as manning a roadblock or ordering
shopkeepers to observe strikes. In these types of operations as well, the
undercover units have license to kill.” The study found that less than
half of those killed were “wanted” Palestinians, while the rest were
masked youths, stone throwers, and so on “who were neither armed
nor posing any imminent threat to the security agents or anyone else.”

The current, openly acknowledged policy of political liquidations
was initiated by Prime Minister Ehud Barak after the outbreak of the
second intifada and intensified after Ariel Sharon took office in 2001.
From November 2000 through mid-2003, the Israeli army and security
services assassinated more than one hundred Palestinians and “killed
scores and injured hundreds of other Palestinian men, women and chil-
dren bystanders.” There were reportedly “no less than 175 liquidation
attempts” or “one attempt every five days.” “Israel is the only demo-
cratic country,” B’Tselem observed in a 2001 position paper, “which
regards such measures as a legitimate course of action.” Dershowitz
has defended this policy mainly against its Israeli critics. In chapter 25

1. Public Committee Against Torture in Israel (PCATI) and LAW—The Palestinian
Society for the Protection of Human Rights, The Assassination Policy of the State of
Israel (May 2002), p. 7 (“not new”); Palestine Human Rights Information Center, Targeting
to Kill: Israel’s Undercover Units (Jerusalem, 1992), p. 4 (Barak), 22 (conclusions);
B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories),
Activity of the Undercover Units in the Occupied Territories (Jerusalem, May 1992), pp.
8 (“large percentage”; cf. 20–21), 75 (“fifty percent”). Human Rights Watch, A License
to Kill: Israeli Operations against “Wanted” and Masked Palestinians (New York, 1993),
pp. 1 (number and profile of victims), 4 (“intensified,” “rendering”), 10 (executions while
in custody), 20 (“set of rules”). The armed wing of the Zionist movement was already
committing political liquidations in Palestine as far back as the 1920s.

2003), p. 1 (“scores”). (B’Tselem’s website, Assassinations—Extra-Judicial Executions,
lists 110 targeted killings and 71 bystanders [including 23 infants or minors] killed
of *The Case for Israel* he juxtaposes B’Tselem’s malign “accusations” against the “reality” of political liquidations. After a group of reserve pilots in the Israeli air force declared in a public letter their refusal to participate any longer in “illegal and immoral” political liquidations, Dershowitz, who “objected to the pilots’ letter,” headed for Israel “to support the IAF pilots and to persuade them as to the legality and morality of the targeted killing operations,” and “to meet with the commanders of the IAF and to discuss with them ways of dealing with the pilots’ letter.” Defending the liquidations policy in a German newspaper, Dershowitz explained that “[i]t strengthens civil liberties, not those of the Israelis, but those of the Palestinians” and that critics who oppose the policy—presumably including B’Tselem and the “refusenik” pilots—did so because they “love dead Jews.”

The claim that Israel’s liquidations policy “strengthens” Palestinian civil liberties is of a piece with much of Dershowitz’s argumentation. “The killing of Sheikh Yassin was a moral and lawful instance of preemptive self-defense,” Dershowitz avers, explaining that Yassin “was a combatant under any reasonable definition of that term, and combatants...are appropriate military targets during an ongoing war of the kind Hamas has declared against Israel.” It’s hard to make out how a political liquidation can be justified at one and the same time as “preemptive self-defense”—in which case it took place prior to outbreak of armed hostilities—and on the grounds that the target was a “combatant” in an “ongoing war”—in which case the rationale of preemptive self-defense is altogether irrelevant. In *The Case for Israel*, Dershowitz separates these arguments, justifying liquidations on each ground:

> It is legitimate to target Palestinians for liquidation because they are combatants, not civilians. “Under international law and the laws of war, it is...
It is legitimate to liquidate Palestinians if they can’t be captured, if they pose an imminent danger, and if bystanders aren’t injured. “I believe that targeted assassination should only be used as a last recourse when there is no opportunity to arrest or apprehend the murderer (although this is not required by the law of war if the murderer is a combatant), when the terrorist is involved in ongoing murderous activities, and when the assassination can be done without undue risk to innocent bystanders.” (p. 175)\(^5\)

Under international law, combatants are members of “the armed forces of a Party to the conflict as well as members of militias or volunteer corps forming part of such armed forces,” or members of “other militias and . . . other volunteer corps” that are “commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates,” have “a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance,” “carry arms openly,” and “conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war.”\(^6\) The consensus among human rights organizations is that Palestinian targets of Israel’s liquidation policy do not fit this description.\(^7\) Accordingly, they benefit from the legal protection of civilians under occupation, who “cannot be killed at any time other than while they are firing upon or otherwise posing an immediate threat to Israeli troops or civilians. Because they are not combatants, the fact that they participated in an armed attack at an earlier point cannot justify targeting them for death later on.” The targeting of civilians for assassination constitutes a form of extrajudicial execution—that is, “an unlawful and deliberate killing carried out by order of a government . . . to eliminate specific individuals as an alternative to arresting them and bringing them to justice.”\(^8\) Israel’s targeting of Palestinians amounts to such extrajudicial execution: the target is (a) denied the right to defend himself in a court of law, although

\(^5\) See also Alan M. Dershowitz, Why Terrorism Works (New Haven, 2002), pp. 120, 184.

\(^6\) Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, Article 4.

\(^7\) Amnesty International, State Assassinations and Other Unlawful Killings (London, 2001), p. 20; PCATI and LAW, Assassination Policy, pp. 69–70. The latter study further notes that “Israel does not recognize members of Palestinian organizations who directly take part in hostilities as combatants. . . . If the State of Israel prefers to view them as ‘combatants,’ then it must treat them as prisoners of war rather than try them within its domestic criminal legal system.”

\(^8\) Amnesty International, State Assassinations, pp. 1, 19–20; see also PCATI and LAW, Assassination Policy, p. 7.
(b) posing no imminent threat to life, and although (c) apprehending him for trial is an option.

(a) “The decision to assassinate,” B’Tselem reports, “is made in back rooms with no judicial process to examine the intelligence information on which it is based. The target of assassination is not given a chance to present evidence in his defense or to refute the allegations against him.” On a similar note, the Public Committee Against Torture in Israel (PCATI) and the Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights (LAW) observe: “[T]o date, the Israeli military has not made public any evidence to substantiate the allegations against those assassinated. After every assassination, the Israeli military only takes great care to publicly level accusations of involvement in terror attacks against those assassinated, which appear in the media to garner public support for its assassination policy. However, evidence to prove the accusations is never presented. There is therefore no possibility of estimating how many of those assassinated were indeed involved in violent actions as the Israeli authorities claim and how many were assassinated as innocent victims of a draconian system that is more expected from a dark dictatorship rather than a democracy of the 21st Century.”

(b) Recalling the specific circumstances of Israel’s liquidations, PCATI and LAW observe: “[A] pilot who flies his helicopter above a Palestinian city and launches a missile into the apartment occupied at the moment by a suspect, a sniper who fires through his rifle view-finder at a person sitting on his porch, a unit that places explosives in someone’s car—all these are cases of intended murder and there is no element of self-defense. The suspect is not posing an immediate threat to human life.” On page 175 of The Case for Israel, Dershowitz maintains that, “[u]nder any reasonable standard, Israeli policy with regard to targeted assassinations of ‘ticking-bomb terrorists’ does not deserve the kind of condemnation it is receiving.” Yet, on the one hand, the guidelines of Israel’s liquidation policy allow for

10. PCATI and LAW, Assassination Policy, p. 60 (cf. pp. 8, 67).
the army “to act against known terrorists even if they are not on the verge of committing a major attack”; and, on the other, “the Israeli army has not offered evidence that the Palestinians whom it has assassinated were about to, or on their way to, carry out attacks. Those who have been assassinated were in areas of the Occupied Territories removed from potential Israeli targets (such as settlements, settlers’ roads or army positions).”11

(c) “The Israeli army has proved that it can and does exercise full and effective control over the Occupied Territories, including the areas which fall under the Palestinian Authority jurisdiction,” Amnesty International observed in the summer of 2003. “In the past two years the Israeli army and security services have arrested tens of thousands of Palestinians whom they accuse of having perpetrated, participated in or planned attacks against Israeli soldiers or civilians. Such arrests continue daily throughout the Occupied Territories. Those arrested have been apprehended individually or in groups, in their homes or other private houses, in universities or student dormitories, at their work place or at checkpoints, when moving around openly or while in hiding. . . . Palestinians who were alleged to have been on their way to carry out suicide bombings or other attacks have been arrested by the Israeli army and security forces in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, inside Israel, at checkpoints and as they were attempting to cross the borders in other areas to avoid checkpoints.” Given this ability to nab Palestinians at will, Amnesty concludes, “Israel’s claims that it only resorts to assassinations in response to an immediate security threat which cannot be otherwise dealt with, are not credible and . . . such practices cannot be justified.” PCATI and LAW likewise conclude that “the many cases in which the Israeli military abducted wanted Palestinians . . . show that the Israeli military is able, when it so decides, to capture wanted persons. Therefore assassinating them is clearly not the only possible act available.”12

11. Ibid., p. 6 (“major attack”); Amnesty International, Israel Must End, p. 2 (“not offered”).
In addition, numerous bystanders have been indiscriminately killed and injured in the course of liquidations. “Israeli government and military officials have repeatedly stated that all care is taken not to cause harm to other Palestinians when they carry out such assassinations,” Amnesty observes. “The facts, however, indicate otherwise. Scores of men, women and children bystanders have been killed and hundreds have been injured in the course of assassinations or attempted assassinations of Palestinians by the Israeli army. . . . Claims that efforts are made not to harm bystanders are inconsistent with the practice of carrying out attacks on busy roads and densely populated areas.” Likewise, PCATI and LAW conclude: “In many cases the Israeli military harmed civilians who were by no means targets for assassination. This harming of innocent civilians is a clearer proof of the reckless and excessive use of force that certainly is not proportional to the danger posed, if at all, by the person targeted for assassination.”13

Under the Israeli Penal Code, the assassination of wanted Palestinians by the state is a “premeditated act of murder,” while under international law it constitutes a “war crime.” Dershowitz himself stated that “targeted assassination should only be used” in instances where “there is no opportunity to arrest or apprehend the murderer,” “the terrorist is involved in ongoing murderous activities,” and “the assassination can be done without undue risk to innocent bystanders.” Even by his own standard, Israel’s policy of political liquidations cannot be justified. “Of all the types of human rights violations of the right to life by official representatives of a state, the policy of assassination is the most grave,” PCATI and LAW conclude. “It is not negligent shooting, entering into a situation in which there is no choice but shoot to kill, or an incident that began with a legal goal and went awry. It is a pre-planned mission, the goal of which is from the outset a human rights violation, and carrying it out is therefore a heinous crime both legally and ethically.” By engaging in such a policy, “Israel joins an infamous group of states that grossly violates basic moral and humane norms that the international community considers binding.”14

Putting to one side the moral and legal questions, it remains to consider the political impact of these liquidations. “The claim that this is

---

13. Amnesty, Israel Must End, pp. 4–6; PCATI and LAW, Assassination Policy, p. 60.
14. PCATI and LAW, Assassination Policy, pp. 8–9 (“murder,” “war crime”), 60 (“most grave”), 76 (“infamous”).
DR THABET THABET, FATAH, KILLED 31 DECEMBER 2000 IN TULKAREM

Thabet Thabet, aged 49, had been a Fatah activist. Detained or put under town arrest in the past by the Israeli security forces, he was released in 1991 on the eve of the peace talks which started in Madrid. He was named as a PLO representative for the Madrid talks and was said to have promoted peace before and after the Oslo Agreement, developing many friendships with members of the Israeli peace movement. According to his wife, Dr Thabet was criticized by some Palestinians for being a strong supporter for the normalization of relations with Israel. Dr Thabet Thabet had worked as a dentist for UNRWA [United Nations Relief and Works Agency] and been Head of the Palestinian Dentists’ Association before the setting up of the Palestinian Authority; then he worked as a director in the Ministry of Health in Tulkarem and taught public health at the Tulkarem branch of al-Quds Open University. He was also Secretary General of Fatah in the district. On 16 November 2000, during helicopter attacks on Fatah targets, which according to official Israeli statements were carried out in response to increased violence and drive-by shootings near Ofra settlement earlier in the week, Dr Thabet’s office in the Fatah headquarters was destroyed by a missile.

. . . His wife, Dr Siham Thabet, also a dentist, said:

I left home five minutes before the shooting. I called out to him to ask if he would travel to the clinic with me. He asked me to wait till he was ready. But since I had a patient waiting, I decided to leave at once. I heard the shooting. I didn’t think it was from home. When I got to the clinic a friend asked me where it came from. I called home, and found no one. Then I called my neighbour; she said my husband was wounded. Till then, I never believed it was him; he was a man of peace.

Soon after his wife left, at 9.45 am, Dr Thabet Thabet had got into his green Peugeot. . . . There was a burst of gunfire; seven bullets smashed through the rear window of the car. The maid, who saw the shooting from the kitchen window, ran down and saw Thabet Thabet dead in his car and his body mangled—“there was no flesh left on his arm,” she said.

According to his wife, Dr Thabet Thabet could have been arrested by the Israeli authorities if suspected of any offence without difficulty since he regularly drove to Nablus and each Friday he attended a mosque in Far’un in [an Israeli-controlled area].
Basing her case on the prohibition under Israeli law of execution without trial, Dr Siham Thabet petitioned the Israeli Supreme Court on the killing of Dr Thabet Thabet. The Supreme Court accepted the petition and required Ehud Barak, who combined the posts of Prime Minister and Defence Minister, to explain the government’s policy by 31 January 2001. A document was submitted to the Court by Major-General Giora Eiland, Head of the IDF Operations Branch, stating that Dr Thabet Thabet “was indeed a physician, but his role as commander of a Tanzim cell, who instructed his people where to carry out attacks . . . removes him from the civilian category.” Prime Minister Ehud Barak also submitted a letter stating that: “International law allows a strike against someone identified with certainty as being prepared to commit an attack against Israeli targets. . . . This pertains to a war situation in general and to the right of self-defence specifically.” During his plea to the Supreme Court on 12 February, State prosecutor Shay Nitzan included an opinion by Attorney General Elyakim Rubenstein:

The laws of combat, which are part of international law, permit injuring, during a period of warlike operations, someone who has been positively identified as a person who is working to carry out fatal attacks against Israeli targets. These people are enemies who are fighting against Israel, with all that implies, while committing fatal terror attacks and intending to commit additional attacks—all without any countermeasures by the Palestinian Authority.

The hearing before the Supreme Court is continuing.*

*Human Rights Watch reports: “Thabet had worked closely with Israeli peace activists for more than a decade, and had been credited with arranging the safe return of some twenty Israeli soldiers who apparently blundered into Palestinian-controlled Tulkarem on October 20, 2000. Israeli officials have alleged that Thabet was involved in planning attacks on Israelis, but have not made public any evidence to substantiate this allegation” (“Letter to Ehud Barak: Halt ‘Liquidations!’” [29 January 2001]). See also Public Committee Against Torture in Israel and LAW—The Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights, The Assassination Policy of the State of Israel (May 2002), pp. 23–25.

an effective policy is debatable,” B’Tselem observes. “Those who profess the effectiveness of the method have not provided one shred of evidence in support of their claim that the policy has contributed to security in any way.” High-ranking Israeli security officials similarly assert that liquidations haven’t enhanced Israel’s security; rather the contrary. Former General Security Service chief Ami Ayalon suggested
that “isolated suicide bombers may increase in number to dozens or hundreds” if the liquidations policy continued.15

The evidence strongly suggests that the main, anticipated, and intended effect of political liquidations has been to stimulate terrorist attacks. “Whoever gave a green light to this act of liquidation knew full well that he is thereby shattering in one blow the gentleman’s agreement between Hamas and the Palestinian Authority,” Israeli journalist Alex Fishman wrote in Yediot Ahronot after the November 2001 assassination of a Hamas leader. “Under that agreement, Hamas was to avoid in the near future suicide bombings inside the Green Line.”

“After the destruction of the houses in Rafah and Jerusalem, the Palestinians continued to act with restraint,” Shulamit Aloni of Israel’s Meretz party wrote in Yediot Ahronot in January 2002. “Sharon and his army minister, apparently fearing that they would have to return to the negotiating table, decided to do something and they liquidated Raed Karmi [a local militia leader]. They knew that there would be a response, and that we would pay the price in the blood of citizens.” In July 2002 militant Palestinian organizations, including Hamas, reached a preliminary accord to suspend all attacks inside Israel, perhaps paving the way for a return to the negotiating table. Just ninety minutes before it was to be announced, however, Israeli leaders—fully apprised of the imminent declaration—ordered an F-16 to drop a one-ton bomb on a densely populated civilian neighborhood in Gaza, killing, alongside a Hamas leader, fourteen Palestinian civilians, nine of them children, and injuring 140. (See section titled “Avoiding Civilian Casualties” in Chapter 4 of this book.) Predictably, the declaration was scrapped and Palestinian attacks resumed with a vengeance. “What is the wisdom here?” a Meretz party leader wondered. “At the very moment that it appeared that we were on the very brink of a chance for reaching something of a cease-fire, or diplomatic activity, we always go back to this experience—just when there is a period of calm, we liquidate.”16


16. Alex Fishman, “A dangerous liquidation,” Yediot Ahronot (25 November 2001); Shulamit Aloni, “You can continue with the liquidations,” Yediot Ahronot (18 January 2002); Bradley Burston, “Background: Shehada ‘hit’ sends shockwaves back to Israel,” Haaretz (25 July 2002) (Meretz leader); Akiva Eldar, “How to cease from a cease-
whenever Israel offers peace,” Dershowitz declares on page 178 of *The Case for Israel*. “Terrorism has been used as a deliberate tactic to derail any movement toward peace.” Not for the first time he inverts reality.

---

HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS have extensively documented Israel’s systematic torture of Palestinian detainees.1 “From 1967,” Amnesty International reports, “the Israeli security services have routinely tortured Palestinian political suspects in the Occupied Territories.” 2 Although allegations of torture circulated early in the occupation, they reached a much wider audience after the London Sunday Times published a detailed and unusually careful exposé in 1977. Its five-month-long inquiry concluded that “Israeli interrogators routinely ill-treat and often torture Arab prisoners” and had done so “throughout the 10 years of the Israeli occupation.” The methods of torture it itemized included these: “Prisoners are often hooded or blindfolded or hung by their wrists for long periods. Many are sexually assaulted. Others are given electric shocks. At least one detention centre has (or had) a specially

2. See section titled “Occasional Abuses” in this chapter.
constructed ‘cupboard,’ about two feet square and five feet high, with concrete spikes set in the floor.” The Times subsequently published Israel’s reply to these charges as well as its own devastating point-by-point rejoinder.3

After publication of the Times study, numerous governmental and nongovernmental agencies—including the United States Department of State, the Swiss League of Human Rights, the International League of Human Rights, the International Association of Catholic Jurists, the U.S.-based National Lawyers Guild, and Amnesty International—as well as the international (including Israeli and American) press reported Israel’s ill-treatment and torture of Palestinian detainees. During Men-achem Begin’s term of office (1977–1983), there was some decline in ill-treatment and torture compared with previous years after the prime minister, apparently reacting to the Times story, imposed restraints on its use by Israeli interrogators. In 1984—shortly after Begin resigned—human rights organizations reported an escalation of ill-treatment and torture. In its influential study Torture in the Eighties, Amnesty International stated that it “has continued to receive reports of ill-treatment” in Israeli prisons: “The frequency and consistency of these reports indicate that some Palestinians from the Occupied Territories arrested for security reasons...have been hooded, handcuffed and forced to stand without moving for many hours at a time for several days, and have been exposed while naked to cold showers or cold air ventilators for long periods of time. Detainees have also been deprived of food, sleep, and toilet and medical facilities, and have been subjected to abuse, insults and threats against themselves and the female members of their families.” It also pointed to “detailed reports of individual prisoners being beaten, sometimes severely, during interrogation in the Occupied Territories.” In one such case, a Palestinian detainee alleged that, “while hooded, handcuffed and sometimes stripped naked, he was, over a period of two weeks, beaten all over the body, including the

3. “Israel Tortures Arab Prisoners: Special Investigation by INSIGHT,” Sunday Times (19 June 1977); “Torture: Israel Replies,” Sunday Times (3 July 1977); “Torture: A Flawed Defence,” in Sunday Times (10 July 1977). For analysis of the Times’s allegations, Israel’s reply, and the Times’s rejoinder, see Amnesty International, Report and Recommendations, pp. 9–11, which found: “In sum then, the Israeli response to the Sunday Times allegations addressed only six of the named 22 cases. Even in these cases, their response was circumstantial and did little to weaken the specific allegations themselves.” Amnesty’s broader conclusion on Israel’s treatment of Palestinian detainees “reaffirms its view stated on several occasions since 1970 that there is sufficient prima facie evidence of ill-treatment of security suspects in the Occupied Territories by interrogators and detaining officials to warrant the establishment of a public inquiry into this matter” (p. 43).
genitals, with clubs and fists. His head was also repeatedly hit and banged against the wall causing injury and necessitating medical treatment." An al-Haq study issued that same year reported interrogation techniques similar to those cited by Amnesty International as well as the sexual humiliations and other personal degradations documented in the *Sunday Times* inquiry.

With the onset of the first intifada in December 1987, human rights reports alleging Israeli torture of Palestinian detainees proliferated. In annual reports covering 1988 and 1989 respectively, al-Haq produced a detailed analysis of Israeli torture practices, while Amnesty International stated that “[t]housands of Palestinians were beaten while in the hands of Israeli forces or were tortured or ill-treated in detention centres,” citing, for example, “beatings on various parts of the body, hooding, prolonged standing, sleep deprivation and confinement in coffin-sized cells.” In Israel accounts of torture appeared in the press and human rights organizations like the Public Committee Against Torture sprang up to expose these practices. A groundbreaking study published in March 1991 by B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) found that “forms of ill-treatment that fit accepted definitions of torture are carried out in a widespread and routine way by agents of the Shin Bet [General Security Service]” and that “nearly 50% of interrogations end up with no charges being pressed, or any other steps taken against the detainee.” Soon thereafter, major human rights organizations published studies reaching identical conclusions.

---

7. B’Tselem, *Interrogation*, pp. 6, 23. See also B’Tselem, *The Interrogation of Palestinians during the Intifada: Follow-up to March 1991 B’Tselem Report* (Jerusalem, March 1992), which reports that, despite the “immediate and extensive attention” given its original findings, “the picture is much the same as we revealed a year ago” (pp. 11, 43). For Israeli media and human rights organization coverage of torture during the intifada, see also Norman G. Finkelstein, *The Rise and Fall of Palestine: A Personal Account of the Intifada Years* (Minneapolis, 1996), pp. 48–49.
8. See section titled “Occasional Abuses” in this chapter.
TECHNIQUES OF INTERROGATION

THE “CLOSET” AND THE “REFRIGERATOR”

During interrogation, suspects are placed in solitary confinement in the “Tzinok” (isolation cell) . . . and in two other much smaller cells:

Closet. This is a very small cell, in some prisons 1 x 1 meters, in others a smaller size, very dark and almost completely closed. The air comes in through a small crack in the door or in the ceiling. Detainees are held in closets for long hours, sometimes tied and hooded. Some closets have a built-in stone step, and the detainees can only sit there. In other closets it is impossible to sit or lie down, and the detainees have no choice but to stand.

Refrigerator. This is a cell the size of a closet. It is also dark, and it has extremely low temperatures. We have heard no reports of refrigerators being used in the West Bank, but every single interviewee who had been held in Gaza Central Prison reported that he had been confined in refrigerator cells. The standard Gaza method alternates beatings with periods in the refrigerator.

TYING UP (“AL-Shabah”)

Being tied is the most frequent occurrence reported by all the interviewees. They were all, without exception, tied up for long hours before or between interrogations. The standard form of reception to the prison is to be tied up for many hours without water or food, sometimes outside, in any weather. This is a way to initially “prepare” the detainee. The particular technique known as “al-Shabah” is standard in every interrogation center. Soldiers, police or prison staff tie the detainees’ hands behind and over the head. In most centers, the bound hands are also tied to pipes or bars embedded in the wall. The hands are usually fixed so high that the individual finds it very difficult to stand on his legs, which are also bound. In addition, the detainee is usually blindfolded or hooded. “Al-Shabah” lasts for 5–6 hours between interrogation sessions, or for 12 hours during the night.

THE “BANANA” TIE

Most interviewees reported that they were tied during the course of the investigation when their interrogators were roughing them up. An especially brutal method is the “banana” tie, which is the accepted form of tying up in the Gaza Strip as well as in most centers in the West Bank.
There are two methods which are called the banana tie. One consists of binding the suspect’s legs to the legs of a chair without a backrest, and then tying his hands to the back legs of the chair. The second is binding the detainee’s hands to his legs so that his body is bent backward. Thus, the tied up body looks like a banana and is exposed and vulnerable to the blows of the interrogators.

**BEATINGS**

Out of all the forty-one interviewees, only one (a journalist), was not beaten. All others were beaten routinely in the course of the interrogation. The interrogators beat with their fists, sticks, shoes and with any other instruments at hand such as an electric water heater or a tree branch. In Dahariya [detention center], a metal bar in the shape of a screw and covered with a plastic material was used to beat three of our interviewees. In the Shati Detention Centers (Gaza), they used a stick made of plastic material, thirty to forty centimeters long.

The interrogators beat the suspects on the face, the chest, the testicles, the stomach, in fact on all parts of the body. In the course of the beatings, the detainees’ heads are sometimes smashed against the wall or the floor and they are kicked in their legs.

Figure 3. The “closet.” Illustration by David Gerstein from B’Tselem, *The Interrogation of Palestinians during the Intifada: Ill-treatment, “Moderate Physical Pressure” or Torture?* (Jerusalem, 1991).

Figure 4. The “banana” tie. Illustration by David Gerstein from B’Tselem, *Interrogation of Palestinians during the Intifada.*
Alan Dershowitz personally intervened in the debate on Israeli ill-treatment and torture of Palestinian detainees on at least two separate occasions during this period. Before examining them, however, it is worth recalling one of Dershowitz's earliest interventions on a Palestinian human rights issue, which foreshadows what comes later. In these three instances—two of them judicial hearings—Dershowitz directly sought to deny the human rights of those most in need of them. The interventions illustrate both his long history of misrepresenting Israel’s human rights record and his abuse of an academic pedigree and civil libertarian reputation for squalid ends.

The Case of Fouzi El-Asmar. Fouzi El-Asmar, a Palestinian citizen of Israel, a poet as well as a writer critical of Israeli treatment of Palestinians, was put under administrative detention in 1969. He was released fifteen months later after a public campaign waged in Israel (by, among others, Uri Avnery, editor of the popular Israeli magazine Ha-Olam ha-Zeh, alongside a prominent right-wing Israeli politician and the Israeli League for Human and Civil Rights) and abroad (by, among others, Amnesty International, which initiated a letter-writing campaign on his behalf). Upon release from administrative detention, El-Asmar was confined to the town of Lydda for another year. He was subsequently invited to lecture in the United States, where he elected to remain, although retaining his Israeli passport. While still in administrative detention, El-Asmar received a visit from Alan Dershowitz. Dershowitz afterwards wrote a long article stating that, based on the evidence shown him by Israeli intelligence, which had alleged that El-Asmar was in charge of an assassination squad, “I am personally convinced . . . that Fawzi al-Asmar is the leader of a terrorist group.” Dershowitz’s article was first published in Commentary magazine, after which a significantly revised version came out in the Israel Yearbook on Human Rights, in a collection of essays edited by American “democratic socialists,” and as a pamphlet distributed wherever El-Asmar spoke in the United States.

9. For details, see Fouzi El-Asmar, To Be an Arab in Israel (Beirut, 1978), esp. chap. 6.
the article’s appearance, Commentary published rebuttals from El-Asmar and two Israeli Jews.¹¹

For example, Dershowitz initially claimed that El-Asmar’s father “had been in trouble with the authorities even before the Six-Day War, having made illegal contact with an Arab government.” In his reply El-Asmar stated: “All the facts repeated by Mr. Dershowitz about my father are outright lies. The best proof is the fact that for thirty years, many of them under the Israeli government, my father was a civil servant. Had he ever been found guilty of ‘having made illegal contact with an Arab government,’ he would have been thrown out of his post immediately.” In the revised version of his article, this claim of Dershowitz vanished. Likewise, in the original article, Dershowitz named “Felicia Langer, a Jewish communist,” as El-Asmar’s lawyer. In Langer’s reply as well as El-Asmar’s, it was emphatically noted that she was not his lawyer. This claim was also quietly dropped from the revised version. All the versions of Dershowitz’s article contained the assurance that, “[i]n every instance where I could, I myself checked the details with independent sources.” Yet not only did he fail to check Israeli intelligence charges with El-Asmar’s lawyer but, although claiming to independently assess and corroborate his guilt, Dershowitz didn’t even know who El-Asmar’s lawyer was. Challenged to explain why El-Asmar was released from administrative detention if he was a terrorist leader, Dershowitz went on to say: “[I]t is part of the Israeli policy in administering their detention law to free everyone—regardless of how dangerous—after a reasonable time.” Truly it is an extraordinary country that frees terrorist leaders plotting assassinations; and truly it’s an extraordinary civil liberties lawyer who puts such faith in the words of a state intelligence agency. Once El-Asmar resettled abroad (which Israeli security had “encouraged” during his confinement), he was allowed to travel around Israel and the Occupied Territories without hindrance, and favorable mention of his name occasionally turned up in the Israeli press. A lengthy 1991 profile in Haaretz newspaper recalled that El-Asmar had been released from administrative detention after “having been falsely accused of being a member of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine” and that “the allegations [against him] were

¹¹ “Preventive Detention in Israel” (Letters), Commentary (June 1971).
never proven, and he was never brought to trial”; and, after citing Dershowitz’s characterization of El-Asmar as a “terrorist leader,” it ironically observed that “Israeli fears of El-Asmar have apparently dwindled considerably. When he infrequently arrives in Israel for a visit, the security men no longer even put him through the routine interrogation, to which almost every Arab returning to Israel is subject.” Meanwhile, as Israelis ridiculed the allegations against El-Asmar, Dershowitz continued to insist that “Fouzi El-Asmar... served time in an Israeli detention center as a suspected terrorist organizer after a captured Jordanian terrorist fingered him as ‘very active in the field of sabotage and terrorism.’”

The Case of Sami Esmail. In December 1977 Israeli authorities arrested a Palestinian American named Sami Esmail at Tel Aviv airport. He was en route to the West Bank to visit his dying father. Charged with being a terrorist, Esmail was convicted after signing a confession that, he alleged, was coerced. He claimed to have been stripped naked and humiliated, deprived of sleep, placed in solitary confinement in a tiny cell, forced to stand in place holding a chair over his head for many hours, and subjected to verbal threats (“You are going to die a slow death. . . . You are going to rot in this cell. . . . We are going to arrest your family”) as well as physical assaults (punching, kicking, slapping, hair pulling). Only after being driven suicidal from exhaustion and fear, Esmail said, did he provide the self-incriminating statement. His lawyer was Felicia Langer, a well-known Israeli advocate of Palestinian detainees. Dershowitz and Monroe Freedman, another civil liberties lawyer highly regarded for his “original and influential scholarship in the field of lawyers’ ethics,” wrote a lengthy op-ed piece for the New York Times in June 1978 on the Esmail case. In his 1991 autobiography, Chutzpah, Dershowitz presents this account of their joint intervention:

In 1978, another law professor and I traveled to Israel at the behest of a group of human rights lawyers to look into allegations of torture

being raised by supporters of an Arab American named Sami Esmail, who was being tried in Israel for receiving terrorist training in Libya by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine. We spoke to Mr. Esmail, his lawyers, and the Israeli authorities. We carefully investigated each of the allegations and came to the conclusion that the evidence contradicted most of them. Rather than being held incommunicado, as he had claimed, Esmail had been visited by his brother and several American consular officials both before and after he confessed to his crimes. There was no evidence of sleep deprivation or physical torture.15

Although in this, as in almost any other, case regarding interrogation procedures, it’s impossible to prove definitively the allegations of a detainee, on specific key points, the Dershowitz-Freedman account in the Times (as well as the rendering in Chutzpah) is demonstrably false. This became clear during a 1989 extradition hearing of another alleged Palestinian terrorist where Dershowitz and Freedman were called as expert witnesses (more on which presently).16

1. Was Esmail held incommunicado? In the 1978 Times op-ed piece and in his 1991 autobiography, Dershowitz flatly asserted that Esmail had never been held incommunicado. Yet, under cross-examination at the 1989 extradition hearing, Dershowitz explicitly acknowledged that “there certainly was a period of time that Sami Esmail was held certainly outside the ability to see his lawyer, yes,” and that his being held incommunicado was a “fairly serious matter.”17 Likewise, Freedman conceded under cross-examination that Esmail had been held incommunicado during a “critical period of time” and that there was “no question” that he (Freedman) “would be pretty upset” if one of his own clients were similarly treated.18

2. Did Langer argue that the confession was coerced? In the Times op-ed as well as initially in testimony at the 1989 extradition hearing, Dershowitz and Freedman maintained that defense attorney Felicia Langer made no “arguments or claims” that Esmail’s confession was involuntarily extracted and “no allegations that the confession, as a whole, in its general part, shouldn’t be believed or admitted.”19 Yet, under cross-examination at the extradition hearing, Dershowitz, confronted with unimpeachable evidence directly contradicting him, was

16. United States District Court, Eastern District of New York, Trial Transcripts, Mahmoud Abet Atta a/k/a Mahmoud el-Abed Ahmad v. Wigen, et al. The version of the transcript used here was generously provided by June Lowe, case manager for Judge Jack Weinstein, who presided. It is dated 2 August 1989.
forced to acknowledge that Langer did argue the confession was coerced by Israeli interrogators, who resorted to, among other things, “beatings.” Likewise, Freedman conceded under cross-examination at the extradition hearing that Langer “did not abandon allegations of mistreatment.” Indeed, the claim that Langer never argued that Esmail’s confession was coerced is, on its face, absurd. In Israeli legal procedure, the defense attorney is entitled to demand a “trial within a trial,” or “little trial,” to contest the evidentiary value of a confession on the grounds that it was involuntary. It is a matter of record that Langer requested a “little trial” and that it was conducted. The court held against the defendant, but Langer still must have argued the confession was coerced, else there would have been no point to the “little trial.” Although critical of Langer’s political partisanship (she was a Communist), Dershowitz has spoken very favorably of her professionalism. He described her as “an exceptionally able lawyer,” “a very devoted lawyer with an excellent reputation and very committed to her legal principles. She tries her cases very, very well, according to the book”; “In the courtroom she does not argue a case like a political lawyer. She’s very, very much by the books, by the cases. She’s very familiar with the cases.” Langer does not speak very highly of Dershowitz (and Freedman), however, referring rather to the “big lie” and “disgusting lie” that she never claimed Esmail’s confession was coerced. Indeed, prior to her plea in the little trial, she filed a complaint about Esmail’s ill-treatment before another Israeli judge and submitted a copy of it to the U.S. embassy. After listing in a letter to this writer other distortions by Dershowitz, Langer ended: “I think that he does not know about what he speaks.”

Dershowitz and Freedman used the opportunity of the Times op-ed not only to misrepresent crucial aspects of the Esmail case but also to discredit generally charges that Israel ill-treated and tortured Palestinian detainees. “Allegations of systematic torture” and “allegations of systematic violations of human rights by

20. Ibid., p. 404.
21. Ibid., p. 507.
22. Ibid., pp. 382–86.
23. Personal correspondence dated 13 March 2004. While Dershowitz and Freedman, by their own (albeit reluctant) admission, engaged in partisan advocacy to discredit Sami Esmail, Langer played a rather different role, which deserves recognition. When asked at the 1989 extradition hearing whether he “considered Felicia Langer to be a reliable and faithful attorney,” Esmail replied: “I considered Felicia Langer to be a mother. I’m proud to say that. I’ve recently had a daughter that I named after Felicia Langer, just to express my gratitude, appreciation for the fact that she saved my life. I consider her a second mother in every meaning of the word” (ibid., pp. 601–2). Langer was the recipient in 1990 of the Alternative Nobel Prize for her human rights work and was named one of the fifty most important women in Israeli society in 1998 by YOU, a prominent Israeli women’s weekly.
Israel,” these self-styled civil libertarians went on to urge, “must be viewed with more than a little skepticism”—even if (or probably because) the *London Sunday Times* had produced copious evidence, which Israeli authorities couldn’t refute, that from the occupation’s beginning Israeli interrogators “routinely” ill-treated and “often” tortured Arab prisoners. “Israel’s justice system,” the duo concluded from personal observation, was “one of the most highly civilized and refined in the world.” American Communists observing the Soviet purge trials were similarly impressed.

*The Case of Mahmoud el-Abed Ahmad.* Dershowitz presents this account in *Chutzpah* of his intervention in the Ahmad case:

The prosecution of Sami Esmail by Israel in 1978 became an issue in an American courtroom in 1989. A Palestinian named Mahmoud Abed Atta was accused by the Israeli government of machine-gunning a civilian bus en route from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, killing its driver and wounding several passengers. Atta was arrested in the United States and Israel requested his extradition. He resisted on the ground that in Israel he would be tortured and beaten, just as Sami Esmail claimed he had been. Sami Esmail, who had been released by Israel after serving a short prison term, was Atta’s star witness. I was called as an expert witness by the U.S. government, which supported Israel’s extradition request.

The thrust of Dershowitz’s “expert” testimony was on Israel’s interrogation methods. It should be borne in mind that he delivered these remarks in 1989—after publication of the *London Times*’s 1977 study documenting Israeli ill-treatment and torture of Palestinian detainees; after the 1984 reports of, respectively, Amnesty International and al-Haq on Israel’s ill-treatment and torture of Palestinian detainees; and after the onset in December 1987 of the first intifada, when according to Amnesty, B’Tselem, and other human rights organizations as well as reports in the Israeli press, thousands of Palestinian detainees were being “tortured or ill-treated” by Israel’s security service.

These are excerpts from the testimony *sworn to under oath* by Dershowitz:

- “The consensus that I’ve gathered is that Israeli General Security Services use primarily stratagems for eliciting confessions and that these stratagems rely on the fear and the assumption by the person being interrogated that he might be subjected to physical pressure. . . .

[T]he toughest methodology for eliciting statements, both confessions for use in trial but primarily information for use in information gathering to fight against terrorism, is to frighten the person being interrogated into believing that the situation is actually going to be worse than it would become.”

- “All of my sources of information have categorically denied that actual torture has been used in the sense of direct use of physical force, direct use of physical pain to elicit the confession, but that threats and fear of torture are used. . . . [T]he actual use of physical torture in the sense of direct pain designed to produce a statement or confession is and has always been prohibited both by Israeli law and by the internal rules of the General Services Administration [sic—General Security Service].”

- “I have heard no allegation from any lawyer or professor that I have spoken to which makes an allegation that torture in the sense that I’ve defined it is used; that is, direct use of producing a physical pain in order to get the statement or confession.”

- “[T]he General Services people do engage in occasional pushing and shoving calculated, that is, physical touching, calculated to persuade the interrogatees that there is no sharp barrier involving physical touching, . . . not torture in the sense of produce pain for pain’s sake . . . but to maintain a credible belief of the person being interrogated that they are able to and willing to engage in even further physical contact.”

In short, the “toughest” methods resorted to by Israeli interrogators, according to Dershowitz’s sworn testimony, were “stratagems” coupled with an “occasional pushing and shoving” or “physical touching” that inflicted fear but not pain. After this rendering of Israel’s interrogation methods and after claiming that—contrary to the consensus of human rights organizations and other independent investigators—Israeli interrogation methods didn’t constitute torture, Dershowitz was asked by the presiding judge whether, in his expert opinion, it would legally constitute not torture but simply “inhumane” treatment if “a person is kept incommunicado for long periods, is humiliated, given cold showers, is lied to about what will happen to him physically, being threatened so he believes that he will be physically assaulted.” Dershowitz replied: “I can’t say yes to that.” In his autobiography Dershowitz gloats that “[t]he judge, relying on my testimony, con-

26. Ibid., p. 464.
cluded that the evidence presented at the extradition hearing showed it was unlikely that Atta would be tortured,” and that “Atta was ordered extradited to Israel for trial.” If not the performance, at any rate the boast would likely have caused even a jaded Stalinist hack to blush in shame.

“Torture,” Alan Dershowitz recently wrote, “is a staple in tyrannical regimes.” By his own reckoning, Israel’s regime in the Occupied Territories would seem to qualify as a tyranny—except that Dershowitz still denies in The Case for Israel that Israel has tortured Palestinian detainees. The sections below titled “Occasional Abuses,” “Amnesty Lied,” “Torture Lite,” “Medical Condition,” “Ticking Bomb,” “Double Standard,” and “No More Torture” illustrate Dershowitz’s attempt to refute the documented charges of human rights organizations.

In September 1999, Israel’s Supreme Court rendered a judgment on the torture of Palestinian detainees. Prior to this decision the Israeli security services did sometimes employ physical measures similar to those now being used by U.S. authorities against suspected terrorists. (emphasis added)

27. Dershowitz, Chutzpah, p. 239. For the record, presiding judge Jack Weinstein credited Dershowitz’s testimony only on the relatively minor matters that, after extradition from the United States, accused Ukrainian war criminal John Demjanjuk was not tortured by Israel and that the Israeli prison system was comparable to most in the Western world. On the other hand, Weinstein, to his credit, dissented from Dershowitz’s strictures on torture and Israel’s resort to it. Directly contradicting Dershowitz’s claim that torture, and even inhumane treatment, mean only the infliction of physical pain, Weinstein stated that “[t]orture and cruel and unusual punishment must be defined for our purposes as including threats and other inhuman psychological harms including trickery designed to cause despair.” In addition, contrary to Dershowitz’s claim that Israeli interrogation techniques comprise only “stratagems” that inflict fear but not pain, Weinstein directly adduced the U.S. “State Department’s own report on human rights conditions in Israel,” according to which “[r]eports of beatings of suspects and detainees continue, as do reports of harsh and demeaning treatment of prisoners and detainees.” Weinstein allowed for Atta’s extradition mainly because Israel, in a special letter to the court, “formally provided assurance that petitioner, if extradited, will not be subject to torture or other inhuman and degrading treatment.” See Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp. 389, 415–18 (1989).


29. See section titled “No More Torture” in this chapter.
He describes these physical measures as “a modified form of non-lethal torture.” Leaving aside Dershowitz’s euphemistic qualification of this torture, human rights organizations reported that Israel’s resort to it wasn’t occasional but standard practice.

YEAR AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL REPORT
1991 “Thousands of Palestinians were punitively beaten or otherwise tortured or ill-treated”
1992 “Palestinians under interrogation were systematically tortured or ill-treated”
1993 “Palestinians under interrogation were systematically tortured or ill-treated”
1994 “Palestinians were systematically tortured or ill-treated during interrogation”
1995 “Torture or ill-treatment during interrogation remained systematic”
1996 “Palestinian detainees continued to be systematically tortured or ill-treated during interrogation”
1997 “Torture and ill-treatment of Palestinians during interrogation continued to be systematic and officially sanctioned”
1998 “Torture and ill-treatment of detainees during interrogation continued to be systematic and officially sanctioned”
1999 “Torture and ill-treatment continued to be officially sanctioned and used systematically during interrogation of security detainees”

In *Combating Torture*, Amnesty reported that “[f]rom 1967 the Israeli security services have routinely tortured Palestinian political suspects in the Occupied Territories.”

HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH

“Israel’s two main interrogation agencies in the occupied territories engage in a systematic pattern of ill-treatment and torture—according to internationally recognized definitions of the terms—when trying to extract

from Palestinian security suspects confessions or information about third parties.”

“Nearly all Palestinians undergoing interrogation are put through some combination of the same basic methods. . . . Thus, the number of Palestinians tortured or severely ill-treated while under interrogation during the intifada is in the tens of thousands—a number that becomes especially significant when it is remembered that the universe of adult and adolescent male Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip is under three-quarters of one million.”

**B’TSELEM**

“GSS [General Security Service] interrogators have tortured thousands, if not tens of thousands, of Palestinians.”

“[S]ome eighty-five percent of persons interrogated by the GSS were interrogated by methods constituting torture.”

**AMNESTY LIED**

Referring to the September 1999 Israel Supreme Court decision on torture, Dershowitz writes on page 137 of *The Case for Israel*:

> In light of this courageous decision, it is ironic that in May 1999 the Dutch sections [sic] of Amnesty International publicly opposed the awarding of a human rights prize to the author of that, and many other, human rights rulings supporting Palestinian claims on the ground that “the Israel Supreme Court’s decisions with regard to human rights . . . have been devastating.” Amnesty International specifically claimed that “Israel is the only country in the world to have effectively legalized torture.” It should not be surprising that so many human rights advocates have lost faith in Amnesty International’s objectivity when it comes to reporting on Israel.

But what was the formal status of torture in Israel prior to September 1999, when Amnesty registered its objection? The interrogation methods used by the General Security Service (GSS) on Palestinian...
detainees were based on the secret recommendations of a 1987 judicial commission headed by retired Supreme Court justice Moshe Landau.35 “[T]he Commission,” B’Tselem concluded in a groundbreaking study, “ended up legitimating the use of torture.”36 Application of these methods (and subsequently “enhanced” versions of them) was “systematic” and, outside Israel, universally characterized as “torture.”37 The prospective recipient of the human rights prize, President of the Court Aharon Barak, was a leading proponent of the Landau recommendations allowing for torture, maintaining that “the solution offered by the Landau Commission for the problem of GSS interrogations ‘is appropriate.’”38 The Court itself rendered a series of rulings “permitting the GSS to use physical force and a variety of specific means of ‘pressure’. . . . Israel’s High Court has supported the government and sanctioned the use of force against detainees.”39 Like Amnesty, B’Tselem concluded that “Israel was the only country in the world where torture was legally sanctioned.”40

Referring to the September 1999 Supreme Court decision on torture, Dershowitz repeatedly praises Israel for being “the only country in the world whose judiciary has squarely faced the difficult issue of whether it is ever justified to engage in even a modified form of nonlethal torture” (p. 134; see also pp. 184, 199). Yet the reason Israel’s judiciary was the only one in the world rendering judgment on use of torture was that Israel was the only country in the world that had previously

35. For excerpts from the Landau report and critical commentary, see esp. Israel Law Review (Jerusalem), vol. 23, nos. 2–3 (spring–summer 1989). Dershowitz, in his contribution to the issue (“Is It Necessary to Apply ‘Physical Pressure’ to Terrorists—and to Lie about It?”), takes no position on the Landau commission’s recommendation that torture be sanctioned: “I lack the information necessary to reach any definitive assessment of whether the GSS should be allowed to employ physical pressure in the interrogation of some suspected terrorists under some circumstances” (p. 199).
37. See section titled “Occasional Abuses” in this chapter.
39. B’Tselem, Legitimizing Torture: The Israeli High Court of Justice Rulings in the Bilbeisi, Hamdan and Mubarak Cases (Jerusalem, January 1997), n.p. (see this report for previous quote “enhanced”).
40. B’Tselem website under “Torture,” www.btselem.org/english/Torture/Torture_by_GSS.asp; see also Eitan Felner, executive director of B’Tselem, in Le Monde: “Israel is the only country in the world that has legitimated torture both juridically and rhetorically. . . . [T]he High Court of Justice has effectively legalized torture by approving its use in individual cases” (11 December 1998).
legalized it. In addition, were it not for pressures exerted by the very human rights monitors that Dershowitz maligns throughout *The Case for Israel*, the Supreme Court would never have faced this issue:

[A] powerful campaign against torture was mounted. On the national level, it included court cases and petitions to the Israeli High Court of Justice by human rights lawyers. At the international level, the campaign involved the mobilization of international public opinion. At the same time, the practice of torture was coming under increased scrutiny by UN bodies and mechanisms, including the Committee against Torture and the Human Rights Committee. As a result, pressure increased on the High Court of Justice, which until 1998 had largely accepted the pleas of the security services that certain interrogation methods were a “necessity” in their fight against “terrorism.”

---

TORTURE LITE

On pages 137–38 of *The Case for Israel*, Dershowitz writes regarding the “interrogation tactics” used by Israel on Palestinian detainees:

[T]hey were universally characterized as torture without even noting that they were nonlethal and did not involve the infliction of sustained pain.

Leaving aside that, on the one hand, “interrogation tactics” that were deliberately lethal would seem to defeat the purpose and, on the other hand, if deliberately lethal they would constitute not simply torture but extrajudicial killing, is it true that these tactics “did not involve the infliction of sustained pain”? In his previous book *Why Terrorism Works*, Dershowitz suggested otherwise: “Israeli security services were employing what they euphemistically called ‘moderate physical pressure’” (emphasis added); “In Israel, the use of torture to prevent terrorism was not hypothetical; it was very real and recurring.” As a legal matter and regardless of Dershowitz’s personal opinion, however, it is undisputed that Israel’s interrogation tactics have constituted torture. Israel accepts the authority of the U.N. Committee Against Torture (composed of ten experts) to interpret the Convention Against Torture. Acknowledging “the terrible dilemma that Israel confronts in dealing with terrorist threats to its security,” the committee nonetheless concluded in May 1997, in a judgment Dershowitz himself cites (p. 138), that its “methods of interrogation . . . constitute torture as defined in

Figure 5. Humiliation during interrogation. Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, *Back to a Routine of Torture: Torture and Ill-treatment of Palestinian Detainees during Arrest, Detention and Interrogation, September 2001–April 2003* (Jerusalem, April 2003), p. 51.

Figure 6. “Shabeh,” a standard torture technique. Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, *Back to a Routine of Torture*, p. 55.
article 1 of the Convention.” 43 In his annual report that same year to the Commission on Human Rights, U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture Nigel Rodley, a leading expert in the field, likewise concluded that Israel’s interrogation tactics “can only be described as torture.” Although if deployed separately these tactics “may not provoke severe pain or suffering,” Rodley found, “[t]ogether—and they are frequently used in combination—they may be expected to induce precisely such pain or suffering, especially if applied on a protracted basis of, say, several hours. In fact, they are sometimes apparently applied for days or even weeks on end.” 44 B’Tselem observes that “Israel has not been able to convince even one international official or body that these methods do not constitute torture or ill-treatment.” Indeed, it cites a 1998 poll finding that fully 76 percent of Israelis believe these methods constitute torture. 45 Finally, an Israel Supreme Court landmark decision on torture, which Dershowitz praises, concluded that the interrogation tactics used on Palestinian detainees “give rise to pain and suffering.” 46

To demonstrate that Israeli “interrogation tactics” were “nonlethal and did not involve the infliction of sustained pain,” Dershowitz appends this tally on page 252 of The Case for Israel:

One person died following shaking, but an independent investigation attributed his death to an unknown preexisting medical condition. See Public Committee Against Torture, HCJ (Israeli Supreme Court) 5100/94.

Yet human rights organizations report multiple deaths of Palestinian detainees during Israeli interrogation. For example, the entry for “Israel and the Occupied Territories” in Amnesty International Report 1993 states: “Palestinians under interrogation were systematically tortured or ill-treated. Four died in circumstances related to their treatment under interrogation.” The Public Committee Against Torture in Israel reports that “approximately 20 Palestinian detainees died under suspi-

43. “Summary record of the public part of the 297th meeting: Israel. 04/09/97” (CAT/C/SR.297/Add.1).
46. Public Committee Against Torture v. Israel (HCJ 5100/94), p. 27.
cious circumstances while in interrogation and detention during the first Intifada.”

In April 1995 Palestinian detainee Abd al-Samad Harizat died after falling into a coma during Israeli interrogation. Israeli authorities originally sought to pin blame for Harizat’s death on a prior medical condition, Amnesty International reports, “[b]ut it so happened that Abd al-Samad Harizat was in good health at the time of his sudden death.” Dr. H. Kugel and Dr. B. Levi from the Institute for Forensic Medicine in Tel Aviv conducted the official autopsy, while Dr. D. Pounder, a professor of forensic pathology at Dundee University in Scotland, observed the autopsy on behalf of the family. Pounder attributed Harizat’s death to a brain hemorrhage caused by “sudden jarring movements of the head”—that is, “violent shaking.” Likewise, the autopsy report of the Israeli forensic pathologists concluded that Harizat died from “brain damage due to rotational acceleration of the head.” Likewise, the report of the Department of Investigations of Police found that Harizat “lost consciousness” after interrogators “shook him roughly” multiple times. Likewise, an “expert opinion” on the official autopsy report by Dr. Y. Hiss, director of the Institute of Forensic Medicine, attributed Harizat’s death to “lethal damage to the brain... caused by shaking.” Likewise, the Israeli Ministry of Justice stated that Harizat died “as a result of a rapid twisting of the head.” The Supreme Court decision cited by Dershowitz (HCJ 5100/94) states that “[a]ll agree” that Harizat “expired after being shaken.”

47. Orah Maggen, Information Coordinator, Public Committee Against Torture in Israel (1 December 2003, personal communication). See also B’Tselem, Interrogation, pp. 32–36.

48. Amnesty International, Death by Shaking: The Case of Abd al-Samad Harizat (October 1995) (autopsy reports). The interrogator who tortured Harizat to death was never criminally indicted and, “after a not-too-long suspension, [he] resumed interrogating—and probably also torturing—Palestinian detainees” (Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, Flawed Defense, p. 19). Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin acknowledged in 1995 that “shaking” had been used against eight thousand Palestinian detainees, while a former Israeli attorney general stated that “the use of the interrogation method called shaking is a routinely-used method of interrogation” (B’Tselem, Legislation Allowing for the Use of Physical Force, pp. 31–32).


50. Public Committee Against Torture v. Israel (HCJ 5100/94), p. 9. This Supreme Court decision refers back to HCJ 4054/95, a prior court decision bearing on the Harizat case.
mention of an “independent investigation” attributing Harizat’s death to “an unknown preexisting medical condition.” Indeed, no record of this independent investigation exists.

On page 139 of The Case for Israel, Dershowitz states that the purpose of Israel’s interrogation tactics against Palestinian detainees was to “elicit lifesaving information.” Yet in his earlier book Why Terrorism Works, Dershowitz suggested that this “ticking bomb” scenario was merely a pretext for methodical abuse of Palestinian detainees: “[T]he extraordinarily rare situation of the hypothetical ticking bomb terrorist was serving as a moral, intellectual, and legal justification for a pervasive system of coercive interrogation, which, though not the paradigm of torture, certainly bordered on it” (pp. 140–41; emphasis in original).

“[S]pecial’ methods of interrogation,” Professor David Kretzmer of the Hebrew University reports in a major scholarly study, “had become almost standard practice in interrogation of Palestinians, and were certainly not limited to the classic ‘ticking-bomb’ situation.” Although the Israeli government “often argues . . . frightening claims of ‘the ticking bomb’ type to justify violent interrogations by the GSS [General Security Service],” B’Tselem extensively documents, “[m]ost of these cases . . . were totally unsubstantiated.” The GSS claims to deprive Palestinian detainees of sleep for prolonged periods due to the “ticking bomb,” it further notes, yet “[t]he lethal bomb ticks away during the week, ceases, miraculously, on the weekend, and begins to tick again when the interrogators return from their day of rest.” “In practice, not only was torture not limited to ‘persons who planted ticking bombs,’” B’Tselem reported in another study, but it was not even limited to persons suspected of membership in terrorist organizations, or to persons suspected of criminal offenses. The GSS regularly tortured political activists of Islamic movements, students suspected of being pro-Islamic, religious sages, sheiks and religious leaders, and persons active in Islamic charitable organizations, the brothers and other relatives of persons listed as “wanted” (in an attempt to obtain information about

51. Dershowitz implies this claim on pp. 134, 135, and 199.
53. David Kretzmer, The Occupation of Justice (Albany, 2002), pp. 141–42. The quote refers to the period prior to a September 1999 Israel Supreme Court decision on torture.
them), and Palestinians in professions liable to be involved in preparing explosives—an almost infinite list. In a number of cases, wives of detainees were arrested during their husbands’ detention, and the interrogators even ill-treated them to further pressure their husbands. Also, GSS agents used torture to recruit collaborators.

Finally, B’Tselem emphasizes that those claiming the necessity of torture in a “ticking bomb” scenario “have not provided a shred of evidence that physical force is the only or the most effective means to prevent attacks.”

DOUBLE STANDARD

Regarding Israel’s interrogation tactics, Dershowitz writes on, respectively, pages 135 and 186 of The Case for Israel:

England employed tactics similar to those used by Israel—uncomfortable positions, loud music, hoods, and so forth—when interrogating suspected terrorists in Northern Ireland. But only Israel has been so repeatedly and viciously condemned for a practice that their current law does not even permit.

Israel has been in greater compliance with the rule of law than any other country facing comparable dangers.

Leaving aside what Israel’s “current law” permits, B’Tselem, in a January 2000 report, systematically compared Israel’s record on torture in the Occupied Territories with Great Britain’s record in Northern Ireland. Its findings merit extensive quotation:

The early 1970s was the most violent period Northern Ireland had experienced in recent history: from 1971 to March 1975, more than 1,100 persons were killed and 11,500 wounded. During 1971 and 1972 alone, 1,130 planted bombs exploded, and an armed group, the IRA, was responsible for these attacks. During a short period in 1971, British security forces in Northern Ireland used coercive interrogation methods against fourteen IRA suspects. These methods, known as the “five techniques,” were the subject of the action in Ireland v. United Kingdom [before the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR)]. . . .

[T]he GSS [Israel’s General Security Service] used methods comparable to those used by the British in 1971, i.e., sleep deprivation, infliction of tortured on grounds of a “ticking bomb” scenario yet subsequently released without being indicted or administratively detained).


56. See section titled “No More Torture” in this chapter.
physical suffering, and sensory isolation. But the GSS used them for much longer periods, so the resulting pain and suffering were substantially greater. In addition, the GSS used direct violence. . . . Thus, . . . in practice, the GSS methods were substantially more severe than those used by the British in 1971. . . .

Furthermore, already in March 1972, before the ECHR had given its decision prohibiting use of the “five techniques,” the British government, in the midst of a wave of terrorist attacks, stated that it would no longer use these interrogation methods. . . .

Thus, Israel in 1999 continued to rely on interrogation methods used in Great Britain in 1971, twenty-eight years ago, for an extremely short period against only fourteen persons, which ceased immediately afterwards and became absolutely prohibited. In the meantime, European and international legislation and case law have increasingly strengthened the prohibition on torture and ill-treatment. . . .

Terrorist acts in England and Northern Ireland did not cease in the 1970s. Despite this, protection of prisoner rights in particular has steadily improved. . . . As a result, the number of complaints of torture and ill-treatment fell sharply.

“The normative difference between Israel and other democratic countries is reflected in the scope of the use of torture in interrogations,” B’Tselem concludes. “While Israel uses it routinely and against thousands of interrogees, in other liberal democracies, torture is exceptional and rare.”

NO MORE TORTURE

Regarding a 6 September 1999 Israeli court decision, Dershowitz writes on page 206 of The Case for Israel:

[T]he Israeli Supreme Court outlawed the use of all physical pressure in eliciting information from potential terrorists. Israel is the only country in the Middle East to have abolished any kind of torture, in fact as well as in law.

Yet, just one year before in his book Why Terrorism Works, Dershowitz, referring to the same court decision, himself acknowledged

58. Dershowitz repeats versions of this same claim on pp. 134 (“officially outlawed all forms of physical pressure,” “absolutely prohibited”), 135 (“current law does not even permit,” “prohibiting the use of physical pressures”), 138 (“has now outlawed them”), 184 (“prohibited their use”), 199 (“such pressure is now illegal”), 206 (“stopped doing”).
that it did not absolutely prohibit torture: “[T]he Supreme Court left open the possibility that a member of the security service who honestly believed that rough interrogation was the only means available to save lives in imminent danger could raise this defense.”59 In Flawed Defense, the Public Committee Against Torture in Israel reports this as well as other lacunae in the court decision:

The Court avoided adopting the position of international law that rejects torture in any situation, and left intact the applicability of the “necessity defense,” for torturers during a “ticking bomb” situation, thereby creating an opening both for the existence of torture in practice, and lending legal and ethical legitimacy to this deplorable crime. The Court allowed, under limited conditions, sleep deprivation and prolonged tying of detainees, creating cracks into which the GSS [General Security Service] hastily squeezed through to find ostensibly legal methods of torture and ill-treatment. The result is that protection for Palestinian detainees from torture and ill-treatment is still lacking.60

Although “the use of torture declined or stopped in the days immediately after the 6 September High Court ruling,”61 the Public Committee Against Torture found, in a subsequent major study, Back to a Routine of Torture, that the GSS—with active complicity of the Supreme Court—resumed systematic torture of Palestinian detainees: “The achievements of the HCJ [High Court of Justice] ruling of 1999, which was to have put an end to large-scale torture and ill-treatment, . . . have worn thin, among other reasons, as a result of the HCJ’s reluctance to enforce international standards which prohibit torture and ill-treatment under any circumstances. . . . [T]he HCJ, the State Prosecutor’s Office, and the Attorney General have, regarding this matter, transformed themselves from guardians and protectors of the law into sentries at the gates of the GSS torture chambers.” And again: “The achievements of the HCJ ruling of 1999 have been ground to dust.” Estimating that “[e]ach month, hundreds of Palestinians have been subjected to one degree or another of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment,” it concludes that torture techniques are applied in a “methodical and routine” fashion and that “GSS agents who interrogate Palestinian detainees torture them, degrade them, and otherwise ill-treat them routinely.” The number of detainees “against whom no

method of ill-treatment whatsoever was used is negligible.” In its 2003 publication *Combating Torture*, Amnesty International likewise concluded that “many of the methods used in the past had been revived, and the torture of Palestinians held by the GSS was once again widespread.”

Apart from systematic torture of Palestinian detainees, human rights organizations have documented the routine brutalization of Palestinians generally. “During the first weeks of the intifada,” Amnesty International reported in a 2001 study, “more than a thousand people, including Palestinians from the Occupied Territories, Jewish and Palestinian citizens of Israel, were arrested by the Israeli authorities, many of them children. Police brutality, amounting to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, accompanied the arrests and was used indiscriminately against demonstrators.” A 2001 study by B’Tselem entitled *Standard Routine: Beatings and Abuse of Palestinians by Israeli Security Forces during the Al-Aqsa Intifada* found that, although “the phenomenon itself has existed for many years,” there was a “significant increase in the number of beatings and abuse” of Palestinians. The study continues: “In most cases, the abuse is given in a ‘small dose,’ such as a slap, a kick, an insult, a senseless delay at checkpoints, or humiliating treatment. Over the years, these acts have become an integral part of the daily life of Palestinians in the Occupied Territories. At times, though, the violence is severe.” It documents, for example, the case of “an infant of three, whose hand was broken by border policemen.” Indeed, border police “all the time” not only assaulted Palestinians but “even took pictures of their acts”; “many join the Border Police to ‘beat up Arabs.’” Not a single complaint filed by Palestinians protesting this pervasive abuse was acted on by Israeli officials (“all the investigation files were closed with no action taken”), and “[b]oth the army and the Border Police have yet to make it unequivocally clear to security forces serving in the Occupied Territories that it is absolutely

---

62. Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, *Back to a Routine of Torture: Torture and Ill-treatment of Palestinian Detainees during Arrest, Detention and Interrogation, September 2001–April 2003* (Jerusalem, April 2003), pp. 9–14, 21, 89. For the Supreme Court’s complicity, see esp. chap. 4 (“Rubber Stamps for the GSS: The High Court of Justice, the Attorney General, and the State Prosecutor’s Office”).


forbidden to abuse and beat Palestinians.” “If a message is sent to security forces,” B’Tselem concluded, “it is that . . . the lives and dignity of Palestinians are meaningless and that security forces can continue, pursuant to the function they serve, to abuse, humiliate, and beat Palestinians with whom they come into contact.”

65. B’Tselem, Standard Routine: Beatings and Abuse of Palestinians by Israeli Security Forces during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (Jerusalem, 2001), pp. 2–3, 5, 21–22, 36 (quotations regarding border police come from testimony of those police as reported in Haaretz). For further documentation, see B’Tselem, In Broad Daylight: Abuse of Palestinians by IDF Soldiers on 23 July 2001 (Jerusalem).
SINCE THE START of the new intifada in September 2000, “Israel has implemented a policy of mass demolition of Palestinian houses in the Occupied Territories,” B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) reports. “In that period, Israel has destroyed some 4170 Palestinian homes.”¹ The egregious policy of house demolitions reaches back to the beginnings of Israel's occupation after June 1967. It’s been variously justified as a form of punishment, an administrative measure, and a military/security measure. Each of these will be examined in turn.

HOUSE DEMOLITIONS AS PUNISHMENT

House demolition as a form of punishment is inflicted on suspected Palestinian security offenders. According to B’Tselem, it is used against Palestinians “suspected of any kind of violent activity against Israelis regardless of its consequences, from suicide-bombings that left many casualties to failed attempts to harm soldiers,” as well as “against

¹. B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), Through No Fault of Their Own: Punitive House Demolitions during the al-Aqsa Intifada (Jerusalem, November 2004), p. 4.
Palestinians who initiate, plan, or assist in carrying out such attacks.” The Israeli government itself acknowledges that “in forty percent of the attacks for which the suspect’s house was demolished, no Israeli was killed.” Contrariwise, “[t]he measure has never been used against Israeli civilians who committed acts similar to those for which Palestinian houses are demolished.”

Some 1,400 homes were demolished (or sealed) during the first two decades of the Israeli occupation (1967–1987), while about 700 homes were demolished (or sealed) during the first intifada (1988–1992) as punishment. Since the beginning of the new intifada through October 2004, Israel has completely demolished more than 600 homes (sheltering nearly four thousand persons) as punishment. “The implications of this for the individual families,” Amnesty International observes, “are immense: virtually all houses are built by and for a particular family and (partly because of lack of other opportunities for investment) the house is a larger proportion of a family’s wealth than in countries not living under occupation. Additional to the value of the house is the value (emotional and financial) of furnishings and possessions: when the troops arrive (which may be several years after the order) the family is often too outraged and terrified to rescue possessions in the period given by the soldiers (not more than one hour) to evacuate the house. An additional loss is the land itself: the land on which the house has been built may be subject to confiscation.”

Middle East Watch has reported that, apart from Israel, the only other country in the world that “punished the families of suspected offenders by demolishing their homes” was Iraq under Saddam Hussein.

2. Ibid., pp. 6 (“never been used”), 15 (“regardless,” “initiate,” “forty percent”). Regarding the discriminatory use of this punitive measure, B’Tselem recalls that “the home of Baruch Goldstein, who committed the attack in the Tomb of the Patriarchs in 1994, in which twenty-nine Palestinians were killed, was not demolished, nor was the home of Shahar Dvir Zeliger, who was convicted of membership in a terrorist organization that intended to carry out attacks against Arabs, and between 2001 and 2003 carried out shooting attacks and laid explosives intended to harm Palestinians” (p. 617; on this point, see also Amnesty International, Under the Rubble: House Demolition and Destruction of Land and Property [London, May 2004], p. 9).


“The destruction of a suspect’s home is an administrative process carried out without trial, and without the need to prove the guilt of the suspect before any judicial body,” B’Tselem notes. “In the majority of cases, the sanction is carried out prior to conviction. In other words, this form of punishment is carried out primarily against individuals who are only suspected offenders.” In cases where the suspect is dead, “the demolition sometimes takes place before an autopsy is performed and the individual’s identity is verified.”

Before the new intifada the Israeli army typically issued a demolition order, the Palestinian occupants being given forty-eight hours to appeal the military commander’s order and, if the appeal was denied, to petition the High Court of Justice against the demolition. Currently, however, “the rule is that the IDF [Israeli Defense Force] does not give prior warning. Exceptions to this rule are almost non-existent.” A High Court decision affirmed that the Israeli army was not obliged to issue a prior demolition order, the Court subsequently stating that “[r]esidents of the region, who fear that their houses will be damaged because of the acts of their terrorist relatives that resulted in the loss of life, may direct their requests to the respondent [i.e., IDF commander]. In this context, they can provide the respondent with information that in the opinion of the family should affect his decision. . . . In acts that are planned sufficiently in advance, the respondent will not demolish a house before considering this information.” B’Tselem caustically observed:

In making this ruling, the High Court gave the military commander not only the power to decide if and when to punish innocent persons, but also the absolute power to determine if they are to be given an opportunity to be heard. The High Court thus eliminated judicial review and placed the fate of the potential victims in the hands of the military commander. . . . The High Court’s decision, which exempts the state authority from its duty to give notification before demolishing a house, while imposing on the individual the obligation of laying out his objections to the expected harm he will suffer, makes the injury automatic, and makes it seem that it is the individual who seeks to alter the existing situation, and not the army. Placing the responsibility on the family is especially astonishing in that the family members do not always know the offenses attributed to their relative. The state’s position creates the absurd situation in which Palestinians are required, in effect, to present their house to the IDF as a candidate for demolition.


7. B’Tselem, Through No Fault of Their Own, pp. 16 (“almost non-existent”), 39–42 (“Residents of the region” and “In making this ruling” at p. 42); for the Israeli army’s jus-
The consensus among human rights organizations and academic specialists is that house demolition as a form of punishment is illegal under international humanitarian law (the Hague Regulations and Geneva Convention), which proscribes the destruction of property as a punitive measure, and collective punishment generally. Former president of the Israel Supreme Court Shimon Agranat called the demolition of homes an “inhuman” punishment. Nonetheless, Dershowitz justifies the demolition of Palestinian homes on several grounds:

1. **House demolition is a “benign” punishment.**

   In *The Case for Israel*, Dershowitz maintains that “Israel’s policy of demolishing the homes of terrorists or those who harbor them is a soft form of collective punishment directed against the property of those who are deemed somewhat complicit” (p. 170; see also Alan Dershowitz, *Why Terrorism Works* [New Haven, 2002], p. 176). The “major problem with the destruction of houses,” he explains, is not the suffering inflicted on innocents—to the contrary, it is “among the most moral and calibrated responses”—but “that it plays poorly on television . . . the inevitable picture of the crying woman bemoaning the loss of her home creates sympathy” (pp. 171; *Why Terrorism Works*, p. 179). Already in the early years of Israel’s occupation he was similarly defending this “soft” punitive measure. At a 1971 Tel Aviv symposium, Dershowitz maintained that, although a “technical violation of some Convention,” house demolition was nonetheless “realistically” an
acceptable option: as a mere “monetary punishment,” it was less onerous than, say, detention of the accused.  

This argument has been roundly ridiculed by Israeli legal scholars. Professor Yoram Dinstein, Israel’s leading specialist in international law and a person generally cautious in his judgments, opined that Dershowitz’s argument “verges on the bizarre”:

When the framers of an international treaty negotiate its strictures, they have an opportunity to contemplate competing interests and values. Once the text is consolidated, a Contracting Party must abide by it to the letter. . . . If every Occupying Power were given leave to determine unilaterally that it can absolve itself of an unwelcome duty—by sacrificing a right that it prefers not to exercise—this would “wreak havoc” in international humanitarian law. The danger inherent in the Dershowitz approach is underscored by his own assessment that “detention is a much more serious violation than economic punishment—specifically, the destroying of houses.” Many victims of the pair of sanctions would beg to differ.

Moreover, Israel typically inflicts house demolition not in lieu of but in addition to detention. Finally, Dershowitz’s scale of punishments in The Case for Israel merits notice on another count. Whereas the demolition of a Palestinian family’s home ranks as a “soft” or “benign” (p. 168) economic punishment, he is rather less indulgent of any sanctions applied to Israel, which constitute “economic capital punishment” (p. 209).

2. Collective responsibility and collective punishment are misnomers.

The primary victim of a house demolition is not the alleged perpetrator of the act of violence that precipitated the punishment (who either faces a long prison sentence, has escaped apprehension, or is already dead), but rather the family of the alleged perpetrator and in many cases others who happen to live in the building. Accordingly, the consensus among human

---


12. According to B’Tselem, “thirty-two percent of the suspected offenders were in detention at the time of demolition, twenty-one percent were ‘wanted,’ and forty-seven
rights organizations is that house demolitions constitute “a flagrant form of collective punishment, a violation of a fundamental principle of international law” (Amnesty International); a “gross violation of the proscription on collective punishment, a draconian measure against relatives who bore no responsibility for the suspects’ acts and were not charged with any offense” (B’Tselem); “a clear form of collective punishment since people who are not accused of any offence are punished” (al-Haq [Law in the Service of Man]); and so on. Although the Israel Supreme Court has sought to deny that house demolitions constitute collective punishment, respected Israeli legal scholars dismiss its arguments (“a rather feeble attempt”).

In Why Terrorism Works, Dershowitz deplores resort to collective punishment as “the most immoral” tactic for fighting terrorism, one typical of “tyrannical regimes.” He specifically cites as a heinous example of collective punishment that “Hitler destroyed the entire Czech village of Lidice” after a senior Nazi officer was assassinated. “Directly punishing the innocent raises the most pointed moral objections, but it is also most effective,” Dershowitz concludes. “Notwithstanding the effectiveness of this extreme form of collective punishment, we are morally constrained—and legally prohibited—from imposing it” (pp. 29, 117–19). Yet, although the consensus among human rights organizations and scholars is that house demolitions constitute collective punishment and although Dershowitz deplores collective punishment, he nonetheless defends Israel’s resort to this punitive measure. He adduces two sorts of argument:

---


a. *Punishment is often collective punishment.*

Dershowitz maintains that innocents suffer in many punitive acts. Thus, “[t]he atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki killed thousands of innocent Japanese for the crimes of their leaders” (*The Case for Israel*, p. 167; see also *Why Terrorism Works*, p. 172). Putting aside that the *best case* Dershowitz can make for Israel’s demolition policy is to compare it with Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Israel’s Supreme Court adduced a similar argument that punitive measures often hurt innocents: the “sanction of demolition is no different from the punishment of imprisonment which is imposed on the head of a family, a father to small children, who will remain without a supporter and breadwinner.” Calling the analogy between collective suffering caused by the arrest of a head of household, on the one hand, and a house demolition, on the other, “unconvincing,” Professor Kretzmer elucidated the elementary distinction: “[T]he *direct aim* of imprisonment is to deny freedom of movement to the perpetrator of an offense; suffering caused to others may be an inevitable consequence of the imprisonment, but it is not its aim. If the effect of the culprit’s imprisonment on his family could be neutralized, the aim of the punishment would not be frustrated. On the other hand, when a person has already been apprehended and is no longer living in a house (and is in fact liable to life imprisonment), and especially when he has been killed, the *immediate aim* of demolishing the house is not to deny rights or freedoms of that person but to cause suffering to his family” (emphases in original).15 In fact, Dershowitz is perfectly aware of this distinction between a punitive measure that unintentionally harms innocents and one the *main or only purpose of which* is to harm innocents. “There is a real difference, of course,” he wrote in *Why Terrorism Works* (pp. 118–19), “between punishing criminals directly, with the realization that some innocents will also be hurt, and specifically targeting the innocent to deter or punish the guilty.” Yet he justifies house demolition although the “express goal” of this punishment—to quote B’Tselem—is “to deter and make people aware that violent acts have an injurious effect not only on the perpetrator, but on his family as well.”16

b. *Responsibility is often collective responsibility.*

Arguing against the “bright line separating civilians from combatants,” Dershowitz maintains in *The Case for Israel* that there exists a “continuum” of responsibility. Those who morally abet a criminal act bear “some moral complicity” in it and accord-

---


ingly are liable to punitive sanctions. He adduces Nazi Germany as an illustration: “[I]t was right for the entire German people to suffer for what their elected leader had unleashed on the world. . . . [T]he vast majority of Germans should have been held accountable for their complicity with evil. . . . That is part of what it means to be a nation or a people. Those who start wars and lose them often bring suffering to their people. That is rough justice” (pp. 168–71; *Why Terrorism Works*, p. 173). A “minimal appropriate” punishment for the “collective responsibility of the German people,” including those who supported Hitler “passively so as to live the good life,” he elsewhere counsels, “should have been a generation of poverty.”17 For argument’s sake, let us put to one side the extreme version of Dershowitz’s contention, which he proclaimed at a 2003 symposium in Israel: “[E]verybody in the nation takes accountability for the actions of its leaders. To be part of a nation, to be part of a group is to be in part accountable.”18 Instead, let’s consider the “milder” claim that if a criminal state policy enjoys widespread civilian support, the entire “nation or people” should be punished. Presumably, collective accountability also increases along a second continuum: a “nation or a people” in an open and free society, having greater access to information and space to dissent, bear greater accountability for criminal acts of state than those living in a totalitarian society. To judge by Dershowitz’s principle and its logical corollary, shouldn’t the American people (including Dershowitz) have suffered massive sanctions, given that the “vast majority” supported for the longest time and in a notably free society the evil unleashed by the U.S. government on Vietnam, to cite one of a long list of countries devastated by American policy? To be sure, it’s rather easier to apply moral principles to others than to oneself. In the case of Israel, Dershowitz justifies the resort to sanctions such as house demolitions on the ground that, judging by poll data, Palestinians overwhelmingly “supported continuing terrorist attacks” and, accordingly, are “themselves complicit” in these attacks (pp. 168–69; *Why Terrorism Works*, pp. 174–75). Indeed, he advocates not only individual house demolitions but also “the destruction of a small village which has been used as a base for terrorist operations” after each Palestinian attack. “The response will be automatic.” Such massive destruction, he concludes, will further the “noble causes” of reducing terrorism and promoting peace.19 Israel categorizes attacks on its military

personnel as terrorism; the Czech people undoubtedly supported the assassination of the Nazi officer. It is hard to make out any difference between the policy Dershowitz advocates and the Nazi destruction of Lidice, for which he expresses abhorrence—except that Jews, not Germans, would be implementing it. Furthermore, consider the case if Dershowitz’s criterion of collective responsibility were applied to Israelis: (i) When Israel attacked Lebanon in June 1982 in order to “safeguard the occupation of the West Bank” (Yehoshafat Harkabi’s phrase), the popularity ratings of Defense Minister Ariel Sharon and Prime Minister Begin soared, while more than 80 percent of Israelis held the invasion to be fully justified. When Israel’s battering of Beirut in August 1982 reached new heights of savagery, more than half of Israelis still supported the Begin-Sharon government, while more than 80 percent still supported the invasion—which in the end, left up to twenty thousand Lebanese and Palestinians, almost all civilians, dead, and which the U.N. General Assembly condemned by a vote of 143 to 2 (United States and Israel) for inflicting “severe damage on civilian Palestinians, including heavy losses of human lives, intolerable sufferings and massive material destruction.”

aggression proved too onerous—initially, from the worldwide outcry against the Sabra-Shatila massacres and, later, from the escalating military casualties—did Israelis turn against it. (ii) When Israel’s violent repression of the first intifada reached new heights of brutality in 1989, more than half of all Israelis supported the deployment of yet “stronger measures” to quell the largely nonviolent civil revolt (only one in four supported any lessening of the repression), while “an overwhelming 72 percent . . . saw no contradiction between the army’s handling of the uprising and ‘the nation’s democratic values.’”21 (iii) Operation Defensive Shield (March–April 2002), although wreaking devastation on Palestinian society and culminating in the commission by Israeli forces of “serious violations” of humanitarian law and “war crimes” in Jenin and Nablus, was supported by fully 90 percent of Israelis.22 Beyond the emotional support that Israelis have lent to crimes of state, it bears emphasis that Israel relies on a citizen army to implement policy: the collective responsibility of the Israeli people accordingly runs much deeper than “moral complicity.”23 Finally, Israel couldn’t commit such crimes without unconditional political and economic support from the United States, and it’s the likes of Dershowitz who, through shameless apologetics and brazen distortions, crucially facilitate this unconditional support. What if Dershowitz’s home were subject to the “benign form of collective accountability” (p. 168) he urges for Palestinians?

ADMINISTRATIVE DEMOLITION OF “ILLEGAL” PALESTINIAN HOMES

To demonstrate that Israel isn’t a “racist state,” Dershowitz cites a 2000 Supreme Court decision—itself ambiguous in content and consequence—upholding access of Israeli Arabs to state-owned land in Israel.24 Dershowitz omits mention, however, of the massive demolition of Palestinian homes in the Occupied Territories due to discriminatory access to building permits. In a 1997 study entitled Demolishing Peace: Israel’s Policy of Mass Demolition of Palestinian Houses in the West Bank, B’Tselem reported that “over the past dozens of years, Israel has

---

22. Jessica Montell, “Operation Defensive Shield: The propaganda war and the reality” Tikkun (July–August 2002); for Israeli crimes during Operation Defensive Shield, see section titled “No Evidence” in Chapter 4.
23. For discussion, see Finkelstein, Rise and Fall, chap. 4.
created a situation in the West Bank in which thousands of Palestinians are unable to obtain a permit to build on their land. Consequently they are compelled to build without a permit.” The impetus behind this “illegal” Palestinian construction is not political but narrowly personal: “Their act is not intended as a political statement or as opposition to Israeli control in the area, but rather to meet a need for housing for themselves and their families that Israel’s policy does not allow them to realize.” Contrariwise, although Israel pretends that the decision to demolish Palestinian homes is based strictly on planning considerations, the reality is different: “Palestinian homes are demolished in the context of a declared policy of strengthening and expanding Israeli settlements in the West Bank, and of creating permanent facts”—for example, in order to clear areas for Jewish-only bypass roads or to remove Palestinians from areas adjacent to (illegal) Jewish-only settlements. The “planning” decision to demolish homes is also used as a reprisal and collective punishment after Palestinian attacks. If there’s any doubt about the discriminatory nature of these demolitions, Israel’s treatment of illegal Jewish construction in the Occupied Territories dispels it: “Israeli settlers built thousands of housing units, public facilities, and industrial structures without permits. . . . The authorities take a forgiving attitude toward building without a permit in the settlements, and have refrained—except for one case, as far as we know—from demolishing houses built without a permit. Instead, the authorities approve retroactively plans validating such construction.” B’Tselem concludes that these discriminatory “planning” demolitions of Palestinian homes violate key provisions of international covenants to which Israel is a party and, accordingly, are illegal.25

A 1999 Amnesty International study entitled Demolition and Dispossession: The Destruction of Palestinian Homes similarly reported on the devastating impact of Israel’s demolition of “illegal” Palestinian homes in the Occupied Territories: “[T]housands of Palestinian homes have been demolished. Some had been built and inhabited for years; they are furnished, occupied often by more than one family with many children, who are often given only 15 minutes to gather their possessions and leave. A squad of workers may throw the furniture into the street; or the furniture may be still in the house when the family sees the bulldozers move in. Other houses are still uninhabited but have been

built as the fruit of months of work and the expenditure, sometimes, of all the family’s savings.” The study conservatively estimated that from 1987 to 1999 fully 2,400 homes had been demolished and 14,500 Palestinians (of whom 6,000 were children) rendered homeless. The Oslo “peace process” didn’t slow the rate of demolitions, which “remained at the same high level.” Amnesty likewise concluded that, although Israel claims Palestinian homes were demolished based on planning considerations, its policy has in fact been discriminatory—“Palestinians are targeted for no other reasons than that they are Palestinians”—the purpose being to maximize the area available for Jewish settlers: “Virtually no opportunity has been given for legitimate development to take place. The result has been the demolition of houses which, without the possibility of building with a permit, Palestinians have had to build without a permit. The objective has apparently been to confine Palestinian development to existing urban areas in order to preserve maximum opportunity for land confiscation and Jewish settlement.” Similarly, in East Jerusalem the purpose of house demolitions has been “to transform the ethnic character of the annexed area from Arab to Jewish.” “The main policy (indeed, the only policy) on Palestinian development has been to restrict it—and thereby to minimise the Palestinian population.” From 1987 to 1999, 284 Palestinian homes were demolished in East Jerusalem, and by 1999 “well over one third of the Palestinian population of East Jerusalem live[d] under threat of having their house demolished.” Not only has Israel demolished “illegal” Palestinian homes while denying Palestinians any option to build legally, but Palestinians must themselves pay the costs of the house demolition plus often a substantial fine (“which may be 100,000 shekels [$23,600] or more”). And like B’Tselem, Amnesty International concluded that, “[i]n its demolition of houses and use of land confiscation and planning laws targeted against the Palestinian population, Israel has breached international humanitarian and human rights treaties,” indeed, is guilty of “grave breaches” of the Geneva Convention.26 A November 2004 B’Tselem study found that between 2001 and 2004 Israel had demolished nearly one thousand “illegal” Palestinian homes in the West Bank and East Jerusalem.27


27. B’Tselem, Through No Fault of Their Own, p. 4.
In addition to demolishing Palestinian homes as punishment and for violating “planning” restrictions, Israel also resorts to massive destruction of Palestinian property on military/security grounds. In a February 2002 study entitled Policy of Destruction: House Demolitions and Destruction of Agricultural Land in the Gaza Strip, B’Tselem reported that since the beginning of the new intifada (September 2000), Israel had demolished some six hundred homes, leaving more than five thousand Palestinians homeless; uprooted thousands of trees; and destroyed thousands of acres of land in the Gaza Strip: “Israel caused this damage to people although it did not contend that they themselves were
involved in attacks, or attempted attacks, against Israeli civilians or security forces.” The house demolitions “generally take place in the middle of the night without any warning being given to the residents. . . . [I]n many instances, these residents had to flee from their homes after they were awakened by the noise of tanks and bulldozers that were already at their doorstep.” “The army also did not give warning of its intention to destroy fields and uproot orchards. Such warning would, at least, have enabled the Palestinians to remove the irrigation pipes and other objects from the fields.” Although limited destruction of property can be justified under international law on grounds of “military necessity,” B’Tselem observed, the “extreme magnitude” of the destruction and its manner of implementation “clearly and unequivocally indicate that . . . the injury to the civilian population was excessive.” For example: “The IDF forces destroyed entire residential neighborhoods, claiming that, under some of the houses, tunnels had been dug through which weapons were being smuggled. In other cases, the army destroyed dozens of houses on the grounds that Palestinians were firing from the area at IDF soldiers.” “In some of the cases, the IDF’s destruction of property took place immediately after Palestinians attacked Israeli civilians or security forces, though at times in locations other than where the Palestinian attack occurred. This phenomenon raises the concern that the objective of these acts was to punish the Palestinians for the attack and to deter others from committing similar acts. . . . A policy that harms thousands of innocent people and whose consequences are so horrendous and long lasting constitutes collective punishment.” Noting that the International Committee of the Red Cross, delegations from the U.N. Human Rights Commission, and even the U.S.-based Mitchell Commission “harshly criticized Israel’s extensive destruction in the Gaza Strip,” B’Tselem concluded that this policy “flagrantly violates international humanitarian law.” Finally, it bears notice that, although obliged under international law to pay compensation for such illegal destruction, Israel has refused to do so.28

A May 2004 Amnesty International study entitled Under the Rubble: House Demolition and Destruction of Land and Property also focuses on recent Israeli devastation in the Occupied Territories, mostly justified on military/security grounds:

In the past three and a half years the scale of the destruction carried out by the Israeli army in the Occupied Territories has reached an unprecedented level. The victims are often amongst the poorest and most disadvantaged. . . . Most of the houses demolished . . . were the homes of refugee families, who were expelled by Israeli forces or who fled in the war that followed the creation of Israel in 1948 . . . . More than 3,000 homes, hundreds of public buildings and private commercial properties, and vast areas of agricultural land have been destroyed . . . . Tens of thousands of men, women and children have been forcibly evicted from their homes and made homeless or have lost their source of livelihood. Thousands of other houses and properties have been damaged, many beyond repair. In addition, tens of thousands of other homes are under threat of demolition, their occupants living in fear of forced eviction and homelessness . . . . Thousands of families have had their homes and possessions destroyed under the blades of the Israeli army’s US-made Caterpillar bulldozers. In the wake of the demolitions, men, women and children return to the ruins of their homes searching for whatever can be salvaged from under the rubble.

Regarding the economic impact of destroying Palestinian agricultural land, Amnesty further notes: “Hundreds of thousands of olive, citrus, almond, date and other trees have been uprooted . . . . The trees and orchards uprooted . . . constituted a source, and in many cases the only source, of livelihood for hundreds of thousands of people . . . . Many had invested their savings to develop and improve their family farms with costly greenhouses and irrigation networks, only to see them destroyed by Israeli army bulldozers, often before they could harvest their crops.”

The report dates the current round of massive indiscriminate destruction from Operation Defensive Shield (March–April 2002), when Israel invaded the West Bank: “In every refugee camp and town they raided, Israeli soldiers left a trail of destruction.” The climax of Defensive Shield was Israel’s leveling of large swaths of Jenin refugee camp, leaving four thousand Palestinians homeless. Although Israel claimed that the destruction took place in the course of combat, “the evidence, including aerial photographs of the refugee camp, indicates that when the Israeli army carried out much of the bulldozing of houses the armed clashes between Israeli soldiers and Palestinian gunmen had already stopped and Palestinian gunmen had already been arrested or had surrendered.” The most extensive destruction in recent years, however, has been in Gaza: between October 2000 and October 2003, more than 2,150 homes were destroyed and more than 16,000 damaged, and more than 10 percent of the agricultural land was destroyed. In the case
of Rafah camp, bordering Egypt, where the largest number of homes have been leveled, “the destruction . . . has been progressive, targeting row after row of houses—contrary to claims by the Israeli authorities that only houses used by Palestinians to shoot at Israeli soldiers patrolling the border and houses used as cover for tunnels used for smuggling weapons from Egypt were destroyed.” Indeed, generally, “Amnesty International delegates, international humanitarian and human rights workers, journalists and others have repeatedly witnessed Israeli soldiers destroying and damaging houses, land and other properties at times when there were no disturbances or confrontations with Palestinians.” In this context Amnesty pointedly recalls that, despite repeated requests from the international community, Israel has “consistently and vigorously opposed the presence of international human rights monitors” who “could play an important role to establish the veracity of the claims made by each side concerning the actions of the other side.” Amnesty also found spurious Israeli pretenses that the homes the Israeli army demolished were “abandoned” or “unpopulated”: “The sight of pots of cooked food, half-full bottles of soft drinks or shampoo, pieces of newspapers from the previous day, smashed fridges and television sets, clothes, children’s toys and schoolbooks lying amongst the rubble stood in stark contrast with Israeli army claims.” Like B’Tselem, Amnesty concludes that Israel’s “extensive destruction of homes and properties throughout the West Bank and Gaza . . . is not justified by military necessity.” “Some of these acts of destruction amount to grave breaches of the Fourth Geneva Convention and are war crimes.”

Finally, in October 2004 Human Rights Watch (HRW) released a major study entitled Razing Rafah: Mass Home Demolitions in the Gaza Strip. It found that since the beginning of the new intifada, “the Israeli military has demolished over 2,500 Palestinian houses in the occupied Gaza Strip,” mostly in the densely populated refugee camp of Rafah bordering Egypt, and that “[s]ixteen thousand people—more than ten percent of Rafah’s population—have lost their homes, most of them refugees, many of whom were dispossessed for a second, or third time.” “The pattern of destruction,” it continued, “strongly suggests that Israeli forces demolished homes wholesale, regardless of whether

they posed a specific threat.” During a “major military campaign” in May 2004 the IDF razed entire rows of houses along the buffer zone and destroyed extensively deep inside Rafah. Armored Caterpillar D9 bulldozers plowed through houses and shops, indiscriminately ripped up roads, destroyed water and sewage systems, and turned agricultural fields into barren patches of earth. Fifty-nine Palestinians were reportedly killed in Rafah during a series of incursions from May 12–24, including eleven people under age eighteen and eighteen armed men. In total these incursions left 254 houses destroyed and nearly 3,800 people homeless; another forty-four houses were razed in the Rafah area during the same month in smaller operations.

Disputing Israeli claims that this massive destruction was inflicted due to military necessity, HRW found that “armed Palestinian resistance . . . was light, limited and quickly overwhelmed within the initial hours of each incursion.” During one attack, the IDF destroyed, in a “time-consuming and deliberate act” lacking any military justification, a zoo in Rafah: “The zoo was one of the few recreational areas in an overcrowded camp whose residents have been denied access to the sea by Israeli settlements for the past four years. Thousands of animals, including jaguars, crocodiles, wolves, snakes and birds escaped from the zoo or were killed during its demolition.” Meanwhile, a plan approved by the Israeli government in May 2004 would “result in destroying approximately 30 percent of the central camp” and “the displacement of tens of thousands of Palestinian civilians, already living in one of the most densely populated areas on earth.”

Israel’s “main stated reason” for its continual onslaughts against Rafah is that a vast network of tunnels connects weapons’ smugglers operating on the Egyptian side of the border with homes in Rafah. HRW found, however, that Israel was “exaggerating” the extent of this underground network and that it had destroyed homes containing “inoperative tunnels,” tunnel shafts that could have been “effectively sealed with poured concrete,” and “tunnel shafts that had already been sealed” by the Palestinian Authority. Moreover, a “number of less destructive alternatives exist for the effective detection and destruction of smuggling tunnels.” For example: “No demolitions of structures were employed to close tunnels on the U.S.-Mexico border, even though some of the houses used were also densely clustered within meters of the border.” Until just recently, the IDF bulldozed Palestinian homes covering tunnel entrance shafts without even bothering to close
the tunnels themselves. This “use of puzzlingly ineffective methods for two years,” HRW observes, “contrast[s] sharply with the stated gravity of this longstanding threat.” The real purpose behind Israel’s massive destruction of homes, according to HRW, is not to enhance the IDF’s security but rather to clear the border areas in order to “facilitate long-term control over the Gaza Strip,” even after implementation of its “disengagement” plan. Palestinians “have nowhere to turn in Israel for legal protection against unlawful demolitions and forced evictions,” HRW concludes. Israel hasn’t conducted “any investigations into cases of unlawful or improper house demolitions”; the “Israeli Supreme Court has consistently sanctioned IDF policies that violate international law, including house demolitions”; and “under Israeli law, compensation is ruled out in cases of ‘combat activity,’ which . . . includes virtually every IDF action” in the Occupied Territories. Among its recommendations HRW calls on international donor governments to “press Israel to either pay reparations to victims or to compensate donors directly for any funds spent on repairing unlawful destruction,” and it calls on the United States to “[r]estrict Israel’s use of Caterpillar D9 armored bulldozers, Apache and Cobra helicopter gunships, and other U.S.-origin weapons systems that are used in the commission of systematic violations of international human rights and humanitarian law” and to “[i]nform the Government of Israel that continued U.S. military assistance requires that the government take clear and measurable steps to halt its security forces’ serious and systematic violations of international human rights and humanitarian law in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.” The Caterpillar D9 is the “main IDF tool to demolish homes, structures, and agricultural areas in Gaza and the West Bank.” In a separate recommendation, HRW called directly on Caterpillar Inc. to “[s]uspend sales of D9 bulldozers, parts or maintenance services to the IDF” so long as Israel is in breach of international humanitarian law. “Otherwise, Caterpillar will remain complicit in the international humanitarian law violations that occurred because of excessive and unwarranted demolitions by the Israeli government while using the company’s bulldozers.”

since the start of the new intifada, more than 2,500 Palestinian homes, sheltering nearly twenty-four thousand Palestinians, had been demolished “in the course of the IDF’s ‘clearing operations.’”

The following section illustrates how Dershowitz seeks to prove Arab distortion of Israel’s demolition policy.

---

**EMPTY HOUSES**

On pages 171 and 219 of *The Case for Israel*, Alan Dershowitz writes:

[I]n some Muslim countries [television] viewers are led to believe that the houses are destroyed with people still in them!

[M]any Palestinians, Arabs, and Muslims throughout the world . . . are shown pictures of houses being destroyed without being told that they were emptied of residents prior to the bulldozers arriving.

In its study of Israel’s April 2002 siege of Jenin, Human Rights Watch reported that, “[a]lthough warnings were issued on multiple occasions by the IDF, many civilians only learned of the risk as bulldozers began to crush their houses. Jamal Fayid, a thirty-seven-year-old paralyzed man, was killed when the IDF bulldozed his home on top of him, refusing to allow his relatives the time to remove him from the home. Sixty-five-year-old Muhammad Abu Saba’a had to plead with an IDF bulldozer operator to stop demolishing his home while his family remained inside; when he returned to his half-demolished home, he was shot dead by an Israeli soldier.”

Likewise, Amnesty International reported in its study of the April 2002 siege in Jenin that “[h]ouses were destroyed, sometimes without ensuring that the residents had left” and “six [people] had been crushed by houses,” while in Nablus “the IDF demolished several houses by D-9 bulldozers, on at least two occasions while their occupants were alive. They made no attempt to check or to rescue them.”

Likewise, in its study of the April siege, B’Tselem reported, “Many residents of the [Jenin] camp were given no notice

---

before their houses were demolished. In cases where they were given notice, it was too late. They could not leave their houses because of the intense gunfire outside. People were buried alive under the ruins. Some were rescued; others were not.” The report also stated that when camp residents sought to rescue those buried beneath the rubble, “IDF soldiers shot at the rescuers and drove, accompanied by a tank, in their direction. The rescuers fled”; that “[t]he IDF refused to allow foreign rescue workers to enter the camp and assist in extricating the victims buried under the rubble”; that one driver of a bulldozer publicly boasted, “I didn’t give anybody a chance. I didn’t wait. I didn’t strike once and wait for them to leave. I would smash the house really hard so
CHILDREN KILLED AS A RESULT OF THE DEMOLITION OF HOUSES

In Jenin, Nablus and other places the IDF bulldozed a number of houses while residents, including children, were still inside. On other occasions the IDF used explosives to blow up houses without evacuating the surrounding houses, which were also destroyed or damaged in the process. In some cases civilians, including children, were killed or buried alive under rubble of the demolished house. In the cases researched by Amnesty International, no warnings were apparently given for the safe evacuation of civilians before houses were demolished.

Three children, Abdallah, Azam and Anas al-Shu’bi, aged four, seven and nine years, their pregnant mother and four other relatives died under the rubble of their house which was demolished by the IDF on 6 April 2002 in the Qasbah (Old City) of Nablus during a period of strict curfew imposed by the IDF. Two survivors were eventually pulled from under the rubble, nearly one week after the house was demolished. Neighbours of the family interviewed by Amnesty International stated that the IDF had given no warning before beginning to destroy the house with bulldozers, and that they had been fired upon by the IDF when they defied the curfew in an attempt to search for survivors under the rubble of the destroyed house.

Mahmud Umar al-Shu’bi, the children’s cousin, told Amnesty International that on the afternoon of 12 April the curfew was lifted for two hours and he went to look for his father and sister. When he arrived at the family house, he found that it had been demolished. Mahmud said that he started to dig with the help of his neighbours, hoping to find his relatives alive under the rubble. Because it started to rain, the mud made the process more difficult. He carried on digging after the curfew was reimposed and was fired upon several times; late that night, the rescuers came across a small opening on the ground floor of where the house once stood. In the small space that remained, they found his 68-year-old uncle, Abdallah, and his 67-year-old wife, Shamsa, who had managed to survive. They carried on digging throughout the night and at 1.30 AM, found the bodies of the rest of the family, who had died huddled in a circle, in one small room: his father Umar, his sister Fatima, his cousins Samir and his 7-month pregnant wife, Nabila, and their three children: Abdallah, Azam and Anas, as well as another cousin Abir. Afterwards neighbours told Mahmud that they could hear the screams of the family above the noise of the bulldozer but had not been able to help and that the bulldozer had actually collapsed down on top of the house, which was built on a slope.
that it would collapse as quickly as possible.”34 In a February 2002 report on house demolitions in Gaza, B’Tselem reported, “The demolitions generally take place in the middle of the night without any warning being given to the residents. . . . [I]n many instances, these residents had to flee from their homes after they were awakened by the noise of tanks and bulldozers that were already at their doorstep.” An October 2002 Human Rights Watch press release from Gaza reported one case (in a “very disturbing pattern”) of a “two-year-old boy [who] was killed after being buried under the rubble of his home . . . when IDF soldiers demolished a neighboring house . . . [S]urrounding residents were unable to leave their houses and no warning was given before the explosion.”35

IN THE CASE FOR ISRAEL, Alan Dershowitz maintains that Palestinians accrued tangible benefits from the Israeli occupation. “[T]he Israeli occupation, unlike any of the other current occupations,” he writes, “has brought considerable dividends to the Palestinians, including significant improvements in longevity, health care, and education. It has also brought about a reduction in infant mortality” (p. 161). Let us leave to one side that Dershowitz never specifies to what other “current” occupations he’s comparing the Israeli one (arguably, there aren’t any) and that, historically, many other peoples, perhaps most, under foreign occupation accrued some benefits. It is correct that, especially in the early years of the occupation and by standard indices, Palestinians enjoyed a measure of prosperity. However, the overarching framework of this prosperity merits close scrutiny. But first it warrants recalling that Palestinians during the British Mandate period also arguably accrued significant benefits from Jewish settlement. The authoritative 1937 British Royal Commission (Peel) Report, after careful sifting of the claims and counterclaims, concluded: “[B]roadly speaking, the Arabs have shared to a considerable degree in the material benefits which Jewish immigration has brought to Palestine.”¹ Yet

these benefits vanished, as it were, overnight when the Zionist movement ethnically cleansed Palestine in 1948. It would be one thing if the ethnic cleansing were circumstantial—that is, unanticipated and undesired. But the growing consensus among historians is that the putting of the Palestinian Arabs to flight was premeditated, indeed, deeply entrenched in the Zionist goal of creating an overwhelmingly Jewish state in a territory overwhelmingly non-Jewish.² From this perspective, it’s a moot point whether or not Palestinians during the Mandate benefited from Jewish settlement: prosperity was an ephemeral moment in their eventual, planned dispossession. The same basic principle applies to the initial years of Palestinian prosperity in the West Bank and Gaza. As individual Palestinians briefly experienced relative prosperity, crucial resources and huge swaths of their territorial base were being alienated while their indigenous economy was being methodically and premeditatedly destroyed, now standing on the verge of total collapse.

In an important study, Sara Roy, a Harvard-trained political economist and currently senior research scholar at Harvard’s Center for Middle Eastern Studies, argues that the distortions of the Palestinian economy under Israeli occupation go beyond those typical of colonized and otherwise externally dominated territories.³ This is because Israel’s fundamental aim hasn’t been to exploit but rather to dispossess the Palestinians, clearing as much of the Occupied Territories as is feasible to make way for exclusively Jewish settlement. The vagaries of the Palestinian economy, including “a decade of rapid economic growth” and “marked improvements in the standard of living,” must be seen, according to Roy, in the context of its “de-development”—that is, Israel’s systematic expropriation of crucial Palestinian resources for Jewish settlement, on the one hand, and the dispossession and de-nationalization of the Palestinians, on the other. If, as Dershowitz claims, “the Israeli occupation [is] unlike any of the other current occupations,” it’s for reasons rather different than those he cites. “Israel’s ideological and political goals have proven more exploitative than those of other settler regimes,” Roy contends, “because they rob the native population of its most important economic resources—land, water, and labor—as well as the internal capacity and potential for developing

those resources.”4 In the case of the Gaza Strip, the focus of Roy’s study, Israel’s discriminatory policy restricting Palestinian access to water “has had a particularly devastating effect on agriculture, the primary consumer of water and the traditional focus of economic activity, as well as on domestic consumption.” Annual per capita water consumption hovers around 2,240 cubic meters for Jewish settlers as against 140 cubic meters for Gaza’s Palestinians, a ratio of 16:1. Likewise, Israel has illegally confiscated more than 50 percent of Gaza Strip land and allocated 25 percent of Gaza land for Jewish settlers who, according to the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics, number 7,500, representing 0.5 percent of the Strip’s total population of 1.3 million.

“The increasing absorption of land by the state and the installation of Jewish civilian settlements,” Roy reports, “have had a considerable effect on Gaza’s development”—for example, the loss of agricultural lands and the economic and social ills attendant on massive overcrowding. In one of the world’s most densely populated areas, each Jewish settler has been allotted fully eighty-five times more land than a Palestinian.5

Similar discriminatory policies have been implemented throughout the Occupied Territories. Two water systems supply Israel and the Occupied Territories: the Mountain Aquifer and the Jordan Basin. Israel receives 79 percent of the Mountain Aquifer water and the Palestinians 21 percent, while Palestinians have no access at all to the Jordan Basin, Israel utilizing 100 percent of its water. “Palestinians have not

4. Ibid., pp. 3–5. For the distinctiveness of Israel’s economic policy in the Occupied Territories, see esp. chap. 5, where, e.g., Roy writes:

   The study of the Gaza Strip describes a peculiar set of conditions—new forms and mechanisms of underdevelopment—not commonly seen in other third world settings and that cannot be explained by existing development theories. Underlying Gaza’s peculiar form of underdevelopment is an Israeli policy that prioritizes the political-national realm over the economic. This has been expressed in Israel’s desire to acquire land rather than exploit the economic potential of the people living on it. Israel’s ideological goal of creating a strong Jewish state has always superseded any need or desire to generate profit through economic exploitation of the Palestinian population, although that has occurred. Israel has physically removed segments of the Palestinian population from the land and dispossessed others of their resources and power. Indeed, in the history of modern Palestine, Israel is the first occupying regime that has deliberately and forcibly dispossessed Palestinians of their land, water, and labor. (p. 128)

For Israel’s calculated policy of allowing for the individual prosperity of Palestinians while simultaneously dismantling their indigenous economy, see esp. chap. 6 of Roy’s study.

5. Ibid., pp. 165–67, 175–81. The cited figures for Gaza’s settler population come from this study.
realized their rights to their portion of the shared resources,” B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) reports, “and division of those resources has gradually become discriminatory and unfair.” Annual per capita water consumption of Israelis for domestic, urban, and industrial use is 128 cubic meters as against 26 cubic meters for Palestinians in the West Bank, a ratio of 5:1. As a case in point of Israeli policy, B’Tselem cites this example: “Several cities in the West Bank are compelled to implement rotation plans, particularly during the summer, to distribute the little water available. Under these plans, residents in a particular area of the city receive water for a number of hours. The flow to their homes is then shut off, and water is supplied to other areas until their turn comes again. . . . The rotation plans are necessary because of the increase in demand for water during the hot season. However, while demand increases both among Palestinians and Israeli settlers, [Israel’s] response is discriminatory. It increases supply to the settlers, but does not increase, or even decreases, the quantity of water supplied to these Palestinian cities.”6 Another B’Tselem study found that “the reliance of the Jordan Valley settlements on agriculture . . . denies Palestinian residents the opportunity to enjoy a large proportion of the water resources in the region.” Water consumption of the fewer than five thousand Jewish settlers in the Jordan Valley is equivalent to 75 percent of the water consumption for domestic and urban uses of the entire two million Palestinian residents of the West Bank.7 In an authoritative study of Israel’s settlement policy in the West Bank, B’Tselem found that Israel has illegally confiscated nearly half of the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalem) and allocated more than 40 percent of West Bank land for 200,000 illegal Jewish settlers representing less than 10 percent of the total West Bank population. The Jewish settlements “prevent the maintenance of meaningful territorial contiguity between the Palestinian communities” and “the possibility of establishing an independent and

6. B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), Thirsty for a Solution: The Water Crisis in the Occupied Territories and Its Resolution in the Final-Status Agreement (Jerusalem, July 2000), pp. 3–4, 8 (“discriminatory and unfair”), 38, 43–44 (“rotation plans”). The data for the West Bank and Gaza are not strictly comparable; e.g., the ratio of Jewish to Palestinian water consumption in Gaza includes its use in the crucial agricultural sector, while for the West Bank it includes only domestic, urban, and industrial use; and the ratio for Gaza juxtaposes water consumption of Jewish settlers against Palestinians, while for the West Bank it juxtaposes Israelis generally against Palestinians.

viable Palestinian state”; “drastically restrict the possibilities available to Palestinians for economic development in general, and for agriculture in particular”; “restrict the possibilities for urban development of the Palestinian communities, and in some cases prevent such possibilities almost completely.” B’Tselem’s conclusion merits special notice: “Israel has created in the Occupied Territories a regime of separation based on discrimination, applying two separate systems of law in the same area and basing the rights of individuals on their nationality. This regime is the only one of its kind in the world, and is reminiscent of distasteful regimes from the past, such as the apartheid regime in South Africa.”

Dershowitz proclaims that the “analogy” between Israel and South African apartheid is “demonstrably false” (p. 204), yet he makes no argument to refute B’Tselem’s conclusion. Likewise, he asserts that “there is no intellectually or morally defensible case for singling out Israel for divestiture” (p. 198). Yet, if singling out South Africa for divestment was defensible, it would seem equally defensible to single out Israel’s occupation, which uniquely resembles the apartheid regime.

In a study of prospects for the Palestinian economy published before the outbreak of the new intifada, George Abed, director of the Middle Eastern Department at the International Monetary Fund, found that “the Palestinian economy faces the future severely handicapped by the legacy of a 27-year occupation followed by four years of a severely constraining ‘interim arrangement,’ during which time real income per capita declined by nearly 25 percent.”

There is no doubt that the occupation . . . has had its corrosive impact on human and physical capital, on the resource base, on external economic relations, and on all other aspects of life. . . . [S]ome of the advantages the West Bank (and to a lesser extent the Gaza Strip) possessed on the eve of the occupation—a productive agricultural sector with no water constraint, thriving trade with the eastern part of Jordan and other Arab countries, a strong tourism sector, an adequate infrastructure, an excellent basic educational system (for the period), a growing professional and entrepreneurial class—have been dissipated during 27 years of economic repression and isolation, so that the economic situation . . . now is worse than it was

---

8. Ibid., pp. 12 (200,000), 31 (nearly half), 94 (“prevent the maintenance”), 95 (more than 40 percent), 104 (conclusion). Other key findings of the report include the facts that, during the Oslo “peace process” years, the Jewish settler population in the West Bank nearly doubled, the total settler population in the West Bank including East Jerusalem increased from 247,000 to 375,000, not even one Jewish settlement was evacuated, and the sharpest increase in housing start-ups occurred in 2000 under the Barak government (pp. 4, 12). In 2003 the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics put the number of Jewish settlers in the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalem) at 220,000.
Moreover, the decades-long occupation constituted no fiscal burden on the Israeli treasury. “On the contrary, Palestinians contribute large sums to Israeli public expenditure”—what Meron Benvenisti, a leading Israeli authority on the Occupied Territories, dubbed an “occupation tax.” This net surplus extracted from the Palestinians, Benvenisti continued, “refutes Israeli claims that the low level of public expenditure and investment [in the Occupied Territories] derives from budgetary limitations. If net fiscal transfers had been invested in the area, rather than added to Israeli public expenditure, it would have been possible to improve local services significantly, and in particular, to develop local economic infrastructure.”

Since the outbreak of the new intifada the Occupied Territories have verged, according to a United Nations study, on a “humanitarian catastrophe.” An in-depth World Bank report presented these grim statistics: GDP (gross domestic product) and GNI (gross national income) per capita shrunk respectively by 40 and 45 percent between 1999 and 2002. Unemployment hovers around 40 percent, while 60 percent of the population is living under the poverty line of US$2.10 per day. Food consumption has fallen by 25 percent since 1998, and “the prevalence of acute malnutrition recently observed in Gaza, 13.3 percent, constitutes an emergency with serious long-term implications for Palestinian health and development.” A total collapse of Palestinian society has been averted only due to emergency budget subsidies from donor countries (mostly the Arab League and, less so, the European Union), as well as the resourcefulness and mutual support of Palestinians themselves. Regarding the latter, the normally unsentimental World Bank observes: “Palestinian society has displayed great cohesion and resilience. Despite violence, economic hardship and the daily frustrations of living under


curfew and closure, lending and sharing are widespread and families for the most part remain functional. Even with a dearth of formal safety nets, outright destitution is still limited—those who have income generally share it with those who do not. The West Bank and Gaza have absorbed levels of unemployment that would have torn the social fabric in many other societies.” It goes on to deem this achievement “quite remarkable.” Given the repeated attacks on the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)—which is the second-largest provider of social services in the Occupied Territories after the Palestinian Authority and is responsible for delivering health, schooling, and humanitarian assistance to refugees (half the total population and over 70 percent of Gazans)—it also merits quoting the World Bank’s observation that “UNRWA’s emergency programs . . . continue to be held in high regard by the population.”

The “proximate cause of the Palestinian economic crisis,” according to the World Bank, is “closure”—that is, the restrictions Israel has imposed on the movement of Palestinian goods and people across borders and within the Occupied Territories—and “[t]he sine qua non of economic stabilization is a significant easing of the current regime of internal closures and curfews, and the granting of easy access to external markets.” An Amnesty International study assessing the impact of Israel’s closure and curfew policies on Palestinians reported that its “impact on their right to work and to an adequate standard of living, education and healthcare has been devastating.” Among its findings were these: “Some villages have been completely sealed off and urban areas are frequently placed under 24-hour curfew, during which no one is allowed to leave the house, often for prolonged periods”; “Trips of a few kilometers, where they are possible, take hours, following lengthy detours to avoid the areas surrounding Israeli settlements and settlers’ roads”; “By the year 2000 most of the 1.3 million Palestinians living in

12. World Bank, Twenty-Seven Months—Intifada, Closures and Palestinian Economic Crisis: An Assessment (Jerusalem, May 2003), pp. xi–xiv (“Palestinian society” at xiii), 8 (“acute malnutrition”; cf. 36–37), 9, 21, 24–25, 31, 33–34 (“remarkable”), 48 (UNRWA), 52–53, 57. According to this study, by December 2002 Israeli military operations had inflicted nearly a billion dollars in “[r]aw physical damage,” while “if account is taken of the additional wear and tear on equipment and infrastructure, total damage climbs to about US$1.7 billion.” From a sectoral perspective, “the damage inflicted on public infrastructure is the greatest” (roads and sidewalks, water and wastewater networks, electricity stations and street lighting, solid waste collection trucks and bins, etc.), and “most of this infrastructure has been financed by donors” (pp. xi, 17–19).

13. Ibid., p. xii, xvii, 82.
Gaza had never left the Gaza Strip, an area totalling a mere 348 square kilometers”; “[T]he main roads of the West Bank are for Israeli cars, clearly identifiable by yellow number plates, and military vehicles. Palestinian vehicles, distinguishable by their green license plates, are prohibited. In recent years, Amnesty International delegates have rarely seen a green-plated car on main roads, apart from a few shared taxis. Palestinians have often been in carts pulled by donkeys or mules, a rare sight three years ago”; “After the Israeli army retook control of the six main West Bank towns... in March–April 2002, 24-hour curfews were enforced for days and in some cases weeks. Civilians were confined to their homes and movement outside was prohibited... Bethlehem was under curfew for 40 consecutive days... Nablus... remained under 24-hour curfew for five months after 21 June 2002, apart from one month when it was under a night curfew only”; “Palestinian vehicles and passengers [in Gaza] have been stuck between... checkpoints for hours, unable even to get out of their cars for fear of being shot”; “Closures and curfews are controlled by military force. Members of the Israeli security forces have frequently resorted to lethal force to enforce restrictions, killing or injuring scores of Palestinians who were unarmed and presented no threat. Soldiers opened fire on Palestinians bypassing checkpoints, crossing trenches, removing barriers and breaking curfews.”

While strongly affirming that “Israeli authorities have not only a right but a duty to take necessary measures to protect Israelis,” Amnesty goes on to point out that “the increasingly sweeping and stringent restrictions imposed indiscriminately on all Palestinians have not put a stop to the attacks.” On the contrary, “attacks intensified as restrictions on the movements of Palestinians increased, calling into question the effectiveness of indiscriminate restrictions that treat every Palestinian as a security threat and punish entire communities for the crimes committed by a few people.” In addition, it notes the frequent arbitrariness of internal closures: “The fact that soldiers enjoy broad, individual discretion to permit or prevent Palestinians’ movement undermines the Israeli authorities’ contention that the internal closure is a rational system of control, based strictly on security needs.” Indeed,

Amnesty questions altogether the legitimacy of internal closure, insofar as its relationship to Israeli security is highly dubious:

It is important to differentiate between restrictions on Palestinian movement from the Occupied Territories into Israel, and movement restrictions within the Occupied Territories. Movement restrictions may be necessary to prevent attackers entering Israel and carrying out suicide bombings and other attacks. . . . However, it cannot be said that preventing or restricting the movement of Palestinians between Ramallah and Nablus is necessary to prevent attackers from entering Israel to carry out an attack in Jerusalem or Tel Aviv. Yet closures and curfews are often justified on these grounds and are routinely imposed or tightened following Palestinian attacks inside Israel. Like the bombardments of PA [Palestinian Authority] buildings which usually follow Palestinian suicide bombings or other attacks, closures and curfews often appear to be intended more as punishment or retaliation for attacks by Palestinians (both inside Israel and against Israeli settlers or soldiers in the Occupied Territories) as well as to show the Israeli public that the army is taking action. This is particularly obvious in the Gaza Strip, where Palestinians have rarely succeeded in crossing the surrounding electric fence into Israel. None of those who have carried out attacks inside Israel in recent years are known to have come from the Gaza Strip. Yet, in the wake of every major Palestinian attack inside Israel, the Israeli army usually attacks PA installations in Gaza, such as the airport, the seaport or police stations, most of which have been bombed several times.15

Apart from preventing attacks on Israel proper, the main Israeli justification for closure is protecting illegal Jewish settlers. “Even though only a very small percentage of Palestinians have been engaged in attacks against Israeli settlers or soldiers, every Palestinian is regarded as a potential attacker,” Amnesty observes, and consequently, “the Israeli army has increasingly confined more than three million Palestinians to some form of house, village or town arrest.” Moreover, the imposition of these mass arrests, according to Amnesty, is “fundamentally discriminatory”: “They are imposed on the Palestinian population alone, and not on Israeli settlers, and are often imposed on Palestinians for the benefit of Israeli settlers. Even on occasions when Israeli settlers have initiated confrontations, attacking Palestinians or destroying their property, the Israeli army invariably imposed closures, curfews or other restrictions on the Palestinians, including by declaring a closed military area and excluding them from it.” Finally, Amnesty notes that the set-

15. Ibid., pp. 15 (“soldiers enjoy”), 24–25 (“not only a right,” “important to differentiate”).
tlers constitute the main obstacle to restoring a semblance of normalcy in the Occupied Territories: “Most of the restrictions on movement placed on Palestinians . . . are imposed to prevent the Palestinian population from coming into contact with the Israeli settlers.”16

Israel’s resort to “widespread and prolonged closures, curfews and other restrictions on movement currently imposed cannot be justified on security grounds,” Amnesty concludes. “The sweeping restrictions on the movement of Palestinians are disproportionate and discriminatory—they are imposed on all Palestinians because they are Palestinians, and not on Israeli settlers who live illegally in the Occupied Territories. . . . They have a severe negative impact on the lives of millions of Palestinians who have not committed any offence” (emphasis in original).17

Besides claiming improved quality of life in the West Bank and Gaza, Dershowitz points to this benefit of the Israeli occupation in The Case

16. Ibid., pp. 35–36 (“small percentage,” “discriminatory”), 38 (“contact”).
17. Ibid., pp. 5 (“widespread and prolonged”), 7 (“sweeping restrictions”).
for Israel: “Ironically, being occupied by Israelis as distinguished from Jordanians and Egyptians also promoted Palestinian nationalism” (p. 161). It is equally true that anti-Semitism promoted Jewish nationalism. Does it mitigate the evil of Nazism that it won world Jewry over to Zionism and facilitated the creation of a Jewish state? It seems not to have occurred to Dershowitz that perhaps the reason Israel’s occupation, as compared to those of Jordan and Egypt, uniquely stimulated Palestinian nationalism is that it has been uniquely oppressive.

In December 2003 the U.N. General Assembly called upon the International Court of Justice (ICJ or World Court) to render an “advisory opinion” on the “legal consequences” arising from Israel’s construction of a wall cutting deeply into the West Bank. Alan Dershowitz, who was “advising [Israeli] officials on confronting the court,” denounced the World Court, claiming that it would conduct an “‘Alice in Wonderland’ legal proceeding” and that “it would be insulting to kangaroos to call it a kangaroo court.” Maintaining that a verdict against Israel was “a foregone conclusion,” he went on to liken the ICJ to “racist” courts in the American South during the Jim Crow era, which “could do justice in a lawsuit brought by a white against a white, but did horrible racist injustices in cases involving whites against blacks”; the ICJ could accordingly “do a wonderful job in a border dispute between Sweden and Norway, but when it comes to anything having to do with the Middle East it has zero credibility, and nobody should take seriously any conclusion it reaches with regards to Israel.” Dershowitz provides no evidence or argument for any of these claims about the World Court, even if they do complement his pronouncement quoted in Part I of this book that Israel is not bound by international law. In addition, Dershowitz justifies Israel’s construction of the wall as its “last alternative to combating terrorism.” What is the merit of this argument?

In April 2002 the Israeli cabinet publicly announced that “fences and other physical obstacles” would be constructed to “improve and reinforce the readiness and operational capability in coping with terrorism,” and in June 2002 it approved the first phase of the project. Consisting of concrete walls, ditches, trenches, roads, razor wire, and electronic fences, stretching for fully 680 kilometers and averaging sixty meters in width, the portion of the wall approved by the Israeli government as of October 2003 will have “severe humanitarian consequences” for more than 680,000 Palestinians living in the West Bank (30 percent of its population). Only 11 percent of the wall runs along Israel’s internationally recognized boundary (the “Green Line”), the remainder of it cutting off some 15 percent of the West Bank, including some of its richest land and water resources, as well as 274,000 Palestinians, who will live either in closed areas between the wall and the Green Line or in enclaves totally surrounded by the wall. More than 10,000 of these Palestinians must already apply for green-colored permits, valid for up to six months, to continue residing in their homes. “These permits,” a U.N. report concludes, “have turned a ‘right’ of Palestinians to live in their own homes into a privilege.” Another 400,000 Palestinians living to the east of the wall will need to cross it in order to reach their farms, jobs, and social services, while yet another 200,000 to 300,000 Palestinians living in East Jerusalem will be cut off from the West Bank. The plan for the wall calls for several gates and crossings to enable passage of people and goods, although the modalities of such passage have yet to be formalized. “Whatever the crossing arrangements will be, it is clear that hundreds of thousands of Palestinians will be dependent on Israel’s security system when they want to cross the barrier from either side,” observes B’Tselem, while past experience “raises the fear that the crossing points along the barrier will be closed for prolonged periods and the passage of Palestinians may be completely prohibited.” “Even if the barrier does not create total isolation,” B’Tselem concludes, “it will clearly reduce the ability of many residents to work and earn sufficient income to ensure a minimum standard of living,” and it “is liable to force additional thousands of Palestinian families into poverty.” Some six hundred shops and enterprises have reportedly closed in the town of Qalqilya alone due to the wall’s construction. Huge swaths of Palestinian land on which the wall is to be erected have already been subject to a “disguised expropriation of property,” and much more Palestinian land west of the wall is likely to be confiscated in the future. Even crediting Israel’s argument that it was
for the purpose of fighting terrorism, such expropriation, according to human rights organizations, is illegal under international law. “While land owners are entitled to demand compensation, the vast majority have not done so (on the urging of the Palestinian Authority),” a University of Oxford study further notes, “so as not to legitimise the Israeli seizure. In any case, the amount of compensation offered has been well below the real value of the land”—in Qalqilya, for example, only 10 percent of the actual value. “After taking control,” B’Tselem reports, “the contractors level the land by uprooting the crops, including field crops, greenhouses, and, primarily, olive trees.” An estimated 100,000 trees have been uprooted in the course of the wall’s construction. With official sanction, uprooted Palestinian olive trees have been subsequently sold by the Israeli contractors for profit to themselves in Israel.19

Like Dershowitz, the Israeli government has maintained that construction of the wall was undertaken only after all other options for “curbing the wave of terror” had been exhausted. Human rights organizations dispute this, however. The Israeli government has itself acknowledged that most Palestinian suicide bombers entering Israel passed through inadequately supervised checkpoints. Security at these

19. U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, New Wall Projections (New York, 9 November 2003) (“severe humanitarian,” “privilege”); B’Tselem, Behind the Barrier: Human Rights Violations as a Result of Israel’s Separation Barrier, Position Paper (Jerusalem, 2003), pp. 13–14 (“crossing arrangements”), 15–17 (“reduce the ability”), 19–20 (“disguised expropriation,” “uprooting” and theft of olive trees); Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, John Dugard, on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, submitted in accordance with Commission resolution 1993/2A (E/CN.4/2004/6) (New York, 8 September 2003) (shops closed); Anti-Apartheid Wall Campaign Fact Sheet: The Wall’s “First Phase” (www.stopthewall.org) (number of uprooted trees). For detailed analysis of the barrier’s economic impact on Palestinians, see esp. The Impact of Israel’s Separation Barrier on Affected West Bank Communities: A Follow-up Report to the Humanitarian and Emergency Policy Group (HEPG) and the Local Aid Coordination Committee (LACC) (31 July 2003). For discussion of current “irregular and unpredictable” closures of the barrier’s gates by Israeli soldiers, and Israelis’ arbitrariness in granting a “permanent resident permit” to Palestinians, see Amnesty International, The Place of the Fence/Wall in International Law (London, February 2004), pp. 9–10, and Oxford Public Interest Lawyers (OXPIL) for the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), Legal Consequences of Israel’s Construction of a Separation Barrier in the Occupied Territories (University of Oxford, February 2004), pp. 35–36, 40. For expropriation of Palestinian land for the barrier, and its prohibition under international law even on grounds of military necessity, see B’Tselem, Behind the Barrier, pp. 37–38; Amnesty International, The Place of the Fence/Wall, pp. 10–11; and OXPIL for ACRI, Legal Consequences of Israel’s Construction, pp. 21–23 (“compensation”), 38–40. All figures cited in the above text for Palestinians affected by the separation barrier should be treated as orders of magnitude; for comparison of the varying estimates, see ibid., p. 6.
checkpoints could have been beefed up, while Israeli troops could have been deployed along the “open areas” between the checkpoints. In addition, if its concern was curbing terrorist attacks on Israel proper, the government could simply have erected the wall along the Green Line, which would have been legally unobjectionable. As Amnesty notes, “it is not unlawful for Israel to establish fences or other structures on its own territory to control access to its territory.” Finally, the Oxford study observes that “[i]f the Barrier is meant to prevent suicide bombings, it is unclear why Israel is apparently unconcerned about the hundreds of thousands of Palestinians who will end up on the Israel side of the Barrier . . . unless it is ultimately planning to remove them” —more on which presently. 20

The real motive behind construction of the wall appears to be securing for Israel its settlements in the West Bank. Winding around scores of Jewish settlements that house more than 320,000 settlers (80 percent of the total), the wall will not just serve to protect them but, crucially, will enable their annexation, along with adjoining land and water resources, to Israel. Uncontroversially, the settlements are illegal—indeed, they constitute “war crimes”—under international law. Even Dershowitz exerts no effort in The Case for Israel to justify them. Erecting a wall that inflicts massive injury on Palestinians in order to protect illegal settlements would mean compounding one injustice with another. “The Israeli government cannot use security concerns for Israelis living in illegal settlements,” Human Rights Watch observes, “to justify further encroachments into occupied territory.” In fact, however, these Jewish settlements could be protected without erecting a wall; for example, by surrounding them with electrified fences, as will be done with those falling outside the wall. The “underlying reason” for the wall, B’Tselem suggests, is “not to provide maximum protection of the settlers” but rather “to establish facts on the ground that would perpetuate the existence of settlements and facilitate their future annexation into Israel.” Likewise, Human Rights Watch concludes that “[t]he existing and planned route of the barrier appears to be designed chiefly to incorporate and make contiguous with Israel illegal civilian settlements.” The de facto new boundary created by the

wall will, if a planned extension along the Jordan Valley wins approval, ultimately incorporate about half the West Bank. The indigenous Palestinian population, including those currently residing between the wall and Israel but who will be forced by intolerable living conditions to relocate on the Palestinian side of it ("voluntary transfer"), will be trapped in a fragmented territory resembling the South African Bantustans and comprising some 10 percent of historic Palestine. Human Rights Watch has urged the U.S. government to "deduct the cost of the West Bank separation barrier from U.S. loan guarantees" for Israel.21

Contrary to Dershowitz’s claim, the wall is not Israel’s “last alternative to combating terrorism,” nor, for that matter, is it designed to fight terrorism. The facts are clear, as is the consensus among human rights groups about them: the real purpose of the wall is to decide, preemptively, unilaterally, and definitively, the future of the Jewish settlements. Dershowitz correctly anticipated that, were the International Court of Justice to accept the case, a verdict against Israel would be “a foregone conclusion”—not because the ICJ is a kangaroo court, however, but because the injustice against Palestinians is so transparent, if not to Dershowitz, at any rate even to a kangaroo. In July 2004 the World Court handed down its advisory opinion “Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory” (General List No. 131). By a vote of fourteen to one (United States), it concluded that “[t]he construction of the wall being built by Israel, the occupying Power, in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, and its associated régime, are contrary to international law”; that “Israel is under an obligation to terminate its breaches of international law; it is under an obligation to cease forthwith the works

of construction of the wall being built in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, to dismantle forthwith the structure therein situated”; that “Israel is under an obligation to make reparation for all damage caused by the construction of the wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem”; that “[t]he United Nations, and especially the General Assembly and the Security Council, should consider what further action is required to bring to an end the illegal situation resulting from the construction of the wall and the associated régime.” By a vote of thirteen to two (United States, Netherlands), it also found that “[a]ll states are under an obligation not to recognize the illegal situation resulting from the construction of the wall and not to render aid or assistance in maintaining the situation created by such construction; all States parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949 have in addition the obligation, while respecting the United Nations Charter and international law, to ensure compliance by Israel with international humanitarian law as embodied in that Convention.” Apart from these findings of the Court, the decision was noteworthy in other respects as well: on a semantic point, it upheld usage of the term wall to designate the structure Israel is building (para. 67); it repeatedly cited the preambular paragraph of U.N. Security Council Resolution 242, which emphasizes “the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war,” as well as a 1970 U.N. General Assembly resolution emphasizing that “[n]o territorial acquisition resulting from the threat or use of force shall be recognized as legal,” denoting this principle a “corollary” of the U.N. Charter and as such “customary international law” and a “customary rule” (paras. 74, 87, 117); it upheld the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the Occupied Territories (para. 101); it found that “the Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (including East Jerusalem) have been established in breach of international law” (para. 120). On all these counts, the World Court’s findings represent a sweeping repudiation of the official Israeli position. Even the dissenting statement of the U.S. representative on the Court crucially conceded that the Fourth Geneva Convention applied to the Occupied Territories and that the existence of Israeli settlements in the West Bank “violates” the convention (“Declaration of Judge Buergenthal”). On the latter point it bears notice that, against the consensus of legal opinion and in a category virtually all his own, Dershowitz
upholds the “legal rights” of the Jewish settlers to “live anywhere in the West Bank and in Gaza.”

22. “Q&A with Alan Dershowitz,” Jerusalem Post (online edition) (20 October 2004). In the face of international outrage and, apparently, wanting to preserve some credibility as well as take the sting out of the impending World Court decision, Israel’s High Court rendered a mildly dissenting opinion on the wall in late June 2004, Beit Sourik Village Council v. The Government of Israel (HCJ 2056/04). It called on the Israeli government to slightly reroute the wall’s path in order to mitigate humanitarian damage. However, against all the evidence and conclusions of human rights organizations, it upheld the government’s claim that the wall “is motivated by security concerns” on the grounds that this is what the government asserted and “we have no reason not to believe [its] sincerity,” and also upheld the legality of constructing the wall deep inside occupied land (paras. 28–32, 44–45). Although still uncertain, the new route will probably reduce the area of the West Bank affected by some 2.5 percent (from 12.7 to 10.1 percent). See United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, “Preliminary Analysis of the Humanitarian Implications of February 2005 Barrier Projections” (East Jerusalem, February 2004).
High Court Takes the Low Road

ALAN DERSHOWITZ has always lavished unstinting praise on Israel’s Supreme (or High) Court. During the first intifada, he typically declared: “Israel’s supreme court has responded magnificently to the occasional overreactions of the Israeli army and security officials. That court, which is among the best in the world, has repeatedly ruled in favor of Arab claimants who have been treated unfairly.” In Why Terrorism Works, published after the outbreak of the second intifada, Dershowitz similarly asserted: “Despite significant restrictions on the rights of Palestinians, . . . [t]hey know that the Supreme Court of Israel stands as an independent bastion of liberty, even when the military or the government seeks restrictions.” The exemplary performance of the Supreme Court figures as a central theme of The Case for Israel: “Its Supreme Court is among the best in the world, and it has repeatedly overruled the army and the government and made them operate under the rule of law”; “The Israeli Supreme Court [is] by all accounts one of

1. Supreme Court and High Court refer to the same judicial body, one or the other title used depending on the judicial function it is serving. For simplicity’s sake, “Supreme Court” will be used throughout this text.
the finest in the world. . . . Although obviously sensitive to the need for security, the Israeli Supreme Court has repeatedly enjoined the Israeli government and its military from undertaking actions in violation of the highest standards of the rule of law” (p. 183); and so forth. Dershowitz dedicates The Case for Israel to Aharon Barak, the current president of Israel’s Supreme Court, “whose judicial decisions make a better case for Israel and for the rule of law than any book could possibly do.”

Yet those knowledgeable on this subject reach diametrically opposed conclusions. “What renders Israel’s abuses unique throughout the world,” the executive director of B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) observes, “is the relentless efforts to justify what cannot be justified.”4 Israel’s Supreme Court has served as the main judicial instrument for this justifying of the unjustifiable. The most exhaustive study to date of Israel Supreme Court decisions regarding the Palestinians is David Kretzmer’s The Occupation of Justice: The Supreme Court of Israel and the Occupied Territories. The central findings of Kretzmer, a distinguished professor of law at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, merit extensive quotation:

[T]he Court has interfered infrequently in decisions of the military. . . . [I]n almost all of its judgments relating to the Occupied Territories, especially those dealing with questions of principle, the Court has decided in favor of the authorities, often on the basis of dubious legal arguments. It is indeed true that in a few cases the Court has decided against the authorities. However, these “landmark cases” serve only to enhance the legitimizing function of the Court by reinforcing the “image of the court as an impartial body which boldly challenge[s] the government in pursuit of justice.”

[While the Court has frequently mentioned the duty of the commander to balance security factors with other considerations, it has almost invariably refused to enter the balancing issue itself, and has bowed to the discretion of the military commander. The duty to balance has more often been part of the Court’s rhetoric than of its actual decision-making.

The Court has not seen itself as a body that should question the legality under international law of policies or actions of the authorities, or should interpret the law in a rights-minded fashion. On the contrary it has accepted and legitimized policies and actions the legality of which is highly dubious and has interpreted the law in favor of the authorities.

In its decisions relating to the Occupied Territories, the Court has rationalized virtually all controversial actions of the Israeli authorities, especially

those most problematic under principles of international humanitarian law. . . . The jurisprudence of these decisions is blatantly government-minded.5

In his analysis of specific decisions, Kretzmer typically describes the reasoning of the Court as “highly questionable,” “highly problematic,” “sophistry,” and so on.6

Table 9.1 reports the findings of human rights organizations and scholars on the legality of key Supreme Court decisions regarding the Occupied Territories. Table 9.2 samples other court decisions regarding the Occupied Territories.

The sections below titled “Vote of Confidence,” “Required Reading,” “Bargaining Chips,” and “Equality” examine Dershowitz’s attempts to prove that the Israel Supreme Court defends Palestinian rights, while the last, “Frightening Order,” uses Dershowitz’s standard to judge Israel’s legal system in the Occupied Territories.

VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

To demonstrate the Israel Supreme Court’s defense of Palestinian rights, Alan Dershowitz quotes a Palestinian human rights activist on page 184 of The Case for Israel:

Even Raji Sourani, the director of the Palestinian Center for Human Rights in Gaza and a strident critic of Israel, says that he remains “constantly amazed by the high standards of the legal systems [sic].”

Cited from the New York Times, the passage reads in full: “Despite his many frustrations with the Israeli courts, Mr. Sourani says he remains ‘constantly amazed by the high standards of the legal system.’ ‘On many issues,’ he said, ‘when the courts are dealing with purely Israeli questions, like gay rights, I admire their rulings. But when it comes to the Palestinians, these same people seem to be totally schizophrenic’” (emphases added).7

6. Ibid., pp. 81, 138, 152.
Table 9.1 Legality of Key Supreme Court Decisions Regarding the Occupied Territories

| Settlements | “[T]he Court’s jurisprudence on settlements and related issues rests on a dubious assumption of legality. . . . [T]he Court provided legitimization for government actions that are highly questionable.” —Professor Kretzmer

| Deportations | “Article 49 [of the Fourth Geneva Convention] . . . was designed to ensure that . . . any deportation of protected persons from occupied territories would be unlawful. . . . [E]very deportation of protected persons from occupied territories is interdicted, regardless of the individual or collective nature of the act or its motive.” “The policy of the Israeli military command of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip to resort to deportations . . . has obtained the seal of approval of the Supreme Court, notwithstanding Article 49 of the Geneva Convention.” —Yoram Dinstein, Professor and President, Tel Aviv University

| Administrative Detention | “Israel’s use of administrative detention in the Occupied Territories . . . is . . . illegal under international law.” “It is likely that the Court’s unmitigated support for administrative detention serves as a disincentive for Palestinians to turn to the High Court.” —B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories). (President of the Court Aharon Barak wrote among the most egregious administrative detention decisions.)

| House Demolitions | “The inescapable conclusion . . . is that the jurisprudence constante of the Israel Supreme Court on the important topic of demolitions and sealing off of buildings in the occupied territories is singularly unsatisfactory. There can be little doubt that the application of Section 119(1) of the Defense (Emergency) Regulations [the basis in Israeli law for demolitions and sealings] is in breach of international humanitarian law.” —Professor Dinstein. (President of the Court Aharon Barak wrote among the most egregious house demolition decisions.)

---

*David Kretzmer, The Occupation of Justice: The Supreme Court of Israel and the Occupied Territories (Albany, 2002), p. 99 (see pp. 73–99 for analysis of relevant Court decisions); see also B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), Land Grab: Israel’s Settlement Policy in the Occupied Territories (Jerusalem, 2002), pp. 32–35, 104–5 (see pp. 20–29 for discussion of relevant international law).*

B’Tselem, Prisoners of Peace: Administrative Detention during the Oslo Process (Jerusalem, 1997), pp. 50, 56 (for Barak’s decisions, see pp. 15–17); see also Kretzmer, Occupation, pp. 129–55, for analysis of relevant Court decisions.

### TABLE 9.2 OTHER SUPREME COURT DECISIONS REGARDING THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Residency and Family Unification      | “The Court accepted the legitimacy of the policy according to which marriage of a resident to a nonresident was not a good enough reason for allowing the nonresident to live permanently in the area.”
|                                       | (emphasis in original). See also Physicians for Human Rights–Israel, Blocked—A Visit to the Villages of Salem, Deir al Hatab and Azmut (Tel Aviv, February 2003), for detailed accounts of blockaded villages, concluding: “As we left the villages behind us, we felt that we were moving not only from one region to another, but from one era to another. As the iron gate swung shut, we were aware that we had been transient visitors to the largest prison administered by the State of Israel—a prison in which millions of Palestinian civilians are held: the prison of the Occupied Territories. Neither a High Court petition nor a formal procedure drafted by well-intentioned officers can change this reality” (n.p.). |
| Political Liquidations                | “The Israeli High Court has dismissed two petitions regarding state assassinations on the grounds that ‘the court does not usually render rulings on security matters.’” “In so doing the Israeli High Court adopted the position of the state.” |
| Access to Medical Care                | “PHR [Physicians for Human Rights]–Israel and the Palestine Red Crescent Society jointly petitioned the High Court, arguing that Israel is violating its undertaking to enable the passage of sick persons through the roadblocks that dissect the Occupied Territories. . . . The High Court rejected the petition. . . . [T]he Court refused to accept an affidavit from the Palestine Red Crescent Society detailing 121 cases reflecting the delay or prevention of passage of patients or medical personnel at the checkpoints. The Court also refused to issue an order requiring the state to observe the procedures to which it had committed itself. The High Court also accepted the State’s claim that . . . there were no villages or regions in the West Bank and Gaza Strip to which access was completely blocked by physical roadblocks. . . . This argument [that no areas were inaccessible] has been repeatedly disproved.” |

---

a David Kretzmer, The Occupation of Justice: The Supreme Court of Israel and the Occupied Territories (Albany, 2002), p. 106.


To illustrate the Israel Supreme Court’s protection of “the rights of Palestinians,” Alan Dershowitz writes on pages 184–86 of *The Case for Israel*:

On September 3, 2002, the court decided a case in which the Israeli military ordered the expulsion of the sister and brother of a terrorist who had organized several suicide bombings. They were expelled from the West Bank for a period of two years and moved to the Gaza Strip on the basis of a finding that the sister had sewn explosive belts and the brother served as a “look out when his brother and members of his group moved two explosive charges from one place to another.” The court ruled that the expulsion order, which constituted a temporary “assignment of residence” within the occupied territories rather than a transfer out of the territories, was valid only if “the person himself [who is being expelled] presents a real danger.”

Dershowitz goes on to recommend this decision as “required reading for those who claim that Israel does not comply with the rule of law.”

The decision, *Ajuri v. IDF Commander*, was written by President of the Court Aharon Barak. The original conviction of the defendants, Intissar Muhammed Ahmed Ajuri and Ahmed Ali Ajuri, was based on “privileged material” and “testimonies of members of the General Security Service.” Barak nonetheless affirms it: “We asked counsel for the State why the petitioner is not indicted in a criminal trial. The answer was that there is no admissible evidence against her that can be presented in a criminal trial, for the evidence against her is privileged and cannot be presented in a criminal trial. We regard this as a satisfactory answer.” Thus, Dershowitz judges exemplary the court’s decision to uphold forcible transfer on the basis of secret evidence. According to Amnesty International, however, it violated fundamental provisions of international law:

[The] ruling effectively allows for a grave violation of one of the most basic principles of international human rights law—notably the right of any accused to a fair trial and to challenge any evidence used against them. . . . [The] ruling also allows for a grave breach of international humanitarian law. According to the Fourth Geneva Convention, Palestinians living in the territories which have been under Israeli military occupation since 1967 are protected persons. The unlawful forcible transfer of protected persons constitutes a war crime. . . . Under the Rome Statute such violations may also constitute crimes against humanity. . . . In its decision today the High Court

8. *Ajuri v. IDF Commander* (HCJ 7015/02), pp. 26–27. Ahmed Ajuri was convicted on the same basis (p. 29).
of Justice ruled that forcible transfer to the Gaza Strip can only be used for people who have been personally involved in serious crimes and cannot be used as a deterrent. However, Amnesty International believes that such unlawful forcible transfer of relatives of people allegedly responsible for attacks against Israelis is being used by the Israeli government and army as a form of collective punishment. Such a measure is forbidden by Article 33 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.9

Amnesty subsequently reported that the Ajuris “remain in the Gaza Strip, where they have no family, no home and no means of subsistence other than charity.”10

BARGAINING CHIPS

To demonstrate that the Israel Supreme Court is “by all accounts one of the finest in the world,” Alan Dershowitz cites this decision on page 185 of The Case for Israel:

The Israeli Supreme Court has prohibited Israel from holding prisoners as “bargaining chips” for the exchange of prisoners illegally being held by its enemies.

It is correct that the Supreme Court prohibited hostage taking in an April 2000 decision. Dershowitz omits mention, however, of the precedent and consequence of this decision. It came only after the Supreme Court first legalized hostage taking. Twenty-one Lebanese nationals had been imprisoned in Israel, Human Rights Watch (HRW) reported in a comprehensive 1997 study, “for up to ten years, some ... in secret locations, denied even the guarantees of due process and humane treatment required by the laws of war.” Several had reportedly been tortured during interrogation in south Lebanon “with electric shocks” administered by Lebanese mercenaries “in the presence of Israelis who gave orders.” They were being held as “hostages,” according to HRW, in order to secure the release of Israeli POWs and MIAs from the Lebanon war.11 In a November 1997 ruling “unprecedented in the

11. Human Rights Watch, Without Status or Protection: Lebanese Detainees in Israel (New York, October 1997). In March 2000 Israeli courts agreed to hear the petition of one of the Lebanese detainees charging torture and rape while in Israeli custody. For Israeli funding, control, and supervision of the notorious prison facility Khiam in south Lebanon, where scores of Lebanese were held hostage for up to fifteen years and “torture
world” (Amnesty International), the Israel Supreme Court authorized the use of these Lebanese detainees as “bargaining chips.” President of the Court Aharon Barak held that “a detention is legal if it is designed to promote State security, even if the danger to State security does not emanate from the detainees themselves,” and that “detention of the appellants for the purpose of release of the captured and missing soldiers is a vital interest of the State.” The Court’s ruling “is contemptible and explicitly legitimizes hostage-taking,” Amnesty declared. “These are real people, not objects to be used as political pawns.”

Deploring the decision, B’Tselem observed that Israel “has granted legitimacy to one of the trademarks of terrorist groups around the world.” In his April 2000 reversal, Barak himself acknowledged that “there is probably no State in the Western world that permits an administrative detention of someone who does not himself pose any danger to State security,” and that “holding persons as ‘bargaining cards’ actually means holding them as ‘hostages.’” It bears notice that among the grounds Barak adduced for his reversal was the strictly pragmatic one that “there is no probability or even a reasonable possibility that the

—


continued detention of the petitioners would lead to the release of the captured and missing soldiers.”

Even after the 2000 decision, two of the Lebanese detainees “continued to be held incommunicado in a secret place of detention as hostages” (Amnesty International). In 2000 the Israeli Cabinet approved draft legislation, *Imprisonment of Combatants Not Entitled to Prisoner of War Status Law*, “to legalize hostage-taking” (HRW). In 2001 an Israeli court “renewed both men’s detention orders . . . after the state contended that their release endangered national security.” In 2002 the Israeli Knesset approved the Imprisonment of Combatants law. In January 2004, the two Lebanese hostages were freed in a prisoner swap with Hezbollah.

To demonstrate that Israel is not a “racist state,” Alan Dershowitz writes on page 157 of *The Case for Israel*:

A decision by the Israel Supreme Court in 2002 [sic] ruled that the government may not allocate land based on religion or ethnicity and may not prevent Arab citizens from living wherever they choose.

In March 2000 the Supreme Court ruled that in principle the state couldn’t directly or indirectly allocate land to its citizens “on the basis of religion or nationality,” although it also allowed that under unspecified “special circumstances,” discrimination might be permissible. The decision itself applied only to state-owned land and not land owned by the Jewish National Fund, whose holdings are considerable. Apart from these last caveats, let us also put to one side that when Dershowitz

16. *Plonim v. Minister of Defense* (Cr. F.H. 7048/97) in *Israel Yearbook on Human Rights* (Tel Aviv, 2000), pp. 343, 345 (all Barak quotes are paraphrases by *Israel Yearbook*).


had been defending Israel’s sterling democracy prior to 2000, it had been, by his own admission now, discriminating against its Arab citizens. In the case at hand, the Court held that “the State of Israel must consider the petitioners’ request [an Arab couple named Ka’adan] to acquire land for themselves in the settlement of Katzir for the purpose of building their home” and “must determine with deliberate speed whether to allow the petitioners to make a home within the communal settlement.”21 In April 2001 “the High Court rejected another petition filed by ACRI [Association for Civil Rights in Israel] against ILA [Israel Lands Administration], the Jewish Agency, and the settlement of Katzir for contempt of court. ACRI claimed these bodies had not carried out the High Court’s precedent-setting Ka’adan ruling. . . .” The respondents argued that they retained the right to interview the Ka’adan family before reaching a decision. They were instructed to do so by the court within sixty days. In November 2001, the Katzir admissions board rejected the Arab couple’s application” (Human Rights Watch).22 In May 2004, the Israel Lands Administration informed the Ka’adan family that they could purchase a plot of land and build a house in Katzir, but Haaretz reported in June 2005 that ten years after they petitioned the court and five years after the court decided in their favor, the Ka’adan family is “still not living there.”23 Meanwhile, on another front, in July 2002 “[t]he government decided . . . to support a bill . . . that would enable state land to be apportioned for Jewish use only,” annulling (if passed) the Court’s already circumscribed decision.24

FRIGHTENING ORDER

On pages 214–17 of Why Terrorism Works, Alan Dershowitz warns of the dangers of a “frightening order” issued by the Bush administration:

A long-term resident of the United States who President Bush believes may have aided a terrorist can now be tried in secret by a military commission.

21. Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “High Court: Decision on Katzir” (8 March 2000); for analysis of the decision, see “Israel, the Occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, and Palestinian Authority Territories,” in Human Rights Watch World Report 2001.
Noncitizens suspected of membership in al-Qaeda, or of harboring an “aim to cause injury or adverse effects on the United States,” can be rounded up and “detained at an appropriate location” for an indefinite time without access to the courts. . . . Nor will the suspect have an adequate opportunity to defend himself, since the ordinary rules of evidence will not be followed. The military commission will be allowed to base its decision on any evidence that would “have probative value to a reasonable person.” Translated from the legalese, this means that hearsay, coerced confessions, and the fruits of illegal searches can be considered, and that cross-examinations will not always be allowed. It also means that the prosecution need not even disclose the sources of its hearsay if such disclosure would reveal a “state secret”—a broad term that is nowhere specifically defined.

On pages 242–43 of Why Terrorism Works, he likewise deplores laws instituted by the Nazis right after seizing power that “did not include any provision guaranteeing an arrested person a quick hearing, access to legal counsel, or redress for false arrest. Those arrested often found their detention extended indefinitely without legal proceedings of any kind.”

A 1991 Amnesty International study entitled The Military Justice System in the Occupied Territories: Detention, Interrogation and Trial Procedures reported these findings regarding the “[t]ens of thousands of Palestinian civilians” tried before military courts in the Occupied Territories since 1967:

[D]etainees are held in prolonged incommunicado detention. They are normally not brought before a judge for 18 days. They may be prevented any meaningful contact with their lawyers and relatives well after that, in any case until interrogation is over, which is often 20 or 30 days after arrest. . . . Confessions obtained under interrogation during this period of incommunicado detention are often the primary evidence against defendants appearing before the military courts. Many defendants claim that these confessions are false and have been obtained by the use during arrest and interrogation of torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The lack of safeguards in the system to protect against torture and ill-treatment, as well as the evidence accumulated over the years, lends credibility to these claims.

Regarding the offenses tried before military courts, Amnesty observed that “in sweeping terms” one military order “criminalizes and makes punishable by up to 10 years’ imprisonment almost every form of political expression in the Occupied Territories, including non-violent forms of political activity,” such as “raising the Palestinian flag, wearing its colours or making the ‘V’ sign.”

In lieu of military trials, Israel has also resorted to administrative detention—that is, imprisonment without charge or trial. Under international law, it can be imposed only when an individual poses an imminent danger that can’t be otherwise averted. A 1992 B’Tselem study entitled *Detained without Trial: Administrative Detention in the Occupied Territories since the Beginning of the Intifada* reported these findings regarding “over 14,000 administrative detention orders [that] have been issued to Palestinians since the beginning of the Intifada”:

[A] great number of detainees are placed in administrative detention after their interrogators fail to elicit a confession, or as a form of collective punishment, or simply because it is simpler to detain them without charge than to bring them to trial. . . . [A]ll appeals by Palestinian detainees take place at least one month after their arrest, while most are heard even later. The overwhelming majority of the evidence on which the detention is based is considered confidential. The appellant and his lawyer are not shown this evidence, and receive only summary information that is not substantial enough to be contested. . . . Many detainees do not know on what grounds they were detained. . . . Among the administrative detainees are many Palestinian journalists, trade unionists, physicians, merchants, laborers and students. . . . Palestinian leaders who openly support the peace talks with Israel and dialogue to promote Palestinian-Israeli understanding also number among the administrative detainees. In recent years, a Jewish-Palestinian dialogue group has been meeting in Beit Sahur. Almost all of the Palestinian members of this group have been held in administrative detention.26

As of 1991 each administrative detention order was for up to six months, renewable for successive six-month periods. A subsequent B’Tselem study, *Prisoners of Peace: Administrative Detention during the Oslo Process* (1997), found that Israel “continues to employ administrative detention on a large scale”; that the period for each detention order was extended to up to one year, renewable for six-month periods; that “length of detentions has increased dramatically” (eleven detainees having been held for over three consecutive years); that administrative detention was imposed on those engaging in “non-violent political activity and the expression of political opinions,” as well as on minors as young as fifteen years of age; and that either before or during their administrative detention, “individuals may be subjected to . . . interrogation methods which constitute torture or other ill-treatment.”27

---


1998 Human Rights Watch called on Israel to “[i]mmediately end the practice of arbitrary or prolonged administrative detention, and revise its laws to ensure that all detainees are guaranteed at minimum the right to prompt and effective judicial review of the lawfulness and conditions of their detention; the right to receive an explanation of one’s rights upon arrest in one’s own language or soon thereafter and to be informed of the specific, detailed, and personalized reasons for the deprivation of liberty; the right of immediate access to family, legal counsel, and a medical officer.” B’Tselem reports that as of March 2003 Israel held “more than one thousand Palestinians in administrative detention.”

It seems that the “frightening order” Dershowitz warns of in the United States was implemented long ago in the Occupied Territories.

Conclusion

The next task facing the legal profession is to make it easier for the ordinary citizen to tell the difference between the honest lawyer and the shyster.

Alan M. Dershowitz, *Letters to a Young Lawyer*

A WIDE AND DIVERSE array of human rights organizations—Palestinian as well as Israeli, United Nations–affiliated as well as independent groups with a global mandate—have closely monitored Israeli conduct in the Occupied Territories. Both their conclusions regarding application of international law and their factual determinations on major as well as minor details are remarkably consistent. In many respects, Israel’s record, as distilled from thousands of pages of human rights reports, is quite singular. “What renders Israel’s abuses unique throughout the world,” B’Tselem observes, “is the relentless efforts to justify what cannot be justified.” The Israel Supreme Court has “rationalized virtually all controversial actions of the Israeli authorities” (Hebrew University professor David Kretzmer). For example, in a 1997 ruling “unprecedented in the world” (Amnesty International), the Supreme Court legalized hostage taking. As of November 2003 well over two thousand Palestinians had been killed in the current intifada, overwhelmingly civilians. “When so many civilians have been killed and wounded, the lack of intent makes no difference,” B’Tselem concludes. “Israel remains responsible.” Indeed, *New York Times* reporter Chris Hedges has observed regarding his stint in Gaza, “I had seen children shot in other conflicts I have covered . . . but I had never watched soldiers
entice children like mice into a trap and murder them for sport.” Israel was “the only country in the world,” according to B’Tselem, “where torture was legally sanctioned.” Since the beginning of the occupation in 1967, Israel has “routinely tortured Palestinian political suspects” (Amnesty International). Due to this “systematic pattern,” Human Rights Watch estimated in 1994, “the number of Palestinians tortured or severely ill-treated”—often without even a pretense that these detainees were guilty of any wrongdoing—“is in the tens of thousands.” Torture briefly declined after a 1999 Israel Supreme Court decision but, according to the Public Committee Against Torture in Israel, has since been reinstated in a “methodical and routine” fashion. According to Human Rights Watch, apart from Iraq under Saddam Hussein, Israel has been the only country in the world resorting to house demolitions as a form of punishment. In addition to such punitive demolitions, illegal under international law, of more than two thousand Palestinian homes, Israel has also been condemned for demolishing thousands more Palestinian homes on spurious “administrative” and “security” grounds. Israel is “the only democratic country” that regards political liquidations as a “legitimate course of action” (B’Tselem), placing it “among an infamous group of states that grossly violates basic moral and humane norms that the international community considers binding” (Public Committee Against Torture in Israel and the Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights). Israel presents no evidence supporting its charges against those targeted for assassination. The targets typically don’t pose any imminent danger and, alternatively, could have been apprehended, while numerous bystanders have been indiscriminately killed and injured. Israel’s economic policies in the Occupied Territories have “proven more exploitative than those of other settler regimes” (Harvard research scholar Sara Roy), resulting in the massive illegal expropriation of Palestinian land and vital water resources. Mainly on account of Israel’s closure policy, the West Bank and Gaza currently verge on a “humanitarian catastrophe” (U.N. Commission on Human Rights). Finally, Israel’s “regime of separation” in the Occupied Territories “is the only one of its kind in the world,” according to B’Tselem, “and is reminiscent of distasteful regimes from the past, such as the Apartheid regime in South Africa.”

Yet, against this copiously documented record of egregious human rights violations, Alan Dershowitz contends, and purports to have proven, that Israel’s human rights record in the Occupied Territories is “generally superb.” The chasm separating these respective accounts of
Israel’s record cannot be bridged. Either mainstream human rights organizations and independent experts have engaged in a vast anti-Semitic conspiracy to defame Israel, or Dershowitz has egregiously misrepresented the factual record. No third possibility exists.

Beyond his presentation of Israel’s human rights record, Dershowitz has taken significant personal initiatives that merit notice. His early legal defense of Israeli house demolitions was deemed by Israel’s leading authority on international law as “verg[ing] on the bizarre.” He is on record as supporting collective punishment, including the “automatic destruction” of a Palestinian village after each Palestinian attack. Repeatedly disregarding and distorting evidence, Dershowitz publicly claimed in 1970 that a Palestinian under administrative detention was a terrorist leader; in 1979 that a Palestinian detainee had not been held incommunicado and that his lawyer did not maintain he had been tortured; and in 1989, in sworn testimony, that the most extreme tactic of Israeli interrogators was an occasional “physical touching.” He currently advocates the application of “excruciating” torture on suspected terrorists such as a “needle being shoved under the fingernails.” When Israeli air force pilots issued a public statement deploring the immorality of political liquidations, Dershowitz publicly aligned himself with the Israeli government in denouncing these courageous dissenters. When young members of the International Solidarity Movement nonviolently protesting Israeli human rights violations were injured and killed by Israeli soldiers, he denounced them as “supporters of Palestinian terrorism.” Dershowitz has called for a reversal of the last century’s progress in international humanitarian and human rights law, dismissing ethnic cleansing, for example, as a “fifth-rate issue” akin to “massive urban renewal.” And, at a conference in Israel attended by Prime Minister Sharon, he declared that Israel was not at all bound by international law.

Dershowitz is also a senior professor of law at Harvard University, where he has taught legal ethics, and is widely acclaimed in the United States as a leading civil libertarian. There is illuminating precedent for Dershowitz’s defense of civil liberties at home and apologetics for their egregious violation abroad. Communist party members often proved the most steadfast defenders of civil liberties in the United States. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was a founding member of the American Civil Liberties Union and, simultaneously, a leading member of the American Communist party during its years of blind support for Stalin’s Russia. Likewise, Communists and sympathizers filled the ranks of the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, the National
Lawyers Guild, and other organizations defending basic human rights. To reconcile their avowed commitment to civil liberties with slavish support for the Soviet Union, Communists used to maintain both that the Soviet system was the most democratic in the world (witness the 1936 Soviet constitution) and, with little regard for consistency, that in the face of the “threats to its survival—both external and internal threats” (to borrow Dershowitz’s phrase), the Soviet Union couldn’t allow itself the luxury of “bourgeois rights,” which primarily served its enemies. Substitute “luxury of human rights” for “luxury of bourgeois rights,” and you get Dershowitz on Israel. When the United States joined ranks with the Soviet Union in the “war against fascism,” the Communist party abandoned its prior commitment to civil liberties at home, supporting government suppression of political dissenters. When the United States joined ranks with Israel in the “war against terrorism,” Dershowitz began advocating draconian domestic legislation like the “torture warrant.” Yet no analogy is perfect. However corrupted, the ideals of Communists were real, as were the sacrifices they made for these ideals. The likes of Dershowitz are opportunists and their purported defense of Israel in the face of overwhelming opposition is all theater.

A recurrent theme of Alan Dershowitz’s writing is that, just like everyone else, those in high positions of authority should be held accountable for their malfeasance. “I feel a special responsibility,” he professes in The Best Defense, “to expose the cheat elite form of corruption.” He cites as one egregious example “judges [who] have made false claims about what they have read, distorted records, and engaged in other deceptions.”1 In The Vanishing American Jew, he excoriates the lectures of “Afrocentric” demagogues like City University of New York professor Leonard Jeffries: “It is not scholarship. It is not even propaganda. It is educational malpractice. The primary victims are not those who are the targets of Jeffries’s attacks. . . . The real victims are the students whom Jeffries defrauds of their time and tuition on a daily basis” in the classroom.2 In The Case for Israel, Dershowitz decries as a

1. Alan M. Dershowitz, The Best Defense (New York, 1983), pp. xx–xxi. The matter of Dershowitz’s “false claims” about what he has read is explored in Appendix I, while his distortions of records and “other deceptions” are further documented in Appendices II and III.

“particularly nasty form of educational malpractice” those who “set out quite deliberately to misinform, miseducate, and misdirect their own students” (p. 207), and calls for the sacking of professors like an obscure French Holocaust “revisionist” who publishes spurious scholarship: “There was no extensive historical research. Instead, there was the fraudulent manufacturing of false antihistory. It was the kind of deception for which professors are rightly fired—not because their views are controversial but because they are violating the most basic canons of historical scholarship” (p. 213). Shouldn’t those at Harvard Law School also be held to this standard?

In The Holocaust Industry, this writer documented that American Jewish elites didn’t become enamored of Israel until after the June 1967 war, when it became politically and personally expedient to be a Zionist. Likewise, they didn’t discover the Nazi holocaust until after the June war, when it proved useful for deflecting criticism of Israel. Alan Dershowitz perfectly fits this profile. He reports that it was only in 1967 that “I first began to make the case for Israel on university campuses, in the media, and in my writings” (p. vii)—that is, when it required roughly as much pluck as for his counterpart at Moscow University to make the case for Cuba. He also informs readers that the Nazi holocaust didn’t figure at all in his life growing up: “I do not remember any discussion—not a single one—either in class, in the schoolyard, or even at home, about the Holocaust”; “The Holocaust was not part of my personal memory. . . . It was never mentioned in yeshiva, in Jewish camp, in discussions among my friends, or even at the synagogue.” And again: “My friends from Brooklyn and I, who never discussed the Holocaust when we were growing up, talk about it all the time now.” No doubt they do, since, in contrast to the 1950s, it’s now politically convenient to invoke the Nazi holocaust.

Dershowitz’s convenient love affair with Israel and anguish over the Holocaust points to the ugliest truth about his wretched book. Throughout the past year this writer has stated in public lectures that The Case for Israel is replete with egregious falsehoods. Yet the biggest fraud is the
title itself. Dershowitz hasn’t written a case for Israel. How could anyone genuinely concerned about the Israeli people counsel policies certain to sow seeds of hatred abroad and moral corruption within? What he has in fact written is the case for the destruction of Israel. Letting others—Palestinians as well as Jews—pay the price while he plays the “tough Jew”: isn’t this what Dershowitz’s chutzpah really comes down to?
It is the job of the defense attorney—especially when representing the guilty—to prevent, by all lawful means, the “whole truth” from coming out.

Alan M. Dershowitz, *The Best Defense*
APPENDIX I

Of Crimes and Misdemeanors

Today I write nearly every day and publish a book almost every year. . . . My test for publication is certainly not perfection.

Alan M. Dershowitz, Letters to a Young Lawyer

NEXT TO ALAN DERSHOWITZ’S egregious falsification of Israel’s human rights record and the real suffering such falsification causes, Dershowitz’s academic derelictions seem small beer. Yet he has written a book that purports to be an academic study, and its success is largely owing to Dershowitz’s academic pedigree. His violations of elementary academic standards accordingly warrant exposure. In addition, they illustrate the complete absence of quality control when it comes to discourse on the Israel-Palestine conflict. Dershowitz can appropriate from a hoax with impunity due to an environment that tolerates such derelictions so long as the conclusions are politically correct.

Some twenty years ago one Joan Peters published From Time Immemorial: The Origins of the Arab-Jewish Conflict over Palestine. 1 Although a national best seller and critically acclaimed upon publication, the book was soon shown to be a hoax. Baruch Kimmerling (of the Hebrew University) and Joel S. Migdal, in their authoritative study, Palestinians: The Making of a People, observe that Peters’s book is “based on materials out of context, and on distorted evidence.” Citing this writer’s own conclusion that the book is “the most spectacular fraud

ever published on the Arab-Israeli conflict,” they report that “[s]imilar evaluations were expressed by notable historians” in Israel and Europe.\textsuperscript{2} Returning to The Case for Israel, we find that the work relies heavily on either a single scholarly study by historian Benny Morris or “pro”-Israel websites and publications. The notable exceptions are chapters 1 and 2, which cite an impressive array of primary materials from nineteenth-century Palestine, such as British consular reports. How did Dershowitz chance upon these recondite sources? Table AI.1 juxtaposes the documentation in chapters 1 and 2 of The Case for Israel\textsuperscript{3} against the documentation in Peters’s From Time Immemorial. Fully twenty-two of the fifty-two quotations and endnotes in chapters 1 and 2 of The Case for Israel match almost exactly—including, in long quotes, the placement of ellipses—those in From Time Immemorial.

When evidence of his apparently unacknowledged lifting of Peters’s research became public,\textsuperscript{4} Dershowitz vehemently denied any wrongdoing. He alleged both that this didn’t constitute plagiarism and that it was proper to cite the primary sources rather than Peters on the ground that he independently consulted the primary sources. Leaving aside the highly dubious contention that another author’s research can be claimed as one’s own merely by virtue of checking that author’s sources, did Dershowitz in fact check the originals before citing them? Consider a couple of examples from Table AI.1:

\begin{itemize}
\item Young to Viscount Canning, January 13, 1842 (Row 7)
\end{itemize}

Quoting a statement depicting the miserable fate of Jews in mid-nineteenth-century Jerusalem, Peters cites a British consular letter from “W. T. Young to Viscount Canning.” Dershowitz cites the same statement as Peters, reporting that Young “attributed the plight of the Jew in Jerusalem” to pervasive anti-Semitism. It

\begin{itemize}
\item All citations are from the first printing of The Case for Israel (Hoboken, N.J., 2003).
\item The charges were first leveled on 24 September 2003 on Amy Goodman’s nationally syndicated radio program Democracy Now! during a debate between this writer and Dershowitz. The charges were first written up two days later by Alexander Cockburn on
\end{itemize}
turns out, however, that the statement did not come from Young but, as is unmistakably clear to anyone who actually consulted the original, from an enclosed memorandum written by an “A. Benisch,” which Young was forwarding to Canning.

Mark Twain, *The Innocents Abroad* (Row 8)

In his public defense Dershowitz was especially emphatic that he independently found the passages quoted from Twain (*Crimson*, 30 September 2003; *The Nation*, 27 October 2003). These passages are cited by Dershowitz from pages 349, 366, 375, and 441–42 of a 1996 edition of Twain’s book. The same passages are cited by Peters from pages 349, 366, 375, and 441–42 of an 1881 edition of Twain’s book. But the quoted passages do not appear on the pages of the 1996 edition cited by Dershowitz. Anyone who actually consulted the 1996 edition would have known this. In addition, Dershowitz cites two paragraphs from Twain as continuous text, just as Peters cites them as continuous text, but in Twain’s book the two paragraphs are separated by eighty-seven pages. It would have been impossible for anyone who actually checked the original source to make this error.

(Exhibit A, pp. 244–45, below.)

Scrutiny of the advance uncorrected proofs of *The Case for Israel,*\(^5\) a copy of which was obtained by this writer from a correspondent, dispels any lingering doubts that Dershowitz lifted from Peters. (Exhibit B, p. 246, below.) Many of the footnotes in these proofs either are not yet filled in or are in provisional form, and instructions are left

---

\(^{5}\) Proofs are the advance copy of a text made for examination or correction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Number</th>
<th>Dershowitz</th>
<th>Peters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>In the sixteenth century, according to British reports, “as many as 15,000 Jews” lived in Safad, which was “a center of rabbinical learning.”</em> (p. 17)</td>
<td>Safed at that time, according to the British investigation by Lord Peel’s committee, “contained as many as 15,000 Jews in the 16th century,” and was “a centre of Rabbinical learning.” (p. 178)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 1834, Jewish homes in Jerusalem “were sacked and their women violated.” (p. 18)


In 1834, [. . .] “Forty thousand fellahin rushed on Jerusalem [. . .]. The Jews were the worst sufferers, their homes were sacked and their women violated.” (p. 183)


The British consul, William Young, in a report to the British Foreign Office [. . .] painted a vivid and chilling picture of the life of the Jews of Jerusalem in 1839: “I think it my duty to inform you that there has been a Proclamation issued this week by the Governor in the Jewish quarter—that no Jew is to be permitted to pray in his own house under pain of being severely punished—such as want to pray are to go into the Synagogue . . . There has also been a punishment inflicted on a Jew and Jewess—most revolting to human nature which I think it my duty to relate. In the early part of this week, a House was entered in the Jewish Quarter, and a robbery was committed—the House was in quarantine—and the guardian was a Jew—he was taken before the Governor—he denied having any knowledge of the thief or the circumstances. In order to compel him to confess, he was laid down and beaten, and afterwards imprisoned. The following day he was again brought before the Governor, when he still declared his innocence. He was then burned in May 1839, for instance, the complaints registered with the British Foreign Office by Consul Young in Jerusalem were appalling. In one day, in one report: “I think it my duty to inform you that there has been a Proclamation issued this week by the Governor in the Jewish quarter—that no Jew is to be permitted to pray in his own house under pain of being severely punished—such as want to pray are to go into the Synagogue . . . There has also been a punishment inflicted on a Jew and Jewess—most revolting to human nature which I think it my duty to relate—In the early part of this week, a House was entered in the Jewish Quarter, and a robbery was committed—the House was in quarantine—and the guardian was a Jew—he was taken before the Governor—he denied having any knowledge of the thief or the circumstances. In order to compel him to confess, he was laid down and beaten, and afterwards imprisoned. The following day he was again brought before the Governor, when he still declared his innocence. He was then burned
5

(continued)

with a hot iron over his face, and various parts of the body—and beaten on the lower parts of his body to the extent that the flesh hung in pieces from him. The following day the poor creature died. He was a young Jew of Salonica about 28 years of age—who had been here but a very short time, he had only the week before been applying to enter my service. A young man—a Jew—having a French passport was also suspected—he fled—his character was known to be an indifferent one—his mother, an aged woman, was taken under suspicion of concealing her son—She was tied up and beaten in the most brutal way.... I must say I am sorry and am surprised that the Governor could have acted so savage a part—for certainly what I have seen of him, I should have thought him superior to such wanton inhumanity—but it was a Jew—without friends or protection—it serves well to show, that it is not without reason that the poor Jew, even in the nineteenth century, lives from day to day in terror of his life.” (p. 18)

source cited: Wm. T. Young to Colonel Patrick Campbell, May 25, 1839.

his face, and in various parts of the body—and beaten on the lower parts of his body to the extent that the flesh hung in pieces from him. The following day the poor creature died. He was a young Jew of Salonica about 28 years of age—who had been here but a very short time, he had only the week before been applying to enter my service.

A young man—a Jew—having a French passport was also suspected—he fled—his character was known to be an indifferent one—his mother an aged woman was taken under the suspicion of concealing her son—She was tied up and beaten in the most brutal way.... I must say I am sorry and am surprised that the Governor could have acted so savage a part—for certainly what I have seen of him, I should have thought him superior to such wanton inhumanity—but it was a Jew—without friends or protection—it serves well to show, that it is not without reason that the poor Jew, even in the nineteenth century, lives from day to day in terror of his life.” (pp. 184–85)

source cited: Wm. T. Young to Colonel Patrick Campbell, May 25, 1839.
Nor could the Jew seek redress, as the report observed: "Like the miserable dog without an owner he is kicked by one because he crosses his path, and cuffed by another because he cries out—to seek redress he is afraid, lest it bring worse upon him; he thinks it better to endure than to live in the expectation of his complaint being revenged upon him." (p. 20)

Source cited: Wm. T. Young to Viscount Palmerston, May 25, 1839.

Several years later, the same consul attributed the plight of the Jew in Jerusalem to "the blind hatred and ignorant prejudice of a fanatical populace," coupled with an inability of the poverty-stricken Jewish community to defend itself either politically or physically. (p. 20)

Source cited: Wm. T. Young to Viscount Canning, January 13, 1842.

The life for Jews described in 1839 by British Consul Young: "[. . .] Like the miserable dog without an owner he is kicked by one because he crosses his path, and cuffed by another because he cries out—to seek redress he is afraid, lest it bring worse upon him; he thinks it better to endure than to live in the expectation of his complaint being revenged upon him." (p. 187)

Source cited: Wm. T. Young to Viscount Palmerston, May 25, 1839.

In Palestine, [it] was reported: "It is a fact that the Jewish Subjects [. . .] do not enjoy the privileges granted to them. . . . This Evil may in general be traced [. . .]: I. To the absence of an adequate protection whereby they are more exposed to cruel and tyrannical treatment. II. To the blind hatred and ignorant prejudices of a fanatical populace [. . .]. IV. To the starving state of numerous Jewish population." (p. 188)

Source cited: W. T. Young to Viscount Canning, January 13, 1842.
Mark Twain, who visited Palestine in 1867, offered this description: “Stirring scenes . . . occur in the valley [Jezreel] no more. There is not a solitary village throughout its whole extent—not for thirty miles in either direction. There are two or three small clusters of Bedouin tents, but not a single permanent habitation. One may ride ten miles hereabouts and not see ten human beings. . . . Come to Galilee for that . . . these unpeopled deserts, these rusty mounds of barrenness, that never, never, never do shake the glare from their harsh outlines, and fade and faint into vague perspective; that melancholy ruin of Capernaum: this stupid village of Tiberias, slumbering under its six funereal palms. . . . We reached Tabor safely. . . . We never saw a human being on the whole route. Nazareth is forlorn. . . . Jericho the accursed lies in a moldering ruin today, even as Joshua’s miracle left it more than three thousand years ago; Bethlehem and Bethany, in their poverty and their humiliation, have nothing about them now to remind one that they once knew the high honor of the Savior’s presence, the hallowed spot where the shepherds watched their flocks by night, and where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Number</th>
<th>Dershowitz</th>
<th>Peters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8          | Mark Twain, who visited Palestine in 1867, offered this description: “Stirring scenes . . . occur in the valley [Jezreel] no more. There is not a solitary village throughout its whole extent—not for thirty miles in either direction. There are two or three small clusters of Bedouin tents, but not a single permanent habitation. One may ride ten miles hereabouts and not see ten human beings. . . . Come to Galilee for that . . . these unpeopled deserts, these rusty mounds of barrenness, that never, never, never do shake the glare from their harsh outlines, and fade and faint into vague perspective; that melancholy ruin of Capernaum: this stupid village of Tiberias, slumbering under its six funereal palms. . . . We reached Tabor safely. . . . We never saw a human being on the whole route. Nazareth is forlorn. . . . Jericho the accursed lies in a moldering ruin today, even as Joshua’s miracle left it more than three thousand years ago; Bethlehem and Bethany, in their poverty and their humiliation, have nothing about them now to remind one that they once knew the high honor of the Savior’s presence, the hallowed spot where the shepherds watched their flocks by night, and where

Mark Twain [. . .] visited the Holy Land in 1867. In one location after another, Twain registered gloom at his findings[:] “Stirring scenes . . . occur in the valley [Jezreel] no more. There is not a solitary village throughout its whole extent—not for thirty miles in either direction. There are two or three small clusters of Bedouin tents, but not a single permanent habitation. One may ride ten miles hereabouts and not see ten human beings. [. . .] Come to Galilee for that . . . these unpeopled deserts, these rusty mounds of barrenness, that never, never, never do shake the glare from their harsh outlines, and fade and faint into vague perspective; that melancholy ruin of Capernaum: this stupid village of Tiberias, slumbering under its six funereal palms. . . . We reached Tabor safely. . . . We never saw a human being on the whole route. Nazareth is forlorn. . . . Jericho the accursed lies in a moldering ruin today, even as Joshua’s miracle left it more than three thousand years ago; Bethlehem and Bethany, in their poverty and their humiliation, have nothing about them now to remind one that they once knew the high honor of the Savior’s presence; the hal-
the angels sang, ‘Peace on earth, good will to men,’ is untenanted by any living creature. . . . Bethsaida and Chorzin have vanished from the earth, and the ‘desert places’ round about them, where thousands of men once listened to the Savior’s voice and ate the miraculous bread, sleep in the hush of a solitude that is inhabited only by birds of prey and skulking foxes.” (pp. 23–24)


lowed spot where the shepherds watched their flocks by night, and where the angels sang, ‘Peace on earth, good will to men,’ is untenanted by any living creature. . . . Bethsaida and Chorzin have vanished from the earth, and the ‘desert places’ round about them, where thousands of men once listened to the Savior’s voice and ate the miraculous bread, sleep in the hush of a solitude that is inhabited only by birds of prey and skulking foxes.” (pp. 159–60)


9 A Christian historian has reported that several villages throughout Palestine “are populated wholly by settlers from other portions of the Turkish Empire within the nineteenth century. There are villages of Bosnians, Druzes, Circassians and Egyptians.” (p. 26)


“In some cases villages [in Palestine] are populated wholly by settlers from other portions of the Turkish Empire within the nineteenth century. There are villages of Bosnians, Druzes, Circassians and Egyptians,” one historian has reported. (p. 156)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Number</th>
<th>Dershowitz</th>
<th>Peters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The 1911 edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica described the population of Palestine as comprising widely differing</td>
<td>Another source, the Encyclopaedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“ethnological” groups speaking “no less than fifty languages.” It was daunting therefore to “write concisely” about the</td>
<td>Britannica, 1911 edition [. . .],</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ethnology of Palestine,” especially following the influx of population from Egypt “which still persists in the villages.”</td>
<td>finds the “population” of Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In addition to Arabs and Jews, the other ethnic groups in Palestine at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of</td>
<td>composed of so “widely differing” a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the twentieth century included Kurds, German Templars, Persians, Sudanese, Algerians, Samaritans, Tatars, Georgians, and</td>
<td>group of “inhabitants”—whose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many people of mixed ethnicities. (p. 26)</td>
<td>“ethnological affinities” create “early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in the 20th century a list of no less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source cited: No volume or page number cited.</td>
<td>than fifty languages”—that “it is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>therefore no easy task to write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>concisely . . . on the ethnology of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Palestine.” In addition to the “Assyrian, Persian and Roman” elements of ancient times, “the short-lived Egyptian government introduced into the population an element from that country which still persists in the villages.” . . . “There are [. . .] Persians [. . .] Kurds . . . German ‘Templar’ colonies [. . .] a large Algerian element [. . .] Sudanese [. . .] the Samaritan sect.” (pp. 156–57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>An 1857 communiqué from the British consul in Jerusalem reported that “the country is in a considerable degree empty of</td>
<td>The British Consul in Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inhabitants and therefore its greatest need is that of a body of population.” (p. 26)</td>
<td>reported in 1857 that “The country is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source cited: James Finn to the Earl of Clarendon, September 15, 1857.</td>
<td>in a considerable degree empty of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inhabitants and therefore its greatest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>need is that of a body of population.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source cited: James Finn to the Earl of Clarendon, September 15, 1857.</td>
<td>(p. 159)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12 It also noted that although the Arabs tended to leave and not return, the Jewish population was more stable: “[W]e have Jews who have traveled to the United States and Australia,” and “instead of remaining there, do return hither.” (p. 26)

SOURCE CITED: James Finn to the Earl of Clarendon, September 15, 1857.

Finn wrote further that “[. . .] we have here Jews, who have been to the United States, but have returned to their Holy Land—Jews of Jerusalem do go to Australia and instead of remaining there, do return hither.” (p. 485n127)

SOURCE CITED: James Finn to the Earl of Clarendon, September 15, 1857.

13 Four years later, it was reported that “depopulation is even now advancing.” (p. 26)

SOURCE CITED: J. B. Forsyth, A Few Months in the East (Quebec, 1861), p. 188.

In the 1860s, it was reported that “depopulation is even now advancing.” (p. 159)

SOURCE CITED: J. B. Forsyth, A Few Months in the East (Quebec, 1861), p. 188.

14 And four years after that, it was noted that in certain parts of the country “land is going out of cultivation and whole villages are rapidly disappearing . . . and the stationary population extirpated.” (p. 26)


H. B. Tristram noted in his journal that “The north and south [of the Sharon plain] land is going out of cultivation and whole villages are rapidly disappearing [. . .] and the stationary population extirpated.” (p. 159)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Number</th>
<th>Dershowitz</th>
<th>Peters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Other historians, demographers, and travelers described the Arab population as “decreasing,” and the land as “thinly populated,” “unoccupied,” “uninhabited,” and “almost abandoned now.” (pp. 26–27)</td>
<td>Report followed depressing report, as the economist-historian Professor Fred Gottheil pointed out: [..] “almost abandoned now”; “unoccupied”; “uninhabited”; “thinly populated.” (p. 160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SOURCES CITED:</strong></td>
<td><strong>SOURCES CITED:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The Plain of Sharon [..] was described by Reverend Samuel Manning in 1874 as “a land without inhabitants” that “might support an immense population.” (p. 27)</td>
<td>Many writers, such as the Reverend Samuel Manning, mourned the atrophy of the coastal plain, the Sharon Plain [..]: “This fertile plain, which might support an immense population, is [..] ‘the land [..] without inhabitants.’” (p. 160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SOURCE CITED:</strong></td>
<td><strong>SOURCE CITED:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
J. L. Burkhardt [sic] reported that as early as in the second decade of the nineteenth century, “Few individuals . . . die in the same village in which they were born. Families are continually moving from one place to another . . . in a few years . . . they fly to some other place, where they have heard that their brethren are better treated.” (p. 27)


John Lewis Burckhardt graphically described the migratory patterns he found in the early 1800s: “[. . .] Few individuals . . . die in the same village in which they were born. Families are continually moving from one place to another [. . .] in a few years [. . .] they fly to some other place, where they have heard that their brethren are better treated.” (p. 163)


A study of the Jewish settlement of Rishon L’Tzion, first established in 1882, showed that the 40 Jewish families that settled there had attracted “more than 400 Arab families,” many of which were Bedouin and Egyptian. These families moved into areas around the Jewish settlement and formed a new Arab village on the site of “a forsaken ruin.” The report observed a similar pattern with regard to other settlements and villages. (p. 27)


[I]n the Jewish settlement Rishon l’Tsion (founded in 1882), by the year 1889 the “forty Jewish families” settled there had attracted “more than four hundred Arab families,” most of them “Bedouin and Egyptian.” They had come to “surround the moshava” (settlement) in a “now-thriving village” that, before the founding of Rishon l’Tsion, had been Sarafand—“a forsaken ruin.” The report from Rishon pointed out that many other Arab villages had sprouted in the same fashion. (p. 252)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Number</th>
<th>Dershowitz</th>
<th>Peters</th>
<th>Source Cited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>According to one historian, “at least 25% of [the Muslims who lived in all of Palestine in 1882] were newcomers or descendants of those who arrived after [the Egyptian conquest of 1831].” (p. 28)</td>
<td>One historian deduced that of 141,000 settled Muslims living in all of Palestine (all areas) in 1882, “at least 25% of those 141,000 ... were newcomers or descendants of those who arrived after 1831 (Egyptian conquest).” (pp. 196–97)</td>
<td>Source cited: Ernst Frankenstein, Justice for my People (London, 1943), p. 127.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>A British official reported in 1937 that “the growth in [the numbers of Arab fellahin] had been largely due to the health services combating malaria, reducing infant death rates, improving water supply and sanitation.” (p. 28)</td>
<td>An official 1937 report found that “The growth in their numbers [Arab fellahin-peasants] has been largely due to the health services, combating malaria, reducing the infant death rate, improving water supply and sanitation.” (pp. 223–24)</td>
<td>Source cited: Report by His Britannic Majesty’s Government to the Council of the League of Nations on the Administration of Palestine and Trans-Jordan for the Year 1937, Colonial No. 146, pp. 223–24.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for Dershowitz’s research assistants on how to complete the text. Consider these examples from Table AI.1:

- The footnote for the Twain quotes (Row 8) in the proofs reads:

  The Creation of Yesterday, pp. 159–60.

  “The Creation of Yesterday” is a section heading of From Time Immemorial, and the Twain quotes appear on the cited pages of that book. So much for Dershowitz having independently found them.

- The footnote for the cluster of testimonies regarding Palestine’s population (Row 15) in the proofs reads:


  Holly Beth Billington was one of Dershowitz’s research assistants, credited on the acknowledgments page. Turning to these pages in From Time Immemorial, we find the quotes and sources cited in The Case for Israel. (Exhibit C, p. 247, below.)

- The footnote for the Zionist settlement (Row 18) in the proofs reads:

  A. Druyanow [cite p. 527]

  The boldface is in the proofs. (Exhibit D, p. 248, below.) Turning to page 527 of From Time Immemorial, we find the Druyanow citation.

Notice, finally, the wording in these examples. It doesn’t say “check sources on . . .”; rather, it says “cite sources on . . .” Moreover, neither Joan Peters nor From Time Immemorial is even named: Dershowitz’s assistants already knew exactly where to go.

Beyond denying that he plagiarized From Time Immemorial, Dershowitz defended his reliance on Peters on the grounds that The Case for Israel explicitly rejects her demographic conclusions. But does it? The central argument of From Time Immemorial was that Palestine was virtually empty on the eve of Zionist colonization. After Zionists “made the desert bloom” in the areas of Palestine they colonized, Arabs from other parts of Palestine and from neighboring Arab states settled in these areas to exploit new economic opportunities. It was these recent Arab arrivals, according to Peters, who left what became Israel during the 1948 war. The “Arab refugees” from that war, Peters concludes, weren’t really refugees because they had only just settled there. As already
Exhibit A. Dershowitz quotes paragraphs from Twain as continuous text (a, top) just as Peters quotes them as continuous text (b, above). But in Twain’s book (1996 edition)—which Dershowitz claims to have independently consulted—they are separated by eighty-seven pages (c, opposite page). Notice also that in Dershowitz, just as in Peters, the last sentence of the first paragraph reads, “We never saw a human being on the whole route.” The actual sentence in Twain continues, “We never saw a human being on the whole route, much less lawless hordes of Bedouins.”
found Saladin Lord of Palestine, the Christian chivalry strewn in heaps upon the field, and the King of Jerusalem, the Grand Master of the Templars, and Raynauld of Chatillon, captives in the Sultan's tent. Saladin treated two of the prisoners with princely courtesy, and ordered refreshments to be set before them. When the King handed an iced Sherbet to Chatillon, the Sultan said, "It is thou that givest it to him, not I." He remembered his oath, and slaughtered the hapless Knight of Chatillon with his own hand.

It was hard to realize that this silent plain had once resounded with martial music and trembled to the tramp of armed men. It was hard to people this solitude with rushing columns of cavalry, and stir its torpid pulse with the shouts of victors, the shrieks of the wounded, and the flash of banner and steel above the surging billows of war. A desolation is here that not even imagination can grace with the pomp of life and action.

We reached Tabor safely, and considerably in advance of that old iron-clad swindle of a guard. We never saw a human being on the whole route, much less lawless hordes of Bedouins. Tabor stands solitary and alone, a giant sentinel above the Plain of Esdraelon. It rises some fourteen hundred feet above the surrounding level, a green, wooded cone, symmetrical and full of grace—a prominent landmark, and one that is exceedingly pleasant to eyes surfeited with the repulsive monotony of desert Syria. We climbed the steep path to its summit, through breezy glades of thorn and oak. The view presented from its highest peak was almost beautiful. Below was the broad, level plain of Esdraelon, chequered with fields like a chess-board, and full as smooth and level, seemingly; dotted about its borders with white, compact villages, and faintly pencilled, far and near, with the curving lines of roads and trails. When it is robed in the fresh verdure of spring, it must form a charming picture, even by itself. Skirting its southern border rises "Little Hermon," over whose summit a glimpse of Gilboa is caught. Nain, famous for the raising of the widow's son, and Endor, as famous for the performances of the witch of Endor, is upon the hilltop.

1. Mount Tabor.

mentioned, the scholarly consensus is that her demographic findings were sheer fraud: Palestine was “underpopulated” only by “modern standards... where rapid population growth is endemic”; there is no evidence of any significant Arab internal migration in Palestine due to Zionist enterprise; there is no evidence of any significant Arab immigration into Palestine during the Ottoman or British Mandate period. Peters managed to “prove” her thesis only by mangling documents and falsifying numbers.6 Returning to The Case for Israel, Dershowitz writes that Palestine was “vastly underpopulated” when the Zionist settlers came (p. 23), while in a publicity interview for the book, he flatly stated

6. Justin McCarthy, The Population of Palestine (New York, 1990) (“underpopulated” and “modern standards” at p. 16). McCarthy deems Peters’s book “demographically worthless” (pp. 40–41n20). His study is generally considered the most authoritative; for other major studies directly contradicting Peters’s demographic claims, see sources cited in Finkelstein, Image and Reality, pp. 214 n2 and 235–36n26. On the other hand, Dershowitz assesses From Time Immemorial as containing “some overstatement” (Boston Globe) but still a “serious piece of scholarship” (Democracy Now!).
port city of Jaffa, from whence Jonah began his fateful journey, had become, by the middle of the 18th century, a town populated by Turks, Arabs, Greeks, Armenians and others. A Christian historian has reported that several villages throughout Palestine "are populated wholly by settlers from other portions of the Turkish Empire within the nineteenth century. There are villages of Bosnians, Druzes, Circassians and Egyptians."

The 1911 edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica described the population of Palestine as comprising widely differing “ethnological” groups, speaking “no less than fifty languages.” It was daunting therefore to “write concisely” about “the ethnology of Palestine”, especially following the influx of population from Egypt “which still persists in the villages.” Among the other ethnic groups in Palestine at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century – in addition to Arabs and Jews—were Kurds, German Templars, Persians, Sudanese, Algerians, Samaritans, Tatars, Moctanias, Georgians, and many people of mixed ethnicities.

Prior to the arrival of the European Jews at the beginning of the 1880’s, the number of Arabs, particularly in the part of Palestine that was to be partitioned into a Jewish state, was small and shrinking. An 1857 communiqué from the British Consul in Jerusalem reported that “the country is in a considerable degree empty of inhabitants and therefore its greatest need is that of a body of population.”

It also noted that although the Arabs tend to leave and not return, the Jewish population was more stable: “[W]e have Jews who have traveled to the United States and Australia” and “instead of remaining there, do return hither.”

Four years later, it was reported that “depopulation is even now advancing,” and four years after that, it was noted that in certain parts of the country “land is going out of cultivation and whole villages are rapidly disappearing…and the stationary population emigrated.”

Other historians, demographers and travelers described the Arab population as “decreasing,” and the land as “thiny populated,” “unoccupied,” “uninhabited,” and “almost abandoned now.”

The Plain of

---

16 Id at
17 J.B. Forsyth, A Few Months in the East (Quebec, 1861), p. 188.
19 Holly Beth: cite sources on pp. 160, 485, 486, fn1 141-145
20 ???
21 ???
22 ???

Exhibit C. “Holly Beth: cite sources on pp. . . .”
Muslim-Arab population. It is noteworthy, that the area that was portioned for a Jewish state that now contains several million people, was then populated by a total of fewer than 200,000 people, a significant number of whom may already have been Jewish, near the very beginning of the first Aliya.  

Some of these Muslims—the numbers are uncertain—had been attracted to the new areas of Jewish settlement by the jobs made available by Jewish immigration and cultivation of land. A study of the Jewish settlement of Rishon L’Tzion, first established in 1882, showed that the 40 Jewish families that settled there had attracted “more than 400 Arab families,” many of which were Bedouin and Egyptian. These families moved into areas around the Jewish settlement and formed a new Arab village on the site of “a forsaken ruin.” The report observed a similar pattern with regard to other settlements and villages. This magnet phenomenon preceded the Turkish census of 1893, and suggests that before the first Aliya began, the Muslim-Arab population of what eventually became the Jewish area under the partition was even smaller than the 56,000 recorded by that census.

Although it is impossible to reconstruct with any confidence the precise number of Arab-Muslim-Palestinians who had lived for generations in what eventually became the Jewish area under the partition, the number is far below that claimed by Palestinian polemicists. The maximum possible number is well under 100,000. The likely figure of Muslim-Palestinians with deep roots and long-term connections to the area—those who claim to descend from people who have lived there since time immemorial—is considerably less than that. According to one historian “at least 25% of the Muslims who lived in all of Palestine in 1882” were newcomers or descendants of those who arrived after the Egyptian conquest of 1831. In addition to the Egyptian influx, there was a considerable immigration of Turks, Greeks and Algerians. Moreover, many of the Palestinian Muslims who were attracted to Western Palestine between 1882 and 1893 came from Eastern Palestine (the West and East Banks of the Jordan). Combining these figures leads to a likely conclusion that no more than 50,000 Palestinian Muslims (and probably fewer) had deep roots in the area of Jewish settlement. Some of these remained in the area even after Israel became a state.

---

31 Jean Peters, in her book FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL, argues that the Jews actually constituted a majority of the population in that by the end of the 19th century, because Arab population figures were inflated. Peters at p. 251, and Jewish figures were deflated because only Ottoman subjects were counted in the official census.

32 A. Druyanow [cite p. 527]

that “[a]lmost nobody lived there.” 7 So where did all those Arabs in the areas settled by Jews come from? According to Dershowitz, “many of the Palestinian Muslims who were attracted to western Palestine between 1882 and 1893 came from eastern Palestine (the West and East Banks of the Jordan),” and “[t]he number of Muslims who lived in the Jewish areas grew dramatically after the Jewish settlements blossomed” (p. 28). From these findings he reaches the “inescapable” conclusions, “beyond reasonable dispute,” that “[a]mong the few [Palestinian refugees] who actually left more than half a century ago and who are still alive, many lived in Israel for only a few years”; that “an Arab was counted as a refugee if he moved just a few miles from one part of Palestine to another—even if he returned to the village in which he had previously lived and in which his family still lived”; that “the number of Palestinians with deep roots in the areas of Jewish settlement—although impossible to estimate with confidence—constitutes a tiny fraction of the more than a million Palestinian Arabs who now live in Israel”; and that “the myth of displacement by the European Jewish refugees of a large, stable, long-term Muslim population that had lived in that part of Palestine for centuries is demonstrably false” (pp. 28, 86, 239; Dershowitz’s emphasis). Does this sound like someone who “fundamentally disagree[s]” (Forward, 3 October 2003) with Peters’s fraudulent demographics?

To prove the claim that those calling themselves Palestinian refugees had only recently settled in Palestine, Dershowitz provides this sensational piece of evidence:

The United Nations, recognizing that many of the refugees had not lived for long in the villages they left, made a remarkable decision to change the definition of refugee—only for purposes of defining who is an Arab refugee from Israel—to include any Arab who had lived in Israel for two years before leaving. (p. 86; Dershowitz’s emphases)

Yet the only source Dershowitz cites for this allegation, which he keeps repeating (pp. 5, 87, 239), fails to support, or even imply, the claim that many refugees from the 1948 war had only recently settled in Palestine. 8 In fact, the import of the U.N. definition is exactly the reverse of what Dershowitz alleges. The definition reads: “A Palestinian refugee is a person whose normal residence was Palestine for a minimum of two
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years preceding the conflict in 1948.” Contrary to Dershowitz’s insinuation, the purpose of this definition was to put a limit on who qualified as a Palestinian refugee, *excluding seasonal workers from neighboring Arab states.*\(^9\) That Dershowitz should get things upside down won’t, at this point, come as much of a surprise. What’s more interesting is the real, unacknowledged source of his big find. Turning to *From Time Immemorial,* we read this revelation of Peters:

```
While I was examining United Nations data from 1948 onward, a seemingly casual alteration of the definition of what constitutes an Arab “refugee” from Israel caught my attention. . . . In the case of the Arab refugees, . . . the definition had been broadened to include as “refugees” any persons who had been in “Palestine” for only two years before Israel’s statehood in 1948. (p. 4; Peters’s emphases)
```

But, of course, Dershowitz did “not in any way rely” (p. 246n31) on Peters for his demographic argument. Dershowitz asserts that his detractors have failed to come up with a single example in which he directly cites from another source without attribution. Yet is this not an incontrovertible example that he has not only done so, but—not less importantly—in the process has presented demonstrably false statements from a discredited book?

Finally, in a genuine tour de force, he even manages to outfalsify Peters. For instance, to document that “[e]ven many Arab intellectuals acknowledge the mythical nature” of an indigenous Palestinian Arab population, Dershowitz cites this statement of “Palestinian leader Musa Alami” from Peters: “The people are in great need of a ‘myth’ to fill their consciousness and imagination” (p. 28). Not even Peters pretends, however, that Alami meant in this statement that Palestinians had fabricated their place of origin (compare Peters, pp. 13–14). Dershowitz just made it up. Amid these falsifications from—and of—Peters, he deplores the “mendacious rewriting of . . . the demographic history of the Arabs of Palestine” to deny Jewish rights there, and admonishes those who “play games with the demographics in order to support . . . agenda-driven conclusions” (pp. 7, 68).

To defend himself against the allegation that he lifted from Peters, Dershowitz resorted to other means as well. He claimed that “[t]he experts I consulted—real experts, with vast experience and no ideological ax to grind—know of no case in which a student or faculty member was ever disciplined for doing what I did” (*The Nation,* 15 December

---

The one and only expert he named, however, is James Freedman, former president of Dartmouth College and of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. No doubt his are impressive credentials, although Freedman might have made a more compelling independent witness if he weren’t—as the Boston Globe reports—one of Dershowitz’s closest confidants (“Dershy,” as Freedman calls his old friend Alan Dershowitz); if he weren’t an apologist for Israel, even lobbying Brandeis University (where he is a trustee) to grant Ariel Sharon an honorary degree (for his humanitarian work?); and if he didn’t mangle The Chicago Manual of Style’s meaning when citing it in Dershowitz’s defense.10

Faced with some of the derelictions in The Case for Israel, one doesn’t know whether to laugh or cry. The book was published in August 2003. Footnote citations date from as late as June 2003, which means that work on the manuscript continued until shortly before publication. By Dershowitz’s own admission, The Case for Israel is not a scholarly tome replete with minutiae, but rather a work of “advocacy” organized into thirty-two very short, simple chapters. In September 2003—just one month after the book’s publication—this writer debated Dershowitz on Amy Goodman’s nationally syndicated program Democracy Now! The debate was in two parts, only one of which has been broadcast.

In the first part, Dershowitz’s misattribution of the locution turn-speak came up. This is a verbatim transcription of the segment:

Finkelstein: In Joan Peters’s book From Time Immemorial she coins a phrase. The phrase is turn-speak.11 And she says

Dershowitz: and she borrows it from

Finkelstein: no

Dershowitz: she borrows it

Finkelstein: sir

Dershowitz: from, from, um, who is it?

Finkelstein: sir, I’m sorry

Dershowitz: oh, she attributes it and borrows it


11. Peters used this term in From Time Immemorial to denote the propagandistic inversion of facts (pp. 174, 402).
Finkelstein: sir, I’m sorry
Dershowitz: from someone else. It’s not her phrase.
Finkelstein: She coins the phrase. You see, you don’t know what you’re talking about, and that’s pretty terrible.
Dershowitz: It’s not her phrase.
Finkelstein: She coins a phrase *turnspeak*, and she says that she is using it as a play off of George Orwell, who, as all listeners know, used the phrase *newspeak*.
Dershowitz: Right.
Finkelstein: And she coined her own phrase *turnspeak*. You go to Mr. Dershowitz’s book, he got so confused in his massive borrowings from Joan Peters, that on two occasions, I’ll cite them for those who have a copy of the book, on page 57, and on page 153 he uses the phrase—quote—George Orwell’s *turnspeak*.
Dershowitz: Uh-huh.
Finkelstein: *Turnspeak* is not Orwell, Mr. Dershowitz. You’re the Felix Frankfurter chair at Harvard.
Dershowitz: Yes
Finkelstein: You must know that Orwell would never use such a clunky phrase as *turnspeak*.
Dershowitz: I like it. I think it’s a helluva phrase.
Finkelstein: Well, maybe you might like it
Dershowitz: I do.
Finkelstein: and evidently Joan Peters liked it, but George Orwell never heard of it.

The point is not simply that *The Case for Israel* confounds Peters with Orwell. Look closely at the phrases of Dershowitz placed in italics. He did not even know to whom the locution *turnspeak* was repeatedly ascribed in *The Case for Israel*. (Exhibit E, opposite.) *He did not even know Orwell*. It couldn’t be that he forgot a name from his research, unlikely as that would anyhow be just a month after the book’s publication and regarding a name highlighted on more than one occasion in the book. An author might forget a more or less obscure name cited from the source material, but how likely is it that an author would forget a prominent-name error of his or her own creation? Someone repeatedly writing in a book “Aristotle’s ‘Shazaam!’” would almost certainly remember associating *Shazaam!* with Aristotle. How did Dershowitz not remember Orwell? Were this not perplexing enough, in an otherwise minatory letter addressed to New Press when it was considering publication of *Beyond Chutzpah*, Dershowitz conceded:
for the murder of European Jewry, its official leadership was certainly far from blameless in the Holocaust. It actively supported Hitler’s final solution as well as Nazi victory over the Americans and their Allies. The grand mufti of Jerusalem was personally responsible for the concentration camp slaughter of thousands of Jews. In one instance, when he learned that the Hungarian government was planning to allow thousands of children to escape from the Nazis, he interceded with Eichmann and demanded they reverse the plan. They did and the children were sent to the death camps. The mufti also supported the Nazis militarily, offering his Arab Legion to fight against the Allies, so as to counteract the Jewish Brigade, which was fighting on the side of the Allies.

In light of the close association between the Palestinian leadership and Nazism throughout the 1930s and 1940s, it is ironic that many pro-Palestinian groups have chosen the swastika as the symbol with which to attack Israel. Just as the Nazis called the Jews communists and Stalin called the Jews “enemies,” many Palestinians and their supporters—both on the extreme right and the extreme left—now use the word “Nazi” to characterize Israel, the Jews, and Zionism. The Jews have always been caught between the black and the red, as one scholar put it. They are back in the uncomfortable position once again, as the extreme left and the extreme right both seek to demonize the Jewish state by falsely comparing it to an ideology that practiced genocide against the Jewish people—a genocide widely supported and assisted by Palestinian leaders.

The Palestinian police chief, Ghazi Jabali, has compared Israel’s first prime minister, the Socialist David Ben-Gurion, to the evil monster against whom he fought: “There is no difference between Hitler and Ben Gurion.” On today’s college campuses, you can often hear Israel’s prime minister compared to Hitler with the following chant: “Sharon and Hitler—just the same—the only difference is the name.” No one ever compares Sharon to, say, Pinochet, or even Stalin. It is always Hitler and Nazism. Signs juxtaposing the Star of David and the swastika are commonplace. These sign-carriers are, of course, deliberately using George Orwell’s “turnspeak” by trying to associate the Star of David with the swastika, knowing how deeply offensive the swastika is to Jews.

Some Jewish groups have called me over the years and asked me to try to ban the use of the swastika in attacks on Israel. Since I am opposed to censorship, I have always urged them to use the Palestinian attempt to equate Israel with Nazism as an educational opportunity to remind the world of the widespread Palestinian support for Nazism and of the fact that Nazi war criminals were given asylum in Egypt and helped the Egyptian government in its attacks against Israeli civilian targets. If Palestinian supporters insist on using the swastika, they certainly cannot complain when this symbol is turned against them to remind the world of Israel’s efforts to protect its citizens from these massive murders by attacking Arab military targets can only be labeled as genocide by a bigot willing to engage in Orwellian turnspeak against a people that was truly victimized by the worst form of genocide.

Perhaps nothing more can be expected of Professor Boyle, who has long been a one-sided propagandist for Palestinian terrorism, but more is certainly expected of a Nobel Prize-winning author such as Jose Saramago, who recently characterized Israeli efforts to defend its citizens against terrorism as “a crime comparable to Auschwitz.” When Saramago was pressed about “where . . . the gas chambers” are, he responded, “Not here.”

Exhibit E. “. . . from, from, um, who is it?”
I did, mistakenly believe that the word “turnspeak” had come from Huxley. I confused turnspeak with newspeak. (underscore is Dershowitz’s)\(^\text{12}\)

From Huxley? Leaving aside that Dershowitz has now managed the trifecta blunder of confusing Peters with Orwell and Orwell with Aldous Huxley,\(^\text{13}\) it seems he hasn’t a clue of his book’s content.

Alan Dershowitz lifted material from a hoax in a book that has become an influential best seller. To date, Dershowitz’s employers and colleagues have either remained silent or rallied behind him. A spokesman for Dean Elena Kagan of Harvard Law School reported in December 2004 that former Harvard president Derek Bok, “a scholar of unquestioned integrity,” had looked into the charges against Dershowitz and “found that no plagiarism had occurred.” The matter was “closed.”\(^\text{14}\)

Yet what is one to make of the evidence assembled in this appendix? Harvard University’s own manual states that “plagiarism is passing off a source’s information, ideas, or words as your own by omitting to cite them” (\textit{Writing with Sources: A Guide for Harvard Students}, 1995, Section 3.1). The same source also states that “when quoting or citing a passage you found quoted or cited by another scholar, and you haven’t actually read the original source, cite the passage as ‘quoted in’ or ‘cited in’ that scholar both to credit that person for finding the quoted passage or cited text, and to protect yourself in case he or she has misquoted or misrepresented” (ibid., Section 2.1). The unambiguous evidence in this appendix shows that Dershowitz directly appropriates a crucial idea from Peters—which he keeps repeating and which is demonstrably false—without referencing her. Equally to the point, Kagan and others who have risen to Dershowitz’s defense have without exception done so on the basis of his insistence that he consulted the original texts cited in \textit{The Case for Israel}. Yet not one of them has refuted the overwhelming evidence in this appendix—perhaps unavailable to them—that Dershowitz in fact repeatedly copied information directly from \textit{Time Immemorial}.

\(^{12}\). Letter from Alan Dershowitz to Colin Robinson dated 30 April 2004 and marked “Confidential—Not for Publication.” Dershowitz CC’d a copy of this letter to a research assistant of this writer, from which the sentence is quoted.

\(^{13}\). Dershowitz’s general level of culture gives pause. For example, the \textit{New York Times Sunday Book Review} ran a critical notice of one of his books by the editor of the now defunct magazine \textit{Lingua Franca}. In a subsequent letter to the \textit{Times}, Dershowitz criticized the newspaper for assigning the review to the “editor of a French magazine” (21 December 2001).

\(^{14}\). Email from Michael Armini, Director of Communications, Harvard Law School, to Norman G. Finkelstein (22 December 2004).
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History of the Israel-Palestine Conflict

Defense lawyers often develop what I call DLBS—defense lawyers’ blind spot. They refuse to see the evidence of their client’s guilt, even when it is staring them in the eye.

Alan M. Dershowitz, Letters to a Young Lawyer
### A. ROOTS OF CONFLICT, 1880–1947

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. WHAT WAS ZIONISM’S RELATIONSHIP TO EUROPEAN IMPERIALISM?</td>
<td>Those who absurdly claim that the Jewish refugees who immigrated to Palestine in the last decades of the nineteenth century were the “tools” of European imperialism must answer the following question: For whom were these socialists and idealists working? . . . They came to Palestine without any of the weapons of imperialism. They brought with them few guns or other means of conquest. Their tools were rakes and hoes. (p. 14; emphasis in original)</td>
<td>From its inception under Theodor Herzl and across its political spectrum, Zionism aligned itself with European imperialism. According to historian Yosef Gorny, for example, Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann, who “had the greatest impact on the formulation of Zionist policy” after Herzl, acted “above all, on the assumption that the alliance with Great Britain was the sole external guarantee for the achievement of Zionist goals. . . . Hence Weizmann’s untiring efforts to persuade the British Government of the identity of interests between the national goals of the two peoples. In this respect there was a consensus from the first within the Zionist movement, encompassing all sectors.” Throughout his tenure Weizmann sought “to persuade the British leaders that a large Jewish community in Palestine would effectively further British imperialist interests in the Middle East and elsewhere,” while his successor, socialist-Zionist David Ben-Gurion, likewise shaped policy “in accordance with the interests of the British Empire.”¹ And the “tools” of the Zionist settlers included rather more than farm implements. Sociologist Uri Ben-Eliezer reports that among Jewish settlers, the “worker-fighter was . . . the archetypal figure . . . conquer[ing] the land with a popular, militia-like army which would complete the work of settlement,” while kibbutzniks aspired to and sanctified the “ideal and perfect fusion between the plow and the rifle.”²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. WHAT DID PALESTINIANS WANT?</td>
<td>(a) Between 1880 and 1967, virtually no Arab or Palestinian spokesperson called for a Palestinian state. Instead they wanted</td>
<td>From the onset of the British mandate to the present, virtually all Palestinian leaders have called for the creation of an independent Arab state in Palestine. Consider Dershowitz’s own reference. In 1936 a British royal commission chaired by Lord William Robert Peel was charged with ascertaining the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the area that the Romans had designated as Palestine to be merged into Syria or Jordan. As Auni Bey Abdul-Hati [sic—Abdelhadi], a prominent Palestinian leader, told the Peel Commission in 1937, "There is no such country. . . . Palestine is a term the Zionists invented. . . . Our country was for centuries part of Syria." (p. 7)

(b) The Peel Commission implicitly recognized that it was not so much that the Arabs wanted self-determination as that they did not want the Jews to have self-determination or sovereignty over the land the Jews themselves had cultivated and in which they were a majority. After all, the Palestinians wanted to be part of Syria and be ruled over by a distant monarch. (p. 51)

SOURCES:
(a) None
(b) None

The British attributed Arab anti-Jewish animus to the Jewish claim over Palestine, which denied Arabs an independent state, and to Arab fear of being subjugated in an eventual Jewish state. The Peel Report affirmatively quoted a prior inquiry headed by Sir Thomas Haycraft that “the root of the trouble . . . was the Arab fear of a steady increase of Jewish immigration, which would ultimately tend to their political and economic subjection.” It went on to affirmatively quote a second inquiry headed by Sir Walter Shaw that “[t]here can . . . be no doubt that racial animosity on the part of the Arabs, consequent upon the disappointment of their political and national aspirations and fear for their economic future, was the fundamental cause” of hostilities; and it then restated that the Shaw Report “attributed . . . the main cause of the outbreak to Arab antagonism to the National Home, as being on the one hand an obstacle to the attainment of their national independence and as tending, on the other hand, . . . to lead to their economic and political subjection.” Dershowitz has lifted the phrase racial animosity from the crucial context underlining that the root cause of the conflict was not racial. The Peel Commission itself similarly concluded that the “underlying causes” of Arab-Jewish hostilities were, “first, the desire of the Arabs for national independence; secondly, their antagonism to the establishment of the Jewish National Home in Palestine, quickened by their fear of Jewish domination.” Explicitly repudiating the “racial” explanation Dershowitz ascribes to it, the Peel Report stated: “Nor is the conflict in its essence an interracial conflict, arising from any old instinctive antipathy of Arabs towards Jews. There was little or no friction . . . between Arab and Jew in the rest of the Arab world until the strife in Palestine engendered it. And there has been precisely the same political trouble in Iraq, Syria and Egypt—agitation, rebellion and bloodshed—where there are no ‘National Homes.’ Quite obviously, then, the problem of Palestine is political. It is, as elsewhere, the problem of insurgent nationalism. The only difference is that in Palestine Arab nationalism is inextricably interwoven with antagonism to
4. WHAT DID ZIONISTS INTEND TO DO WITH THE INDIGENOUS POPULATION?

(a) The Second Aliyah, although largely inspired by Zionist ideology, was also an immigration from persecution, and it contemplated cooperation with local Muslims to create better lives for all residents of Palestine. (p. 30)

(b) Many, although not all, of the Jewish refugees sought to establish good relations with their Arab neighbors. (p. 30; cf. pp. 39–40, where Dershowitz juxtaposes “The goal of the Arab leadership . . . to transfer the Jews of Palestine out of their historic home and to make all of Palestine empty of the Jews. And the reasons for that, it is worth repeating, are equally obvious. In the first place, the establishment of the National Home [for Jews] involved at the outset a blank negation of the rights implied in the principle of national self-government. Secondly, it soon proved to be not merely an obstacle to the development of national self-government, but apparently the only serious obstacle. Thirdly, as the Home has grown, the fear has grown with it that, if and when self-government is conceded, it may not be national in the Arab sense, but government by a Jewish majority. That is why it is difficult to be an Arab patriot and not to hate the Jews.”

Dershowitz scrupulously omits a central conclusion of Morris and among the most notable of his research findings: the “transfer idea”—including outright expulsion—was “one of the main currents in Zionist ideology from the movement’s inception.” Morris goes on to say, and copiously document, in Righteous Victims that, “[f]or many Zionists, beginning with Herzl, the only realistic solution lay in transfer. From 1880 to 1920, some entertained the prospect of Jews and Arabs coexisting in peace. But increasingly after 1920, and more emphatically after 1929, for the vast majority a denouement of conflict appeared inescapable. Following the outbreak of 1936, no mainstream leader was able to conceive of future coexistence and peace without a clear physical separation between the two peoples—achievable only by way of transfer and expulsion.”

4. Ibid., pp. 51, 68, 70, 131, 363 (emphasis added); cf. pp. 110, 136.

### B. THE FIRST ARAB-ISRAELI WAR (1947–1949) AND ITS AFTERMATH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. WHY DID THE ZIONISTS WIN THE 1948 WAR?</td>
<td>At great cost in human life ... the ragtag Israeli army defeated the invading Arab armies and the Palestinian attackers. They won in large part because, as Morris argues, the stakes were much greater for them. They had the &quot;morale-boosting stimulus&quot; of fighting for their &quot;own home and fields.&quot; (p. 76)</td>
<td>Morris doesn’t state that the Zionist army prevailed “in large part” because more was at stake for them. He lists this as a contributory factor. Like all serious historians of the war, Morris regards as decisive Israel’s military preponderance: “The Haganah enjoyed superiority in both quality and quantity of manpower, unity of command, and relatively short lines of communication. . . . By and large the Haganah had better trained, more capable commanders.” “The truth,” Morris observed in another of his studies, “is that the stronger side won. . . . [I]t was superior Jewish firepower, manpower, organization and command and control that determined the outcome of battle.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. WHAT DID ZIONISTS INTEND TO DO WITH THE INDIGENOUS POPULATION? (continued)</td>
<td>Jews” against “Jewish leaders” who “were willing to make painful compromises as long as they could have a Jewish homeland in those areas of Palestine in which they were a majority.”</td>
<td>Morris doesn’t state that the Zionist army prevailed “in large part” because more was at stake for them. He lists this as a contributory factor. Like all serious historians of the war, Morris regards as decisive Israel’s military preponderance: “The Haganah enjoyed superiority in both quality and quantity of manpower, unity of command, and relatively short lines of communication. . . . By and large the Haganah had better trained, more capable commanders.” “The truth,” Morris observed in another of his studies, “is that the stronger side won. . . . [I]t was superior Jewish firepower, manpower, organization and command and control that determined the outcome of battle.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:**
(a) None
(b) [Benny Morris, Righteous Victims (New York: 2001)], pp. 57–59.
2. WHAT HAPPENED AT ETZION BLOC AND DEIR YASSIN?

(1) ETZION BLOC

While the Arab armies tried to kill Jewish civilians and did in fact massacre many who tried to escape, the Israeli army allowed Arab civilians to flee to Arab-controlled areas. For example, when the Arab Legion's Sixth Battalion conquered Kfar Etzion, they left no Jewish refugees. The villagers surrendered and walked, hands in the air, into the center of the compound. Morris reports that the Arab soldiers simply “proceeded to mow them down.” The soldiers massacred 120 Jews; 21 of them were women. (p. 79)

**Sources:** Morris, *Righteous Victims*, p. 214.

Dershowitz uses this massacre to illustrate the Arab military's genocidal intent. However, he significantly misrepresents what Morris writes in *Righteous Victims*. The thrust of what Morris reports is this: Etzion Bloc—four Jewish settlements north of Hebron—was defended by four hundred men and one hundred women (the children had been evacuated). After Bloc fighters harassed and ambushed Arab traffic along a strategic route, an Arab Legion force backed by hundreds of local villagers attacked the Bloc, which had been under intermittent siege since January, on May 4 and again on May 12. When Legion forces finally broke into the main settlement of Kfar Etzion, “[v]illagers shouting ‘Deir Yassin, Deir Yassin’ poured through the breach. The remaining defenders laid down their weapons and walked, hands in the air, into the center of the compound. There, according to one of the few survivors, the villagers (and perhaps some legionnaires as well) proceeded to mow them down. In all about 120 defenders, 21 of them women, died that day. Of the 4 survivors, 3 were saved by Arabs. The remaining three kibbutzim held on until the morning of May 14, but their position was hopeless. The Haganah general staff gave them permission to surrender, and all the defenders and settlers, except four more who were murdered by their captors, were trucked off to a Legion prison camp. . . . About 350 of the bloc’s defenders ended up in captivity.”7 In another study, *The Road to Jerusalem*, Morris reports the testimony of a Legion officer (quoted in an official Israeli history) regarding Kfar Etzion that “there was no formal organized [Jewish] surrender; that after some defenders had surrendered others continued to fire at the Arabs; that villagers indeed massacred surrendering Jews; that Legionnaires killed a number of villagers and two Legionnaires

---


On April 9, 1948, paramilitary units fought a difficult battle for control of Deir Yassin, an important Arab village on the way to Jerusalem. The battle was fierce, with Etzel and Lechi forces losing more than a quarter of their fighters. The Jewish fighters were pinned down by sniper fire and threw grenades through the windows of many of the houses from which the snipers were firing. Most of the villagers eventually were badly wounded defending three Jewish prisoners who were then taken away by villagers and murdered; as well as the testimony of a Jewish doctor that “the Legion troops (officers and men) behaved very well” following the surrender of the other Etzion Bloc settlements. Thus, a massacre did in fact occur at Kfar Etzion but, contrary to Dershowitz’s mangling of Morris, the Jewish victims weren’t “civilians” or “villagers” but surrendering combatants; the massacre was committed not by an Arab army but Arab villagers proclaiming revenge for Deir Yassin; and, when combatants from the three other Etzion Bloc settlements surrendered without resistance, they were taken prisoner. In another episode reported by Morris, after the supposedly genocidal Arab Legion took over East Jerusalem, “its ultra-orthodox inhabitants and 300-odd Haganah defenders raised the white flag. The Haganah men went off to a prisoner-of-war camp in Transjordan and the 1,500 inhabitants were shepherded and transferred, under Red Cross supervision, to Jewish West Jerusalem.”

“The fighting continued” is how Dershowitz summarizes this passage in Morris: “Deir Yassin is remembered not as a military operation, but rather for the atrocities committed by the IZL and LHI troops during and immediately after the drawn-out battle: Whole families were riddled with bullets and grenade fragments and buried when houses were blown up on top of them; men, women, and children were mowed down as they emerged from houses; individuals were taken aside and shot. At the end of the battle, groups of old men, women and children were trucked through West Jerusalem’s streets in a kind of ‘victory parade’ and then dumped in (Arab) East Jerusalem. According to Jerusalem Shai commander Levy, . . . ‘the conquest of the village was carried out with great cruelty. Whole families—women, old people, children—were killed, and there were piles of dead [in various places]. Some of the prisoners moved to places of incarceration,
fled. An Etzel armored car with a loudspeaker demanded that the remaining villagers lay down their arms and leave their houses. Morris reports that “the truck got stuck in a ditch” and the message was not heard. The fighting continued, and when it was over, 100 to 110 Arabs were dead. (p. 81)

In Benny Morris’s standard study, *The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem*, which Dershowitz cites in other contexts, as well as in Morris’s *1948 and After*, it is reported that “Jewish atrocities” were “far more widespread than the old histories have let on.” The Arab death toll in several of the numerous massacres Morris catalogs—Lydda (250 killed), Ad Dawayima (hundreds killed)—exceeded the total at Deir Yassin. A soldier eyewitness of the Ad Dawayima massacre in October 1948 describes how Israeli forces, capturing the village “without a fight,” initially “killed about 80 to 100 [male] Arabs, women and children. The children they killed by breaking their heads with sticks. There was not a house without dead.” The remaining Arabs were then closed off in houses “without food and water,” as the vil-

---

**Sources:**

Morris[,] *Righteous Victims*, p. 208.
Ibid., p. 209. [Endnote also states:] Original reports placed the number of dead as high as 254, but this number was, it turned out, an exaggeration.

---

3. WAS DEIR YASSIN AN ABERRATION?

(a) Deir Yassin stands out in the history of Arab-Jewish conflict in Palestine precisely because it was so unusual and so out of character for the Jews. (p. 82)

(b) Deir Yassin remained an isolated although tragic and inexcusable blemish on Israeli paramilitary actions in defense of its civilian population. (p. 82–83)

In Benny Morris’s standard study, *The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem*, which Dershowitz cites in other contexts, as well as in Morris’s *1948 and After*, it is reported that “Jewish atrocities” were “far more widespread than the old histories have let on.” The Arab death toll in several of the numerous massacres Morris catalogs—Lydda (250 killed), Ad Dawayima (hundreds killed)—exceeded the total at Deir Yassin. A soldier eyewitness of the Ad Dawayima massacre in October 1948 described how Israeli forces, capturing the village “without a fight,” initially “killed about 80 to 100 [male] Arabs, women and children. The children they killed by breaking their heads with sticks. There was not a house without dead.” The remaining Arabs were then closed off in houses “without food and water,” as the vil-

---

9. Ibid., p. 165.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. WAS DEIR YASSIN AN ABERRATION? (continued)</td>
<td>sources: (a) None. (b) [Endnote states:] There were other episodes involving individuals and paramilitary groups in which claims of massacre were made, but none of the scale and seriousness of Deir Yassin.</td>
<td>Village was systematically razed: “One commander ordered a sapper to put two old women in a certain house... and to blow up the house with them. The sapper refused... The commander then ordered his men to put in the old women and the evil deed was done. One soldier boasted that he had raped a woman and then shot her. One woman, with a newborn baby in her arms, was employed to clean the courtyard where the soldiers ate. She worked a day or two. In the end they shot her and her baby.” The soldier eyewitness concluded that “cultured officers... had turned into base murderers and this not in the heat of battle... but out of a system of expulsion and destruction. The less Arabs remained—the better. This principle is the political motor for the expulsions and the atrocities.” At a meeting of the leftist Mapam party in November 1948, Israeli atrocities in the Galilee were described as “Nazi acts.” A Mapam leader remarked at another party meeting that “I couldn’t sleep all night... Jews too have committed Nazi acts.” A respected Zionist official observed in his diary: “Where did they come by such a measure of cruelty, like Nazis? They [i.e., the Jewish troops] had learnt from them [the Nazis]. One officer told me that those who had ‘excelled’ had come from [the Nazi concentration/extermination] camps.” In December a Mapam leader declared that “[m]any of us are losing their [human] image.” One last observation of Morris merits quoting: “Two of the three major Arab massacres of Jews... were revenge attacks triggered by Jewish atrocities against Arabs. On the other hand, Jewish atrocities against Arabs... were generally unconnected to or lacked any previous, direct Arab provocation.” In a new edition of his study on the Palestinian refugees, Morris reported “20 odd cases of massacre” by Zionist forces during the war, frequent random killings of Palestinians, and “several dozen cases of rape, a crime viewed with particular horror in Arab and Muslim societies.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. HOW DID PALESTINIANS BECOME REFUGEES?

Morris, who is harshly critical of traditional Israeli history with regard to the refugee issue, summarizes the problem caused by the Palestinian and Pan-Arab attack: “The Palestinian Refugee problem was born of war, not by design. . . . The Arab leadership inside and outside Palestine probably helped precipitate the exodus. . . . No guiding hand or central control is evident.” Morris states that “[d]uring the first months, the flight of the middle and upper classes from the towns provoked little Arab interest.” (p. 83)

In Birth, Morris eschews an overarching explanation of the Arab flight and enters multiple caveats on every conclusion critical of the Zionist side. He is nonetheless clear that Zionist attacks or fear of them were the main impetus behind the flight. Yet the “summary” offered by Dershowitz manages to elide this central conclusion of Morris, repeatedly stated on the pages from which Dershowitz cites. For the period up to June 1948, Morris writes, “Jewish attack directly and indirectly triggered most of the Arab exodus,” and “from July onwards, there was a growing readiness in the IDF units to expel. . . . Ben-Gurion clearly wanted as few Arabs as possible to remain in the Jewish State. He hoped to see them flee. He said as much to his colleagues and aides in meetings in August, September and October. . . . [W]hile there was no ‘expulsion policy,’ the July and October offensives were characterised by far more expulsions and, indeed, brutality towards Arab civilians than the first half of the war.” Regarding “[w]hat happened in Palestine/Israel over 1947–9” as a whole, Morris writes: “In general, in most cases the final and decisive precipitant to flight was Haganah, IZL, LHI or IDF attack or the inhabitants’ fear of such attack.”

**Sources:**


Ibid., p. 289.

---


### Topic 5. Why Did Palestinians Attack Israel After the War?

#### The Case for Israel

(a) Between 1948 and 1967, Palestinian fedayeen sponsored by Egypt and Syria murdered Israeli civilians in hundreds of cross-border raids. (p. 142)

(b) Between 1951 and 1955, nearly a thousand Israeli civilians were killed by fedayeen in cross-border attacks. (p. 161)

#### What the Evidence Actually Shows

In *Israel’s Border Wars*, Benny Morris reports that the main motives behind Palestinians’ infiltration of Israel were economic (such as hunger and coveting “lost houses, lands, crops and movable goods”) and, less so, social (such as seeing their former homes and relatives). Only the tiniest percentage of the infiltration (“probably less than 10 percent”) was “politically motivated or undertaken for terrorist purposes.” Those few Palestinian infiltrators arming themselves mainly did so on account of, or to exact revenge for, Israel’s murderous policies along its border. Morris reports that Israel turned border areas, including the Arab side of them, into free-fire zones. The “overall attitude” was that “killing, torturing, beating and raping Arab infiltrators was, if not permitted, at least not particularly reprehensible and might well go unpunished.” Captured Palestinian infiltrators were routinely murdered, even children shot in the head and elderly Palestinians castrated. The atmosphere in the army “was epitomized in the words of one officer: ‘Wherever I can kill an Arab—it is a pleasure.’” In addition, Israel carried out massive “retaliatory strikes” targeting “the attackers’ clan, village or district”—notably the Qibya massacre led by Ariel Sharon, which left some seventy Arab civilians dead. Morris tallies as many as 250 Israeli civilians and another 250 Israeli combatants killed between 1949 and 1956—not, as Dershowitz claims, “nearly a thousand Israeli civilians.” Morris further states: “A small proportion of Jewish casualties was caused by infiltrators who set out with the intent to kill or injure Jews. Most of the Israeli casualties seem to have resulted from unpremeditated encounters.” On the other hand, he reports that as many as *five thousand* Palestinians were killed by Israel during this same period, the “vast majority” being “unarmed ‘eco-

#### Sources:

(a) None

(b) None
From right after the 1948 war until early 1955, Morris further reports, Egypt (as well as Jordan) “consistently opposed”—not, as Dershowitz states, “sponsored”—Palestinian infiltration, often resorting to brutal measures against Palestinian infiltrators “to avoid sparking IDF attacks.” Focused on an agenda of domestic reform, Egypt’s Nasser initially evinced “little interest in Israel and the Palestine problem.” However, from 1954 Israel sought to provoke a violent Egyptian reaction: Israeli leaders such as Ben-Gurion and Dayan “wanted war, and periodically . . . hoped that a given retaliatory strike would embarrass or provoke the Arab state attacked into itself retaliating, giving Israel cause to escalate the shooting until war resulted—a war in which Israel could realize such major strategic objectives as the conquest of the West Bank or Sinai, or the destruction of the Egyptian army.” In February 1955 it attacked Gaza, killing forty Egyptian soldiers. Only after these Israeli provocations, especially the Gaza attack, did Egypt begin to sponsor Palestinian raids on Israel.14

## C. June 1967 and October 1973 Wars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Which Side Was Held Responsible for the June 1967 War?</strong></td>
<td>Although Israel fired the first shots, virtually everyone recognizes that Egypt, Syria, and Jordan started the war. The illegal Egyptian decision to close the Straits of Tiran by military force was recognized by the international community to be an act of war. (pp. 91–92)</td>
<td>Right after the June 1967 war, the United Nations General Assembly convened for an emergency session. Not one government in the world—not even the United States—took the unilateral position that the Arab states alone “started the war.” Opinion was divided between the belief, on the one hand, that Israel was the aggressor and, on the other, that all parties to the conflict shared some responsibility or that adjudicating responsibility served no useful purpose. The U.S. ambassador to the U.N. refused to sign on to a Soviet-sponsored resolution condemning Israel, not because it condemned Israel, however, but because it didn’t also condemn the Arab states: “Israel alone is to be condemned as an aggressor—though surely, in the light of all the events, both recent and long past, that led up to the fighting, it would be neither equitable nor constructive for this Organization to issue a one-sided condemnation.”[^15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Did Israel Exhaust Diplomatic Options Before Attacking?</strong></td>
<td>After exhausting all diplomatic options and learning that Egypt was preparing an imminent attack and had flown surveillance flights over Israeli territory, the Israeli air force attacked. (p. 92)</td>
<td>Toward the end of May, Israel considered sending a letter to the Johnson administration to win its backing for a first strike. According to Oren on the page Dershowitz cites, “Rabin concluded the discussion: ‘I want it to be recorded for history that, before acting, we did everything we could to find a diplomatic solution.” For Dershowitz this rhetorical flourish of Rabin clinches his point. In fact, Israel had many options—including the restationing of U.N. forces on its side of the border with Egypt, a two-week moratorium proposed by U.N. secretary-general U Thant, and World Court arbitration of the Straits of Tiran question—all of which it peremptorily rejected.[^16]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Why Did Israel Attack in June 1967?

(a) Egypt was preparing an imminent attack. (p. 92)

(b) Arab armies were massing along Israel’s border poised to strike. (p. 92)

(c) The only question was whether the Arab armies would be able to strike the first military blow. (p. 92)

Sources: (a) None, (b) None, (c) None

4. Which Side Was Held Responsible for the October 1973 War?

(a) The unprovoked attack on Israel was unjustified and in violation of the U.N. charter. (p. 100)

(b) No one disputes that the Egyptians and Syrians . . . started the Yom Kippur War. (p. 101)

Sources: (a) None, (b) None

Dershowitz provides no scholarly basis for this claim, for the good reason that there isn’t any. The consensus is that Egypt almost certainly didn’t intend to attack when Israel launched its “preemptive” strike. “[T]he Egyptian buildup in Sinai lacked a clear offensive plan,” Avraham Sela of the conservative Shalem Center in Jerusalem typically concludes, “and Nasser’s defensive instructions explicitly assumed an Israeli first strike.”

Not one country in the world—not even the United States—condemned Egypt for its “unprovoked” and “unjustified” attack or chastised it for having “started” the war. “The Egyptian attack on Israel on Yom Kippur aroused no international revulsion,” Abba Eban rued in his memoir. “Not a single government accused Egypt of ‘aggression.’” To the contrary, to recover the Israeli-occupied Sinai, Egypt had offered to sign a peace treaty with Israel in February 1971. After Israel rebuffed this peace overture, and after the United Nations and Egypt repeatedly warned Israel that war was inevitable if it rejected a diplomatic settlement, Egypt (along with Syria) finally attacked in October 1973.

15. Official Records of the General Assembly Fifth Emergency Special Session, Plenary Meetings, Verbatim Records of Meetings 17 June–18 September 1967, 1,527th Plenary Meeting. Dershowitz’s claim that the Egyptian blockade “was recognized by the international community to be an act of war” likewise finds zero support in the documentary record; see Finkelstein, Image and Reality, pp. 137–41.


### 5. Were the Arabs Intent on Genocide in October 1973?

**The Case for Israel**

(a) Again, the Arab goal was to kill as many civilians as possible, despite the fact that deliberately attacking civilian targets is a war crime and a violation of international law. Egypt’s initial assault included an attempt to drop bombs on Tel Aviv, which was prevented by Israeli air force interceptors. (p. 101)

(b) Morris has described Sadat’s and Assad’s motives for attacking Israel: “For both Sadat and Assad, the war promised major gains, beginning with a restoration of Arab pride. . . . Merely daring to go to war against the invincible IDF would be seen as profoundly courageous; wiping out the shame of 1967, indeed the shame of Arab history since 1948, would bring both regimes rewards in terms of popularity, legitimacy, and longevity, as well as large contributions from the oil kingdoms.” (p. 102)

**What the Evidence Actually Shows**

Morris states that, on the first day of the October War, “two [Egyptian] bombers flew low across the Mediterranean and launched two KELT missiles at Tel Aviv. But one missile fell into the sea and the other was shot down by an IAF interceptor. Egypt’s aim may have been to deter Israel from ‘strategic’ bombing by signaling in advance that it, too, had a capacity to hit civilian centers.” This is the one and only Egyptian attack on Israel proper throughout the war reported by Morris. Egypt’s “goal” wasn’t to “kill as many civilians as possible”—a claim for which Dershowitz doesn’t supply a jot of evidence—or even to threaten Israel proper, but only to break the diplomatic impasse by establishing a beachhead on the Suez Canal’s eastern bank, while Syria aimed to recover the occupied Golan Heights. Morris states this on the very same page from which Dershowitz quotes him on “Sadat’s and Assad’s motives” but omits the crucial paragraph: “In the October war . . . Presidents Anwar Sadat of Egypt and Hafez Assad of Syria sought to regain the territories lost in 1967. Neither aimed to destroy Israel, though during the opening hours of the conflict, its leaders could not be sure of this . . . Syrian defense minister Tlass later wrote: ‘We sought to liberate the conquered Arab lands, while Egypt sought to cross the Canal and remain on [both] its banks . . . out of a desire to push things forward on the international plane’ (that is, to get hold of a strip of territory on the east bank of the Canal so as to jolt Israel and the world community into breaking the political deadlock).”

---

19
In February 1971 Egypt offered Israel full peace in exchange for full Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai. Israel rejected this proposal, prompting Egypt, after another two years of fruitless diplomacy, to attack in October 1973. Egypt performed better than expected in the war, giving rise to foreboding in Israel about its prospects in another war and, concomitantly, causing Israel to reconsider its prior rejection of the Egyptian peace offer. “Exact prediction of the nature of a future war is impossible, but the general trends may be deduced. It will obviously be more difficult than its predecessor, more vicious and bloodier. The civilian rear will be hit, and Israel must assume that she will have immediately to fight on three fronts,” veteran Israeli military correspondent Zeev Schiff wrote after the October war. “Israel’s military supremacy has been placed in doubt.” He concluded that “[i]n the new conditions, the importance of a political settlement obviously increases. Time isn’t on Israel’s side, and she must make greater efforts to achieve a true peace.”20 This is exactly what Israel proceeded to do, accepting the settlement with Egypt that it rejected in February 1971—not because Egypt finally offered to “make peace,” however, but because it proved a credible force to wage war.21

19. Morris, Righteous Victims, pp. 387, 413. All scholarly studies concur on the Arabs’ limited war objectives; see Finkelstein, Image and Reality, p. 165 and many sources cited at p. 270n37.

20. Zeev Schiff, October Earthquake (Tel Aviv, 1974), pp. 314, 318.

21. Finkelstein, Image and Reality, pp. 167–71. On a related point, Dershowitz writes that Israel “is the only country in modern history to have returned disputed territory captured in a defensive war and crucial to its own self-defense in exchange for peace” (Case for Israel, p. 2). Leaving aside the dubious claim that its first strike in June 1967 was “defensive,” Israel agreed to return the Egyptian Sinai to Egypt and, later, parcels of Jordanian territory to Jordan. In neither case, however, was the territory in question “disputed.”
D. ISRAEL’S “PURITY OF ARMS”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. DOES ISRAEL ONLY TARGET LAWFUL MILITARY SITES? | (a) | Already during the British Mandate years, the Zionist movement across the political spectrum targeted civilians, and after its establishment, Israel indiscriminately bombarded Arab villages, towns, and cities. Historian Anita Shapira reports that mainstream Labor Zionism and dissident right-wing Zionist factions basically concurred on applying force against Arabs. During the 1936–1939 Arab Revolt, the Irgun engaged in “uninhibited use of terror”; “mass indiscriminate killings of the aged, women and children”; execution of Jews “suspected of informing, even though some of these persons were totally innocent”; “attacks against British without any consideration of possible injuries to innocent bystanders, and the murder of British in cold blood”; and so on. Although Labor Zionism’s approach to violence was “more ‘civilized’ than” the Irgun’s, Shapira continues, “they did not differ in essential respects.” Comparing the elite Labor Zionist shock troops of the Palmach with the Irgun, she expresses skepticism that the “external differences in framework and patterns of behavior were sufficient to create a different attitude toward fighting or to develop ‘civilian’ barriers to military callousness and insensitivity.” During the Arab Revolt, for example, a British officer recruited squads from Labor Zionist settlements to inflict collective punishment in “merciless raids” on Arab villages: “boundaries of the permissible and nonpermissible” in the assaults on these villages were “vague and intentionally blurred.”

Mainstream Zionist forces committed multiple atrocities against civilians during the 1948 war as well as afterwards during the “border wars.” In 1956 Israel attacked Egypt and occupied Sinai and the Gaza Strip. Regarding its occupation of Gaza, Benny Morris reports: “[M]any Fedayeen and an estimated 4,000 Egyptian and Palestinian regulars were trapped in the Strip, identified, and rounded up by the IDF, GSS, and police. Dozens of these Fedayeen appear to have been summarily executed, without trial. Some were
on the other hand... The Arab side has consistently, illegally, and unprovokedly targeted civilians, and the Israeli side has consistently, lawfully, and defensively responded by attacking military targets. (p. 141)

23. Prior to the establishment of the state of Israel, dissident Zionist groups...blow up the King David Hotel, killing ninety-one people. Dissident groups also killed civilians in the November 1966 riots in the West Bank and in the largest military operation since 1956, an Israeli armored brigade of four thousand methodically razed 125 homes, a clinic, a school, and a workshop, killing eighteen Jordanian soldiers as well. (One Israeli soldier was killed.) Noting that the Israeli response was in human lives and destruction far surpasses the cumulative total of the various acts of terrorism conducted against the frontiers of Israel, "U.S. ambassador to the U.N. Arthur Goldberg declared, "I wish to make it absolutely clear that this large-scale military action cannot be justified explained away or excused by the incidents which preceded it and in which the Government of Jordan was not implicated." (p. 408)

24. Oren doesn’t state that, during the June 1967 war, to avoid Arab civilian casualties, Israel “made sure” the fighting took place away from densely populated areas. He merely states that, as it happened, the fighting took place away from densely populated areas. He merely states that, as it happened, the fighting took place away from densely populated areas. He merely states that, as it happened, the fighting took place away from densely populated areas. (p. 365)

25. The United Nations estimated that, all told, Israeli troops killed between 447 and 550 Arab civilians in the first three weeks of their occupation of the Strip. (p. 196-97)
### 1. Does Israel Only Target Lawful Military Sites?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lized commando force loyal to Ben-Gurion's own party. (pp. 141–42)</td>
<td>(e) Israel is the only country in the history of modern warfare that has never dropped bombs indiscriminately on an enemy city in an effort to kill innocent civilians in retaliation for the deliberate bombing of its own civilians. Even when it attacked those parts of Beirut that were home to terrorists, the Israeli air force made great efforts—although not always with success—to avoid unnecessary civilian casualties. Recall that when Israel sought to protect itself against Beirut-based terrorism in 1982, it sent in a team of soldiers—led by then Major General Ehud Barak, dressed as a woman—to target the terrorists themselves in a building then being used as their base, instead of bombing the building from the air, which would have resulted in many more casualties. (pp. 150–51)</td>
<td>During the 1968–1970 “War of Attrition” between Egypt and Israel, Israel launched attacks on the cities of Ismailia, Kantara, and Suez on the east bank of the Suez Canal, turning them into “empty shells,” as scores of Egyptian civilians were killed and 500,000 to 750,000 were forced to flee their homes. Soon after the June war, Israel also began bombing villages in southern Lebanon, and after 1974 without even the pretense of retaliation. In March 1978, after a Palestinian terrorist attack launched from Beirut, Israel invaded south Lebanon, indiscriminately bombing villages, towns, and the city of Tyre, killing some two thousand people, almost all civilians, and creating nearly 300,000 refugees. After the invasion, military correspondent Zeev Schiff glossed an admission of Israel’s chief of staff: “The Israeli Army has always struck civilian populations, purposely and consciously . . . the Army . . . has never distinguished civilian [from military] targets . . . [but] purposely attacked civilian targets even when Israeli settlements had not been struck.” In June 1982, despite PLO restraint in the face of numerous Israeli provocations, Israel again invaded Lebanon. It indiscriminately bombed and shelled Lebanese villages, towns, and the cities of Tyre, Sidon, and Beirut, as well as—and most mercilessly—Palestinian refugee camps, everywhere hitting civilian sites such as residential neighborhoods, schools, and hospitals. The massive, weeks-long, murderous bombing and shelling of Beirut culminated in early August, when—in the words of veteran Middle East correspondent Robert Fisk—”[I]t is call the gunfire indiscriminate was an understatement. It would also have been a lie. The Israeli bombardment . . . was, we realised later, discriminate. It targeted every civilian area, every institution in west Beirut—hospitals, schools, apartments, shops, newspaper offices, hotels, the prime minister’s office, and the parks. Incredibly, the Israeli shells even blew part of the roof off the city’s synagogue in Wadi Abu Jamil where the remnants of Beirut’s tiny Jewish community still lived.” The carpet bombing and massive shelling of Lebanon’s cities, towns, and villages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(f) Wars waged against Israel are wars of extermination that target its cities and population centers. Its enemies are seeking its total destruction. Israel, in contrast, avoids targeting cities and civilians and does not seek the destruction of any neighboring state. (p. 227)

Sources:
(a) None
(b) [Oren, *Six Days,*] pp. 306–7.
(c) None
(d) None
(e) None
(f) None

and Palestinian refugee camps; the use of cluster bombs and phosphorus shells in civilian areas; the cutting off of Beirut’s electricity, water, and food supplies—all this was attested to by innumerable foreign journalists and humanitarian organizations as well as Israeli journalists and soldiers. In the face of this voluminous documentation Dershowitz’s lone piece of evidence, which he has repeated on numerous occasions, is the commando raid “led by then Major General Ehud Barak, dressed as a woman.” Except that—unless Barak cross-dresses on all his missions—Dershowitz, not for the first time, has his facts confused: this famous Barak mission took place in 1973. One indication of Israel’s actual record on respecting Arab life during its many wars is that, according to Morris, “the IDF has progressively become a ‘cleaner’ army,” its record “when it comes to tohar haneshek [purity of arms]” having been “far better” during the Lebanon invasion “than in 1948.” In July 1993 Israel launched Operation Accountability, a “ferocious Israeli assault on population centers in southern Lebanon,” killing some 120, displacing 300,000, and severely damaging more than fifty-five villages. In April 1996 Israel launched yet another invasion of Lebanon, Operation Grapes of Wrath, killing mostly civilians, including two women and four girls inside an ambulance. In addition, Israeli forces shelled the U.N. compound in Qana, killing 102 civilians. “On the basis of all the information available,” Amnesty International concluded, “the IDF intentionally attacked the UN compound.” All told, some 150 civilians were killed and 350 wounded during the invasion.
### Appendix II

#### Topic: The Case for Israel vs. What the Evidence Actually Shows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. WHAT IS THE BALANCE SHEET OF CIVILIAN CASUALTIES?</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Between 1968 and 1990, Palestinian terrorists murdered thousands of innocent civilians, including international travelers, Jews at prayer in synagogues throughout Europe, Olympic athletes, nursery school children, diplomats, and Christian pilgrims. (p. 105)</td>
<td>Dershowitz provides neither source nor basis for any of his calculations. An extreme right-wing, “pro”-Israel website puts the number of victims of “Palestinian terror” between 1967 and 1990 in Israel and the Occupied Territories—including “Israeli civilians and security personnel, and foreigners killed”—at 370, and the number of Jews and non-Jews abroad killed in Palestinian terrorist attacks at 50, for a total of, not “thousands,” but 420 dead (including Israeli combatants) over a period of more than two decades.31 By comparison, Israel killed about five times as many civilians during its one-week-long invasion of Lebanon in March 1978. The basis of Dershowitz’s second calculation is equally obscure, but another set of figures will perhaps illuminate Israel’s comparative “restraint.” From 1947 to the present, the number of Israeli deaths during all its wars and policing operations—1947–1949, 1956, 1967, 1967–1970, 1973, 1982, the first and second intifadas—as well as from all terrorist attacks comes in total to under 22,000, the overwhelming number of them combatants. By comparison, just in the course of Israel’s June–September 1982 invasion of Lebanon, between 18,000 and 20,000 Lebanese and Palestinians were killed, the overwhelming number of them civilians.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Even comparing innocent Israeli civilian casualties with Palestinian civilian casualties reveals that Israel has acted with restraint. (p. 143)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:**

(a) None

(b) None

---


MUFTI MACHINATIONS

In *The Case for Israel*, Alan Dershowitz devotes many pages to the Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-Husseini, who led the Palestinian national movement during the British Mandate years. It is well known that the Mufti personally collaborated with the Nazis. However, Dershowitz makes many claims beyond this fact. On pages 54–60, he writes:

The SS, under the leadership of Heinrich Himmler, provided both financial and logistical support for anti-Semitic pogroms in Palestine.

Adolf Eichmann visited Husseini in Palestine and subsequently maintained regular contact with him.

The official leader of the Palestinians, Haj Amin al-Husseini, . . . was taken on a tour of Auschwitz by Himmler.

The mufti was apparently planning to return to Palestine in the event of a German victory and to construct a death camp modeled after Auschwitz, near Nablus.

In 1944, a German-Arab commando unit under Husseini’s command parachuted into Palestine in an effort to poison Tel Aviv’s wells.

It is fair to conclude that the official leader of the Muslims in Palestine, Haj Amin al-Husseini, was a full-fledged Nazi war criminal, and he was so declared at Nuremberg.

The grand mufti of Jerusalem was personally responsible for the concentration camp slaughter of thousands of Jews.

Some Arab and Palestinian leaders bore significant responsibility for the Holocaust.

Most of these allegations are taken, if not always with proper attribution, from an unsourced opinion column in a right-wing Israeli newspaper: Sarah Honig, “Fiendish Hypocrisy II: The Man from Klopstock St.,” *Jerusalem Post*, 6 April 2001.¹ The claim that the Nazis financed the 1936–1939 Arab Revolt is credited by Dershowitz to Benny Morris’s *Righteous Victims*, but there isn’t any mention of this on the cited pages or any others in Morris’s study.² It can be found, however, in Honig’s column. What does the scholarly literature report about the Honig-Dershowitz claims? None of the major academic treatments of

1. At one point Honig casually asserts: “This is backed by ample documentation from the Nuremberg and Eichmann trials.” No further reference is provided although the record of the Nuremberg trial alone comes to forty-two volumes.

the Arab Revolt—for example, The Palestinian Arab National Movement by Israeli historian Yehoshua Porath or The Palestinian People by Israeli professor Baruch Kimmerling and University of Washington professor Joel S. Migdal—mention Nazi funding. The major biographies of the Mufti are The Mufti of Jerusalem by Palestinian historian Philip Mattar and The Grand Mufti by Israeli historian Zvi Elpeleg. Neither of these sources mentions Husseini accompanying Himmler to Auschwitz. Neither of these sources mentions a Husseini plan to build an Auschwitz-style camp in Nablus. Neither mentions a German-Arab commando unit en route to poison Tel Aviv’s wells. Neither mentions that Husseini was indicted at Nuremberg. (His name is not even listed in the index to the proceedings of the Nuremberg tribunal.) It is correct that Husseini petitioned the Nazis during the Final Solution not to allow Jews, including Jewish children, to enter Palestine. It is unknown, however, whether his intercession had any practical impact. Mattar found “no hard evidence” that it did, while Elpeleg concluded that “[i]t is impossible to estimate the extent of the consequences of Haj Amin’s efforts.” Dershowitz cites Elpeleg’s book but not this conclusion. Raul Hilberg, the dean of Nazi holocaust scholars, believes it “unlikely” that the Mufti’s pleas had any influence. No scholar affirmatively maintains that Husseini “was personally responsible for the concentration camp slaughter of thousands of Jews” or “bore significant responsibility for the Holocaust.” Hilberg devotes all of one sentence to Husseini’s role in his monumental, three-volume study of the Nazi holocaust. Finally, Dershowitz is curiously silent on another initiative emanating from Palestine to collaborate with Hitler. Beginning in late 1940 the dissident right-wing Zionist organization “IZL in Israel” sought an agreement with the Nazis on the basis of a “collusion of interests” between the “new Germany and the reborn volkisch-nationalen Hebraertum” and for the purpose of “the re-establishment of the Jewish state in its historic borders, on a national and totalitarian basis, allied with the German Reich.” Although the Nazis proved unresponsive notwithstanding repeated appeals, this Zionist initiative did have one noteworthy denouement. A member of this group of would-be Nazi collaborators, Yitzhak Shamir, went on to become the prime minister of Israel.

APPENDIX III

Peace Process

We do have a license to advocate outcomes, which we know would be objectively unjust but subjectively beneficial to our clients.

Alan M. Dershowitz, *Letters to a Young Lawyer*
## A. BACKGROUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. DID ZIONISTS AGREE TO PARTITION IN 1937?</td>
<td>(a) I begin the case for Israel by... emphasizing the refusal of Palestinian leaders to accept a two-state (or two-homeland) solution in 1917, 1937, 1948, and 2000. (p. 6)</td>
<td>There is no known record of a two-state solution even being mooted, let alone rejected by Palestinians, in 1917. Indeed, right after issuance of the Balfour Declaration, the Jewish state proposed by Ben-Gurion, for example, included not just the whole of Palestine, but all of present-day Jordan as well as wide swaths of Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt.¹ Great Britain’s 1937 Peel Commission report recommended the partition of Palestine between a Jewish state, on the one hand, and an Arab state merged with Transjordan, on the other, not a Palestinian state in addition to Transjordan. Neither the Arabs nor the Zionist Congress—Dershowitz gets this wrong too—officially accepted the Peel partition proposal.² True, key Zionist leaders rejected the Peel recommendation for tactical reasons, privately lobbying for partition. However, even Zionist leaders accepting partition did so only as the first step toward the total conquest of Palestine. Although Dershowitz ignores it, his main historical source—like all other studies of the period—concludes that both Weizmann and Ben-Gurion “saw partition as a stepping stone to further expansion and the eventual takeover of the whole of Palestine....” [Ben-Gurion] wrote to his son Amos: ‘[A] Jewish state in part [of Palestine] is not an end, but a beginning.... Our possession is important not only for itself... through this we increase our power, and every increase in power facilitates getting hold of the country in its entirety. Establishing a [small] state... will serve as a very potent lever in our historical efforts to redeem the whole country.’” Finally, contrary to Dershowitz, the Peel Report did not envisage that Arabs would “remain as part of the Arab minority in the Jewish state.” It explicitly recommended that, if most of the 225,000 Arabs currently living in the planned Jewish state didn’t voluntarily leave, “in the last resort” their departure should be “compulsory.”³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Great Britain’s 1937 Peel Commission report recommended the partition of Palestine between a Jewish state, on the one hand, and an Arab state merged with Transjordan, on the other, not a Palestinian state in addition to Transjordan. Neither the Arabs nor the Zionist Congress—Dershowitz gets this wrong too—officially accepted the Peel partition proposal.² True, key Zionist leaders rejected the Peel recommendation for tactical reasons, privately lobbying for partition. However, even Zionist leaders accepting partition did so only as the first step toward the total conquest of Palestine. Although Dershowitz ignores it, his main historical source—like all other studies of the period—concludes that both Weizmann and Ben-Gurion “saw partition as a stepping stone to further expansion and the eventual takeover of the whole of Palestine....” [Ben-Gurion] wrote to his son Amos: ‘[A] Jewish state in part [of Palestine] is not an end, but a beginning.... Our possession is important not only for itself... through this we increase our power, and every increase in power facilitates getting hold of the country in its entirety. Establishing a [small] state... will serve as a very potent lever in our historical efforts to redeem the whole country.’” Finally, contrary to Dershowitz, the Peel Report did not envisage that Arabs would “remain as part of the Arab minority in the Jewish state.” It explicitly recommended that, if most of the 225,000 Arabs currently living in the planned Jewish state didn’t voluntarily leave, “in the last resort” their departure should be “compulsory.”³
fairly divided between the Jews and the Muslims of Palestine, each of whom effectively controlled certain areas. (p. 42; emphasis in original)

(c) As soon as partition into two states or homelands was proposed [in 1937], the Jews accepted it and the Arabs rejected it. (p. 46)

(d) The Jews reluctantly accepted the Peel partition plan, while the Arabs categorically rejected it, demanding that all of Palestine be placed under Arab control and that most of the Jewish population of Palestine be “transferred” out of the country, because “this country [cannot] assimilate the Jews now in the country.” (p. 51)

(e) To understand how different the Arab-Israeli conflict would

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Topic</strong></th>
<th><strong>The Case for Israel</strong></th>
<th><strong>What the Evidence Actually Shows</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. DID ZIONISTS AGREE TO PARTITION IN 1937? (continued)</td>
<td>look if the Arab world including the Palestinian Muslims had accepted the two-state solution when it was first proposed (or even for years thereafter), we must briefly return to the Peel Commission Report. If the Arabs had accepted the Peel Commission partition proposal, there would have been a Palestinian state (in addition to Transjordan) in most of what was left of Palestine following the partition of Transjordan. The vast majority of Arabs and Muslims in Palestine would have lived under Palestinian control, and the Arab minority that lived in the land allotted to the Jewish state would have had the choice to move to the Palestinian state or remain as part of the Arab minority in the Jewish state. The same would have been true for the Jews who lived in the Arab state. ([pp. 89–90; cf. p. 98 for “Israel accepted . . . the Peel Report” and p. 194 for Jews accepting and Arabs rejecting a “peaceful two-state solution in 1937”])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. WHAT WERE THE TERMS OF THE 1947 U.N. PARTITION RESOLUTION (181)?

(i) WERE JEWS A MAJORITY IN THE PROPOSED JEWISH STATE?

The Jews were a substantial majority in those areas of Palestine partitioned by the United Nations for a Jewish state. . . . [The official U.N. estimate was that the land assigned to the Jewish state contained approximately 538,000 Jews and 397,000 Arabs (a number that included Christians, Bedouins, Druze, and others). (p. 68)

 SOURCES: None

The 1947 United Nations partition proposal officially included 498,000 Jews and 407,000 Arabs and others in the proposed Jewish state. However, this figure excluded 90,000 to 105,000 Bedouins residing within the borders of the Jewish state. Taking this last number into account, the proposed Jewish state would have had roughly equal Arab and Jewish populations or even an Arab majority. In fact, it was impossible to carve out a Jewish state in Palestine without a substantial Palestinian Arab population and thus—in light of the Zionist goal of creating a demographically “stable” Jewish state—without massive expulsion. As historian Benny Morris states: “What happened in 1948 was inevitable. If the Jews wanted to establish a state in Eretz Israel that would be located on an area a little larger than Tel Aviv, a removing of population was needed. . . . Without a population expulsion, a Jewish state could not have been established.”


(11) WAS THE PARTITION RESOLUTION JUST?

(a) [T]he state of Israel did not come into existence at the expense of either the Arabs or the Palestinians. The area partitioned for a Jewish state had a Jewish majority that had a right to self-determination vis-à-vis the British (and the Ottomans before them). The land in question was neither Arab nor Palestinian. It had passed from one empire to another, and the time had come for self-determination by the two groups that lived in different parts of it. It was historically, demographically, economically, and legally both a Jewish and an Arab land. (pp. 59–60; emphasis in original)

(b) In terms of the division of land, the Jewish state received somewhat more than the Arabs, but only if one counts fully the Negev Desert, which was deemed uninhabitable and uncultivatable. If the Negev is excluded or substantially discounted, the usable land allocated to the Arabs was larger than that allocated to the

The embryonic Jewish state emerging from the British Mandate was imposed by force on, and against the will of, the indigenous Palestinian Arab population. On no generally accepted principles of morality or law could this flagrant violation of the Palestinians’ right to self-determination be justified. Dershowitz professes to “know of no situation in history where a state has twice rejected generous offers of statehood.” Yet, is there any example in history of a people voluntarily relinquishing a fragment, let alone most, of their country to settlers coming from abroad to colonize it and then drive them out? The U.N. Partition Resolution, giving Zionists title to part of Palestine, appeared to ratify their usurpation as well as “the flouting of a fundamental principle of the [U.N.] organization itself—the imposition of a form of government against the wishes of the majority of the inhabitants” (historian Wm. Roger Louis). The resolution’s terms exacerbated this seeming injustice. “[T]he partition resolution awarded 55.5 percent of the total area of Palestine to the Jews (most of whom were recent immigrants), who constituted less than a third of the population and who owned less than 7 percent of the land,” historian Walid Khalidi writes. “The Palestinians, on the other hand, who made up over two thirds of the population and who owned the vast bulk of the land, were awarded 45.5 percent of the country of which they had enjoyed continuous possession for centuries.” Moreover, “the best lands were incorporated within [the proposed Jewish state]—most of the fertile coastal plains . . . and all the interior plains . . . . These included almost all the citrus and cereal producing areas. Half of the former and the vast bulk of the latter were owned by Palestinians.” That a U.N. General Assembly majority approved the Partition Resolution, Louis recalls, was due in no small part to Zionist machination: “[T]he Zionists were able to launch a campaign that left the President and officials at the State Department reeling under a bombardment of letters, telegrams and telephone calls. Truman
Moreover, much of the land allocated to the Jewish state was originally swamp and desert land that had been irrigated and made fertile by Jewish labor and investment. (pp. 68–69)

Palestinians have been offered a homeland on three separate occasions—in 1937, 1947, and 2000–2001—and each time have rejected the offer and responded with increased terrorism. I know of no situation in history where a state has twice rejected generous offers of statehood. (p. 159)

Sources:
(a) None
(b) None
(c) None

wrote in his memoirs that he never ‘had as much pressure and propaganda aimed at the White House as I had in this instance.’ . . . Emmanuel Cellar and Sol Bloom in the House of Representatives exerted their considerable influence on Congressional colleagues, the executive branch, the State Department, and in particular on the United Nations representatives from the Philippines, Liberia, and Haiti. Ten Senators sent telegrams to the President of the Philippines, who also received the friendly admonition of Felix Frankfurter and another Supreme Court Justice. . . . The Cuban Ambassador, who remained recalcitrantly pro-Arab, complained that the Costan [sic] Rican vote had been bought with a $75,000 bribe. Niles [a pro-Zionist adviser to Truman] used business connections in an abortive effort to swing the Greek vote. Bernard Baruch let the representatives from China and France know that nothing less than economic assistance would be in jeopardy if they failed to vote in favour of partition. Harvey Firestone brought Liberia to heel. As Robert Donovan summed it up in an understatement in his biography of Truman, intrigue was rife.” In addition, “[i]n 1947, there was not yet a solid ‘anti-colonial’ bloc” in the U.N. Finally, the “overriding Russian aim” in supporting the resolution was not achieving justice but “the disruption of the British Empire.”

6. See introduction to this book.
9. Louis, The British Empire, pp. 483n13, 485–86, 491. Against intense Zionist lobbying, the key balancing consideration shaping the Truman administration’s decisions in 1947–48 was the Arab, especially Saudi, reaction. Basically, Ibn Saud, the Saudi king, signaled that he wouldn’t interfere with the Truman administration’s pro-Zionist policy so long as the United States didn’t intervene militarily in the unfolding conflict—in the event, this is exactly what happened. On the interaction of these and other factors, see Kenneth Ray Bain, The March to Zion: United States Policy and the Founding of Israel (London, 1979), and esp. Michael J. Cohen, Truman and Israel (Berkeley, 1990).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(iii) did Zionists support the principle of partition in 1947?</td>
<td>Israel quickly accepted the U.N. partition and soon declared statehood. (p. 69)</td>
<td>Although the Zionist leadership formally accepted the Partition Resolution, its Declaration of Independence, while citing the resolution, made no mention of its provision for not just a Jewish state but a Palestinian Arab one as well: “On November 29, 1947, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a Resolution requiring the establishment of a Jewish State in Eretz-Israel.” This omission was not an oversight. According to historian Michael Bar-Zohar, Ben-Gurion “deleted any reference to the partition plan” the evening before the declaration was announced. In fact, neither Ben-Gurion nor the Zionist movement generally, accepted the principle of partitioning Palestine. “The partition lines were of secondary importance in Ben-Gurion’s eyes,” historian Avi Shlaim writes, “because he intended to change them in any case; they were not the end but only the beginning.” Accordingly, the Israeli Declaration of Independence didn’t specify the Jewish state’s borders either: the Zionist leadership, after heated debate, decided against inclusion of the Partition Resolution’s borders in the Declaration. “By some twist of vision, historians have generally taken Ben-Gurion’s acceptance of the idea of a Jewish state in less than the whole of Palestine as the equivalent of an acceptance of the entire UN resolution,” Simha Flapan writes. Yet Ben-Gurion had always viewed partition as the first step toward a Jewish state in the whole of Palestine, including Transjordan, the Golan Heights and southern Lebanon.” Finally, already before the Partition Resolution was passed by the U.N. General Assembly, the Zionist leadership had moved to preempt the creation of a Palestinian Arab state. It reached a tacit, secret agreement with King Abdullah of Jordan to divide Palestine between them—which, in the event, was what happened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sources: None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. WHAT DID U.N. RESOLUTION 242 STATE?</td>
<td>(a) Note that the resolution does not require Israeli withdrawal from all the territories, only “territories,” thus contemplating some territorial adjustments. The elimination of the definite article the was an explicit compromise engineered by the United States in order to permit the retention by Israel of territories necessary to assure secure boundaries. (p. 96; emphasis in original)</td>
<td>Right after the June 1967 war, the United Nations General Assembly met in emergency session. Reviewing these proceedings, Secretary-General U Thant observed that there was “near unanimity” on “the withdrawal of the armed forces from the territory of neighboring Arab states occupied during the recent war” because “everyone agrees that there should be no territorial gains by military conquest.” When the General Assembly couldn’t reach agreement on a comprehensive resolution, deliberations moved to the Security Council. In November 1967 the Security Council unanimously approved Resolution 242. Dershowitz reproduces in his book (p. 96) the operative paragraph that calls for “[w]ithdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the recent conflict.” He omits in his rendering, however, the resolution’s preambular paragraph, which reads: “Emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war and the need to work for a just and lasting peace in which every State in the area can live in security” (emphasis in original). The main framer of 242 was Lord Caradon from the United Kingdom. In the Security Council deliberations on the resolution, Caradon explicitly linked these two passages: “In our... ‘the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war.’ In our view, the wording of those provisions is clear.” In a symposium some years later, Caradon recalled that, without</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. The major studies of this secret agreement are Shlaim, *Collusion*, and Benny Morris, *The Road to Jerusalem* (New York, 2003).
APPENDIX III

Topic | The Case for Israel | What the Evidence Actually Shows
--- | --- | ---
1. WHAT DID U.N. RESOLUTION 242 STATE? (continued) | some unpopulated areas that were deemed necessary to assure Israel's “territorial integrity” within “secure” boundaries as contemplated by Resolution 242. Alon's plan, unlike Resolution 242, drew an important distinction between occupying territory and occupying populations. The Security Council resolution focused exclusively on territories rather than people. But the West Bank comprises cities, towns, and villages, as well as vast expanses of unpopulated land. The Alon Plan would have implemented a “territorial compromise.”... The Arabs would still complain that their land was being occupied, but Resolution 242 contemplated territorial adjustments designed to achieve secure borders “free from threats or acts of war.” (pp. 98–99; emphasis in original)

(c) United Nations Resolution 242... does not call on Israel to give back all of the territories the preambular reference to the inadmissibility of acquiring territory by war, “there could have been no unanimous vote” in the Security Council. Indeed, fully ten of the fifteen members of the Security Council stressed in their interventions the “inadmissibility” clause and Israel's obligation to fully withdraw, while none of the five remaining members dissented from this principle. The definite article was omitted from the operative paragraph (“occupied territories” as against “the occupied territories”), Caradon explained, due to the irregularities of the pre–June 1967 borders, which “were based on the accident of where exactly the Israeli and the Arab armies happened to be” at the time of the original armistice agreements ending the 1948 war. This omission did not, however, undercut the force of the preambular reference: “Knowing as I did the unsatisfactory nature of the 1967 line, I was not prepared to use wording in the Resolution which would have made that line permanent. Nevertheless it is necessary to say again that the overriding principle was the ‘inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war’ and that meant that there could be no justification for annexation of territory on the Arab side of the 1967 line merely because it had been conquered in the 1967 war.”

To “prove” Caradon supported Israel's official interpretation of 242, Dershowitz cites an out-of-context, single-sentence quote culled from a “reader's letter” to the Orlando Sentinel from one “Ricki Hollander” of Brookline, Massachusetts. Beyond the absurdity of using this as the only source on a topic about which countless scholarly studies have been written, the sentence Dershowitz cites merely states Caradon's disapproval of the irregular pre-June borders as final, not his acceptance of territorial annexation, which he emphatically rejected. In the deliberations preceding approval of Caradon's resolution, U.S. ambassador Arthur Gold-
captured during the defensive war of 1967. The compromise agreed to by the Security Council was that Israel would give back “ter-ritories”—meaning most but not all. . . . Both Justice Goldberg and Lord Carrington [sic—Caradon] of Britain, the primary drafters of the resolution that was accepted, have stated unambiguously that it did not contemplate withdrawal from “all the territories,” recognizing, as Lord Car-lington [sic—Caradon] put it, “it would have been wrong to demand that Israel return to its positions of June 4, 1967, because these positions were undesirable and artificial.” (p. 205); (emphasis in original)

berg, acting at Israel’s behest, resisted pressures from the Security Council for more explicit language on Israel’s withdrawal. The United States repeatedly made clear, however, that it contemplated at most only minor and mutual border adjustments. For example, in late October 1967 Secretary of State Dean Rusk told Israeli foreign minister Abba Eban that “our support for secure permanent frontiers doesn’t mean we support territorial changes.” And Goldberg himself told Jordanian leaders in early November that “some territorial adjustment will be required” but that “there must be mutuality in adjustments,” and, on a second occasion, that the United States supported “minor border rectifications” but that Jordan would “obtain compensation . . . for any territory it is required to give up.”

In the late 1960s senior Israeli Labor party official Yigal Allon proposed that Israel annex up to half the West Bank. American officials stood firm, however, in their conviction that “the words ‘recognized and secure’ [in 242] meant ‘security arrangements’ and ‘recognition’ of new lines as international boundaries,” and “never meant that Israel could extend its territory to [the] West Bank or Suez if this was what it felt its security required”; and that “there will be no peace if Israel tries to hold onto large chunks of territory.”


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. WHAT DID U.N. RESOLUTION 242 STATE? (continued)</td>
<td>sources: (a) None (b) None (c) “Not Just Semantics,” Editorial [sic—“reader’s letter”], Orlando Sentinel, August 7, 2000.</td>
<td>Referring to the Allon Plan explicitly by name, the United States deplored even the minimalist version of the plan as “a non-starter” and “unacceptable in principle.” The full context of the last quote merits quotation, to be juxtaposed against Dershowitz’s claims: “The territorial assurances that we have given Hussein are manifestly inconsistent with any proposal that would place ‘certain unpopulated areas of the West Bank’ under Israeli sovereignty or jurisdiction. The relevance of ‘unpopulated areas’ to ‘minor border rectifications’ is, of course, another moot point. (Incidentally, the Jordan Govt’s 1961 maps on the ‘distribution of population’ and ‘population density’ show very graphically that the only ‘unpopulated areas’ on the West Bank lie along the present ceasefire line between Israel and Jordan. . . .) Eban seems to be saying that Israel has suggested to Hussein some kind of variation of the Allon Plan, which we have already indicated is unacceptable in principle both to US and to Jordan. What Eban appears to be asking of Jordan is certainly ‘significantly’ different . . . from the territorial assurances we have given Jordan.” Referring to Dershowitz’s claims, the Allon Plan didn’t annex “vast expanses of unpopulated land”; it wasn’t consistent with U.N. Resolution 242; and the United States didn’t support it. Finally, in private, Israeli leaders suffered no illusions on the actual meaning of 242. Protesting the clause “withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the recent conflict,” Abba Eban told Caradon: “The words ‘in the recent conflict’ convert the principle of eliminating occupation into a mathematically precise formula for restoring the June 4 map. Israel will not reconstruct that map, at any time or in any circumstances.” And during a closed session of the Labor Party in June 1968, Moshe Dayan counseled against endorsing 242 because “it means withdrawal to the 4 June boundaries, and because we are in conflict with the SC [Security Council] on that resolution.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. WAS THE “WITHDRAWAL” CLAUSE OF U.N. RESOLUTION 242 BIASED AGAINST ISRAEL?

[T]he U.N. Security Council ... for the first time in history ordered a nation to return territories lawfully captured in a defensive war. (p. 96)

Sources: None

In fact, Israel was the only country allowed by the U.N. to keep territory acquired by war. The boundaries of the prospective Jewish state approved by the United Nations in 1947 allotted it 56 percent of British-mandated Palestine. In the course of the 1947–49 war, Israel expanded its borders, incor- porating fully 78 percent of Palestine. It was these forcibly expanded borders that Security Council Resolution 242 effectively ratified in November 1967. In any event, even if it was a “defensive” war—a claim not supported by a single country in the world—Israel could not have “lawfully captured” territory in June 1967, because international law prohibits forcible boundary changes between states under any circumstances, including a “defensive” war. An authoritative statement by the World Court has resolved this issue. In its 2004 advisory opinion “Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,” the World Court repeatedly affirmed the preambular paragraph of Resolution 242 emphasizing “the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war,” as well as a 1970 General Assembly resolution emphasizing that “[n]o territorial acquisition resulting from the threat or use of force shall be recognized as legal,” denoting this principle a “corollary” of the U.N. Charter and as such “customary international law” and a “customary rule” binding on all member states of the United Nations (paras. 74, 87, 117).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. HOW DID ISRAEL AND THE ARAB STATES REACT TO 242?</td>
<td>(a) Almost immediately upon prevailing over the Arab armies that had pledged and planned to annihilate Israel, the Israeli government agreed to comply with Resolution 242. . . . Israel immediately accepted the principles of Resolution 242. (p. 96)</td>
<td>Israel rejected the consensus interpretation of the withdrawal provision in U.N. Resolution 242. Bent on significant territorial annexation, it initially resorted to diplomatic circumlocutions to avoid outright rejection of 242, claiming, for instance, that the resolution was merely “a list of principles which can help the parties and guide them in their search for a solution because it lists the claims, the main claims, which both parties make against each other, but it has no life of its own.” But when Egypt publicly agreed in February 1971 to all the resolution’s terms in exchange for full Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai, and a U.N.-appointed mediator called on Israel for a direct response, Israel could no longer hide behind rhetorical evasions. Israel bluntly replied that it “will not withdraw to the pre–June 1967 lines,” thereby killing the U.N.-sponsored peace initiative. Jordan had also publicly acquiesced in all the terms of the U.N. resolution by 1971. (Syria’s response was more equivocal.) Palestinians were not included in the diplomacy surrounding 242, and the resolution’s one oblique reference to them merely “[a]ffirms . . . the necessity . . . [f]or achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem.” Dershowitz’s claim that 242 called for a “two-state solution” grossly falsifies its content: a Palestinian state was not even a topic of consideration in the diplomacy leading to the resolution’s passage. From the mid-1970s, however, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) leadership accepted the terms and language of 242 in the context of U.N. resolutions also affirming the national rights of Palestinians to an independent state in the West Bank and Gaza.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Along with most Arab nations, the Palestinians rejected Resolution 242, while Israel accepted it, as it had the Peel Report and the U.N. partition. Once again, the Palestinians and Arabs rejected the two-state solution, while Israel indicated a willingness to take steps that would have led to such a solution. (p. 98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. TWO-STATE SETTLEMENT

1. WHAT IS THE TWO-STATE SETTLEMENT?

(a) A two-state solution to the Arab-Palestinian-Israeli conflict, also known as peace with two states, was the basis of international consensus in the mid-1970s when a two-state solution within the borders of the pre–June 1967 borders was the core of U.N. Resolution 242. The resolution reaffirmed the right of all States in the region to live in peace and within secure and internationally recognized boundaries. It has been the foundation of the Arab Peace Initiative of 2002 and the basis for the Oslo Accords of 1993.

(b) The current worldwide consensus supports this premise that there should be two states, one Jewish and one Palestinian, existing side by side. This consensus is based on the principle of self-determination, the right of Palestinians to live in their own independent state. It is also reflected in the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 181 (II) of 1947, which called for the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine and an Arab state in the rest of Mandatory Palestine.

2. WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE ACTUALLY SHOWS

(a) The evidence for a two-state solution is overwhelming. Most of the world supports a two-state solution, including the vast majority of Americans. (p. 3)

(b) The current worldwide consensus supports the two-state solution. This consensus is based on the principle of self-determination, the right of Palestinians to live in their own independent state. It is also reflected in the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 181 (II) of 1947, which called for the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine and an Arab state in the rest of Mandatory Palestine.

3. SOURCES:

(a) None

(b) None


2. Noam Chomsky, Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and the Palestinians, updated ed. (Boston, 1999), chap. 3.
# APPENDIX III

## Topic | The Case for Israel | What the Evidence Actually Shows

| 1. WHAT IS THE TWO-STATE SETTLEMENT? (continued) | | inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war” and “the right of all States in the region to live in peace within secure and internationally recognized borders”—called for, inter alia, “[t]he withdrawal of Israel from the Palestinian territory occupied since 1967” and “[t]he realization of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, primarily the right to self-determination and the right to their independent State.” (Notice again that the resolution includes the definite article before “Palestinian territory.”) It passed 160 to 6 (United States, Israel, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau, Uganda). Although in practice allowing for “minor” and “mutual” border adjustments, the worldwide consensus on the size and borders of the two states couldn’t be clearer: Israel must *fully* withdraw from the territories it occupied in June 1967.\(^{23}\) |
| --- | |

| 2. WHAT IS THE RECORD OF SUPPORT FOR THE TWO-STATE SETTLEMENT AMONG THE MAIN PARTIES TO THE CONFLICT? | (a) Israel has long been willing to accept the kind of two-state solution that is now on the proposed “road map” to peace. (p. 1) | For nearly three decades the Palestinian leadership and key Arab states have registered support for the two-state settlement. Israel and the United States have opposed it. In January 1976 a resolution was tabled in the Security Council affirming that Palestinians should have the right “to establish an independent state in Palestine,” that “Israel should withdraw from all the Arab territories occupied” in June 1967, and—borrowing the language of 242—that “appropriate arrangements should be established to guarantee . . . the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of all states in the area and their right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries.” The resolution was supported by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) as well as Egypt, Syria, and Jordan. Israel refused to attend the Security Council session, the Labor government announcing that it |
states of Syria, Iran, and Libya, claim that the entire landmass of what is now Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip should permanently be controlled either by the Israelis alone or by the Palestinians alone. (p. 3; cf. pp. 65, 71–72)

(c) [A]t least until recently, virtually all Palestinian and Arab leaders categorically rejected any solution that included a Jewish state, a Jewish homeland, or Jewish self-determination. (p. 8)

(d) [T]here can be no dispute that until relatively recently the rejection of the two-state solution was virtually unanimous among Palestinians and Arabs. (p. 73)

(e) Israel did manage to make some halting progress in peace negotiations, but wouldn’t negotiate with Palestinians, while the United States vetoed the resolution. In April 1980 the United States vetoed a second Security Council resolution using this same language.24 In August 1981 King Fahd of Saudi Arabia presented a peace plan calling for “Israeli evacuation of all Arab territories seized during the 1967 Middle East war,” “[s]etting up a Palestinian State with East Jerusalem as its capital,” and “[a]ffirming the right of all countries of the region to live in peace.” Israel reacted by starting preparations to destroy the PLO based in Lebanon.25 In his analysis of the buildup to the Lebanon invasion, Israeli political scientist Avner Yaniv reports that Yasser Arafat and the PLO mainstream were “visibly engaged in a process of reorientation leading to a far more compromising approach toward the Zionist state than previously,” while the United States was increasing pressure on Israel “to deal with the PLO directly.” On the other hand, “all Israeli cabinets since 1967” as well as “leading mainstream doves” adamantly opposed establishment of a Palestinian state in the Occupied Territories. The aim of Israeli policy was “weakening PLO ... ”punitive military action deliberately out of proportion to damage done by PLO attacks” and “raids [that] harmed Palestinian and Lebanese civilians.” Ultimately, however, Israel had only two options: “a political move leading to a historic compromise with the PLO, or preemptive military action against it.” To fend off the PLO’s “peace


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2. WHAT IS THE RECORD OF SUPPORT FOR THE TWO-STATE SETTLEMENT AMONG THE MAIN PARTIES TO THE CONFLICT? (continued) | talks with the Palestinians starting in the early 1990s. Even before that time, a number of senior Fatah figures had been preaching a “two-state” solution, but these individuals had experienced assassination... at the hands of other Palestinians. From its founding in 1964 (and even before), the PLO (and its predecessors) had rejected the two-state solution in favor of terrorism, the destruction of Israel, and the transfer out of the Jewish population. (p. 105) | “Israel chose military action, invading Lebanon. “[D]estroying the PLO as a political force capable of claiming a Palestinian state on the West Bank,” Yaniv concludes (as do all serious scholars), was “the raison d’être of the entire operation.”

Meeting in Algiers in November 1988, the Palestine National Council officially ratified a two-state settlement. Its “political communique” called for the convening of an international conference on the basis of 242 and “the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian people, foremost among which is the right to self-determination”; for “[t]he withdrawal of Israel from all the Palestinian and Arab territories it occupied in 1967”; and for “[t]he Security Council... to formulate and guarantee arrangements for security and peace between all the states concerned in the region, including the Palestinian state.”

In tandem with its escalating repression of the largely nonviolent Palestinian revolt (intifada) in the Occupied Territories, the Labor-Likud “National Unity” government unveiled in May 1989 its own “peace initiative” explicitly barring a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza. Among its “basic guidelines” were that “Israel opposes the establishment of an additional Palestinian state in the Gaza district and in the area between Israel and Jordan” and that “[t]here will be no change in the status of Judea, Samaria and Gaza other than in accordance with the basic guidelines of the government.” (The word additional refers to the traditional Zionist view that a Palestinian state already exists in Jordan.)

In May 1997 the Israeli Labor party, which until then categorically ruled out a Palestinian state, officially recognized “the Palestinians’ right to self-determination” and did “not rule out in this connection the establishment of
over all of Palestine and the transfer of most Jews out of all of Palestine. (pp. 105–6)

(g) It also follows from the undisputed fact that Palestinian leaders are blameworthy for their repeated rejection of the two-state solution and for the resulting escalation of violence, that the two sides should not be treated in an even-handed manner. To reward rejection and violence with even-handedness is to encourage such conduct. (p. 194)

SOURCES:
(a) None, (b) None, (c) None, (d) None, (e) None, (f) None, (g) None

a Palestinian state with limited sovereignty.” However, the platform, on the one hand, was silent on the crucial question of the Palestinian state’s borders and, on the other, explicitly stated that “Israel extends its sovereignty over areas that are major Jewish settlement blocs”—nullifying the international consensus. In 2002 Prime Minister Sharon expressed support for a Palestinian state. The Likud Central Committee, however, subsequently passed a resolution stating that “no Palestinian state will be established west of the Jordan River.” In addition, as seasoned Israeli commentators have pointed out, the Palestinian state Sharon envisages is based on the South African “Bantustan model,” whereby 1.5 million Gazans will be confined “in a huge holding pen,” while the wall currently under construction will fracture the West Bank into “three Bantustans.” In Dershowitz’s imaginative history of this international consensus, “there can be no dispute that until relatively recently the rejection of the two-state solution was virtually unanimous among Palestinians and Arabs”—even if the PLO and key Arab states have registered support for the international consensus since the mid 1970s. In contrast, according to him, Israel “has always favored a two-state solution”—even if until 1997 Labor ruled out any kind of Palestinian state, Likud still opposes one, and Sharon favors a Palestinian state on the “Bantustan model.”

27. For excerpts from the political communiqué, see Lukacs, Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, pp. 415–20.
29. For the Labor Party platform, see www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Politics/laboch.html.
To document overwhelming Palestinian opposition to a two-state settlement and support for suicide bombings, Dershowitz cites three times the same poll data from a *New York Times* article. All three of his citations of the *Times* are in one way or another wrong. In the March 18, 2002, *New York Times*, Serge Schmemann did report a survey, allegedly conducted by An-Najah National University, containing the data Dershowitz refers to. However, a thorough search found no trace of such a poll at An-Najah. The *Haaretz* article cited by Dershowitz provides no specific data on Israelis’ support for the international consensus on a two-state settlement or on Israelis’ attitudes to gross human rights violations of Palestinians. On the other hand, although not cited by Dershowitz, extensive, reliable poll data on Palestinian and Israeli attitudes do exist. None of these data even remotely support any of Dershowitz’s findings or conclusions. For the period December 2001–June 2004, Palestinians’ support for a two-state settlement based on the international consensus (“ending occupation on basis of UN Resolution 242 and establishing the Palestinian State”) versus support for “liberating all of historic Palestine” was evenly split at 45 percent to 45 percent, while support for suicide bombings hovered around 63 percent. These percentages reflected a hardening of Palestinian opinion after hopes of an Israeli withdrawal withered and Israeli repression escalated. The anecdotal evidence suggests that during the early years of the first intifada, support for the international consensus was overwhelming among Palestinians, while support for attacks inside Israel proper was virtually nil. Even as recently as February 1999 fully 52.7 percent of Palestinians gave total support and another 22.3 percent middling support to “the idea of establishing a Palestinian state with 1967
ans want terrorism to continue until all of Palestine is liberated. (pp. 108–9)

(d) A recent poll taken at Najah University in Nablus found that “87% of Palestinians surveyed were in favor of continuing terror attacks” and “87.5% were in favor of ‘liberating all of Palestine.’” (p. 162)

borders,” while even after decades of occupation and repression, only 5 percent of Palestinians supported suicide bombings in March 1996, and as late as March 1999 still only 26 percent approved. Finally, the respected Palestinian pollster Khalil Shikaki points to the consistent finding over a ten-year period that “about three-quarters of the respondents continued to support reconciliation between the States of Palestine and Israel in the context of a two-state-solution and a peace agreement between the two sides.” His conclusion is that “for short-term needs, high threat perception among the Palestinians elicits a highly emotional and hard-line response,” whereas “when dealing with long-term issues, rational thinking prevails among Palestinians, even in the midst of their pain and suffering.”

Among Israelis, support for

32. Email correspondence between Mouin Rabbani and Dr. Taher Masri of An-Najah National University (12 October 2003). Masri, director of public opinion research at An-Najah, states that a polling center at An-Najah was first established only in July 2003, and the first opinion poll was conducted 17–19 July 2003. Schmemann did not reply to email queries, and an exhaustive search of the Web produced no record of such a poll.

33. The Jerusalem Media and Communication Center (JMCC, www.jmcc.org/publicpoll/results) reports these findings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support for suicide bombings (%)</th>
<th>Support for international consensus/Support for liberating all of Palestine (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 2001</td>
<td>64/49/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2002</td>
<td>63/46/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2003</td>
<td>62/45/43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2004</td>
<td>62/42/46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other findings reported in the text are culled from JMCC surveys. The World Bank has commended JMCC polls as “methodologically sound” (Twenty-Seven Months—Intifada, Closures and Palestinian Economic Crisis—An Assessment [Jerusalem, May 2003], p. 40777). For Shikaki quote, see Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, “Palestinian Public Opinion and the al-Aqsa Intifada,” in Strategic Assessment (Tel Aviv, June 2002), p. 5. For Palestinian opposition to targeting Israel proper during the first intifada, see, e.g., Norman G. Finkelstein, The Rise and Fall of Palestine: A Personal Account of the Intifada Years (Minneapolis, 1996), p. 37. In fact, Palestinian public opinion overwhelmingly opposed any Palestinian military operations, even against Israeli soldiers in the Occupied Territories.
3. WHERE DO THE PALESTINIAN AND ISRAELI PEOPLES STAND ON THE INTERNATIONAL CONSENSUS? (continued)

SOURCES:
(a) None
(b) New York Times, May [sic—March?] 18, 2002

a kind of two-state settlement close to the international consensus has hovered around 42 percent during the second intifada. Support for the most egregious repressive measures against Palestinians (political liquidations, use of tanks and aircraft, house demolitions) averaged 80 to 90 percent, while nearly half of Israelis polled consistently approved expelling all Palestinians in the Occupied Territories, and nearly a third supported expelling all Palestinian citizens of Israel as well. Unlike in the Palestinian case, these Israeli poll results on the whole can’t be decisively explained by a hardening of opinion due to the escalating violence and despair of a two-state settlement. Respected Israeli pollster Asher Arian points out that support among Israelis for any kind of Palestinian state stood at only 21 percent in 1987 and 35 percent in 1993, while already in 1991 fully 38 percent of Israelis supported expulsion of Palestinians from the Occupied Territories and 24 percent supported expulsion of Palestinian citizens of Israel. According to other reliable polls, even as late as December 1999 only 6 percent of Israeli Jews fully accepted and another 18 percent accepted at all a Palestinian state on the pre–June 1967 borders (13 percent and 18 percent respectively, for all Israelis, including Palestinian citizens), while even during the early months of the first intifada in 1988, when it was overwhelmingly nonviolent, fully 41 percent of Israeli Jews supported expulsion of the Palestinians.34

34. The closest approximation to the international consensus for which poll data are available is Israelis’ support for President Clinton’s peace proposal in December 2000. Clinton recommended a 94 to 96 percent Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and a 1 to 3 percent swap of Israeli land for Palestinian land annexed by Israel. Asher Arian’s Israeli Public Opinion on National Security 2003 (Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv), p. 33, reported these findings on Israelis’ support for the Clinton proposal:
Establishment of a Palestinian state on 95% of the West Bank and Gaza (%) | Land swap (%)
---|---
2001 | 43 | 44
2002 | 40 | 38
2003 | 42 | 45

Arian presents in the 2003 survey, p. 29, these findings for Israelis’ support of egregious human rights violations in the Occupied Territories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political liquidations (%)</th>
<th>Use of tanks and aircraft (%)</th>
<th>House demolitions (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2001 | 89 | 71 | No data |
2002 | 90 | 80 | No data |
2003 | 92 | 79 | 88* |

*Arian reports in his 2002 survey, p. 35, that fully 57 percent of the respondents “thought that the measures employed to ensure quiet in the territories were too lenient.”

Arian presents in the 2003 survey, pp. 30–31, these findings for Israelis’ support for expelling the Palestinians from the Occupied Territories, expelling Palestinian citizens of Israel, and “encouraging” Palestinian citizens of Israel to leave:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expelling Palestinians in Occupied Territories (%)</th>
<th>Expelling Palestinian citizens of Israel (%)</th>
<th>“Encouraging” Palestinian citizens of Israel to leave (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2001 | No data | No data | 50 |
2002 | 46 | 31 | 53 |
2003 | 46 | 33 | 57** |

**Arian notes in his 2002 survey, p. 27, that already in the early and mid-1990s fully two-thirds of respondents supported such “encouraging,” while a June 2004 University of Haifa poll found that 64 percent of Israeli Jews supported “encouraging” Palestinian citizens of Israel to leave. See Yulie Khromchenko, “Poll: 64% of Israeli Jews support encouraging Arabs to leave,” *Haaretz* (22 June 2004), and a 20 October 2004 poll conducted by the Shiluv Institute found that 58 percent of Israelis between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two supported the “deportation of Arabs from Israel” (Americans for Peace Now, *Middle East Peace Report* [Washington, D.C., 25 October 2004]).

For Israelis’ support of a Palestinian state in 1987 and 1993, see 2003 survey, p. 12; for Israelis’ support for expelling Palestinians from the Occupied Territories and from Israel in 1991, see Arian’s 2002 survey, p. 10; for the December 1999 poll data on Israeli Jews’ support for a Palestinian state, see JMCC poll no. 35, “On Palestinian and Israeli Attitudes towards the Future of the Peace Process” (“in cooperation with Tami Steinmetz Center for Peace Research, Tel Aviv University”), p. 5; for Israelis’ support for expelling Palestinians in 1988, see Nurit Amitary, “Survey: 41% for transfer, 45% Israel is too democratic,” *Haaretz* (8 June 1988).
In 1983 Noam Chomsky published *The Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and the Palestinians*.1 Apart from exhaustive research bringing to light a documentary record little known in the United States, the main innovation of the book was to recast debate on resolving the Israel-Palestine conflict. Until then, the terms of debate in the United States typically juxtaposed the “Arab” against the “Israeli” position. Chomsky coined the term *international consensus* to denote a third pole in the debate: the settlement favored by the international community. Registered in numerous forums—most notably, United Nations resolutions—this international consensus supported a two-state settlement incorporating the provisions of U.N. Resolution 242—Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza, on the one hand, and Arab recognition of Israel’s right to live in security, on the other—as well as establishment of a Palestinian state. Chomsky’s main empirical insight, copiously documented, was that the Palestinian leadership and key Arab states had come around to supporting the international consensus for a two-state settlement, whereas Israel and the United States were the major—indeed, before long, the only—opponents of it. Whereas Chomsky had previously given support to a binational state along the lines advocated before Israel was founded,2 he aligned himself from after the October 1973 war with the international consensus on the grounds that, although far from ideal, it was the only practical basis for a settlement that provided a modicum of justice for all parties concerned. In *Fateful Triangle* he wrote:

> Within the international consensus, there has been little discussion of whether such a settlement—henceforth, a “two-state settlement”—reflects higher demands of abstract justice; rather it has been taken to be a politically realistic solution that would maximize the chances for peace and security for the inhabitants of the former Palestine, for the region, and for the world, and that satisfies the valid claims of the two major parties as well as is possible under existing conditions. One can imagine various subsequent developments through peaceful means and mutual consent towards a form of federation or other arrangements.3

While sentiment in Chomsky’s political milieu has, in recent years, been shifting toward a “one-state solution” incorporating Israel and the

1. Boston, 1983. In 1999 an updated version was released under the title *Fateful Triangle*.
Occupied Territories, he himself hasn’t deviated from support of the two-state settlement in his extensive writings and lectures on this topic since publication of *Fateful Triangle*.

In *The Case for Israel*, Alan Dershowitz states that “the premise of this book is . . . a two-state solution” (p. 2). This “premise” is repeatedly anchored by Dershowitz in what he refers to as the “international consensus” or “worldwide consensus” favoring such a settlement (pp. 64, 65, 69; cf. p. 3). Yet, while using Chomsky’s framework and even his coinage, Dershowitz brazenly asserts, in the face of a three-decade-long written record proving otherwise, that Chomsky “reject[s] the two-state solution” (p. 3). As against Chomsky, Dershowitz proclaims that “I’ve always favored a two-state solution.” This will certainly be news to those who’ve followed Dershowitz’s pronouncements over the years. There is no record of him ever having supported an independent Palestinian state or criticizing Israel’s opposition to it. In the early 1990s Dershowitz advocated not an independent Palestinian state but “some form of autonomy” for Palestinians. Indeed, in his 1991 autobiography, Dershowitz expressed some doubt whether Israel should in any way mitigate its military occupation:

> I think—though I am not certain—that Israel is making a mistake in continuing to occupy heavily populated Arab areas on the West Bank and in Gaza. But the decision to exchange lawfully captured territory (even heavily populated territory) for the promise of peace (even if such a promise were forthcoming) is so complex, so fraught with risk, so unprecedented in world history, so involved with domestic political considerations and consequences, that I, for one, am reluctant to participate in the cacophonous chorus of know-it-all criticism that is currently directed at Israel for its inaction.

4. Although Chomsky has written voluminously on the Israel-Palestine conflict, Dershowitz’s preferred reference is Chomsky’s public lectures, which can’t be checked against Dershowitz’s rendering of them—as Dershowitz well knows. The claims of Dershowitz that can be checked against the Chomsky original uniformly lack merit. For example, he suggests on p. 79 of *The Case for Israel* that, in a Harvard lecture, Chomsky misrepresented historian Benny Morris. He quotes Chomsky as falsely asserting, “Benny Morris has shown that the Arab population ‘was driven out’ by the Israelis” in 1948. Yet just as Chomsky reported, in *Israel’s Border Wars* (New York, 1993), Morris states that during the 1948 war “the Palestinians had been crushed, with some 700,000 driven into exile” (p. 410).


In a recent *Haaretz* interview, Dershowitz gave this account of his past views:

I always thought that Israel made a terrible mistake by not accepting the Allon plan. Israel made a mistake by not making unilateral border adjustments after the war in the spirit of Security Council Resolution 242. Israel and the UN made a mistake in 1967 by not understanding that there is a difference between occupying land and occupying people. Occupying land is okay. Territorial changes after a war of defense are fine, especially in the case of Jordan, which started the war against Israel in 1967. . . . Whoever starts a war should take into consideration that it may suffer territorial changes. On the other hand, occupation of people is always bad. I was always against occupation of people, but not against occupation of land.³

The Allon Plan, proposed soon after the June 1967 war by senior Labor party official Yigal Allon, called for Israel’s annexation of up to half the West Bank, with the fragmented areas of “dense Arab settlement” exercising in lieu of statehood some form of autonomy or link with Jordan.⁹ Contrariwise, the international consensus has called for Israel’s full withdrawal to its pre–June 1967 border and the establishment of an independent Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza. But unlike Chomsky, Dershowitz has “always favored a two-state solution” based on the international consensus—even if his own written record shows contrariwise.


⁹ For the Allon Plan, see B’Tselem (Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories), *Land Grab: Israel’s Settlement Policy in the West Bank* (Jerusalem, May 2002), p. 7.
CHARADE

On pages 238–39 of *The Case for Israel*, Alan Dershowitz refers to the “so-called Palestinian right of return” and “claimed right to return” and states that “[t]he time has come—indeed the time is long overdue—to put an end to this right of return charade by so-called Arab refugees.”

In December 1948 the United Nations General Assembly affirmed, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the right of Palestinians driven into exile during the first Arab-Israel war to return home.1 Paragraph 11 of General Assembly Resolution 194(III) “[r]esolves that the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those choosing not to return.”2 The principles of this resolution figure as part of the international consensus among states and human rights organizations for resolving the Israel-Palestine conflict. General Assembly resolutions noting “*with regret* that repatriation or compensation of the refugees, as provided for in paragraph 11 of its resolution 194 (III), has not yet been effected,” and requesting “continued efforts towards the implementation of that paragraph” were adopted by votes of 151 to 2 (Israel, Marshall Islands) in December 2001, 158 to 1 (Israel) in December 2002, and 167 to 1 (Israel) in December 2003.3 A December 2003 General Assembly resolution that “*stresses the need for resolving the problem of the Palestine refugees in conformity with its resolution 194 (III)*” passed 160 to 6 (Israel, United States, Palau, Uganda, Micronesia, Marshall Islands).4 (All emphases in originals.)

In December 2000 Human Rights Watch (HRW) sent open letters to President Clinton, Prime Minister Barak, and President Arafat regarding the Palestinian refugees. They uniformly stated:

1. Article 13 of the UDHR states: “Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.” The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the treaty that gives legal force to many of the rights proclaimed in the UDHR, codifies the right to return, stating in Article 12.4: “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country.”


3. *Assistance to Palestine Refugees (A/RES/56/52) (10 December 2001); Assistance to Palestine Refugees (A/RES/57/117) (11 December 2002); Assistance to Palestine Refugees (A/RES/58/91) (9 December 2003).*

4. *Peaceful Settlement of the Question of Palestine (A/RES/58/21) (3 December 2003).*
Since the inception of the international refugee system fifty years ago, three durable solutions have emerged under international law and refugee policy to enable refugees to put an end to their refugee status and re-establish an effective link with a state. These include voluntary repatriation to the refugee’s country of origin; local integration in the country of asylum; or resettlement in a third country. HRW calls on Israel, a future Palestinian state, countries currently hosting stateless Palestinians, and the international community to ensure that individual refugees are able to make free and informed choices for themselves from among these three established precedents.

To this end, HRW urges Israel to recognize the right to return for those Palestinians, and their descendants, who fled from territory that is now within the State of Israel, and who have maintained appropriate links with that territory. This is a right that persists even when sovereignty over the territory is contested or has changed hands.

If a former home no longer exists or is occupied by an innocent third party, return should be permitted to the vicinity of the former home. As in the cases of all displaced people, those unable to return to a former home because it is occupied or has been destroyed, or those who have lost property, are entitled to compensation. However, compensation is not a substitute for the right to return to the vicinity of a former home, should that be one’s choice.

And again: “Neither the options of local integration and third-country resettlement, nor their absence, should extinguish the right to return; their humanitarian purpose is to allow individual Palestinians to select during a specified period among several choices for ending their refugee status.” In a separate statement, HRW noted that it had likewise “defended the right of refugees to return to their homes in Bosnia, Chile, China, East Timor, Rwanda and Guatemala, as well as in other instances.”

In March 2001 Amnesty International released a “policy statement” regarding the Palestinian refugees. It stated:

Amnesty International calls for Palestinians who fled or were expelled from Israel, the West Bank or Gaza Strip, along with those of their descendants who have maintained genuine links with the area, to be able to exercise their right to return. Palestinians who were expelled from what is now Israel, and then from the West Bank or Gaza Strip, may be able to show that they have genuine links to both places. If so, they should be free to choose between returning to Israel, the West Bank or Gaza Strip.

Palestinians who have genuine links to Israel, the West Bank or Gaza Strip, but who are currently living in other host states, may also have genuine links to their host state. This should not diminish or reduce their right to return to Israel, the West Bank or Gaza Strip.

However, not all Palestinian exiles will want to return to their “own country”, and those who wish to remain in their host countries—or in the West Bank or Gaza Strip—should be offered the option of full local integration. The international community should also make available to Palestinian exiles the option of third-country resettlement. Whatever solution the individuals choose should be entirely voluntary, and under no circumstances should they be coerced into making a particular choice.

Where possible, Palestinians should be able to return to their original home or lands. If this is not possible—because they no longer exist, have been converted to other uses, or because of a valid competing claim—they should be allowed to return to the vicinity of their original home.

Palestinians who choose not to exercise their right to return should receive compensation for lost property, in accordance with principles of international law. Those returning should likewise be compensated for any lost property.

Amnesty pointed out that it has similarly “supported the right to return of people from countries in all regions of the world, including Bhutan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, East Timor, El Salvador, Guatemala, Kosovo, and Rwanda.”

D. CAMP DAVID AND TABA, 2000–2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>The Case for Israel</th>
<th>What the Evidence Actually Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. DID ISRAEL OFFER PALESTINIANS NEARLY EVERYTHING THEY WANTED AT THE 2000–2001 PEACE NEGOTIATIONS?</td>
<td>(a) Prime Minister Ehud Barak shocked the world by offering the Palestinians virtually everything they had been demanding, including a state with its capital in Jerusalem, control over the Temple Mount, a return of approximately 95 percent of the West Bank, and all of the Gaza Strip, and a $30 billion compensation package for the 1948 refugees. (pp. 8–9)</td>
<td>Dershowitz’s only evidence for his many assertions listed here consists of the bare text of a proposal by President Clinton reprinted in Haaretz and an alleged statement by Egyptian president Mubarak from 1989. Returning to the real world, the international consensus for resolving the Israel-Palestine conflict has called for full Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza, allowing for minor and mutual border adjustments. This consensus has included full Israeli withdrawal from East Jerusalem, which all General Assembly resolutions as well as, recently, the World Court advisory opinion have affirmed to be occupied territory. The departure point of Palestinian negotiators at Camp David in July 2000 was acceptance of the international consensus; the departure point of Israeli and U.S. negotiators was rejection of it. In a letter to President Clinton, who presided over the proceedings, Palestinian representatives stated that their aim was implementation of U.N. Resolution 242 and that “[w]e are willing to accept adjustments of the border between the two countries, on condition that they be equivalent in value and importance.” Repeatedly the Palestinian negotiators asked: “Will you accept the June 4 border [as the basis of discussion]? Will you accept the principle of the exchange of territories?” The Israeli position was that “[w]e can’t accept the demand for a return to the borders of June 1967 as a pre-condition for the negotiation,” while Clinton “literally yells,” in response to the Palestinian view that “international legitimacy means Israeli retreat to the border of June 4, 1967,” that “[t]his isn’t the Security Council here. This isn’t the U.N. General Assembly.” Measured against the international consensus, the reason the Camp David summit failed was straightforward: whereas the concessions of Palestinians exceeded those required of them, the Israeli position still fell far short of the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
satisfied Security Council Resolution 242, which mandated return of “territories,” not all territories, captured in Israel’s defensive war with Jordan. Few, if any, Palestinian people would remain under Israeli occupation. In addition, Barak offered the Palestinians a state with Arab Jerusalem as its capital and complete control over East Jerusalem and the Arab Quarter of the Old City, as well as the entire Temple Mount, despite its historic and religious significance to Jews. Israel would retain control over the Western Wall, which has no significance for Muslims. (p. 110, emphasis in original)

(c) Arafat did not even offer a counterproposal to Israel’s offer [at Camp David and Taba]. He simply rejected it and ordered preparation for renewed terrorism. (p. 118)

Palestinians were prepared to accept Israeli retention of sizable Jewish settlements in the Occupied Territories in exchange for land of equal size and value in Israel, as well as Israeli sovereignty in East Jerusalem over large Jewish settlements, the Wailing Wall, and the Jewish Quarter of the Old City. Israel, on the other hand, demanded annexation or long-term occupation of approximately 20 percent of the West Bank, fragmenting it into multiple pieces, and sovereignty over all of East Jerusalem apart from a few Arab neighborhoods on the city’s outskirts. In December 2000 President Clinton put forth his “parameters” for resolving the conflict. He proposed that Israel withdraw from 94–96 percent of the West Bank and Palestinians receive 1–3 percent of Israeli territory as compensation. Regarding East Jerusalem, he called for its demographic and symbolic division along ethnic lines: the Jewish population and religious sites central to Judaism would go to Israel, while the Arab population and religious sites central to Islam would go to the Palestinian state. Both the Israeli and Palestinian teams accepted the Clinton parameters as a basis for further negotiations while neither accepted them unconditionally. 37

These negotiations resumed in mid-January 2001 at Taba in Egypt. The Israeli side’s final offer called for the annexation of 6 percent of West Bank land, which would have still encroached deeply into the Palestinian state, and the leasing of an additional 2 percent, with a maximum 3 percent Israeli land swap of unknown value. Palestinian negotiators adhered to the “minor” and “mutual” formula of the international consensus: a 3.1 percent reciprocal land swap between Israel and Palestinians that would still enable Israel

35. The main sources for Camp David and Taba are Charles Enderlin, Shattered Dreams: The Failure of the Peace Process in the Middle East, 1995–2002 (New York, 2003), and, specifically on Taba, the Moratinos Document by the European Union’s special envoy to the peace process, Miguel Moratinos. All parties to the negotiations confirmed the accuracy of Enderlin’s account and Moratinos’s summary of Taba.


I. DID ISRAEL OFFER PALESTINIANS NEARLY EVERYTHING THEY WANTED AT THE 2000–2001 PEACE NEGOTIATIONS?

(continued)

(d) Arafat rejected the deal [at Taba] and flew home without offering any counterproposals or amendments. (p. 119)

(e) Yasser Arafat rejected the Barak proposal, making it clear that he would never surrender the right of more than 4 million Palestinians to return to Israel rather than live in the Palestinian state with compensation. (p. 110)

(f) It is the hope of most Israelis that the Palestinians will eventually drop this unrealistic demand [for the right of return], since it was Arafat’s refusal to do so that doomed the earlier peace negotiations in 2000–2001. (p. 240)

(g) President Hosni Mubarak took a positive first step . . . by declaring that “the Palestinian demand for the ‘right of return’ is totally unrealistic and would have to be solved by means of financial compensation and resettlement in Arab countries.” This, of course, is precisely what was to maintain its sovereignty over most of the Jewish settlers in the West Bank. On East Jerusalem, both sides seemed to be edging toward the Clinton compromise. The negotiations were unilaterally suspended by Barak—not Arafat, as Dershowitz falsely claims—in late January, allegedly due to the impending Israeli election, which he lost. Barak subsequently repudiated the legacy of Taba, as did incoming prime minister Ariel Sharon. There is no evidence at all from any sources with firsthand knowledge of the negotiations that Palestinian insistence on implementing the right of return caused the peace negotiations to collapse. Indeed, the indications were that, although Palestinian negotiators insisted that the consensus embodied in U.N. Resolution 194 serve as the basis for resolving the refugee question, as a practical matter, they would acquiesce in a statement of Israel’s responsibility for what happened and compensation for all but a few tens of thousands, who would be repatriated to Israel. Barak was categorical, however, in refusing to acknowledge any culpability for creating the Palestinian refugee problem: “[W]e cannot accept historical responsibility for the creation of the problem.” Throughout the negotiations, the core of the Palestinian position for resolving the conflict remained constant—that is, the terms of the international consensus, although in practice allowing for major concessions on East Jerusalem and the refugee question. Amos Malka, head of Israeli Military Intelligence (MI) from mid-1998 to the end of 2001, stated in 2004: “We assumed that it was possible to reach an agreement with Arafat under the following conditions: a Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital and sovereignty on the Temple Mount; 97 percent of the West Bank plus exchanges of territory in the ratio of 1:1 with respect to the remaining territory; some kind of formula that includes the acknowledgment of Israel’s responsibility for the refugee problem and a willingness to accept
offered at Camp David and Taba—a $30 billion compensation package plus an acknowledgment of “wrongs” done to the refugees, and the right of some refugees to return to Israel. But Arafat walked away, claiming that Barak’s offer would not resolve the refugee problem. (p. 240)

SOURCES:
(a) None
(b) Clinton Minutes, Haaretz, December 31, 2000.
(c) None
(d) None
(e) None
(f) None
(g) Jerusalem Post, January 26, 1989.

20,000–30,000 refugees. . . . [I]t was MI’s assessment that he had to get some kind of statement that would not depict him as having relinquished this, but he would be prepared for a very limited implementation.” 40 In March 2002 Crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia proposed, and the Arab League unanimously approved, a plan offering, in exchange for full Israeli withdrawal, not only full recognition but “normal relations with Israel,” while it called not for the “right of return” of Palestinian refugees but rather only a “just solution” of the refugee problem. A Haaretz commentator noted that the Saudi plan was “surprisingly similar to what Barak claims to have proposed” during the 2000–2001 peace negotiations. Yet, after an ephemeral interlude of evasion and silence, Israel “rejected the proposal with contempt.” Deposited in Orwell’s memory hole, the occasional subsequent mention of the Saudi plan evoked Israeli ire. 41

38. There’s no dispute that it was Barak who suspended the Taba talks, announcing his decision to Swedish prime minister Göran Persson and U.N. secretary-general Kofi Annan on January 28, 2001 (“PM Barak: Diplomatic Contacts with Palestinians Halted until after Election,” www.mfa.gov.il/MFA/Government/Communiques/2001). Although Barak’s pretext was the upcoming election, leading Israeli negotiator Amnon Lipkin-Shahak would later state that Barak was never serious about Taba and simply used it as an electoral ploy: “Taba was not aimed to reach an agreement. Taba was aimed to convince the Israeli Arabs to vote” (Swisher, Truth about Camp David, p. 403). Once it became clear that he would lose regardless of the Arab vote, Barak bolted from Taba.


“PEOPLE OF COLOR”–HATING PALESTINIANS
AND JEW-HATING JORDANIANS

On page 143 of The Case for Israel, Alan Dershowitz writes:

Palestinian terrorists have lynched and blown up more people—including hundreds of people of color—than the [Ku Klux] Klan managed to kill in its century-long reign of terror.

The corresponding endnote reports: “Some of the 273 marines killed by Palestinian terrorists in Beirut were black” (p. 252, chap. 2013).

Leaving aside the sheer weirdness of attempting to prove that Palestinians have killed more “people of color” than the Ku Klux Klan, and leaving aside that it was 241, not 273, American servicemen, mostly marines, who were killed in the October 1983 suicide bombing, there isn’t a jot of evidence—not even serious speculation—that Palestinians were in any way involved.1

On page 37 of The Case for Israel, Alan Dershowitz writes:

Many of the Jews who lived in what became Transjordan—some of whom had lived there for generations—had been forced to leave because of episodic outbreaks of violence and, by law, the few remaining Jews were forbidden from living in Transjordan.

The corresponding endnote reads: “Jordanian nationality law, Article 3(3) of Law No. 6; and Official Gazette, no. 1171, February 16, 1954” (p. 247, chap. 4113).

On the one hand, carefully compiled Ottoman population statistics do not show any Jews having lived in the area that became Transjordan during the preceding century.2 On the other hand, the Jordanian nationality law cited by Dershowitz does not address the citizenship status of indigenous Transjordanian Jews at all. According to Article 3(3): “Any non-Jewish person who possessed Palestinian citizenship prior to 15 May 1948 and was normally resident within the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan on the date this law was issued [16 February 1954]” is considered a Jordanian citizen.3 As is immediately obvious, the purpose of

3. Article 3(3) of the Jordanian Citizenship Law...of 16 February 1954 (translated from the original Arabic). This writer is indebted to Mouin Rabbani and Anis F. Kassim for clarifying the issue.
the law is to regulate the status of former Arab citizens of Palestine who had become resident in Jordanian-controlled territory as a result of the 1948 war (i.e., West Bankers and refugees) rather than to deprive Jews who were already Jordanian citizens of their existing rights. Furthermore, the law excludes only those Jews who were both Palestinian citizens prior to 1948 and resident in Jordan in 1954, and then only from the opportunity of automatic naturalization—hardly a natural right. The remainder of the 1954 Citizenship Law underscores the reality that Article 3(3) excluded only a specific group of Jews rather than all Jews, and that it was drafted in the context of Jordanian absorption of the West Bank and Palestinian refugees at a time when Jordan and Israel were still formally at war. Indeed, no other article of the citizenship law regulating naturalization explicitly excludes Jews.

**ONE (STRANGE) DAY IN SEPTEMBER**

On page 257n21 of The Case for Israel, Alan Dershowitz reports:

Estimates vary as to the number of Palestinians killed during “Black September,” with some estimates as high as 4,000 (One Day in September, Sony Pictures, www.sonypictures.com/classics/oneday/html/blacksept, last visited April 10, 2003), while others cite the figure of 3,000 (“Some Key Dates in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict,” www.umich.edu/~iinet/cmenas/studyunits/israeli-palestinian_conflict/studentkeydates.html, last visited April 10, 2003).

In September 1970 King Hussein of Jordan brutally suppressed a Palestinian insurgency. The range Dershowitz cites for Palestinian deaths during the Black September massacre is accurate. Oddly, however, his first source is the publicity website for a 1999 movie called One Day in September, while the second is a chronology appended to a high school syllabus. When this writer publicly noted the anomaly of a chair at Harvard Law School using such references, Dershowitz explained to the Boston Globe: “I’m happy that I don’t have to cite inaccessible sources.”

It gets curiouser and curiouser, however. Although citing a range of 3,000 to 4,000 Palestinian deaths during Black September in The Case

---

for Israel, Dershowitz reports in Why Terrorism Works that “as many as 20,000” Palestinians were killed in Black September.\(^2\) In September 1972 at the Munich Olympics, eight Palestinians belonging to a faction called Black September killed two members of the Israeli team and took nine others hostage. During a botched rescue operation by Bavarian police, all the Israeli hostages and five of the eight Palestinian attackers were killed. Three of the Palestinians were injured, captured and held for trial. On pages 43–44 of Why Terrorism Works, Dershowitz makes this sensational claim:

Less than two months after the [Olympic] murders, Chancellor Willy Brandt made a secret deal with the Palestinian terrorists. Together they arranged for other Palestinian terrorists to hijack a Lufthansa plane from Beirut carrying eleven German men and a skeleton crew and to hold these Germans hostage, threatening to kill them unless the three Munich murderers were flown to freedom in an Arab country. . . . Feigning terror at the prospect of Germans being murdered on a Lufthansa plane, Brandt gave in to the “demands” of these terrorists. Many observers suspected that the Lufthansa hijacking had been staged by the Brandt government to concoct an excuse for releasing the three terrorists, as a way of avoiding a real hijacking. Until recently there was no proof of this cynical secret deal between the government that had botched the rescue of the Israeli Olympic team and the terrorists who had murdered the Israelis, but it has now been confirmed by both Palestinian and German sources that the Lufthansa hijacking was a sham and that the Germans were all too eager to free the murderers.

This time Dershowitz’s source is not the movie One Day in September but a subsequent book based on it. His endnote refers readers to Simon Reeve, One Day in September (New York, 2000), “p. 158, citing Jamal al-Gashey, one of the terrorists responsible for the Munich massacre, and Ulrich Wagener [sic—Wegener], the founder of the elite German antiterrorist unit GSG-9 (p. 59)”\(^3\) (The pseudonym al-Gashey is given to one of the three imprisoned Palestinians later freed whom Reeve claims to have tracked down.) One problem with relying on books based on movies is that they aren’t always the most reliable sources. Typically Dershowitz gets the basic facts wrong. For example, the eleven passengers weren’t all German but overwhelmingly non-German, including an American.\(^4\) (The United States would later criti-
cize Brandt for having released the Palestinians, but during the hijacking the U.S. ambassador to Germany pressed the German government to acquiesce in the hijackers’ demands in order to save the American hostage.)\footnote{"Nase abbeissen: Vergebens suchten die Law-and-order-Fans der Union, die Flugzeugentführung der arabischen Guerillas in Wählersympathie umzumünzen,” \textit{Der Spiegel} (6 November 1972), p. 25.} Regarding the two personal testimonies to the alleged Brandt plot, Reeve conceals the whereabouts and even physical identity of the pseudonymous “al-Gashey,” while there’s reason to suppose that Israel long ago liquidated all three Palestinians freed after the Munich massacre and that, therefore, he doesn’t exist.\footnote{“Alles hohe Diplomatie: 20 Jahre nach dem Münchner Olympia-Massaker kämpfen die Familien der israelischen Opfer noch immer um Schadensersatz aus Deutschland,” \textit{Der Spiegel} (31 August 1992), p. 80. Even right-wing “pro”-Israel websites maintain that all the key Palestinian perpetrators of the Munich massacre are dead (see Mitchell Bard, “The Munich Massacre,” www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Terrorism/munich.html).} Wegener has asserted that “my statement in the film ‘One Day in September’ can’t be interpreted as evidence for an alleged secret deal between the Federal Government and terrorists” (emphasis in original).\footnote{Letter from Ulrich Wegener to Gylfe Nagel (29 February 2004). This writer is indebted to Nagel for making available her extensive research and correspondence on this topic.} Every member at every level of the German government contacted, from surviving senior officials of the Brandt government to the German Foreign Office and the Chancellery, dismisses the Reeve claim as preposterous, as do all knowledgeable German journalists and scholars, Jewish and non-Jewish alike.\footnote{These include Brandt’s minister of interior, Hans-Dietrich Genscher; former Munich mayor Hans-Jochen Vogel (Reeve gestures to Vogel for corroborative testimony); then-head of the German Chancellery Horst Ehmke; federal plenipotentiary for Berlin and federal minister Egon Bahr; Parliament member Hans-Christian Ströbele; Brandt biographer Peter Merseburger; film documentarians and researchers Oliver Storz and Hermann Schreiber; \textit{Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung} journalist Rainer Blasius; Professor Michael Wolffsohn from the University of the German Federal Armed Forces (Munich); and Hans Koschnick, who represented Germany in talks with Israel after the three Palestinians were released. This writer has statements from each of them on file.} But, basing himself on one book, which is itself based on a movie basing itself on two highly dubious sources, Dershowitz tells readers that this sensational tale “has now been confirmed.” Finally, in a model of situational ethics, while he castigates for an American audience Brandt’s capitulation to Palestinian terrorists, Dershowitz tells the German newspaper \textit{Die Welt}: “There are of course some [German] people who are deserving of much respect, Willy Brandt, for example.”\footnote{Alan M. Dershowitz, “Alle lieben tote Juden . . .,” \textit{Die Welt} (15 June 2002).}
On pages 54–55 of Why Terrorism Works, Alan Dershowitz writes:

The U.N. General Assembly even went so far as to encourage Palestinian terrorism directed against Israeli and Jewish civilians. In 1979, it approved an exception to the international convention against the taking of hostages. The amendment, which was expressly intended to permit hostage-taking by Palestinians, went as follows: “The present Convention shall not apply to an act of hostage-taking committed in the course of armed conflicts, . . . in which people are fighting against colonial occupation and alien occupation and against racist regimes in the exercise of their right of self-determination.” This formulation then became part of several antiterrorist resolutions, all of which implicitly exempted acts of terrorism committed by Palestinians against Israelis and Jews. (emphasis in original)

The United Nations General Assembly ratified the “International Convention against the Taking of Hostages” on 17 December 1979 (Res. 34/146). There are several problems with Dershowitz’s claim that it “encourage[s] Palestinian terrorism.” On a smaller, technical point, the passage he cites isn’t an amendment but comes right from Article 12 of the Hostage Convention. The larger, substantive point is that he has grossly misrepresented Article 12, the full text of which reads:

In so far as the Geneva Conventions of 1949 for the protection of war victims or the Additional Protocols to those Conventions are applicable to a particular act of hostage-taking, and in so far as States Parties to this Convention are bound under those conventions to prosecute or hand over the hostage-taker, the present Convention shall not apply to an act of hostage-taking committed in the course of armed conflicts as defined in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Protocols thereto, including armed conflicts mentioned in article 1, paragraph 4, of Additional Protocol I of 1977, in which peoples are fighting against colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist regimes in the exercise of their right of self-determination, as enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.

This article takes note that prohibitions against hostage taking in the context of armed conflict, “including armed conflicts . . . in which peoples are fighting . . . in the exercise of their right of self-determination,” already exist. Additional Protocol I explicitly extends the meaning of armed conflicts in the Geneva Conventions—and accordingly the absolute ban on hostage taking—to conflicts arising in the course of a people’s exercise of its right to self-determination. The plain intent of

the Hostage Convention was extending yet further the prohibition against hostage taking, beyond the context of armed conflicts, not to diminish existing sanctions against it. Lest there be any doubt regarding Dershowitz’s mangling of the text, the voting record at the General Assembly dispels it. Israel and the United States approved the Hostage Convention. To judge by Dershowitz, they both voted “to encourage Palestinian terrorism directed against Israeli and Jewish civilians.”

2. For the voting record, see http://untreaty.un.org/ENGLISH/Status/Chapter_xviii/treaty5.asp. Israel affirmed the applicability of the convention’s prohibition on hostage taking “in all circumstances,” while the United States approved without comment. This writer is indebted to Rafal Szczurowski for clarifying these points.
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